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EINSTEIN ON THE ATOMIC BOMB 

ALBERT EINSTEIN as told to RAYMOND SWING 

ALDERT ErNr:;TEIN was born in illm, Germany, in 1 79. He was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 19:tl. Driven into exile 
by Hitler's advent to power, Professor Einstein carne to this country in 19!!3, was appointed for life a member of tbe Institute for 
Advanced Study at Princeton, and became an American citizen in 1910. 

On August :t, 1939, just a month before Lhe outbreak of World War II, Dr. Ein lein wrote a letter which made history. The 
letter was addressed to President Roosevelt, and it starts with the sentence: "Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. Szilard, 
which has been communicated to me in manuscript, leads me to expect lhat the element uranium may be turned into a new and 
important source of energy in the immediate future." Dr. Einstein went on: "This new phenomenon would also lead to the 
construction of bombs, ... extremely powerful bombs. A single bomb of this type, carried by boat and exploded in a porl, 
might very well destroy the whole port, together with some of Lhe surrounding territory." 

It was Einstein's daring formula, E equals me", which led to the concept that atomic energy would some day be unlocked. 
Here, in these words recorded by Raymond Swing, he explains how mankind mu t control atomic power.- THE EorTOR 

T
HE release of atomic energy has not created a 

: new problem. It has merely made more urgent 
the necessity of ·solving an existing one. One 

could say that it has affected us quantitatively, not 
qualitatively. As long as there are sovereign nations 
possessing great power, war is inevitable. That state
ment is not an attempt to say when war will come, 
but only that it is sure to come. That fact was true 
before the atomic bomb was made. ·what has been 
changed is the destructiveness of war. 

I do not believe that civilization will be wiped out 
in a war fought with the atomic bomb. Perhaps two 
thirds of the people of the earth might be killed, but 
·enough men capable of thinking, and enough books, 
would be left to start again, and civilization could be 
restored. 

I do not believe that the ecret of the bomb should 
be given to the United Nat ions organization. I do 

1 not believe that it should be given to the Soviet 
Union. Either course would be like the action of a 
man with capital, who, wishing another man to work 
with him on some enterprise, should start out by 
simply giving his prospective partn r half of his 

money. The second man might choose to start a rival 
enterpri e, when what was wanted was his coopera
tion. 

The secret of the bomb should be committed to a 
World Government, and the nited States should 
immediately annow1ce its readiness to give it to a 
World Government. Tlu government should be 
founded by the United States, the oviet Union, and 
Great Britain- the only three powers with great 
military strength. All three of them should com
mit to this World Government all of their military 
strength. The fact that there are only three nations 
with great military power should make it easier rather 
than harder to establi ·h such a government. 

Since the United States and Great Britain have the 
secret of the atomic bomb and the oviet Union does 
not, they should invite the oviet Union to prepare 
and present the first draft of a Con titulion for the 
proposed World Government. That action should 
help to di pel the dislru t wluch the Ru sians already 
feel becau e the bomb i being kept a secret, chiefly 
to prevent their having it. Obviou ly the first draft 
would not be the final one, but the Rus ians should 
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be made to feel that the World Government would 
assure them their security. 

It would be wise if this Constitution were to be 
negotiated by a single American, a single Britisher, 
and a sinale Russian. They would have to have 
advisers, b~t these advisers should only advise when 
asked. I believe three men can succeed in writing a 
workable Constitution acceptable to all three nations. 
Six or seven men, or more, probably would fail. 

After the three great powers have drafted a Consti
tution and adopted it, the smaller nations should be 
invited to join the World Government. They should 
be free to stay out; and though they would be per
fectly secure in staying out, I am sure they would 
wish to join. Naturally they should be entitled to 
propose changes in the Constitution as drafted by the 
Big Three. But the Big Three should go ahead and 
organize the World Government whether the smaller 
nations join or not. 

The World Government would have power over all 
military matters and need have only one further 
power: the power to intervene in countries where a 
minority is oppressing a majority and creating the 
kind of instability that leads to war. Conditions such 
as exist in Argentina and Spain should be dealt with. 
There must be an end to the concept of non-interven
tion, for to end it is part of keeping the peace. 

The establishment of the World Government must 
not have to wait until the same conditions of freedom 
are to be found in all three of the great powers. 
While it is true that in the Soviet Union the minority 
rules, I do not consider that internal conditions there 
.are of themselves a threat to world peace. One must 
bear in mind that the people in Russia did not have 
a long political education, and changes to improve 
Russian conditions had to be carried through by a 
minority for the reason that there was no majority 
capable of doing it. If I had been born a Russian, I 
believe I could have adjusted myself to this condition. 

It is not necessary, in establishing a world organi
zation with a monopoly of military authority, to 
change the structure of the three great powers. It 
would be for the three individuals who draft the Con
stitutiQn to devise ways for the different structures 
to be fitted together for collaboration. 

2 

Do I fear the tyranny of a World Government? 
Of course I do. But I fear still more the coming of 
another war or wars. Any government is certain to be 
evil to some extent. But a World Government is 
preferable to the far greater evil of wars, particularly 
with their intensified destructiveness. If a World 
Government is not established by agreement, I be
lieve it will come in another way and in a much more 
dangerous form. For war or wars will end in one 
power's being supreme and dominating the rest of 
the world by its overwhelming military strength. 

New that we have the atomic secret, we must not 

lose it, and that is what we should risk doing if we 
should give it to the United Nations organization or 
to the Soviet Union. But we must make it clear, as 
quickly as possible, that we are not keeping the bomb 
a secret for the sake of our power, but in the .hope of 
establishing peace in a World Government, and that 
we will do our utmost to bring this World Govern
ment into being. 

I appreciate that there are persons who favor a 
gradual approach to World Government even though 
they approve of it as the ultimate objective. The 
trouble about taking little steps, one at a time, in the' 
hope of reaching that ultimate goal is that while they 
are being taken, we continue to keep the bomb secret 
without making our reason convincing to those who 
do not have the secret. That of itself creates fear and 
suspicion, with the consequence that the relations of 
rival sovereignties deteriorate dangerously. So, while 
persons who take only a step at a time may think they 
are approaching world peace, they actually are con-. 
tributing, by their slow pace, to the coming of war. 
We have no time to spend in this way. If war is to he 
averted, it must be done quickly. 

We shall not have the secret very long. I know it 
is argued that no other country has money enough to 
spend on the development of the atomic bomb, and 
this fact assures us the secret for a long time. It is a 
mistake often made in this country to measure things 
by the amount of money they cost. But other coun-

,tries which have the materials and the men can apply 
them to the work of developing atomic power if they 
care to do so. For men and materials and the decision 
to use them, and not money, are all that is needed. . 

I do not consider myself the father of the release of 
atomic energy. My part in it was quite indirect. I 
did not, in fact, foresee that it would be released in 
my time. I believed only that release was theoreti
cally possible. It became practical through the acci
dental discovery of chain reactions, and this was not 
something I could have predicted. It was discovered 
by Hahn in Berlin, and he himself misinterpreted 
what he discovered. It was Lise Meitner who pro
vided the correct interpretation and escaped from 
Germany to place the information in the hands of 
Niels Bohr. 

I do not believe that a great era of atomic science 
is to be assured by organizing sciences in the way 
large corporations are organized. One can organize 
to apply a discovery already made, but not to make 
one. Only a free individual can make a discovery. 
There can be a kind of organizing by which scientists 
are assured their freedom and proper conditions of 
work. Professors of science in American universities, 
for instance, should be relieved of some of their teach
ing so as to have time for more research. Can you 
imagine an organization of scientists making the 
discoveries of Charles Darwin? 

Nor do I believe that the vast private corporations 
of the United States are suitable to the needs of these 
times. If a visitor should come to this country from 
another planet, would he not find it strange that in 
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this country so much power is given to private cor
porations without their having commensurate respon-
ibility? I say this to stress that the American govern

ment must keep the control of atomic energy, not 
because socialism is necessarily desirable, but because 
atomic energy was developed by the government and 
it would be unthinkable to turn over tllis property of 
the people to any individual or group of individuals. 
As to socialism, unless it is international to the extent 
of producing a World Government which controls 
all military power, it might more easily lead to wars 
than does capitalism, because it represents a still 
greater concentration of power. 

To give any estimate of when atomic energy can be 
applied to constructive purposes is impossible. What 
now is known is only how to use a fairly large quantity 
of uranium. The use of quantities sufficiently small 
to operate, say, a car or an airplane is as yet impossi
ble. No doubt it will be achieved, but nobody can 
say when. 

Nor can one predict when materials more common 
than uranium can be used to supply atomic energy. 

Presumably all materials used for this purpose will be 
among the heavier elements of high atomic weight. 
Those elements are relatively scarce, because of their 
lesser stability. Most of these materials may already 
have disappeared by radioactive disintegration. So, 
though the release of atomic energy can be, and no 
doubt will be, a great boon to mankind, that may not 
be for some time. 

I myself do not have the gift of explanation by 
which to persuade large numbers of people of the 
urgencies of the problems the human race now faces. 
Hence I should like to commend someone who has 
this gift of explanation -Emery Reves, whose book, 
The Anatomy of Peace, is intelligent, brief, clear, and, 
if I may use the abused term, dynamic on the topic 
of war and the need for World Government. 

Since I do not foresee that atomic energy is to be 
a great boon for a long time, I have to say that for 
the present it is a menace. Perhaps it is well that it 
should be. It may intimidate the human race into 
bringing order into its international affairs, which, 
without the pressure of fear, it would not do. 
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Dr. Bush Asserts a Strong U. S. Is the 

Best Peace Guaranty • 
Ill 

He Sees Another War Reducing~
Humanity to Level of Savages 
Favors Sharing of Basic Kn owledge of Atomic 
Energy~ Provided Other Nations Are Equally 

Candid in Areas of Scientific P rogress 

Following is the complete text I believe that a strong United 
oJ the a_ddress by Dr. Vannevar states is the surest guaranty of 
Bu_sh, . d"ector oJ the Office of peace in the world. Not a strong 
Sc1ent:fic Resea_rch and Develop- United states policing the world. 
men:t and. pr~s:dent of th~ Car- Not a United States strong in 
neg:e Inst:tut:on, ot Washmgton, merely immediate military power 
at the Forum last mght: designed to wage war in the 

Throughout, the world. thought-~next few years. I mean a 
ful people are agreed that there United States strong now, and 
must be peace, and that the stronger in the future, govern
nations must join together mentally, economically, scientif
to maintain it. The bombs that ically, industrially, morally, and 
burst over Hiroshima and Na- also, and until we arrive at an 
gaski require that we end war international framework capa
as an accepted and possible in- ble of preserving peace, strong 
strument for nations. In those in a military sense. 
bombs which unleased the titanic We must grasp the tough fact 
power of atomic energy, man- that the very emphasis on peace 
kind demonstrated to itself that in the great democracies in the 
it has reached the ultimate in interval between the last two 
destructive power. This means wars undoubtedly fostered the 
that a new world, evil or good, I aggressors' conviction that the 
as we choose, lies before us. On democracies were soft and de
the one hand are utter ruin and cadent, and encoura.ged Hitler to 
suicide; on the other are friend- strike. Talk of peace must this 
ship and abundant life. It makes time be realistic; we shall need 
no difference whether a man is to maintain our full strength as 
a physicist or a farmer, a Rus- a military power if we are to be 
sian or an Amencan, a young- respect~d and l!ste~ed to. 
ster or a grandfather, a machin- Amencl!-ns who _smcerely w~nt 
ist or a :financier-when he looks to s~are m securmg and roam
at tt.ese alternatives, he thinks taimng the peace ?f the ~orld 
:first of all as a sim!ile human throu~h !!' strong mternat10nal 
being. org~mzat10n have their work 

And as he sums up in his mind plamly before them. We must 
the toll of death and devastation all judge our courses as good or 
which the war has exacted, and bad acco~d!ng to how they \~Ill 
projects in his Imagination the h~l? or hmder ~he strength with 
horribly greater t ll h" h _ wmch the nat10n goes forward 

t 
o w Ic an not as a possible combatant in a 

o her war would ~urely demand, world of Isolated suspiciOus 
he kn.ows in his heart t~at states but as one free people 
greatet th~n all oth~r co~sidel a- among other free peoples. This 
t1_o~s-of tace, natlO~ality, am- applies to the engineer !p the 
bttlon, t~ade,_ professiOn, power field, the scientist in the labora
or; prest~ge-Is the one all-en- tory, the Industrialist at his desk, 
compassmg fact that there must the mechanic at the lathe-to all 
be peace and good will among 1 of us as Individuals and to all of 
men. I us as groups. No Individual, no 

This has been mankind's group has any right to override 
problem after every war in his- the good of the nation as a whole. 
tory. It has never been solved At this critical time any indi
but there has always been an- vidual who places a selfish inter
other chance. This time it must est above the good of his country, 
be solved, for there will be no above its strength in a difficult 
chance to try again. Another world, should pause tq think that 
war would not necessarily wipe by so doing he may be making it 
the human race from the face necessary for his children or 
of the earth. But it could re- grandchildren to :fight in a des
duce the human race to a savage perate war. 
level or below. The realistic sense of moral re- 1 

The atomic bomb-of which I sponsib!l!ty which I stress here ~ 
shall have more to say later- Is basic. With It we have the J 
means that war now could come foundation on which the bul
with volcanic suddenness and 
volcanic destructiveness to the warks o! national strength can 
headquarters of industry and , be built. 
production, and could blast the Need for Vigorous Research 
nerve centers of civilization into 
impotence even before an alert I place high in the list of these 
could be spread. The entire the maintenance of vigorous re-
pattem in which we are accus- search in fundamental science, 
tomed to think of war is scrapped with Federal financial aid for 

the support of research pro
by this truth. Moreover, non- grams and for the education of 
atomic weapons which were future scientists, and with stress 
under study, in preparation, or on the fact that fundamental 
in existence when atomic bombs research demands at the same 
ended this war could by them- t" 
selves when fully developed ob- Ime the highest degree of free-

dom and initiative for the indi-
literate civ!l!zation. The atomic vidual. There must be no taint 
bomb emphasized and punc- f i t t! tuated a. stark reality. It is 0 reg men a on as Federal sup-

port is thus provided. The Con-
therefore imperative for us fi- gress now has under considera
nally to prove that the old as- tion bills which will establish a 
sumption that wars are in- national research foundation. 
evitable is a. fallacy. Through this mechanism the 1 

Sees Prorress Toward Goal 
Already we have made marked 

progress toward that proof, in 
the establishment of a frame
work within which the peaceful 
people of the world can work to
gether. The United Nations Or
~an!zatlon is a fact, and a fact 
that can be made as powerful in 

way as the fact o! the avail
of atomic energy. 

people of the United States will 
be enabled to foster the funda
mental studies of science from 
which come rich basic knowl
edge and immediate practical 
utility m all great scientific 
:fields. Of particularly great im
portance Is the fact that ~his 

"SCIENCE FOR WORLD SERY· 
ICE"-Dr. Yarmevar Bu&h 

legislation will help give the 
brains of young Americans a full 
chance to work. Throughout all 
the :field of knowledge, and espe
cially in the vast unknown new 
:field of atomic energy, the need 
and the opportunity for young, 
fresh minds are greater than 
ever before in history. 

During the war years we drew 
heavily on our scientific capital, 
making great advances in ap
plied science-in radar, rockets, 
anti-aircraft gunnery, in im
mediate therapeutics, in trans
portation. To do so, we had to 
give up fundamental research, 
and so we had to sacrifice the 
future to the present. We must 
now replenish the reservoirs of 
fundamental knowledge. Second, 
it is through the application of 
the results of vigorous funda
mental research that we have in 
the past created extensive in
dustries, secured productive em
ployment for our people, raised 
our standard of living and of 
general education and increased 
the national income upon which 
government draws for the gen
ert' good. We ~ust be able to 
rely in the future on funda
mental science to provide the 
basis for those things to a great
er extent than we have in the 
past. 

The advantages which an 
alert and aggressive military 
establishment gained from 
scientific research in the hard
fought struggle just past need 
no rehearsal here by me. It ts 
a blunder, however, to pass over 
the third member of the pow
erful team that made them pos
sible. This third member is 
American industry, :flexible, re
sourceful, vigorous. Without it 
this country and the rest of the 
free world might well have 
gone down in defeat. Indus
trial might. when well exerted 
through teamwork between 
management and lab·:·, has al
ways been one of this country's 
greatest sources of national 
strength, in peace or war. Hence, 
I hold that we must foster and 
preserve the industrial zeal that 
has served us well ever since 
our pioneer days. Only thus can 
we be sure of the avenues by 
which the results of scientific 
and engineering progress :find 
their place as useful products in 
national and international life. 

Atoinic Age 
Vigilant Government Needed 
This does not mean that the 

central government should relax 
its vigilance to protect the pub
lic against wrongdoing-in busi
ness or elsewhere. It does mean, 
however, that we must encour
age the advent of new industrial 
units, remove obstacles and petty 
annoyances, and thus create a 
climate of opinion in which 
sound business will thrive. It 
does not mean failure to regu
late where regulation Is neces
sary, as in the natural monop
olies, but that there should be 
no l1ostllity between government 
and business, even if business is 
bi{;. 

We must also have a strong 
government. Its several func
tions must be clearly defined 
and allocated, it must consist of 
able, alert men and, above all, 
it must be honest and upright 
because its members have moral 
integrity and a breadth of vision 
which lets them see against the 
background of history the sig
nificance of what they do. In 
the war years, all Americans in 
and out of uniform have been 
alert participants in their gov
e:·nment. It will not do for that 
active sharing to slacken now. 

In this war the rePl·esentative 
republican system proved effi
cient, versatile, adaptable. We 
must keep it that way. There is 
no inconsistency between this 
assertion and the existence of a 
strong Federal government in 
the United States. As society 
becomes more complex there are 
more things for the central gov
ernment to do- many things 
which only it can do. Nor is 
there inconsistency between this 
assertion and the creation of 
creat government works. Some 
of these are as old as the nation 
-consider the postal system 
the highways spanning the con: 
t!nent. Such works as these are 
ol necessity a national and 
hence a governmental responsi
hility. A new one is before us in 
the control and administration 
ot atomic energy. Already, in 
ifgislation now being considered, 
we are undertaking the problem 
of national control-an essential 
ftrst step toward ultimate world 
regulation and utilization ot this 

vr.st new power. Establishment 
of an Atomic Energy Control 
Commission of competent and 
disinterested citizens armed by 
the Congress with the unprece
dented powers demanded by 
ti:eir unprecedented responsi
bllities, with proper safeguards 
against their arbitrary or un
reasonable use, should soon be 
txpected. 

Now just as the self-interest 
of groups within the nation must 
yield to the essential require
ment that the nation be strong, 
so the self-interest of nations 
must in the years to come be 
subordinated in order that the 
world organization may be 
strong. We must be prepat·ed to 
recognize that no short-range 
self-interest of the United States 
can be allowed to stand in the 
way of full and sincere collabo
ration with other nations in the 
furtherance of peace. At this 
moment we Americans face this 
Issue, and the issue is stated in 
very great terms. It is the ques
tion v·hether and how we shall 
share with other nations our 
knowledge of the control and 
utilization or atomic energy, I 
do not use the atomic bomb as a 
term in stat!ni the issue; the 
bomb is but one application of 
atomic energy, a titanic and 
awesome application, it is true, 
but still only one application. 
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Let me digress ror a moment 
to say something about the 
bomb. First, we can never be 
thankful enough that the secret 
was learned by peace-loving 
peoples, not by the Fascist na
tions which sought with all their 
might to master it in order to 
unleaSh atomic wat· on the whole 
world. Second, the bomb did not 
win the war; the bomb did end 
the war swiftly and, I think, 
mercifully, and thereby saved 
many thousands of human lives. 
Third, and this is extremely im
portant, by reason of its sudden, 
spectacular effectiveness, the 
atomic bomb underscored and 
emphasized as never before the 
fact that the nations of the 
earth must put an end to all 
wars forever. Fourth, and of 
equal import, the development of 
the bomb-the work of a con
gress of free minds and free 
hands in a free country-is un
dying testimony to the strength 
and vitality of the philosophy of 
government in which we believe. 
Only in a free country where 
people have faith in the good 
will of one another could so vast 
an undertaking have been car
ried through so successfully in 
so short a time. Whatever I have 
said earlier about the teamwork 
of science, management, labor, 
the military and government is 
forcefully re-emphasized by this 
achievement. 

For the time being-that is, 
for the five to fifteen years 
which other nations must have 
if they are to make atomic 
bombs of their own-the control 
of atomic energy thus achieved 
by scientists and engineers work
ing in the United States puts in 
the hands of the American peo-

l ple a power and an opportunity 
such as no other people ever be-

~ 
fore have had. It is a startling 
fact, but it is a fact, that the 
United States today, if it would 
continue to put all its resources 
into such an effort, and if mat-
ters of physical force only were 
involved, could turn aggressor, 
devastate the centers of the 
world with atomic bombs, and tn 

a short time impose its will on 
all nations. The power is thus 
the power to rule the world. The 
opportunity is the opportunity 
not to use that power for that 
purpose. These are not alterna
tives for a free people rich in the 
tradition of freedom. For us, 
there is no choice between them. 
The United States will use the 
opportunity, not the power. 

It is perfectly plain that we 
?till not use a.tomie energy to 
Impose our will physically on the 
world. How shall we use it? 
Remember that though all we 
have now is a bomb, control of 
atomic energy will in time be
come an economic factor of the 
first importance. Note that in 
n;ankind's history the applica
tions of chemical energy ap
peared first at the simplest level 
-uncontrolled fire, then ex
Plosions-and that later they 
v:are one by one controlled and 
applied to meeting human needs 
The science of atomic energy to~ 
day is comparable to th ~ science 
of electricity in the time of 
Faraday. Things move faster 
today than they did a ·century 
ago; hence we may expect that 
though it is far more difficult 
the development of atomic en: 
ergy for peaceful industrial and 
economic use will be swifter than 
was the development of elec
tricity. The atom should be at 
useful constructive work for us 
within ten years. Yet It will not 
perceptibly alter the pattern of 
our living until long after that. 
We shall still use steam and 
electricity for lighting and 

power. The atom will generate 
these things-not drive the 
famlly car. And we must bear 
in mind, as we look thus to the 
future, that this development 
which the public interest re
quires will have to be carried on 
under controls which the public 
safety demands. Usinr; atomic 
energy is a dangerous under
taking. But that energy must 
be brought to use, for it can 
ultimately bring all mankind 
more ease and peace than we 
have ever known. American 
industrial ability, working with-

. in sensible limits which the well 
being of the people imposes, can 
be relied on to overcome the 
dangers and produce the bene
fits. 

As an engineer, I have good 
reason to know that the free ex
change of ideas and knowledge 
is the first requirement of prog
ress. We had such a system be
fore the war, and under it Amer
ican science led the world. It 
must be restored, for only by 
the cross-fertilization of brains 
do we breed great thinking and 
the peaceful control of' the 
energy of the atom will demand 
much great thinking. There
fore, I hope to see the United 
States make the first great move 
toward the renewal of interna
tional exchange of scientific 
knowledge. I believe we should 
undertake to share with our 
world partners all of our basic 
scientific knowledge of atomic 
energy. 

Do not oversimplify this state-

ment and mistake ~ay!ng 
that I think we should blandly 
give away this part of the in
formation without consideration. 
The consideration we should ask 
is quite clear. We would expect 
all nations to do likewise, in 
fact, to be equally candid and 
open in all areas of scientific 
progress, and to make the inter
change real by constant ex
change of scientists, students 
and publications, with a policy 
of open doors in scientific lab
oratories all over the world. We 
can bring alo"out this result if we 
are united and wise, but it 
shoulc~ be clear that there are 
two great objects: first, to ope ·l 
our own scientific doors, and 
second, to do so in such manner 
that all other doors will also 
open. 

This would l·e only a first 
step, but It would be an Im
portant one. It would not in
volve 'giving a.way the secret 
of the atomic bomb." That re
side~. as ~ar as it exists, prl
rnanly in mdustrial experie!"ce 
the solving of f: multitude of 
practical problems and the in
tricate technique~> of >tppl'ca
tion. It can•·.ot be too strongly 
emphaslzert that no man coulct 
convey this information by a 
formula or a di!lgram or two. if 
he would; it is much too com
plex for that. r would propose 
that we retain such information 
securely at present, fo1· it is one 

\ 

of the reasons that our lead o··er 
other nations that might wish 
to construct ate mic bombs is as 
large ~s it is. Et:t the first step 
of suggesting full interchange 
o 1 the basic science of the atom 
is still important; for to take it 
would indicate st1'ongly that we 
v•ish to proceed down the road 
of international collaboration. 

Other steps car follow, if the 
first is successful. I would ad
vocate as the next steo the plac
ing of full information in re
gard to all aspects of atomic 
energy in the hands of a body in 
the United Natioz.s Organization, 
with instruction~ for the com
plete dissemination of it. But 
I would do so o1.ly if there were 
complPte acceptance of the prin
ciple that this body would ha' e 
insnection right.<. to be imple
mented by a scientific board 
internationally c0nstituted, and 
before the door v·- - ..,..,ened wide 
I would make very sure that 
such inspection would work so 
that r.o nation c'uld in fact rro
ceed in secret with military ap
plications. 

Beyond this lir other steps, 
and these hardly need to be spe
cifically formula' Pd as yet, for 
the road is long. Trusteesh :p 
for all military embodiments. 
provisions for l'St only und')r 
the orr:ers of ~he fecurl~y Coun
cil. disnersion of rre.t"rials into 
industri11l em'· ··,.,ent.< from 
whlch they eould not 11e reas
sembled without the knowledge 
·f the wcrld, arP possibilities to 
explore. 

The first step toward that ul-

t1mate goal is to. establish the 
full free fiow of facts-the com
plete and honest exchange of 
knowl~dge-among the nations. 
We Americans are the first to 
be in full possession of the most 
powerful and most precious 
lwowledge of the physical world 
e\·er discovered. We can there
fore open the way toward assur
mg the growth of the full free 
fiow of facts. by providing for 
complete interchange of inform
r.tion on the basic scientific 
a1-pects of atomic energy. In the 
War Department release in early 
August, we made the right start, 
1>.nd I believe we should go 
farther on that course. The 
sn ongest help that we can give 
to bettering the common destiny 
of mankind is to demonstrate in 
tris way our faith in the good 
'>ill of men and our desire to be 
one nation among other nations 
;p a peaceful world of free inter
change. 

As we enter a new world I urge 
two things. Let us maintain our 
country strong in every way. 
Ir> this strength, let us lead 
through the path of interna-' 
tiona! understanding to the or
ganization of a sovereign world 
where the nations of men will 
fir:d the better, happier life 
which man's fipaJ mastery of 
tr•P enprgy of the atom offers. 
if he will but use it rightly. To 
tnis end every citizen, in every 
contact with his fellows. guided 
by his patriotism and his own 
judgment. has his duty clearly 
before him. ' 



j ]' ruman Explains Plans 
p'/t By FELIX BELAIR JB. 

Sp•claJ to THE NEW You TIMJ:S. 

WASHINGTON, Oct. 31-Presi
dent Truman said today that the 
entire field of atomic energy and 
no other subject wa!i on the agenda 

,of his forthcoming discussions with 
'Prime Ministers Attlee and Mac
kenzie King, although he welcomed 
a discussion of any other matters 
they cared to bring into the con
ference. 

At the same news conference 
Mr. Truman denied suggestions 
heard in the House of Commons 
yesterday that President Roosevelt 
and Winston Churchill had entered 
into a secret agreement during 
their meeting at Quebec for the 

) peacetime control of the atomic 

-,bomb. The President did not de- Stalin. It would be p~ssi~le f~ 
velop this latter theme. to any him to reply to the quest~on mtelh 

'

great length, saying merely that he gently, the President sa1?, but h1 
did not think such a statement a~ed that the next thmg after 
was true. He added that as nearly the Nov. 11 discussion~ woul~ be 
as he had been able to learn the for this Government, WI~ Bntain 
entire field of atomic energy re- and Canada, to take up With oth~r 
lease was shared equally by the ~orld governments general poll
United States, Great Britain and c1es on peacetime control of atomic 
Canada. energy release. I 

A question twice repeated in dif- Murray Asks for New Bill 
ferent form as to whether Britain Meanwhile, hearings went for
and Canada knew as much about ward before the Joint Senate Com
the prod~ction of the ato~ic bo~b merce and Military Affairs Com
as we d1d brought a11: affirmative mittee, where Philip Murray, CIO 
answer from the Pre~1dent. Ho.w- president, called for new legisla
ever, the President did not mod1fy tion to substitute for the May
his recent statement at Reelfoot Johnson atomic power control bill 
Lake, Tenn., that the United States so that the United States can "keep 
would not give away to any nation abreast" of other countries in the 
the industrial know-how required development of nuclear research. 
to construct the huge plants in Mr. Murray in a statement to the 
which the bomb is assembled. committee said that "only t>y 

The President's remarks on that I freeing the scientists" could the 
1 former occasion appeared directed United States keep up with the 
to Soviet Russia, but he included lpace of other nation!. He charged 
all other countries in his explana- that witnesses at hearings on the 
tion that it would not do any na- bill "paraded the1r fears and hopes 
tion any good to learn the secrets for a future war" instead of testl
of the bomb construction since fying on what shape scientific re
only this country possessed the re- search should take in the future. 
sources and the industrial know- Mr. Murray further testified 
how to put it together and to build that both the May-Johnson bill l 
the huge plants necessary for its and a measure by Senator Warren 
construction. G. Magnuson, Democrat, of Wash-

President Truman was asked If ington, to set . up a research foun- , 
his meeting with Prime Ministers dation were "designed to become 
Attlee and Mackenzie King on the instruments of monopoly, and 
Nov. 11 could be considered as a easy prey to those who want to I 

/Prelude to another meeting of the JaunC'h this country into another 
Big Three, including Generalissimo war." '• 

l -~- ...... ~ • • 

[ WHAT PEOPLE ARE THINKING] 
_ By EUIO ROPfR J 

Opinion on the Atomic Bomb 
1 fl 

Mr. Roper, well known authority on public-opinion surveys, 
conducts the ''Fortune" magazine polls. 

There is muc11 discussion about the practical question is: How can 
what the United States should do the secret be used for America's 

· with the secret of the atomic long-term political good? 
• bomb. Some want to give it to This argument, of course, en

the United Nations, holding that tirely overlooks the moral issue; it 
such a gesture would establish the sinlply recognizes that we cannot 
good faith of the United States be King Canute and bid scientific 
and set an important precedent progress stand still in every country 
for future world-wide collabora- of the world except our own. 
tion. Some would give it first to Results of Poll 
Russia. as a means. of establis~ing Nor do the American people as a t 
the umty of the Blg Three-smce whole think we can keep the secret v 
England already has all or most of of the atomic bomb. "Fortune" I 
the secret. Some would hug the magazine has just released the re- t 
secret close ~o our chests, on th.e suits of this question: f, 
theory that lf we alone kno:n th1s rt took the united States about a 
inlportant secret of destructiOn no five years to develop the first atomic " 
one can be an aggressor against us. bomb. About how long do you think 

President Truman has indicated It wlll be before some other country 
that he will take or at least share wlll develop one If we don't give them n 

. . ' f• any help at all on It? SJ 
the respons1bih ty for the secret o other countrJ .. w!ll de· 
the atomic bomb. But can he? velop atomic bombs In Sl 

The American people are essen- ~;:~ About ~i,";~ 0 

t!ally a practical people. The story tlve tlve tlve Don't t1 
about the saloonkeeper who coun- Y•ara years P~~·i:ntever know t1 
tered with the question, "Has Kelly Total · · · · · · · ~2.7 t2 o 11.7 • s 18.2 t' 

' had the drink?" when asked by 
8~1Af~ ~:~.·.~· . 54 3 12.1 13 s 3 7 1s.2 

. his bartender, "Is Kelly's credit ~g ~nd40civer :: ~g n·: ~~ ~ : ~ ~U g 
; good for a drink?" is a story B~,~~~~~:;:,1,0 ~.·.••J6 4 149 3 8 3 8 

P 
typical of American realism. U pp•r mlddl• . 66.6 1o.s s .2 3.7 1 ~ :i C 

! The R eal Questions ~~~i' .. ~~?~~~: ~U g·~ iU n ~g I~ 
The real questions in the dis- Br0:'.dd~c·:~~~ol.. 37.

5 12 4 13 3 6
, 3103 .~ ~ i position of the secret of the atomic High achool. .. 55.o 1: •. o 12 7 J a " 

bomb are: Can we keep it a cone•• .. ..... 73.6 9.5 u 2.5 1 1 J: 
; secret? Will our actions regard- It is interesting to note that a E 
1 ing it create good will or ill will? clear majority of all but the most 

Will we use it to promote our own poorly educated believe we can ~ 
and world security or as another keep the secret for less than five 1 1 magir)ot line? years. And only 20 per cent ?f the 1 t It would seem that it is of no use most poorly educated are w11Jmg to , 

1 to ask whether we should keep the say we can keep it for more than , 
I .atomic bomb secret if the fact:; are five ye~~:rs .. Only 10 per cent. of j 
r that we cannot keep it. We have those With some college educatiOn 

1 the word of our best scientists that believe we can keep 1t longer than 1 
• the secret Js ours for a short time five years. , . 

1 · only. Surely no one expects any The question Would 1t be best 
' member of the United Nat10ns to to keep the secret if we could?" 1 

' start a war with us within five becomes a question of moral issues 
I years. Even those people who sus- and hypothetical advantages. The : 

pect Russia will agree that Russia practical question Is, "Shall we try ' 
r~eds peace for longer than that. to accomplirh the impossible-

. If we are not to be attacked for keep the secret-and in so doing 
more than five years and if we create distrust as to out· own in-

! I can't keep the secret of the atomic tentions? 
omb for that long a period, then coonl!rbt. Ul'5. N•,.. Y•« Tribune Ir.o 

RADIOACTIVE CROP 
STIRS ATOM STUDY 

Science Seeks to Learn if Blast 

Part icles From New Mexico 

Fell on Illinois Straw Field 

Spoclal to THS Nsw Yolll< Truta. 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS., Oct. 31-

Scientists in several parts of the 
country are endeavoring to solve 
the mystery of the strong radio
activity of a quantity of straw
board, manufactured in southern 
Illinois, from straw cut in that areal 
twenty-three days after the test 
explosion of the first atomic bomb 
in New Mexico. 

Dr. Robley D. Evans, Professor 
of Physics at the Massachusetts 

lrnstitute of Technology and direc
tor of the radioactive laboratories

1 there, disclosed the efforts to run 
down the agent which caused the 
radioactivity. It was discovered 
during tests of the strawboard 
when it was delivered to the East
man Kodak Company at Roches
ter, N. Y., for use in wrapping 
films. 

A news report two days ago from 
Schenectady, N. Y., quoted Dr. 
Chauncey Guy Suits, director of 
the General Electric research lab
oratories, as saying that stocks of 
film at the Eastman plant, 1,500 
miles from Los Alamos, N. M., 
were mysteriously fogged and de
stroyed by the effects of the 
atmoic blast. 

According to Dr. Evans no 
photographic film was destroyed 
at Rochester. The tests made on 
the strawboard when delivered to 
Roshester showed ).t was so in
tensely radioactive that it would 
have ruined any film wrapped in 
it, it was said. 

Dr. Evans and other physicists, 
who have been at work on th~ 
problem, have not reached a final 
solution, but admit two possibili· 
ties. 

C>nt is that the atomic bomb ex
plosion at Los Alamos may have 
been responsible. It was said tc 
be possible that active ingredient! 
of the bomb, which did not go 
through fission, were carried to 
a high altitude, possibly 60,000 
feet, caught in the trade winds1 borne eastward and precipitateQ 
by rain on the Illinois strawflelds. 

The other possiljil!ty is that the 
contamination may · h'ave come 
from some source, such as the 

!
Wabash River, the waters of which 
are used in the strawboard man
ufacture. 

A cutting of straw from the TIU
no;s field on July 14., the day of 
the Los Alamos explosion, proved 
t._ be perfectly clean, it was stated, 
but a cutting on Aug. 6 was a dif
fer~nt story. 

I 

J/1 ''II 
·senate Group 
On A tom Holds 
1st Meeting 

Washington, Nov. 1 (AP)-Th~ 
Special Senate Committee on 
Atomic energy met for the first 
time today. 

When Chairman McMahon 
(D-Conn.) called the committee to 
organize it hadn't even been 
assigned quarters and had to bor• 
row space fro mthe Agriculture 
Committee 

McMahon said he hopes the 
scientists who worked on the 
bomb which flattened Hiroshima 
will give the committee the tech· 
nical aid it must have for intelli· 
gent legislation on developing and 
controlling the new power source. 

"We must have the benefits o! 
the full testimony of the outstand
ing scientists in the nuclear en· 
ergy field, equipped with all the 
facts," he added. "If we are pro· 
vided with the facts, we should 
be able to make logical decisions." 

SENATORS DEMAND 
BAN ON ATOM BOMB 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 1 UPI
The Senate heard demands today 
that the atomic bomb be outlawed 
by International agreement a s a 
weapon too terrible ever to be used 
again. 

Voiced first by Senator Kenneth 
McKellar, Democrat, of Tennessee, 
they stirred a flurry of debate 
ranging from questioning whether 
reliance could be placed on such an 
arguments against the use of the 
atomic bomb applied also to other 
air ,bombs. Mr. McKellar left the 
presiding officer's chair to plead 
that the United States seek to bind 
all nations in a pledge against us
ing atomic bombs. Until such a 
pledge has been won, he said, this 
country should keep what secrets 
it has on the release of nuclear 
energy. 

Senator Edwin C. Johnson, Dem
Jcrat, of Colorado, acting chair
nan of the Military Affairs Com
mittee, was skeptical. "If it is 
possible to outlaw the bomb, why 
not go the whole step and outlaw 
war?" he demanded. 

Mr. McKellar recalled that this 
country had spent ~2,000,000,000 to 
develop the bomb. No other na
tion would spend such a sum, he 
contended, if there was an agree
ment against the use of atomic 
bombs. 

• 

• 
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Russ.ict Needs ,50' Yectrs of Pectce 
~{ 1 An Article from '"T!te ~wtday Times'' of London f / I J 

By Alexa11de1· Werth 

"RUSSIA-is it hopeless?" That In the o~her Slav coun~rles they of the Russians' unhel~ful attitude 
is a phrase one often hears in were rece1ved more cordially; but at the London confe1ence. They 

London these days. The question i~ even there they did not feel quite were unquestionably hoping for some 
a fundamental one. For it is one at home. Nor did the Russian soldier "gesture" to be made in connection 
directly affecting the life and future really take to the B.ritish and t~e with the atom bomb, and it w_as not 
of every human being. Lasting peace Americans; and, at heart, he felt forthcoming, conditionally_ or m anv 
is not conceivable without co-opera- that it was "unfair" that he should other _way. The1r alternative was to 
tion with Russia. or, at any rate, have to share Berlin or Vienna. with intensify the1r atom1c research. 
without some reasonable modus people who "hadn't fought for it." Militarily, the atom bomb may not 
vtvendi. Russian stock has slumped Also, the Germans did their best- be. of the slightest importance <tor 
heavily. One finds )Jeoplc now gu- and not ineffectively-in doing anti- wh? is going to use 1~? J, but psycho
ing to the other extreme, forgetting Ally propaganda among the Rus- l~g~ca!Jy the effect m Russia, con
all that Russia did during the wa"·· slans and vice-versa. Altogetl1er, d1t10ned as she IS, has been much 
and almost accepting the view th:1t except on a high level, relations be- deeper than most people .realize. 
she is the inevitable aggressor of tween the Russian and Allied forces There Is another pomt. Fro'll 
t11e near future. in Germany were not very happy, all the tangle of the London con-

Today, five months after V-E Day, • ference one fact emerges clearly: 
the Allies are passing through a The feeling that many things were ?-nd that ~ that the Russians wa11~. 
crisis of mutual distrust. Bringing "unfair" to the Red Army was ex- m the ~am, to return to the .B1g 
it down to its bare essentials, one plaited by home propaganda. The Three prmclple. ::ro be one agamso 
may say that we thoroughly distrust Red Army had llbera ted Poland and two is alwa~s eas1er than t? be one 
and dislike the way the Russlam Rumania and the Balkans and Aus- agamst four. Nor do the~ ltke what 
are acting in central and easterr, tria, and •·why should the others in- t~ey. c~~~~.er .:he exce.sslVe ~emo
Europe, and that the Russians are terfere?" The acceptance of such ctatiC . pun~m o: M1. Bevm, as 
acutely shocked at the idea of their "interference·• was, from the start, compa1~d w1.th MI. Churchill, and 
war-time Allies trying to "intimi- reluctant and grudging. Sometimes !;hey Wl!.l .m1ss no. oppor.t~t~y to 
date" them-as they put it-wi~h convincingly, sometimes less so, de~~nk 1t .bY askmg fo1 Glbral
their atom bomb There are al•o R . d k t d tars of theu· own. by speaking uf 
differences of outl~ok and temper~- tuss~an pthrop~g~ln a ep on . emoln- the 350,000,000 voteless Indians, or 
ment and above all a. failure 'o s rattm~ lla th le progtr~sstvde e ed- by asking why General Franco , , , • men s m a ese coun nes es1re 1 Jd b . t bl t M . understand each other's way or th ,. , d . 1 t 'th s1ou e more accep a e o t. . e .new emocucy, comp e e WI Bevin than M Groza thinking-and way of feelmg, To land reform and that only "reac- · · 

· take an example: if you talked ;;o tionaries" a~d "Fascists" could wish • . •" .· , 
a. Russian for hours about the Bel- f tl . 1 th . h k . To show that they ate not fugl.t-or any 1mg e se; e1r an enng d., tl R · . li bl sen trial, you would still fall to con- for "British democracy" <which they ene , 1e uss1ans at.e a e, as 
vlnce him that Britain was not be- h d 1 d ) d' the example of Hungaty shows, to 
ing lenient to •·Fascists ·• and was ~ never. la ' anyway was IS- defy Allied wishes for a time. Som•J-

• m1ssed as msmcere. b k th t t Th · not condoning gas chambers for , ,1 .1 R lt- ·h m ody must ta e e nex s ep. e1e 
. Ho" ever, " 11 e ooseve . w 0 is tcason to believe that the Rus-

chlldren. the Russians always considered a sians would like to take it. but are 
• friend-v:as ahve, and Churchlll-: l~eSitating. for they are still hoping 

The attitude ot the Rmsian people whom they regarded as a som~a for some atom bomb "gesture." But 
toward the foreigner was always a realist flrm~y bellevi~lg 111 the B:g the temper in this country and the 
mixture <not always in the same Three pnnctple, was .111 office-thete United States is not exactly pro
proportion) of two feelings: a desire: was evrry prospect, 111 the Russian Russian at the moment Thry 
to learn from him, and even to view, that suitable comprmmses would like the Foreign Ministe1s' 
make friends wit.h him, and the sus- would be reached, and that t~le three Conference somehow to resume ;m 
piclon that he is anti-Russian. In principal Allies would carry ~nto the the basis of Potsdam. They do not 
the twenty-eight years of Soviet post-war world the traditions of consider the time ripe for a Big 
rule It became worse still; the hos- Teheran and Yalta. . Three meeting. But the present 
tility of the outer world toward the The agreement on _Poland. In lt.s deadlock \which would have de
Soviets, and therefore toward Rus- final form ,_ was .not qu1te satisfactor_Y lighted Goebbels dearly) cannot 
sla, was almost self-evident, and on to Churcl:lll hnnself, but he let It continue. The Russians do not. ani 
those occasions when the opposite go at that, Mikolajczyk's alTival in can not, want isolation-for ISolation ! 
was patently true the Russian was Warsaw was, if anythi~g •. a help to would mean unrest in those very 
happily surprised-as, for example, the Russians in that 1t mtroduced border states which the Russia11s 
when Mr. Churchill declared Brit- an element o.f conciliation into Po- want to be friendly and peaceful. 
ain's support for Russia the day she land; and smce Mikolajczyk had \It would also mean economic isola-
was invaded. pronounced himself in favor of good tion-a less serious matter.) 

That speech was a landmark in relations with Rttssia, it did not mat- The Russians deny, of course, tha& 
the Soviet Union's foreign relations. ter very much whether he liked Mr. there is any ··Eastern bloc," but, 
One thing led to another: to the Bierut or not. The prmciple of bav- whether there is or not, they need a. 
Cripps-Molotov agreement of July ing a "friendly" government In Po- modus vivendi with Britain and 
12, 1941; to the Anglo-Soviet Alii- land was safegua1·ded; for, as a America, as ot11erwise the "friendlY 
ance of May, 1942; to Teheran, f.o prominent Russian diplomat recent- neighbors" can cmly become a fu·st
Yalta and Potsdam. To the ordinal Y ly remarked: "We cannot afford to class liability teeming with unrest, 
Russian there seemed no reaso11 have hostile governments next door; and even civil war. As for the 
why the happy new relationship the nmeteenth-century conceptlO•l Western bloc, the Russtan objection 
that was being built up by the Big of absolute sovereignty and absolute is. above all, ideological, for it con
Three should not continue indefi- neutrality was, /iurely, jlnally ex- jures up visions of new LocamOIS 
nitely. It is true that he had be('n ploded by the ~orry experience of and Munichs. But thev are also a 
consistently and systematically ~Is- Belgian and Dutch neutrality in little afraid of it for another rcascn; 
couraged against being too "pro- 1940.'' At the same !.imc, t.he recog- it, i5 the French idea that the West
Ally." That WP.s part of the long- nltion of the Warsaw government ern bloc could become the Third 
term policy of the more •·politicaiiy by Britam and America fully suited Monster, which could hold an ev~:;n 
conscious·· part of the Commumst the R'..lssians; H also contribut.ed to balance between the two other 
party. stabllity and quiet; and that is one "monsters"-Russla and the U. S. A., 

Thus, l.n the heyday of the happy reason, in many, why, in fact, . the and play them off one against the 
po&t-Teheran period there appeared Fussians do not want to go mto other. euch an idea Is, they say, 
In the Russian press the ridiculous iso;ation. contrary to the Big Three formula, 
"Cairo rumor" about secret Anglo- which Stalin likes best. 
German peace talks. It was In- Yet what, one may llSk, l.s the 
tended to remind the Soviet citizen Fusslan game now. after the failure But on whether the RUS~>Ians 
that even the best of capitalist of the Foreign Ministers' Confer- "want war,'' all one can say is that 
allies could not be trusted 100 per ence? their country require and hopes for 
cent. Again, one must have a peep Into fifty years of peace. The Russian !.$ 

the Russian mind. As alreariy said, very "object-conscious," and hi' 
Similarly, the Allied war cff·Jrt the disappearance of Roosevelt and main object-at least until the atom 

and the Allies' aid to Russia nea:·Jv Churchill had seriously upset the bomb upset him-was to turn Russia 
always tended to be played dOWil. Russians. And then, under the new In the next flHy years into the 
Despite this, the Russian citizen men, came the announcement t;~.f the "most prosperous country In :.he 
and soldier were becoming lncrens- atom bomb. All that was anti::'Rus- world." Which, in itself, implies a. 
lngly conscious of the great part sian-for instance, most of the Russian fear that the "others" 
played by the Allies. But, even so, Swedish press hooted with joy. It might be envious and start lnterfer
the glorification of the Red Army was rubbed in that victorious Rus- ing. This is just another example 
was done with such Intensity that, sla, with all her bemedaled mar- of those psychologicnl complexitie.! 
with a certain naivete natural to shals, could now be ''kept in order,'' surrounding the difficult, but by no 
him, the Russian soldier and citizen and some Pven said that she had means "hopeless,·· Russian problem, 
became convinced thllt "there is no become "a. second-class power." But. clearly, there ran be no r"• 
one like us." At the same time All th,s produced two reactions in construction without demobilization, 
the casual tie:; hnd been t.errlble, and Russia; a feeling of great dlstru>t There is good rea. on for believing 
the ordinary Russian, in crossing of the ·'capitalist world" and a sud- that Stalin, thou!lh on holiday, is gJv
his frontier into central Eur0pc, ff!!t. den feeling of Insecurity at a time ing serious thought to the pre cnt 
that the world, outside German;· , when it WAS least expected; and deadlock and is preparing a decisively 
could not help loving and admlrin'! secondly, a feeling of injured pride Important statement for Nov. 7. No 
him. and prc~tige. These feelings were one knows bett.er than he how impor-

The firfit disappointment came general. tant it is to stop the pre.~cnt danger• 
when the Russ1ans entered Poland. That is one of the explanations ous rot-in bolh ~cnse~ of lhe word. 



I nn The Reco~d 
~.:~====BY Dorothy Thompson===t==:=!..l 
Congress and the Atomic Bomb-11 

Recently I set forth propositions about the atomic bomb: It is 
no secret; it can be used only as an instrument o!. aggression; as 
an instrument o!. war it rings the death knell of small nations and 
promises mutual annihilation to the largest; 1t is an instrument 
!or unlimited political blackmail; as the property o! a commission, 
such as that proposed in the original May Bill, it is an instrument 
threatening domestic.liberties. 

Already the atomic bomb is 
blowing up what little there was 

f international 
No 

ation can 
trust " another 

has theca
pacity to destroy 
its c e n t e r s o!. 
population from 
1 o n g distances. 

unique pos
by us, to

gether with flaunts of power
"We are the most powerful na· 
tlon militarily on earth, with the 
largest Navy, and Air Force," and 
the call for universal service to 
"enforce" peace, is scaring the 
world to death, and leading to an 
atomic science race. 

Our moral position is weak· 
ened. At Nurember~. we shall 
accuse Germans for h a v i n g 
broken the rules of warfare by 
first resorting to weapons banned 
by international conventions. The 
onus for the introduction of 
atomic warfare rests, however, on 
the United States. 

We have committed ourselves to 
stopping potential aggressors. Al
ready t h e r e is apprehension 
abroad that the United States may 
be the next potential aggressor. 
The only way, in the atomic age, 
to strike down a potential aggres
sor is to strike without warning. 
Any nation, with the atomic bomb, 
can act before a Security Council 
agrees on who is potentially 
dangerous. 

• • 
They'll All Have It 

To hand the atomic bomb about 
1ndlscriminately in a world of 
sovereign states and great pow
ers which have hitherto refused 
any-restrictions upon their actions 
1s suicidaL If everyone has the 
atomic bomb, one will use, it first. 

Soon all great nations will have 
It. Estimates that it will be years 
be!ore It can be developed else
where are based on false assump
tions. One is that no other coun
try has a formula now. How do 
we know? The greatest contri
bution came from Germany. One 
o!. the leading atomic physicists, 
Prot. Lange, went to Russia as 
early as 1934. When the Russians 
took Berlin, they captured the 
physical laboratories in Dahlem, 
and here and in Vienna are bid
ding for scientists and getting 
them. The length of time needed 
depends upon advances already 
made, and the urgency put be
hind development. That will be 
Immense. 

Atomic power for war should 
be outlawed. How? By verbal or 
paper agreements? 

• • • 
And the Solution-

The solution Is as simple as the 
Judgment of Solomon. 

The secrets of atomic science 
should be given to every country 
which agrees to submit to a con
trol o!. its mines and laboratories 
by an international authority, re
sponsible exclusively to the 
World Security Organization- to 
humanity. It should be composed 
o!. scientists, technicians, and en
gineers, selected chieiiy from 
small nations who would, o! • 
course, also be under observation. 
Small nations are more trust
worthy, since for thrm atomic 
warfare means obliteration . 

The composition o! the aut hor
Ity and watchmen is of pre-emi
nent Importance. If any power 
represented in the board knows 
about its dispositions, relative to 
that powPr's own tcn-itory, the 
purpose of control will be largely 
stymied. H the watched partici
pate in watching, they are certain 
to try to control the directives. 
The body must be neutral vis
a-vis any single powPr. 

• • • 
It may be argued as a measure 

of di!ficulty that atomic bombs 
can be manufactured in small fac
tories. But there is unanimity 
that the deriving of atomic energy 
from elements more stable than 
uranium and plutonium is long 
distant. The commission, there
fore, must have a geological 
branch to investigate and guard 
sources o! raw materials. 

Its purpose is not to control the 
bombs but prevent their manu
facture. 

The commission should also be 
empowered to undertake experi
ments in the constructive use of 
atomic power. Some scientists 
have proposed that experimental 
cities be taken, in which heating 
and transportation derives from 
atomic energy, to divert the at
tention of mankind from the fear 
o! destruction to creative possi
bilities. 

Our brief exclusive possession 
o!. the atomic bomb gives us the 
historic opportunity to liberate 
the world from the most terrible 
of fears, and establish the first 
fool-proof. test of what constitutes 
a potential aggressor. 

A potential aggressor is any 
government that refuses to ac
cept international and impartial 
control over its experiments w ith 
a science that can be used to ob
literate half of mankind. Peo:{>le 
who live in glass houses cannot 
throw atomic bombs. It is an 
American proposal to open all 
windows to God's sunlight. 
They'd Rally to Us 

It is practical, urgent, would 
put the first content into the San 
Francisco Charter, and win the 
peoples of the world. From being 
scared o! the United States, they 
would rally to her from the cor 
ners o! the earth. 

The first country with absolute 
superiority o! power plus the 
atomic bomb, which offers to have 
that power controlled, only in re
turn fQr the same concession by 
all others, will break the worst 
weapon discovered by man with
out moving a single gun, and can 
publish on the air-waves of the 
earth the message for which mil
lions walt in tears: Peace! 

First Things First 

I N OUR effort to settle the war much longer to keep several hun
we are making the great stra- dred thousand ordinary troops on 
tegical error which, happily, garrison duty in Germany. The 

we avoided in waging the war. We answer is that there is no prospect. 
are dispersing our strength on The kind of army we have in Gee
sideshows in the secondary the- many was not recruited, was not 
aters instea!i of concentrati11g first trained, and is inherently unfitted, 
of all on the central and primary for garrison duty. It cannot be 
objec~ve. ln Europe, thanks kept there Vl!ry Ihuch longer: a 
largely to Oeneral Marshall, we cannot be e!Iective while it is 
never lost slght of the fact that there if its only interest is to come 
the war would be won only when home. Loilg before it democratizes 
the German Army was defeated, the Germans, it will demoralize 
and holding fa~t to that concep- itself. 
tion we refused to let our forces • 
be diverted to smaller indecisive This was foreseen and foretold 
campaigns in the Balkans and the long ago by many among us. The 
Near East, however plausible and War Department, which was so 
pressing politically, which did not brilliantly ingenious and resource
bring us to grips with the central ful In developing co-ordinated 
power of Germany. specialized task forces in the war, 

But s~ce Potsdam, and indeed has sh~wn no ~m~gination about 
in considerable degree since Yalta, developmg sp~c1al!z~d . tas~ forces 
we have lost sight of the main is- to carry out Its miSSIOn m Ger
sue in Europe, which is the Ger- many. It has just left a combat 
man settlement and have drifted arm:r composed of young civiliam 
into secondary disputes all around to sit ar_ound in Germany waiting 
the edges of Europe. We may have for a ship to take them home. 
been right as rain about such Su_rely_the men who planned the 
questions as Trieste, the Italian landmg m Ndrmandy ought to be 
colonies, the Romanian govern- able to d:aw _up a pi~n for a police 
ment, r~d the Bulgarian elec- force which Is recruited from men 
tions· they were nevertheless not who are prepared to stay in 
the questions which deserved to Em_-ope,_ and paid well _for staying, 
come first and the real reason we Which IS tramed specially for its 
got nowh~re in settlin~ them is mission, which is small and com
that they cannot ue settled until pact enoug~ to be ~anagcable, 
a basic German settlement has ana to have 1ts own espnt de corps, 
been agreed to. Many explana- which is equipped with all the 
tions have been offered for the planes, armored vehicles, devices 
failure of the London conference. and weapons to move irresistibly 
The true explanation, I submit, is and swiftly anywhere in Germany. 
that the London conference deal t As an anonymous member -t>f the 
witJl the wrong subjects. It wa;; ~- A_· ~:·,writing _in this m_ont,~·s 
like a conference of cred-itors try- Halpei s magazme, puts 1t, to 
ing to decide whether John Smith, apply our force_ co~-rectly i? Ger
who has just been through an many · · . 1t IS not m the 
earthquake, a fire and a ftood, least nece_ssary to have a bored G. 
should pa $10.72 to his grocer or I. wandermg around the streets of 
$9.36 to his butcher. Among the Frankfurt.". 
spectators the ideologists of vege- • 
tarianism were hot for paying the With such a different type of 
grocer. armed force, a different kind of 

• control of Germany would nato-
Surely it is evident that these rally follow. The control would be 

Balkan and eastern European based on the principle, not of gov
questions are subordinate to the erning Germany, but of compelling 
German question. How, for ex- the Germans to bear that unat
ample, can there be elections free tractive responsibility, of telling 
from foreign influence as long as them what they may not do within 
the Red Army is all over the Germany, what they must deliver 
place? Yet how can the Red Army out of Germany, what they may 
withrtraw from eastern Europe un- receive into Germany, and then of 
til there is a German settlement arresting, trying, and punishing 
which can be enforced without individual Germans who violate 
great unwieldly masses of troops? the code. 

How can there be any kind of If we are wise, -.;•e shall make 
orderly reconstruction on the con- it a simple and not an elaborate 
tinen~ of Europe until it is settled code. Having disarmed the Ger
what Germany is to produce. is to mans and demobilized them and 
export, and is to import? It is all destroyed or removed their chief 
very well for Mr. Bevin, seconded arsenals of war, we should forbid 
by Mr. By1·nes, to protest about them to train men or to make 
bilateralism between Hungary and weapons. There is no use trying 
the Soviet Union ; but what el e to define weapons; that will only 
can they expect when they have invite ingenious evasion. We can 
not made up their mi11ds about easily send a commission to Ger
Germany, which was the chief eco- many which can tell quite quickly 
nomic supplier of central Europ.e? if some new gadget is or is not a 
How would any one go a,bout re- weapon. 
converting the United States to The rules for German industry 
peace if between the Ohio and the should also be simple. It should not 
Mississippi' no one knew what it be difficult to say what may not 
was possible and what it was per- be produced at all, and what in 
misslble to produce, to buy, and broad quotas must be done, what 
to sell? mar be done. w:th the coal, U1e 

sleel, the electric power, etc., etc., 
General Eisenhower wrote to the authorized for production. Frob

President on act. 26 reminding ably it will be advisable to inter
him o! an agr~ement made last nationalize the coal production of 
summer under which the Army the Ruhr not, let us hope, by sta
would be relieved of t:.e duty of tioning {our armies in the Ruhr 
governing Germany, the I·esponsi- Valley, but by organizing a public 
bility given to civilians, and the corporation whtch owns the con
Army confined to its "true func- trolling shares in the coal mines 
tion" which is to provide the "re- and is itself owned by the Allied 
serve force and power" to enforce nations directly concerned with 
regulations and policy. It is a Germany. 
striking commentary on how these_ • 
great matters have been allowed to What we must avoid is com-
drift that a s~l~ier shoul~ have to plexity m our demands and pro
remmd the CIVil authonty about hibitions and in our methods of 
the lrue function of an army. control and enforcement. For the 

In carrying out the agreement, system will not last if it is not ' 
which the President has reaffirmed, simple, and the Germans wlll 
the Administration will need to never learn to govern themselves. 
reconstder radically the whole oc- or face up to the consequences of 
cupation system. It might well aggression, if-in the guise vf oc
begin by asking itself whether cupylng and reforming them-we 
there is any prospect of our being relieve them of lheir responsibil
able and willing to continue very lty for Germany, 

• 

• 

• 
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E R AL D TRI BUNE, SATUR D AY, NOVEMBE R 3, 1945 9 

De Seversky Sees Atomic Bomb Conant R"eports Halifax, Tedder, Wilson to Join 
Overrated as Threat to the U.S. U .. S. 5-15 Years AttleeinAtomTalk With Truman 

TOKYO, Nov. 2 (.lP\.-Major and Nagasaki because o! their .Ahead on Atoin From th•HeraldTr; bu ncBure aTL !Nations Conference at San Fran· 
Alexander P. De Seversky, noted flimsy wood construction. He said: Copyn gh t, 1945· New York Trl oune Ine. cisco, and D. H. F. Rickett, scien• 
designer of airplanes, declared to- " If a bomb like that dropped over 1 L?NDON, Nov . . 2.-The Earl of tific adviser to the Cabinet. 
day that the atomic bomb which Hiroshima were dropped over one T ells Senators That Great Halifax,. the Br1~1sh ~mbassador Neville Butler, Assistant UndeJ 
hastened J apan 's surrender could 'of our cities, we would lose a lot of . • . , to Washmgton, A1r Chief Marshal Secretary at the Foreign Office 
kill no more people than could a glass if the windows were closed. Bnlmn and Rus 1a Can l Sir Arthur W. Tedder and :::'ield who was secretary general to the 
regular ten-ton bomb, if dropped Chicago would require a great Catch Up in Less Time Marshal .sir Hemy Mai~land Wil- British deleg~tion at San Fra!_l: 
on American cities of steel and many atomic bombs to do any sor, Bntlsh representative on the c1sco. Will be m the group. as Will 
concrete. great deal of damage." . WASHINGTON Nov 2 CUP!_ ~ombined _chi~f~ of st.aff at yv~sh - 1 T .. L. Rowan, Attlee's principa; 

Ar uin a ainst" ettin h ster- De Seversky sa1d the atom1c D . J B C • t · h h 1 · d mgton, will JOin Pnme M1mster pnvate secretary; J. H. Peck, as· 
. g g g g . g Y bomb so far as he could learn 1 · ames · on~n • w 0 e pe. Attlee in his forthcoming talks in sistant principal private secretary, 1cal" about the atomic bomb, De • . • perfect the atom1c bomb. est1- . . . I . · · · t •' Seversky also told a news confer- starte~ .no fires m the tw? J apa- mated today that it would take Washmgton w1th President. Tru- and. ::xanc1s _\Vl~lla~s, At lee 1 
ence that he doubted whether the n~se c1t1es, but that fires b10k~ ?ut Great Britain and Russia five to n:an on ~fie ~~ture of atomic en- ad~1se1 on public 1elat10ns. __ _ 
bomb could sink a battleship un- flom s_toves and gas leaks aftet ."he fifteen years to eaten up with this eigy, It ':as _<dsclosed today. . I 
less it scored a direct hit explosiOn leveled homes and bmld- t. . h' t . t . Tedde1, v.:ho ls in the Umted , 

, . · . ings. For that reason, he con tin- co~n ry s ac levemen m a omlc States as a guest of General of 
N?~hmg h~?pened at _Nagas~kl ued, he remained unconvinced that de ~o~m:nt. . . the Army Henry H. Arnold, was I 

~r Hll?Shlm a, De Sevelsky s~1d, the atomic bomb could displace ~est1fymg on sc_1ent1~c-research deputy supreme commander of 1 
that ~ndJCates to me a radical "incendiaries and high explosives leglslatlOI_l before a JOmt Senate Allied forces in western Europe 

revolutiOn m the sc1ence of war· if we are going to tackle well pre- subcommittee, Dr. Conant, pres~- under General of the Army 
f~re to ih.e pomt :vhere we can pared cities with concrete struc- dent of Har~ard Uniyersity, said Dwight D. Eisenhower until his j 
dispense w1th the A1my, Navy and tures." he was not m a position · t o say recent appointment as chief of 
Air Force." H.e. hastened to add It will still be necessary to win ho~ much of the bomb's manufac- the air staff of the Royal Air 
that he cons1oered the atomtc air supremacy, both as a defense tunng secret Britain possesses. Force. Wilson has been in Wash-

. bomb "a great step m the science against the atomic bomb and as a Representative J. Leroy J ohnson, ington. for the last year. He re-
of demolition." means of employing it offensively Republican, of California, said that cently received considerable note-

De Seversky, who is in Japan De Seversky argued. For that rea~ Britain and Canada share with the riety and en official rebuke from , 
studying bomb damage, said lle,son. he said, America must remain United States only the scientific AtUee for an anti-Russian inter
thought the atomic bomb had strong in the air and should have knowledge of the bomb, and not view he gave to a newspaper re-
wrought devastation at Hiroshima an independent air force. the industrial knowledge. He made porter. 

the statement after talking with In addition to Sir John Ander
Majer General Leslie R. Groves, son, chairman of the Brit'l!;h gov-

l 
who directed the atomic - bomb ernme-nt's Advisory Committee on J 
project. Atomic Energy, Attlee will be ac

A. R. Blackburn , Labor party companied by Major General 
. member of Parliament, said this E. I. C. Jacob . who acted as an I 

week, however, that Britain pos- expert military adviser to the 
sesses the full manufacturing se- Bntish delegation at the United 1 
cret of the bomb, including the 

; technical "know-how." 
, Senator Carl A. Hatch, Demo

crat, of New Mexico, told the 
1 Senate that there is no chance of 

getting an effective international 
agreement to outlaw the -bomb. 1t 

f would be easy to get an agreement, 
he said, but making it stick would 

- be another thing. 
s He was asked by Senator J . Wil
t liam Fulbright, Democrat, of l 
e Arkansas, "What good will it do 
·I to build up a country construc- 1 

tively if it can be destroyed over
. night by the atomic bomb?" He 
- replied that there were three de
rl fenses-international agreements, 
•f military preparation and basic sci-

entitle research. He said there is 
- absolutely no analogy between the 
- use of poison gas and the atomic 
- bomb. Poison gas, he said, has 
~ been found to be ineffective. 

d Taft rges Policing World 
d WASHINGTON, Nov. 2 (JP).-
s- Senator Robert A. Taft, Repub
h lican, of Ohio, suggested today 
,
1 

that use of the atomic bomb might 
be successfully outlawed by giving 

~ the United Nations Peace organi
c, zation police power to see that no 
~ nation makes any of the bombs. 
s He said this plan might include 
L provisions for inspections in all 

countries, and an understanding 
d that United · Nations forces will 
_ "move in" if evidence of prepara
e Lions to use atomic energy mill
e tarily is found. 
d While the Senate debatrd. Dr. 
" Conan t adv1sed against pinning 
n hopes on outla wimg such dc:-.truc-

hve wrllpon:; as the RlomJc homo. 

II/ ~ # • 1 
Put the Scientists in Charge 

The point at issue in the controversy over 
the organization of a foundation for scien
t ific research in Washington is fundamen
tally whether t he direction of its activities 
shall be dominated by the government or 
whether, while integrated with the govern
ment, it shall have the freedom to go ahead 
on its own which its purpose demands. More 
specifically, the battle before t he Senate 
committee having the subject in charge lies 
between the proponents of the Kilgore bill 
and 'those to whom the Magnuson bill seems 
far preferable. The one measure would re
pose control of t he agency in the hands of 
a n administrator, appointed by the Presi
dent, with the duty merely of consulting an 
advisory board. The other would center con
trol In the board bY giving it authority to 

·name t he director. 
In t h e Magnuson. c·amp are most of our 

I distinguished scientists, including Drs. Con
ant, of Harvard ; Compton, of the Massachu
setts I nstitut e of Technology, and Vannevar 

Minority Report on Atom Contro 
2 on co':/.j,ittee Want Full-Time, Well-Paid Board 

Bush, director of the Office of Scientific 
Research and Development, the war agency 
which made such enormous contributions 
to victory. These gentlemen now have a 
champion and spokesman in the person of 
Mr . Bernard M. Baruch who has just insisted 
to the--committee that the "science cabinet," 
as he calls it, should consist of a body of 
men selected solely for t he contributions 
th ey ca n make to t h e advancement of sci
ence, t h at " full power and responsibility 
should rest with this board" under an ex
ecu tive director to be appointed by the Presi
dent on t he board's nomination. 

This it seems to us, is not only a sensible 
but a~ imperative program to follow if the 
foundation is to attract the services of our 
fi rst-string scientists . It differs perceptibly 
from the Kilgore proposal and "also from one 
put forth recently by P rofessor L. C. Dunn, 
of Columbia. Dr. Dunn, properly impressed 
with t he vital importance of the prospective 
foundation, u rged t hat it be m ade a regular 
depar tment of t he government with a di
rector ot Cabinet r ank. But, obviously, this 
again would divorce its cont rol from its 
scient ific staff and open the door to its po
li tical manipulation. What t he country needs 
is not a Department of Science to a,verlap 
the functions of all the other departments 
into whose operations science so largely 
enters but an independent agency of re
search, a clearing house of scientific 
discovery. 

Wash; ngton, Nov. 3 (APJ 
Five objections to an atomic 
<'nergy control bill approved by 
the House Military Committee 
were cited in a minority report 
mad<' public today. 

Signed by two committee mem· 
bers, Reps . Holifield W·Cal.) and 

I Price (D-I ll. J, it was only the first 
or ·everal expected before the 
I louse tackles the legislation 
later t his mon th. A group of 
Republicans among the 10 com· 
mitteemen reported to have 
votrd against the bill are under
stood to be drafting a separate 
report. 

HolifiPld and Price declared : 
1. The commission proposed 

for control of atomi enPrgy de· 
velopment should be composed 
of "full -time, well-paid mem· 
bers." The committee majority 
recommended a nine-mc>mb<' r 
commission paid $50 for each 
day of work. 

2. Commission members should 
be removable by the President 
"whenever· he deems it in the na· 
tiona! interes t." The m ajority 
recommended that th<' commis· 
sioners, once appointed by the 
President and confirmed by the 
Senate, b almost "discharge· 
proof" except foL gro . neglect 
of duty. 

3. The administrator to super
vise the atomic control program 

"should be appointrd by the Pres
ident and serve at hi pleasure." 
ThP majority favol'ed appoint
ment of a $15,000·a·yc>ar adminis· 
tratoL' by the commission itsrlf. 

4. To emphasize possible peace· 
t irne benefits of atomiC' energy 
the bill should specify that the 
administrator be a civilian, not a 
military man. Thl' majority 
would leave this to the commis 
sian. 

5. The government "should be 
thl' exclusive producer and own
('l'" o! materials used in atomic 
energy development. The bill 
backed by the majority would 
prrmit the commi ·s ion to licen:;e 
private concern!'i to produrc.>, re· 
fine or process the e malerial • 

1 



CIO Urges Parleys on Atom, 
Backs United Nations 1Cohtrol 

\l"'a.,Tiiu.J!Ion Burt-au 

WASIIIJ 'GT01 1 , 'ov. 3.-The 
CIO Executhe Board, meeting here 
yesterday, adopted a program 
calling for United l~ations rontrol 
of atomic energy. 

The program urges: 
11 Immediate negotiations with 

Britain and Russia to agree on 
world-\' ide atomic energy controls, 
and extension of the agreement 
thereafter to the United Nations. 

11 The United "'ations to outlaw 
the use of atomic energy for mili
tary purposes, and all production 
of atomic bomb:;. 

11 United N"ations control of 
atomic energy raw materials and 
production every\\ here in the 
world, with full authority to in
spect, investigate and police. 

11 Improving present United 'a
lions machinery to make such con
trols effective and reduce interna
tional military rivalry. 

~~After those steps have been 
t· ken, "full and continuous dis
closure" to the United 'ations by 
all governments "of all information, 
discoveries and activities" related 
to atomic energy. 

11 Stimulation, through world
wide public informa tion and edu
cation, of peacetime development 
and use of atomic energy. 

11 Formation in this country of 
a national agency to deal domesti-, 
cally with atomic energy. The Gov
ernment, labor, industry, farmers, 
churches, universities, scientists I 
and military would be tepresented 
on such an agency. 

11 Public ownership and control 
of atomic energy resources in this 
country. 

The Executive Board al o adopted 
1 a comprehensive program for vet

eran , call ing on Congress to liber
alize the Gl Bill of Rights by in
creasing unemployment compensa
tion, expanding educational pro
visions, increasing subsistence and 
dependents' allotments for tudent 
veterans. and providing for direct 
Go\ernment loans for veterans 

going into business. 
The resolution abo called on the 

Army to speed up the return and 
discharge of servicemen available 
for demobilization. It condemned 
"the policy of releasing ships to 
shipping companies" for trade in
stead of using them to bring back 
more veterans from overseas. 

Gen. Omar Bradley, new head of 
the Veterans Administration, was 
commended for modernizing, im
proving, and liberalizing VA. 

Other resolutions: 
11 Opposed compulsory military 

training. 
~ Opposed return of U. S. Em

ployment Offices to th~ States. 
~;Urged increasing unemploy

~ent compensation benefits. 
~Urged Congress to vote 

UNRRA the full appropriation 
asked by President Truman, with 
no strings tied to it. 

11 Authorized formal affiliation 
by the CIO with the new World 
Federation of Trade Unions. 
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"LABORATORY OF HUMAN AFFAIRS" 

Fitzpatrick In Tho St. Lou Ia Poat-Diapatch 

• 
Control' 

u. s . 
Bill to 
Atom 
Goes 

In 

to House 
Has No P rovision for an 

lntcrnationalPlan ;Senate 
to Hold uclcar Seminar 

By Raymond j. Blair 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 5.-Legis

lation creating a nine-member 
commission to handle domestic 
control and utilization of atomic -
energy, leaving to later settlement 
international aspects of the atomic " 
problem, was sent to the House 
today by its Military Affairs Com
mittee. 

The bill was reported favorably 
coincidentally with these develop
ments : 

1. Eighteen House members an
nounced plans to hear several 
atomic energy scientists Thurs
day afternoon. All House mem
bers were invited. 

2. The special Senate commit
tee on atomic energy chose Dr. 
Edward U. Condon, new director 
of the Bureau of Standards, as its 
scientifi c adviser. James R. New
man, former New York lawyer 
and assistant deputy director of 
the Office of War Mobilization and 
Reconversion, was named special 
assistant' to the committee. The 
Senate commi ttee also will hear 
scientists explain some of the 
atomic problems at a seminar 

'Thursday night. 
3. Senator Joseph H. Ball, Re

publican, of Minnesota, will in tro
duce, probably tomorrow; an 
atomic energy control bill, de
signed to meet objections to the 
bill the House committee repor ted 
today. 

4. The National League of 
Women Vo ters said in a Jetter to 
President Truman that the United 
Nations Security Council ~~ould • 
"be responsible for the supervision 
of production and use of atomic - . . 

I 
avoid mterference with pnvate re

power and the control of weapons search in this field · (5) to "avoid 
derived therefrom." Anna Lord interfering with th~ status quo in 

(Cont imted on page 30 . column 4J relation to the secrets of the atomic 
bomb" and give authority to pre

Strauss, president, declared the ven~ disclosure of atomic bomb 
United States must formulate at proJect secrets. . . 
once a domestic policy "in the in- Tha Sena.te atomic comrruttee 
terest of world peace." anno.unced 1t would hold . public 

hearmgs after an inspectiOn of 
Re~re~entative Leslie C?· Arends, atomic energy plants. House mem

of IllmOJ~,. House Re~mb!Jcan ~hip bers will hear these scienti:;ts I' 
and a Military Affairs Committee Thursday : Drs. H. c. Urey, Leo : 
member, said he would tile a mi- Szilard, E. W. Condon and L. B. I 
nority report on the atomic energy Borst. I 
bill. The minority objects to fail-
ure of the committee bill to retain Kaiser Suggests a. Defense 
Congressional control over licens- WASHING.TON, Nov. 5 CUP>:-
ing foreigners to work on atomic Henry J. Kaiser, west coast ship
er~rgy, builder, told Cong.ress today that 

The committee report said leg- one of the . most un~ortant safe
islatlon for in!fZrnal control of guards against atorruc bo~b at
atomic energy could be enacted tac~s wo~ld be t? decentralize the 
"without touching upon the sig- n~~;~tonal I~dust:Ial plant. . 
nificant international problems . If there .are al_lY pr?te~tJVe 
raised by the development of the measures agamst this device," he 
atomic bomb." As for the atomic told a .sen.ate ~ubcommittee, de- 1 
secrets now in sole possession of centr~l!zatwn IS one of the .most 1 
this country, "the bill also does un.~ortant. 
not change the status quo," the . When~ look a~ . the map show-~ 
report noted . The measure would mg the. concentratiOn of ordnance 
prevent disclosure of secret atomic ~ndustnes an~ then see tre great 
information without Presidentiai mter-mountam are~ where there 
approval. are none, I am c.onvmced that our 

The bm has these purposes, the ordnance factones are altogether 
\report said: (1 ) To centralize in too co~centrated t~ provide for 
one government agency control our natiOnal safety. 
over all government property used ·----
in nuclear fission; (2) to give this 
agency full supervision over all 
fissionable substances and all uses 
of atomic energy involving a na-
tional hazard or military or in-
dustrial value ; ( 3 ) to promo~ 
development of methods used for 
release of atomic energy; (4) to 
encourage nuclear research and 

• 

• 

• 



BRITISH' SEE ATOM BOMB AS KEY TO COOPERATION 
IvY! ft/U 

By MALLORY BROWNE A ttlee Will Urge a Course Intended to confidence Is ~hattered the dangers By Wlrd ... to TID N.w You Ttxu. to peace are Immense." 
LON~ON, ~~v. 3

-To ~ondon- w· G d w·Il f R . These quotations, which are en-ers, Prune Mlmster Attlee s sud- In 00 - 1 0 USSians t' I t 0 1 f B 't' h 0 0 t den trip to Washington next week tre Y yptca 0 . n IS opm10n a 
recalls the bomb disposal guards pthresent, alre I rmlporhtantB ~etc~u~e 
Of the blitz. The ... 1.11 remember D ·t p 'd t ,...__ , 1 t e. y r. evea c ear y . ow n am 1s y ,,. esp1 e res1 en :'""':'mans a er curity Counc.il and maintained as thmkmg about Amenca, about Rus-
only too well here the tense drama assurances that Bntam and Can- the prerogative and monopoly of . d b t th t . b b 
of those days and ni.ghts during ada knew all there was to know one power?" ~~ an h a ~u ' t ~ ~hor;n~ ~~t· 
the air attack on Lo.Rdon when a about the production of atomic When allowance is made for the . he~ sd ow ow~ f1.s ' t ~ e n ~ 
team of ultra-tough technicians energy, the ave.ge Briton is still traditional understatement of The 1s .th 0thay Uar~t de Slmt te y andnody~ ld b . k t' 1 . . . w1 e m e a es an IS-wou e summoned to ~eal w1th s ep tea . . . Ttmes, 1t 1s evident from these re- agree with the American policy of 
a 1,000-pound delayed-action bomb He fmds 1t hard to reconcile marks how strongly the feeling on th t b b b 
liable to go off any moment and these declarations with Mr. Tru- the issue runs. ~~cre~ylion t~· a 07 om.ll . e~aus.e 
blow a whole neighborhood to bits. man's statement in his speech, in Furthermore, it is significant f e~ e 0 eve di ~s p~ ICJ;;: m erst-

Now it is the atomic bomb that which he described the atom bomb that the sentiment does not follow ' Y ussiand tsh rus ako e ~~ds ern . . powers an us m e con11 ence has fallen on international rela- as a sacred Amencan trust and party lmes. Among the influential b t th thr t All' t'll 
tions generally and Anglo-Ameri- proclaimed that the coming dis- weeklies, for example, both the e weedniff ' e It tee grhe_a tes s 1 

~......... more 1cu o ac 1eve. can relations in particular. . . 
In desperate effort to keep the / cussidns would not be concerned Conservative Spectator and the iffer m Emphasis 

explosive repercussions of the atom with the manufacturing processes left-wing New Statesman and Na- This underlines an important 
from wrecking the whole world of the atomic bomb. tion ~ke the same strong line edi- ifference of emphasis-~t least 
diplomatic structure, Mr. Attlee is In other words, the man in the torially. An editorial in the latter etween the British and American 
hurrying off to the United States street in Britain is worried because said of Mr. Truman's speech: pproach to the Washington talks .. 

· with his British bomb experts to it seems to him that after all that "What stood out from this speech he British start from the premise 
join President Truman and Prime the British scientists contributed was its insistence on the over- hat if peace is to be preserved and 
Minister Mackenzie King of Cana- to atomic research the United whelming might of the United he world saved from the destruc
da in discussing the best methods States is now holding back on States and her determination to tive effects of atomic warfare, the 
of atomic bomb disposal. Britain. retain the advantage she possesses confidence of Russia must be won 

. . as the only power at present in by trusting her with the atomic 
Serious B usm ess W ant Russians t o Get Bomb a position to manufacture atomic bomb secrets. The Americans, on 

. For the British this is deadly One does not find this suspicion bombs. the other hand, appear more in-
1 serious business. Britain will speed in official quarters, at least not to "In the immediate future to clined to take the view that the 
! Mr. Attlee and his principal aide, the same extent. But what one which this speech was a preface Englis~-speaking countries, to be-. 

Sir John Anderson, on their way does find in British Government two urgent questions face us, gin With at any ~ate, should a~
; to Washington with the deep con- circles, as in the British P.ress gen- which are not separable-our joint sume the trusteeship of the atom1c, 
. victlon that the coming talks with era11y, is sharp criticism of Ameri- relations with Russia and the con bombs . 
. Mr. Truman are fully as important can policy of not sharing the atom trol of atomic energy," the edil Probably Mr. Attlee will seek a 
. for peace as any of former Prime bomb secret with the Soviet Union. torial continued. "The Russian compromise solu~ion by proposing 
l Minister Churchill's meetings with Just what precise policy Prime are difficult to deal with, not be to en~rust ato~uc control_ to the 
. the late President Roosevelt were Minister Attlee will advocate in cause their victories have mad Secunty CounCil of the Umted Na
! for winning the war. Washington remains to be seen. them overconfident but for the tions Organization or rather to the 
, There are three reasons why so It is probable that the big debate opposite reason. The devastation Big Five, including Russia, who 
l much significance is attached to next Wednesday on President Tru- of their territory and the slaughter are ~ermanent. members of the 
· Prime Minister Attlee's trip by the man's twelve points, when both of their best troops between -stalin- Security Counctl. 
: British. The first is that the Mr. Attlee and Mr. Churchill will grad and Berlin have given them Although officially Prime Min
I atomic bomb and its terrifying po- speak, will throw some light on the an anxious sense of insecurity, ister Attlee's talks in Washington 
l tentialities, with characteristic subject. which the American monopoly ofwith President Truman and with 
· English delayed-action timing, But already it is certain that the atomic bomb has greatly ag- Prime Minister Mackenzie King 
· ?av~ now . deve~op~d into a burn- under heavy popular pressure gravated." re to . b? con~i~ed .to the atomic 

mg 1ssue m Bntam. 1 Britain's Labor Government has Vi f M d t omb? 1t 1s belle~ed m London that 
The second is that in the British adopted the view that atomic e~ .o o er a e~ . ert~m other matters are bound to 

view the relations between the energy must be regarded as all Stmilarly an editorial e discussed. 
western powers and the Soviet humanity's heritage and that anyb m.t otderlate SJ?ectta~oMr. !!tpokTe out ~s ponomic Negotia tions 
Union hinge primarily on what is temporary strategic advantage 1 er Y ag~ms 1~ er .ruman 8 

done about the atomic bomb. that mi ht be ain d b 'thhold- almost . defiant rea~frrmabon that In particular, the financial and 
I . . . . . g g e Y WI the Umted States 1s not going to conomic negotiations that have : 

An~ t~e third 1s that fman~tal mg the secret for the next few share the secret of the atomic een going on in washington are 
1 ~egobabons of sc~r~ely less VItal years would b: more th~ offset bomb with anyone- not at present, onsidered in London to be the 
l rmpo~tance to Bntam than even by the antagomsm that th1s would at any rate." Like the editorials eystone in the arch of Anglo
. ~tom1c ~omb are now under way arouse in Moscow. in The Statesman and Nation The erican cooperation. There have 
l m Washmgton, and it is hoped that Nearly all leading British news- Spectator's editorial said that'Rus- een reports lately that these talks 
. M~. Attlee may be able to help papers and weekly magazines have sia was in a deplorable state of ave been going badly-in fact, 
1 b.rmg them to a successful conclu- voiced this view bluntly. An edi- mind and "any suggestion that she hat they are on the brink of com-
- s10n. torial in The Ttmes of London, for is being put on a different level Jete collapse- and that Mr. Attlee 1 

These three points add up, in example, said that the bomb should from her western Allies a lower eally is going to the United States 
British eyes, to the questions: Can be, as Mr. Truman said, a "sacred level makes her impossible to deal o try to save them from dis
Britain and the United States get trust." But the editorial continued with:" strous failure, just a!! much as 

• along together, and can they to- that "it seems difficult to resist "And that is precisely what is o .Qiscuss the atomic bomb. 
1. gether get along with the Soviet the conclusion that the United happening in the matter of the Although these reports may be 
e Union? Nations Organization and its Se- atomic bomb " the editorial con- xaggerated, it is felt in London 
o For it is just as well for the c~rlty Council is in the end the tinued. "So' long as America at the importance to Britain of • 
!l American public to realize that the rJgh~ .and natural repository and possesses the secret and Russia e financial questions now under 
t British do not like the way Wash- admimstrator of this trust." does not, America Ia a. superior iscussion in Washington cannot 
e ington has handled the atom bomb The editorial added that the fu- and Russia al\ inferior military e overstressed. In British eyes a 1 
e question any more than they like ture prospects of peace depended power. And that relation is ere- utually satisfactory agreement 
e the abrupt way that lend-lease upon confidence, and concluded: ated solely from the conviction- n trade and monetary matters 
e was terminated. "But what hope can there be of for there can be no other reason ould constitute the best evidence 
j . establishing such confidence where -that Russia cannot be trusted at Anglo-American cooperation ~ 

Attitude of B riti h Publlc it is most needed so long as the with the secret. •sted on a solid foundation, and 
1 Rightly or wrong, the general most powerful weapon yet devised "So long as that situation con- 1at from the basis of this soli-

1 public in Britain has the impres- by modern science is withdrawn tinuel!, confidence between the AI- arity Britain and the United 
sion that the United States Gov- from the cognizance of the Se- lies is shattered. And so long as tates could then approach with 
ernment is trying to keep the se- Jnfidence the closely connected 
cret of the atomic bomb to itself. I roblems of the atomic bomb and 

!lations with the Soviet Union. 



The Party Line on the Atomic Bomb 
If the British Prime Minister is coming to the United States 

to ask Mr. Truman to give the atomic bomb to the "Security Coun· 
cil" of UNO, he is coming in vain. Mr. Truman can't give it, because 
it is not his to give. 

The atomic bombs on hand, the 
formulas and equipment for their 

m a n u f a c ture, 
belo~g to the 
American people. 
They were given 
us by interna· 
t i o 11 a l science, 
which chose to 
repose this most 
dangerous oi dis· 
coveries in the 
western world. 

tions, great and small? Is it back· 
ing up the scienti ts' frantic plea 
ior genuine worldw)de prohibi· 
tion and inspection of uranium 
mines and laboratories and the 
diversion of .atomic science to ex
periments in its constructive use? 
Is it applauding Einstein's plea? 
Not at all. 

Those who want to strengthen 
.UNO by a new international law 
to which all nations must be sub· 
ject and by a genuine internatioal 
police to enforce that law are ac· 
cused o! trying to destroy peace. 

• • • 

Niels Bohr, Lise Meitner, Albert 
Einstein, Dr. Victor Weisskopf, 
Enrico Fermi, Prof. James Fran!,, 
Dr. Leo Szilard and many others 
could have chosen to take their Not lnterest&d In Our Security 
brains from Axis countries to the As in 1942 and '43 the Commu· 
Soviet Union. They didn't. They 
brought them to England and 
America. 

What they have given us, de· 
veloped with our own wealth, is 
a sacred trust for humanity. What 
they are asking us to do is to 
devise means whereby atomic 
science will never again be em· 
ployed for destruction. . . 

What they are warnmg us IS 

nist world press was crying in 
repetitive claque for a second 
front in Europe, regardless of the 
warnings of the western military 
that an ill-preparep invasion 
would be disastrous; so now, not 
a single consideration o! Ameri· 
can security interests it; it wants 
atomic bombs for Russia with no 

that if its use is not abolished, the strings attached while it uses the 
world faces the possibility that 
two thirds of the human race 
may perish. Th y ask that atomic 
science be barred from warfare 
and relea ed for creative energy. 
And that is what we should em· 
ploy all our mig~t to do. 

What Kind of Peace·? 
Giving the atomic bomb to the 

Security Council means giving it 
to five great powers, none of 
which has been willing to accept 
any restrictions, or external judg· 
ments, even if all others are unan
imous. Each ins is s on being a 
law unto itself. Thus, the idea 
that if the war c'"partments of 
Britain, France, China, ~he Soviet 
Union and the United States all 
have a nice supply of atomic 
bombs, peace and good will be· 
tween us will be that much near· 
er is worthy of a meeting of the 
best minds of Bellevue's wards. 

Atomic bombs distributed to 
the five corners of the globe 
would, of course, bring the end of 
this planet nearer. That would, 
indeed, be perfect peace. 

Given universal possession of 
the weapon, each general staff 
would make the only kind of war 
plan which any war college could 
make under such circumstances 
- how to jump a potential enemy 
first. 

Certainly the world has least 
to fear from powers with repre· 
sentative governments which can
not make undeclared wars. . .. . 
Ask Abolition? No 

There is something sinister in 
this international scramble after 
the atomic bomb. The fact that 
the Soviet Union did not have it 
passed her a wonderful opportu· 
nity for moral leadership-that 
was to issue a call for immediate 
International abolition, under 111· 

ternation control, of a tom i c 
weapons, and, progressively, of 
V-wPapons, bombing planes, and 
inspection and control o( other 
instruments o! warfare which 
make possible blitz extermina· 
tions of great population centers 
Inhabited, for the most part, by 
tl).e proletariat. 

But no. I do not know whether 
Mr. Byrnes reads regularly the 
Communist Daily Worker, but it 
he doesn't, he should. Maybe the 
Comintern has b en dissolved, 
but then there Is a remarl<able 
osmosis of thought between the 
Communist press from Moscow 
to New York, and from London 
to Paris and Rome. 

The Communist press bittcrly 
criticizes our handling o.r the 
atomic bomb. But is il asking for 
thf' abolition of atomic warfare? 
Is it promoting a strengthening 
of UNO I hmugh restrictions on 
the war·1nakin~ 1,1owcrs o.f all na· 

word "Fascist" to describe Amer· 
ican policy, and speaks of "Amer· 
ican imperialism" in verbiage al· 
most identical with that of Dr. 
Goebbels. 

Universal peacetime service for 
American citizens is attacked as 
a warlike act, and as the founda· 
tion for American imperialism, 
not American defense. But no· 
where do the Communists pres 
for the universal abolition of con
scription. 

The peacetime conscription o! 
the Soviet Union, which has been 
a feature of Soviet life for a quar· 
ter century, is entirely for de· 
fense; entirely for defen e is the 
creation of a new Polish army of 
half a million, armed, command· 
ed, and politically commi sared 
by Russians or Russian-trained 
Poles; entirely for defense the 
new Jugoslav army, of half a 
million, commanded by a years'. 
long Russian agent; entirely for 
defense the new Czech legions 
armed and equipped by the Rus
sians, meshed in with their mili· 
tary system, and supervised by 
political commissars; entirely for 
defense the transfer of every bit 
of armament machinery and 
equipment from Germany to 
Russian soil; entirely for defense 
the exclusive Russian control of 
the g•reat heavy industry of Sile· 
sia; entirely for defense the 
proposal that the only other 
great heavy industry of Europe, 
the Ruhr, should be internation
alized, with Russian participa
tion- though the western Allies 
may not participate in control of 
the Silesian industry. 

Entirely for aggression are 
all other armies and armaments, 
wherever they may be- all lead· 
ing to the logical conclusion that 
the United Slates is a potential 
aggressor, who should-accord· 
ing to international agreement 
- be struck in its nefarious 
Fascistic purposes before it 
strikes first. Meanwhile, Russia 
must get the atomic bomb. 

• • • 
• h·ict Rt>clprocify 

This column has never accept· 
ed the doctrine of the "enforce
ment of peace" as set forth in 
the arguments for the San Fran· 
cisco charter It holds !or uni
versal restrictions on war-mal>· 
ing powers, on all nations includ· 
ing the United States. 

But it holds for strict reciproc· 
ity. The propaganda that mon· 

trous armamcnts for one powcr 
are "pcace loving" and "defcns· 
ive" for another arc Fascistic, 
war mongering, and aggressive, 
is ohviously insincere, and fraud
ull'nt, Je not conspiratorial, crimi· 
nal, and treasonable. 

ATOM STUDY LINKED 
TO WORLD CULTURE 
London Parley Gets Proposal 
for Commission on Scientific ' 
Value of Power for Peace 

By BENJAMIN FINE v 
1 

B y Wireless to Tml NEW YoRK Tl>tts. 
1 LONDON, Nov. 6-Stressing the 1 role that science could play in help· 1 ing to maintain world peace. Au- 1 guste Buisseret, Belgian Minister of 1 Public Instruction, recommended , 

today that the United Nations 
Educational Conference, which is 1 
meeting here to establish an inter· 1 national organization. set up a 1 
commission to study the question 
of nuclear energy from the scien- 1 
tific rather than the political view- 1 
point. 

A United Nations body of this 
kind, he said, could prove useful in 
acting as a clearing house for the 
work being done on the atomic 
bomb. It would combine the liberty 
of research for individual scientists 
with som<' over-all control by an in
ternational organization. 

Avoiding political issues entire
ly, M. Buisseret pointed out that 
the educational body could become 
the repository for all scientific ad· 
vances. The aim, he explained, 
would be to avoi,d secret research, 
as all research would be put at the 
disposal of the other nations. 

Agreeing with his colleague, 
Prof. Gustave Magnel of the Uni· 
versity of Ghent; a member of the 1 Belgian delegation, said that if the 
educational organization formed a 
scientific commission it would 
mean better international relations. 
Every scientist should be permit
ted to do his own research, he ob
served. Th1s would be reported to 
his government and then the gov
ernment, in turn, would report to 
the international body. 

Cooperation Stressed 
The role that science could take 

. to help maintain peace was 
stressed by other delegates at to
day's sessions. It was essential, 
the educators held, to receive the 
fullest cooperation from scientists 
of the world. 

Both Britain and the United 
States introduced resolutions pro
posing that the word "scientific" 
be included in whatever final name 
was chosen for the international 
organization. 

At present the tentative name 
used is the United Nations Edu
cational and the Cultural Organi
zation. 

The United States delegation 
recommended that the role of the \ 
scientists and the place of science 
and scientific knowledge be empha-1 
sized and more explicitly expressed 

1 
in the constitution now being 
formulated. 

Going further. the Cuban delega· 
tion proposed that a United Na
tions assembly of representatives 
of scientific and learned societies 
be established by the organization. 
This assembly would promote the 
interchange of ideas and knowledge 
in the fields of science, technology 
and (!ther branches of learning. 

r-ational Jurisdiction Ur~ed 
W1th all five commissions set up. 

the conference considered detailed 
proposals at morning and after
noon se~sions. Delegates are now 

1 drafting vanous blanks to appear 
in the final charter. ~ 

An amendment submitted by the 1 

United States delegation held that ' 
"nothing contained In this present 
constitution shall authorize the or
ganization to mtervene in mR.tters 
which are essentially within the 
domestic jurisdiction of any State." 

One of the most urgent matters 
demandmg attention Is the setting 
up of an interim commission to act 
pending the first meeting of the 
new organization which, it was 1 
suggested . would be held next May. 

1 Although Russia has not at- 1 
tended the conference, M. Buisseret 1 was the first delegate to refer pub-

1 
licly to her absence. When the 
question arose of whether the in- t 
terlm commission ~;hould be limited 1 to ftfte n members, the Belgian 'd 
delegation urged that it be open t 
to all countricR, a Russia might t 
decide to join the organization. fl 

Other delegates likewise pro- tl 
posed that nothing be done by the e: 
conference that would preclude the 

~ ultimate entrance of Russia n 

, 
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I'd Rather BeRight I 

===BY Samuel Grafton===.! I 
I 

It is wonderful to follow the many patterns of flight taken by 
the human mind after a glance or two at the atomic bomb. .we 
have now reached a stage at which it has perhaps become possible 
to classify typical reactions to the bomb under generic headings, 
as for instance: 

LET'S OUTLAW IT: The Senate tangled itself in a bomb 
debate the other day, led off by Mr. McKellar of Tennessee, who 
demanded that we make all use of the atomic bomb illegal by inter
national agreement. But since the other nations do not as yet 
have the bomb they would have to pledge themselves not to use 
something they' don't possess, a situation which, for the time being, 
makes the argument moot, and would perhaps lead to rather tart 
diplomatic exchanges. There is something vaguely ~ff·center ab~ut 
a plea to the world by the United States to make 1llegal a deVJce 
which we ourselves have spawned, as if we had become frightened I 
of our own offspring 

Mr. McKellar's plea is really an argument that we ought to 
uninvent the bomb. But the bomb cannot be uninvented; it exists; 
and, in any case, it ls not atomic energy which makes t.he world 
horrible; it is the condition of the world which makes atonnc energy 
horrible. Mr. McKellar lacks proposals for making the world less 
horrible; he would simply keep the blockbuster and t~row the 
A-bomb away, a solution lacking in reality, and one which flees 
the problem. 

• * 
LET'S HIDE IT: This proposal, entertained by Mr. Truman, 

holds that if we can't make the bomb an outlaw, let's keep it a 
secret; if we can't chuck it, let's cherish it. Seientiiic testimony 
has disposed of this particular flight from reality. 

* 
AW, SHUCKS, IT AIN'T SO BIG: Major Alexander P. de 

Seversky, reporting from Japan, declares that the power of the 
atomic bomb has been exaggerated. He does not believe atomic 
bombs, of themselves, started the great fires of Hiroshima ,and 
Nagasaki, but that the fires were started by hot stoves. (Maybe 
we ought to outlaw hot stoves.) The major believes we ought not 
to let ourselves become "hysterical" about the power of the atomic 
bomb; he does not feel that an atomic bomb could do much more 
damage in. a city like New York than one ten-ton blockbuster; and 
he thinks there is still a place .for old-fashioned incendiaries and 
high explosives. The major does not want to be considered a re
actionary, and he concedes that the atomic bomb is "a great step 
in the science of demolition," and that "great strides may be made," 
and that is far as he goes. 

One would desperately like to believe that the major is right, 
but one remembers how a test bomb turned a large area of New 
Mexican desert sand into glass, without benefit of hot stoves, and 
how the head of our atomic bomb project has testified that one 
atomic raid could kill 40,000,000 Americans, which wouldn't seem 
to leave room for many more great strides. 

Maybe the major is right, but to minimize the bomb, to con
sider it only a more powerful form of an old weapon, rather than 
a baby form of a new horror, is one way of fleeing from it. 

:jc * * 
SQUARING THE CIRCLE: And perhaps the most honest an

swer to the atomic bomb is to admit frankly that there is no 
answer to the problems it rAises, in the world as it is now con
stituted; that the conditions for a solution do not yet exist. Those 
who favor a world government are certainly on the right track, 
and are operating in the best tradition of American idealism; but 
they are guilty of an evasion, 1oo; it might be called the leftward 
evasion, which consists of jumping out of the window to show that 
one likes fresh air. To explore patiently our relations with our 
allies, to avoid the glamorous and the spectacular, to try, devotedly, I 
to melt down the nasty intricate barriers which lie between us, 
is perhaps the only way to create the conditions necessary before 
we can hope to handle the bomb. Those who take this road can, 
of course, travel with the prolound assurance in their hearts and 
minds that it is perfectly possible to fail. 

Yt IL /7 . " 
'Don't Use Atom Bomb Ever' 
Would End All Peace, U. S. Officer Warns 

The world will never be offered another chance to bring about 
international accord among nations if the atomic bomb is ever again 
unleashed in warfare, Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, officer in charge 
of the Manhattan Project for the bomb's development, said today. 

Groves made his statement at 
the opening of Town Hall's an
nual lecture series. 

The fearsome, devastating prop· 
erties of the bomb alone have 

set a date in the foreseeable fu. 
ture when atomic energy would 
be available for those purposes • 

given the world "a compelling 
reason to strive for world ac-
cord," he said. 

Asserting that force must not 
be a substitute for moral princi
ple, he said, ho.'?Jever: "We must 
have adequate strength to insure 
a safe period for the gradual evo· 
lution of sound national and in
ternational policies throughout 
the world.' ' 

Groves also envisaged the ulti
mate industrial, medical and 
scientific exploitation of atomic 
energy, but said he was unable to 

rBalllntroduces New Atom Bill I 
Limiting Secrecy to Military Use 

Senator, Denouncing May-Johnson Measure, 
Backs 9-M an Board of 5 Department 

Heads and 4 Prominent Scientists 

Special to TlU NIW Yoi.X Tr..U. 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 6-De· Senate for consideration Senator 

l
nouncing the May-Johnson Atomic Ball stated: 
Energy Bill as undemocratic and . "I agree with most of the sclen-

l
m n pol' ti Senator Joseph H. tists who have expressed . them-

0 ° IS c, . selves on the May-Johnson bill that 
Ball, Republican of Mmnesota, to- as it stands it is not only undemo
day introduced in the Senate a sub· cratic, in that it creates a gigantic 
stitute act intended to eliminate ob- monopoly which would function in 
jections voiced agamst the House comp~ete secrecy, but it ~so is im· 
measure, which was drafted by the practical, because Its strmgent se
War Department. crecy and control requirements 

Like the House bill, Senator would slow down rather than 'Speed 
Ball's law would create a commie· up both fundamental research and 
sion of nine members to control resea.:ch on peaceful applications of 

l
and develop atomic energy, but he al?,mic energy. . . 
would include the Secretaries of I have placed f1ve Cabmet mem
State, War, Navy, Interior and hers whose departments in.evitably 
Commerce in its membership. The have a v1tal interes~ m this .whole 
four other members would be development on this comnu~slon. 
prominent scientists and engineers. Top-level Government policy m all 
appointed by the President and of these departments Will be tre
confirmed by the Senate for six- mendou~ly affe~ted by the develop
year terms. One of these appointed ments m atomiC energy and the 
members would serve as c}lairman. heads of those departn:ents should 

The commission would be au- be on the control comi_111SSion. along 
thorized to form three advisory w1th ~?p-flight scientists and engi· 
boards or research, mdustr1al ap- neers. 
plication of atomic energy, and 
military use of such energy. An Se •ersky Is Cont radicted 
administrator and deputy admmis- CHICAGO, Nov. 6 !lPl-Three 
trator would perform adm1mstra- sCientists who worked on the 
tive duties, and they v ould receive atomic bomb at the University of 
$15,000 and $12,000 annually, re· Chicago today called Major Alex
spectlvely. Each of the nine mem- ander P. de Seversky's view of 
hers of the commission would also the weapon a "gross underesti
have a full·time assistant whose mate." 
salary would be $8,000 a year. A statement I!lsued by Drs. Wil-

Under the Ball measure there liam Rubinsen, Melvin Friedman 
would be no security pro •lsione on and Leonard I. Katsin said Major 
atomic energy activities except de Seversky, aviation authority, , 
those necessary to safeguard mill· calculated that 200 B-29's with or1 tary 11ppllcat!on of nuclear force. dinary explosives would do the 
Violations of the military security dan1age of one B-29 with the 
provisions, however, would be pun- atomic bomb. 
ishable by a. fine up to $10,000 or "If a raid ot only 200 'Super· 
ten yeare Imprisonment, or both. forts' with ordinary explosives can 

Reeearch Unhampered wipe out Hiroshima. as the atomic 
bomb did, these same 200 'Super-

Thus fundamental research, m- forts' using atomic bombs could, 
cludmg mdustr1al study, would be in a. single raid, w1pe out 200 cities 
unhampered, according to Senator with a population of about 300 000 
Ball. He added that general super· each " the statement said ' 
vision would be exercised by the "The United States hae only 
commission only through its con· about eighty cltle.s with a popula
tro! of raw material!!, ~afety regu- tion between 100,000 and 500,000. 
lations, and its authority to grant "Remember, the bombs dropped 
funds for research. on Japan were the first atomic 

I 
In submitting his measure, which bombs ever made. They a.re fire

now goes to the McMahon special crackers compared to what will be 
atomic energy committee ln the developed in ten or twenty years.'' 

I 

" 



Molotov A.ddress Asserting T~~t .Atomic 
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Bomb Cannot Be l{ept. Secret From Russia 
LONDON, Nov. 6 (W} .-A 11artial It '.is also well known tl~at t1_1e 

t xt 1 Foreign commissar v. M. opemng of the second f1ont m 
; o.lofov's address tonight , as western Europe, when. Ger.many 
broadcast by Moscow and recorded fqund herself caught m pmcers 

1 
ere. between two fronts, made the 

~ · position of German Fascism 
After several years . of heavy hopeless. 

war, we are . celebratm~ t?d~y At the same time, it must not 
the twenty-e1ghth atm.ve~saiy be forgotten that the decisive 
of the great. October. ~oclallst turning point in the position on 
RevolutiOn m. con~tw~s of the Soviet-German front took 
peac~ and glonous Victory over place a year before the opening 
Fasc1sm. of the second front , when the 

Behind us are four years of Hitlerite troops ignominiously 
war against Hitlerite Germany I rolled back under the mighty 
that tormented our country and and ever-growing offensive of 
the whole of Europe, and also the Red Army. 
the war in the East, started by Now the state, created by. the 
Japan, into which we had to October revolution, was able not 
join in the autumn of this year. 

In this heroic struggle, in 
which the Soviet people have 
taken a decisive part, peace for 
the peoples of the whole world 
has been won, and the main 
hotbeds of world Fascism and 
world aggression in the West 
and in the East have been liq
uidated. 

Now we have the possibility 
of returning to peaceful labor 
to consolidate our victory. As 
Comrade Stalin said, our Soviet 
people did not spare energy and 
labor in the cause of victory. 
We have lived through difficult 
years and now each one of us 
can say: "We have won, and 
from now on we can consider 
our motherland · rid from the 
menace of German invasion 
from the west and from the 
menace of Japanese invasion 
f rom the east." 

The long-awaited peace has 
come for the peoples of the 
whole world. 

The Germans invaded our 
country, calculating that the 
unexpectedness of their bandit 
attacks would assure them suc
cess. Not only in Germany, but 
m other countries also, there 
were many who considered that 
the Soviet Union would not last 
long, and that in a few weeks, 
or at most, according to some 
calculation, in a few months, 
Germany would smash the So
viet Union and Hitler would 
celebrate victory. 

Predicted Soviet Defeat 
After the comparatively easy 

"uccesses of the Hitlerites in 
t~.·estern Europe, this seemed to 

' many to be inevitable. This 
conclusion was reached in the 
first place by those who in gen
eral did not recognize the logic 
of the October revolution in 
Ru~~ia , and also by those who 
proved unable to understand 

only to defend itself from the 
Fascist attack but to pass over 
to the offensive, so as to make 
an end of the chief hotbed of 
Fascism and aggression . Then 
it became clear to all that the 
Soviet power does not J;esemble 
the defunct power of czarism in 
the time of the first world war. 

Now it has become obvious 
that the Soviet state can with 
honor stand up for itself. and is 1 
able to pass the most difficult 
tests that have ever been in the 
history of war. 

Hitlerite Germany threatened 
not only the Soviet .state. Be
fore its attacks on the Soviet 
Union, the German Fascists cap
tured Norway, Belgium, Holland, 
France, Greece and Yugoslavia. 

The Germans had among their 
allies not only Fascist Italy but 
also several other states which 
had concluded alliances with 
Germany. Spain and several 
other countries gave Hitler full 
aad open support. The threat of 
a Hitlerite attack hung over 
Britain. 

If, later, the Soviet Union had 
not won success, the whole of 
Europe might have come under 
Hitler 's heel. The Hitlerites 
were already putting the "new 
c,rder" into practice on their 
various fronts. 

The voices that echoed the 
Fascists, like all the Quislings 
and Lavals, had already started 
work under their German mas
ters. Everywhere the domina
tion of Hitlerism was establ!shed 
by the aestruct!on of all demo
cratic institutions and work!n"' 
class organizations. " 

At the same time, the Hitler
ites plundered the enslaved 
countries and squeezed out of 
them all the material resburces 
for still further supplying and 
arming their bandit Fascist 
hordes. 

the truly national character of Hitlerites llad Heads Tumed . 
the Soviet state created by our The first successes or the Nazi 
revolution. -

The Germa.,. invasion of the attack on the Soviet Union stlll 
Soviet Union was a great trial more turned the h<;ads of the 
also for our foreign friends, Hitlerites. They began to speak. 
who followed with bated breath more openly than ever not only 
the exceptional difficulties which about their adventurist plans for 
our country experienced in the the domination of the German 
first period of the war. The race over all the peoples of 
Soviet Union remained on its Europe but outside Eu1·ope as 
feet despite the unexpectedness well. 
ot the attack. The German Fascist theory of 

The material damage and the domination of their "higher" 
deep wounds inflicted upon it in race over other peoples who had 
the first years of the war did been put by them into the catc-
not undermine its physical and gory of "lower" races became a 
spiritual powers. The Red Army direct threat to the existence oi 
was able to cope with and re- European civilization. 
cover from the ftrst blows. The In aU the states which were 
Soviet people gathered together Invaded by the }Iitlerite band 
and exerted their force to In- the peoples proved to be badly 
sure a crushing repulse of the prepared for repulsing the Ocr-
enemy. man invaders. Only gradually, 

Then the time came when our thanks to the efforts of the 
Army passed from the defensive patriot-democrats, the demo
to the offensive, first on separate cratic forces of resistance to the 
sectors of the front and then invader began to form and grow. 
along the whole front. But even in those countries 

The interests of self-defense like Yugoslavia, where the whole 
dictated the need to form a people gave support to the re-
united anti-Hitlerite front of volt agaj.nst the invaders, there 
large and small democl'B.tic was not enough support to 
states. break the military might of 

It is well known to all that Hitlensm . 
t he Anglo-Soviet-American co- Only when our Army passed 
11 lition successfully fulfilled its over to the offensive and began 
h is toric task in organizin~r the to defeat German troops, tearing 
common stru~rl!'le of the_ demo- from them the halo o! invin-
natic countries against Hiller- cibility, wc1:e wide possibilities 
ism. , opened for t11e liberation of the 

people enslaved by German im-
perialism. _ 

Moving westward, the Red 
Army brought liberation to its 
neighboring countries and the 
other peoples of Europe. 

The Soviet armies, together 
with the armies of its allies, 
have emerged in the role of lib
erators of the countries of Eu
rope, including those states 
which severed their alliances 
with Germany and entered the 
ranks of the peoples f,gl1ting for 
the liquidation of Hi tlerism. 

Thus the cause of liberation 
of the countries of Europe from 
the yoke of Hitlerism will be 
entered as a brilliant page into 
the history of our victorious Red 
Army. • 

Fascist Italy was the first t.o 
come out from the side of Ger
many, which had ).mleasheq the 
war in Europe. 

At the moment of the German 
attack on the Soviet Union, the 
governments. of Romania, Hun
gary and Finla.nd, having con
cluded military alliances with 
Hitlerite Germany, led their 
coun tries into the war against 
the Soviet Union. Bulgaria, the 
government of which at that 
time was made up of Hitlerite 
agents, also "proved to be an ally 
of C )rmany. 

Thus European countries with 

Fascist regimes bound up their 
destinies with the fate of Hitlcr
ite Germany in the second world 
war. 

Hence the defeat ef Germany 
ment not only the defeat of 
German Fascism. It led to th~ 
defeat of Fascism in other Eu
ro~ean countries. Consequent
ly, the significance of our vic
tory must be seen not only in 
the light of the defeat of Ger
man Fascism but in the light of 
military, political and moral de
feat of Fascl.;m throughout Eu
rope. 

After the ending of t11e war 
in Europe the Allied powers 
were faced with the task o! 
liquidating Japanese aggression 
in the East so F • to hasten thP. 
restoration of peace throughout 
the world . 

The Soviet Union could not 
stand aside in the solution of 
this question, both by reason of 
mutual obligations existing be
tween the Soviet Union and its 
allies and because this was in
sistently necessary in the inter
ests of our security in the East. 

Japan Was Constant Threat 
In addition, Japan in the past 

had attacked our country more 
than once, and there existed m 
the East for our state a con
stant threat of Japanese m
vasion. 

All this rendered inevitable 
the entry of the Soviet Union 
into the war against Japan. 

H is not difficult to be con
vinced that, from the time when 
German Fascism began to sut. 
fer defeat after defeat on the 
Soviet-German front, the result 
of Japanese aggression in the 
East was predetermined. 

The Soviet Union, which 
1lnally took the field against 
Japan, hastened the latter 's de
feat and thus hastened the con
clusion of the war in the Ea.st. 

Japan capitulated to the Al
lies, suffering the samet fate as 
Hitlerite Germany. The1~by, not 
only the plans of German im
perlallsm for mastery in Europe 
were shattered, but also the pre
tensions of Japanese imperial
ism for mastery in Asia. 

In addition, these countries 
had regarded until recently 
their positions both in the West 
and in the East as stages in 
the conquest of world power, 
showing by their example tne 
aggressive intentions of such an 
adventurist war in our time. 

The defeat of Japanese im
perialism, as the chief hotbed of 
Fascism and aggression in the 
East, and the liberation of China 
from the Japanese invaders, are 
of tremendous positive import
ance fo1· the democratic develop
ment not only of the countries 
of Asia but of countries out~ 
side Asia as well. 

To consolidate this victory is 
in the interests of all democratic 
states. 

Asks J oint Control of Japan 
It is thef·efo{·e understandable 

that the Soviet U'nion atta::hes 
such great significance to the 
negotiations between the Allies 
on the establishment of due 
control by the main Allied 
powers who participated in se
curing the sunender -of Japan. 

The differences which exist in 
this question have not yet been 
eliminated. But the Soviet 
Union expresses its confidence 
that all the peace-loving powers 
are deeply conscious of the 
need for consolidating the vic
tory over the a:ggressor Japan, 
and for creating in this con
nection the appropriate condi
tions for collaboration among 
the Allied powers. . 

Both · G..ermany and Japan 
were forced to surrender uncon
ditionally to the Allies. 'I'hus 
the Anglo-Soviet-American co
alition achieved th~ aim it set 
for itself. 

The people of our country can 
now recognize wi.oh satisfaction 
that a decisive place has been 
taken by the Soviet Union in 
the victorious conclusion of the 
second World War in the inter
ests of the democratic states, 
and particularly in the liquida
tion of the most dangerous seat 
of Fascism and aggression, Hlt
lerite Germany. 

The Soviet people called its 
war against Hitlerite Germany 
the great patriotic war. By the 
example of the Soviet people, 
patriots of other states learned 
how one must fight for one's 
motherland , for its liberty and 
independence. 

Fought for Peace in Europe 
It should be noted that the 

Soviet people not only liberated 
their own country, but also 
waged the heroic struggle for 
the restoration of peace and 
liberty throughout Europe. 

A year ago Comrade Stalin 
said: "Today every one recog
nizes that the Soviet people by 
its selfless struggle saves Euro
pean civilization from the Fa
scist program makers." This 
great service of the Soviet peo
ple is recognized by alL 

The second World War dif
fered in many respects from the 
first. Above everything else, it 
differed in the scale of which the 
nations were invofved, and also 
in the loss of life and the ma
terial damage which it caused. 

Four-fifths of the population 
of the world took part In this 
last world wa1· In one waY or 
another. The number of troops 
mobllized in both camps ex
ceeded 110,000,000. It is prac
tically impossible to name a 
country which was really neutral 
during these years. An untold 
price in human life and in the 
devastation of many states has 
been paid by humanity for hav
ing allowed the second World 
War, that is to say for failing to 
take timely measures against the 
aggressive forces of Fascism 
which unleashed this war on 
such an unparalleled scale. 

This war was forced upon our 
people, who proclaimed a great 

• 

• 

• 
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patriotic war in answer to the 
assault. 

In attacking the Soviet Union, 
Hitle1'ite Germany aimed not 
only at seizing our territory. 
Hitlerism had declared its aim 
ol extermination of the Russian 
people and the Slavs in general, 
arid from the moment when the 
Russian people and the other 
peoples of the Soviet Union 
subordinated all tfieir ell orts to 
Stalin's call-"Everything for 
the \V.ar"-and finally broke the 
backbone of the German army, 
the Hitlerite savages stopped at 
nothing in carrying out their 
big-scale plans in the territories 
they had seized. 

To forget t hat would be a 
crime aga:"1st. the memory of the 
millions of innocent victims, 
P.gainst their orphaned families, 
against the entire nation. Nol' 
can we forget the enormous ma
terial damr _e which the Ger
man invaders and their allies 
inflicted on us in the many long 
months during which they ran 
wild on Soviet territories. 

For all this the major war 
criminals, before all else, must 
be made t.:> answer. The Germau 
Fascist invaders wholly or in 
part destroyed or burned 1,7,10 
towru;; and more than 70 ,000 vil
lages and hamlets in our coun
try. They burned or destroyed 
more than 6.000.000 buildings, 
and left about 25,000 ,000 people 
homeless. • 

Among the towns that were 
destroyed or very severely dam· 
aged are some of the bidest 

· industrial and cultural centers 
of the country: Stalin grad, 
Sevastopol, Leningrad , Kiev, 
Minsk. Odessa, Smolensk. Kkar
kov, Voronezh , Rostov-on-Don 
and :a1any others. 

Factories and Fa1·ms Looted 
The Hitlerit es destroyed or 

damaged 31,' - mdustrlal enter
prises. which employed some 
4,000,000 factory and office 
workers. The Hltlerites sacked 
and looted 98 ,000 collectiv'tl 
farms, including tbe majority of 
the collective farms of the 
u· raine and White Russia. 
They slaughtered, confiscated or 
s:1ipped to Germany 7,000.000 
horses. 17,000 .000 head of cattlt> 
and tens of millions of pigs and 
sheep. 

The Extraordinary State Com
mission has estimated the direct 
loss alone to the national econ
omy and our citizens to be the 
sum q! 679 ,000,000 ,000 l'Ubles . 

' We cannot forget all this. We 
must demand from the countries 
which unleased the war at least , 
partial restitution for the 
damage they caused. One can
not contest t!1e justice of this 
desire of the Soviet people. We 
must not pass by the fact that 
the decisions of the Berlin con
ference of the three powers on 
reparations from Germany have 
not yet been satisfactorily im
plemented. 

However, among us there are 
no supporters of the policy of 
vengeance in regard to the ,de
feated peoples. Comrade Stalin 

1 has pointed out more than once 
that feelings of revenge or retri
bution for wrongs are bad coun
sellors in policy and in relations 
among nations. 

We must be guided in regard 
to the vanquished nations not 
by feelings of revenge, but by the 
effort t6 prevent a renewal of 
aggression and to put possible 
new aggressors in a position of 
literal isolation among the 
people. It is not past wrongs 
that. should actuate us, but the 
interests of safeguarding peace I 
and security for the nations in 
the post-war period. 

It is beyond question that the 
interests of lasting peace t·equlre } 
the peace-loving naLions to have 
the necessary force of arms at 
their command. At any rate, 
this applies to the countries 
charged with the major respon
sibility of seeing that peace is 
maintained. 

Deplores Arms Race 
However, Interests of safe

guarding peace have nothing m 
common with the policy of an 
armaments race among the great: 
powers, such as is preached 
abroad by some particularly 
zealous advocates of the policy 
of Imperialism. 

In this connection a word 
must be said about the discovery 
of atomic energy and about the 
atom bomb, the colossal destruc
tive force of which was dis
played in the war against Japan. 

Atomic energy has not yet 
been tried, however, for averting 

aggression or safeguarding peace. 
But it is not possible at the pres
ent time for a t~chnical secret 
of any great size to remain the 
exclusive possession of some one 
country or some narrow circle 
of countries. 

This being so, the- discovery of 
atomic energy should not en
courage either a propensity to 
exploit the discovery in the play 
of forces in international policy 
o1· an attitude of complacency 
as regards the future of the 
peace-loving nations. 

A good deal of noise is also 
being made about the forma
tion of blocs or groups of states, 
as an end of particular foreign
policy interests. The Soviet 
Union has never joined groups 
of powers directed against other 
peaceable states. In the west, 
however, attempts of this kind 
have been made, as is generally 
known, more than once. The 
anti-Soviet nature of certain 
such groups in the past is equally 
wen known. 

In any case, the history of 
blocs and groups of the western 
powers indicate that they do 
not tend to bridle aggressors, 
but, on the contrary, to encour
age aggression, particularly on 
the part of Germany. 

Vigilence Must Bl: Kept 
Hence there must be no yelax

ation in the vigilence of the 
Soviet Union and other peaceful 
states on this score. 

The restoration of world peace 
has by no means led, and could 
not have led, to a restoration of 
the pre-war position in mterna
tional relations. 

For a certain time Germany 
Italy and Japan have dropped 
out of the list of great powers 
which determined the tone of 
international affairs as a whole. 
This holds for the period when 
they are under joint Allied con
trol, directed against a resur
gence of the aggressive ten
dencies of these countries, not 
impeding the develol'ment and 
progress of these countries as 
democratic peaceable states. 

Another fact of no mean im
P<v'tance for the future of Eu
rope is that a number of Fascist 
and semi-Fascist states have 
now entered on the road of de
mocracy and are endeavoring to 
establish !'elations of friendship 
with the Allied na.t10ns.• It is 
clear that the reinforcement of 
democratic principles in these 
countries, instead of being ob
structed, should be promoted. 

In the camp of the Allied 
countries, too. the war has 
brought a good many chan'ges. 
In the great majority of cases 
the reactionary forces here have 
been pushed back considerably 
from theil• former podtions to 
make way for democratic prin
ciples old and new. A number of 
European countries have car
l'ied out such fundamental social 
reforms as the abolition of the 
obsolete system of landed estates, 
tuming the land over to the 
needy peasants. 

]J.eactionaries Undermined 
This undermines the former 

strength of the reactionary Fas
cist forces and stimulates the 
development of the democratic 
and Socialist 'llovemcnts in these 
countries. 

In certain states such impor
tant economic rc!orms as the 
nationalization of key indus
tries, the eight-hour working day 
and others have now been put 
on the order of the day, giving 
fresh vigor and conflcJ.ence to the 
growing ranks of the democratic 
movements inside and outside 
Europe. 

Certain reactionary publica
tions are trying to make out 
that these bold democratic re
forms a1·e largely due to the 
increased influence of the Soviet 
Union; such arguments. how
ever, are patently unrounaed. In 
ll sense it is C'l)mmon knowledge 
that problems of this kind have 
been successfully solved in the 
progressive countries o! Europe 
before now. 

1e our y 
This does not mean that the Germany was a test for all the 

forces of Fascism have been forces of the Soviet state, a test 
crushed for all time and need from which the soviet Umon 
n9 longer be taken into account. emerged with credit. 
You have all heard tl1e Crimea Time and time again event 
declaration of the three powers bore out the words of the great 
on liberated Europe, which says: immortal Lenin: "A nation can 
"The establishment of order in never be defeated when the rna-
Europe and the rebuilding of the jority of the workers and peas-
national economic life must be ants have seen, felt and come to 
achieved by processes which will know that they are defending 
enable the liberated peoples to their own Soviet power, the 
destroy the last vestiges of Naz- power of the working peopll', 
ism and Fascism and to create and that they are defending a 
d~mocratlc Institutions of their 1 cause whose victory will make 
own ahoice." 1 available to them and their chil-

There is still much to be done dren al! the blessings of culture, 
to insure correct fulfillment of ;til the fruits of human en-
this declaration . deavor." 

However, there can be no The Red Army has come out 
doubt that, in spite of all its of the war crowned with the 
unwelcome consequences, the victor's glory. It has become a 
war with Fascism, by ending in more formidable armed force 
victory, has helped in many ways .... i!nd stronger than ever in its 
to clear the political atmosphere Soviet fighting spirit. 
in Europe and to open up fresh The friendship among the pea-
opportunity for the anti-Fascist. pies of the Soviet Union has 
forces to revive and develop more grown stronger than ever in the 
than ever before. years of war. Our multi-na-

Such a position undoubtedly. tiona! state, with its differences 
Is in accord with the interests , of language, customs. culture 
of the peace-loving states. 1\nd 1t and history, has grown st' more 
is hoped that the need to destroy united, and the different Soviet 
the last vestiges of Nazism and peoples have come still closer 
Fascism will come home still together. 
more strongly to the nations of 1 No other multi-national state 

could have he'd out under the 
Europe. ordeal through which we passed 

Soviet Extends Friends,hip in the years of war. Only our 
The Soviet Union has .also state, in which there Is no room 

been true to its policy of consoli- for the exploitation of man by 
dating normal relations among man. in which there are no ex-
all peaceable states. In the war ploiting classes and the workers, 
years it established relations of peasants and the intelligentsia 
friendship with Great Br·1ain administer both local affairs and 
and the United States, With state as equal citizens- only 
France and China, with Poland, such a state .could have 'villi-
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. stood the G~1~man invasion in 
Today, with nearly all of these the hard years· of 1941-1942, 
countries, it has long-term trea- routed the overwhelming enemy 
ties of alliance and mutual as- by its own effo:a<ts, driven him 
sistance against possible renewed from its territory, and in addi-
aggression by the states that tion rendered ' other nations 
were the major aggressors in the strong assistance in shaking off 
last world war. the allen subjugators. 

The right of all 'people$. to 
Everything is also being done lndependenC'e and free nati<;tnal 

on our part to normalize matters development is now acknoiYl-
and establish good relations with edged in the soviet state in 
other countries which have which all peoples are educ1ted 
broken with the policy of hos- in the spirit of friendship And 
tility and distrust toward the respect for one another, and 
Soviet Union. also of recognition of the serv-

The failure of the London con- 1 d 
ference sounded a certain warn- ~el$ of each ,People In acs.Pr -
ing in this matter, but there were ance with its efforts !n devel-
also difficulties in the Anglr:>- oping its national culture and 
Soviet-American coalition dur- contributing to the further prog-
ing the war. Nevertheless, though 1·ess of the Soviet state as a 
not always immediately, the whole. 
coalition of the three powers was True Democracy Flow·ishes 
able to find a correct solution in 
accord with the interests of the The high degree of activity of 
entire anti-Hitlcrite coalition, our innumerable trade unions, 
and one that took Into account production, cultural, sports and 
also the need for further con- other working-class organiza-
solidating the collaboration ·of tions, the formation of the col-
the great democratic states. . lective farms, the constant 

Now a new internation~ 9r- spread of Socialist emulation in 
ganization, the United Nations, t!)e factories and m!lls, on the 
has been created. It was l se~ collective and state farms, in 
up ·on the initiative of the the mines and railways-all this 
Anglo-Soviet-American coalitfon, reveals a fiourlshing of true 
which thus took upon itself tffe democracy of the people which 
main responsibility for the re'- they did not know in the old 
suits o! the u. N. O.'s future 1 

days nnd which cannot exist In 
work. any other states, civided as they 

It is clear to us that the are into classes of oppressors 
United Nations Organization. and oppressed, a thing that 
should not be like the League Soviet power has long put an end 
of Nations, which proved utter- to in ow· country. 
ly incapable of preventing ag- In the rapid strides made by 
gression and organizing forces our country's cultural li~e and 
for crushing possible aggression. in the fact that now our intel-

Nor must the new organiza- ligentsia, as the most. advanced 
tion become the tool of any one and cultured section of the popu-
great power, for the claim of lation, has merged with our peo-
any one state to dominate the pie and raised the moral and po-
common affairs of the world is litical unity of Soviet society to 
as unfounded as the claim to a still higher plane-in all this 
world supremacy, we cannot but discern fresh 

uccess Need Collaboration signs of Soviet democracy, in
spiring us with new hope a.nd 

Only by the joint efforts of confidence in our country 's 
the three powers who carried future. 

1 the burden of the war can we It is the good fortune of so-
secure the victories of the demo- viet men and women that the 
cratic countries over Fascism. 

Only such collaboration can October Socialist Revolution, 
promote success in the work of which saved our country from 
the new International organiza- being degraded to the status of 
tlon for lasting peace. a second-rate power. released the 

Expressions of good intentions forces of the people's shackles 
are not sufficient for this. such by the regime of the nobles and 
intentions must be proved in feudal lords, and afforded· them, 
ablllty to carry out this type of on the basis of Soviet power, op-
collaboration in the interests of portunitles for development such 
all the peace-loving states. as they had never had before. 

The Soviet Union has been That is why in our VICtory over 
and will continue to be a reli- Fascism we discern at the same 
able bulwark in the defense of time the great victory of So\'lct 
peace and the security of the democracy. 
peopiP. . and is ready to prove 
thi~. not in words but in dcerls. 

The wa1' took the Soviet people 
far beyond the borders of their 
country. The stubborn resist
ance of Fascism made our troops 
enter a number of foreign coun
tries to make closer acquaint
ance with the life of their towns 
and villages and to reach such 
western capitals as Vienna, 
Budapest and Berlin. In all these 
countries, including those which 
had r~cently sided with Fascism, 
the Soviet people had no trouble 
in !lading a common tongue with 
the laboring classes and demo
cratic servants. Naturally, it was 
not to be expected of Soviet peo
ple that they should treat as 
friends yesterday's enemies. 

People's Outlook Widened 
Of course, the acquaintance 

with the life and customs of 
other nations will be of benefit 
to our people and will widen 
their outlook. 

The Soviet Presidium is strong 
in its kinship witb the people . 
Unlike parliamentary democracy, 
the democracy of the Soviets is 
a true democracy or the people. 

Thus the duties of the Soviet 
state include the task of educat
ing the people politically in the 
spirit of defending the mterests 
of peace, in the spirit of friend
ship and collaboration among 
the nations. This, howe1•er, does 
not preclude, but, on the con
trary, presupposes the necessity 
of, unmasking all attempts to 
prepare for a renewal of ag~ 

gression and a !'esurgence of 
Fascism, a thing which must not 
be forgotten in the post-war 
years. 

In Some countries freedom of 
speech and of the press are still 
understood to mean that the 
venal servants of Fascism need 
not even assume n'lhsks in order 
to engage in unbridled propa
ganda of aggression and Fascism. 
although the peoples of every 
continent have paid a colossal 
price in blood and hardsh1p for 
the m:gy o0f world aggression and 
Fascism. 

We are nearing the new elec-. 
tions to the Supreme Soviet of 
the U. S. S. R. The Bolshevik 
party, together with the v.·1dc 
circles of the non-party Soviet 
bodies, is preparing for these 
elections, which it regards as a 
major mal'lifestation of Sov l't 
democracy and one more power
ful means of denoting the unity 
of our people and further lOL

solidating the Soviet state. 
Our country has embarked on 

peace-time construction. Great 
new tasks confront the whole of 
our people. We shall, of course, 
devote necessary attention to 
new territories incorporated in 
the U. S. S. R. 

Enemy invasion of our country 
p'l:evented us from devoting due 
attention to arranging the life of 
the western Ulu·aine and west
ern White Russia, which before 
the war had been in the U. S. S. 
R. but a short time. 

'White Russians ReUilited 
Now under the treaty with 

Poland a new Soviet - Polish 
frontier has been established. As 
a result all territories inhabited 
by the White Russians have been 
reunited in a single Soviet While 
Russia which will advance con
fidently along the road of free 
national development. 

Through the treaty with 
Czechoslovakia. the trans-Car
pathian Ukraine at last has be
come part of our state. and now 
the Soviet Ukraine embraces all 
Ukrainian territories, a thing 
our Ukrainian brothers dreamt 
of for centuries. 

Under the treaty with Ro
mania, Soviet Moldavia now 
embraces all tenitories with 
Moldavian population. This af
fords them exLenslve oppor
tunities for further national de
velopment. 

The western frontier of our 
country like\\isc has been 
shifted to include Koenigsberg 
Province. This gives us a good 
Baltic port open all the year 
around. 

The lndcp£'ndence of So\'IC't 
Lithuania, Soviet Latna. and 



Soviet .Estonia has be&n re .. 
stored. Such are the contours 
of our present western frontiers, 
which are of the greatest im
portance in safeguarding the 
Soviet Umon's security. 

In the northwes~ we have re
stored our frontier with Fin
land. 

Lastly, as regards the Far 
East. Here the Soviet Union re
tains southern Sakhalin and the 
Kurile Islands, which are of im
portant value to its security in 
the East. 

It remains to recall restora
tion of our country's rights to 
Manchurian railways and to the 
Port Arthur and Fairy CDairen> 
areas in the southern part of 
Manchuria. All these, and also 
the area of our Porkkala naval 
base on Finnish territory, must 
1·eceive proper attention t"rom 
us, and in so far as applies to 
new Soviet tenitorles they will 
require extra attention from our 
state. 

We must cope as soon as we 
can with the urgent tasks in the 
Soviet territories which were 
temporarily occupied by enemy 
armies. Rehabilitation work 
was started everywhere immedi
ately after the invader was 
driven out, but it is only a small 
part of the wcrk to be done. 

Rehabilitation rgent Need 
Efforts of the entire Soviet 

people must be directed to help
ing in the early and complete 
rehabilitation of . the economic 
and cultural life of these areas. 

Restoration of factories and 
mills. collective farms, machine 
and tractor stations and state 
farms, of schools and hospitals 
and restoration of living quarters 
so that every urban and rural 
inhabitant of these parts may 
again have a home of his own
all these are our urgent tasks. 

It is vital that concern for the 
men now returning home from 
the Army and for disabled sol
diers and bereaved families 
should be considered one of the 
first duties of Soviet organiza
tions. We must do everything to 
cope successfully with this re
sponsible task and heal the 
v.:ounds of war as soon as pos
sible. 

Now at once we must think 
about solving the fundamental 
problems of an advancing na
tional economy, so that within 
a few years we may considerably 
surpass the pre-war standard of 
the country's economical devel
opment and secure considerable 
improvement in the Jiving stand
ards of the entire population. 

We need a fresh UPSl.Jrge of 
heavy industry in order to pro
vide the country with metal, coal, 
oil, locomotives, rolling stock, 
'tractors, agricultural machinery, 
motorcars, vessels of various 
kinds, power stations and many 
other things. The populations of 
town and country expect a con
sioerably increased supply of 
consumers' goods and improved 
supplies of foodstuffs. 

Not for a moment must 'II e 
forget our big obligations, pro
viding as we should for the needs 
of the country's defense, the Red 
Army and Navy. 

We also need to think more 
about the proper 6rganization of 
labor, so that the productivity of 
Sovie~ men and women and the 
quality of their work may yield 
the highest results. 

In ow· days of advanced tech
nology and extended employ
ment of science in production 
where 1t has hecome possible to 
harness atomic energy and other 
great technical discoveries, at
tention in economic planning 
must be focused on problems of 
technology, on ' the problem o! 
raising the technological power 
of our industry r.nd training 
highly skilled technological 
trainers. 

We must. Keep level w1Lh tile 
achievement.s of present-day 
technology in all branches o/. 
industry and economic life, and 
provide conditions for the ut
most advance of Soviet science 
and technology. 

The enemy interrupted our 
peaceful creative endeavor, but 

e shall make up properly for 
all lOst time and see to{ it that 
our country !>hall tlouris 1. 

We will have atomic energy 
and many other things, too. 

Let us t<tckle these tasks with 
all our inexhaustible Bolshevic 
energy, with all the boundless 
energy of Soviet people. Let us 
work as Comrade Stalin teaches 
us to do. 

Lastly, about our tasks' in for
eign policy. The Soviet Union 
has always given first place to 
promoting peace and collabora
tion with other countries for 
universal peace and development 
of international business rela
tions. 

As long as we live in a system 
of states and when the roots o! 
fascism and imperialistic ag
greSsion have not been finally 
pulled up, our vigilance as re
gards possible new breakers of 
peace must not be slackened, 
and efforts to consolidate collab
oration among peaceful powers 
will remain as before our mos~ 
important duty. 

We have no task more impor
tant than the one of consolidat
ing our victory which we 
achieved in a staunch struggle 
and which opened the road to
ward a new great rise of our 
country and further improve
ment of the living standards of 
our people. 

Never before did we face the 
prospect of Socialist construc
t.ion on such vast scale or such 
possibilities for tne growth of 
the Soviet Union's strength. Our 
people are full of faith in their 
great cause. the cause of the 
great October Socialist Revo- · 
Iutton. 

[WHAT PEOPLE ARE TIIINKING]l 
- By ELl\10 ROPER =

Mr. JJ,oper, well known atLthority on public-opinion surveys 
conducts the "Fortune" magazine polls. f-IT / / ~ ' 
46.9% Say Atom Bomb Lessens Chances of War 

The recent "Fortune" survey this doctrine of total destruction 
which ~ound a majority of Ameri- more than women, the poor sub
can bellevmg that we cannot keep scribed to it more than the well
the secret of the atomic b?mb for to-do, the poorly educated more 
~s lo~g as five years, as discussed than the well educated, and the 
m th1s column last week,. also de- people in the south more than the 
voted som~ mterestmg ~forma- people in the North or on the west 
t10n regardmg other Amel'lcan at- coast 

1 titudes toward the atomic bomb. · . 
Despite the fact that most people ObviOusly the u!e of .such an in- t 

felt the Japanese war was drawing str~ent of destructiOn as the 1 
to a close before the atomic bomb atom1c bomb ought not to be de- 1 
was used, a majority still felt that termined by the results of public t 
the atomic bomb hastened the opinion polls; it should be deter- 1 
end of the war. mined by the appraisal of military c 

How much longer do you think the necessity by our top military men c 
Japanese would have held out if it and by our top elected officials as 1 
had no t been for the atomic bomb? a matter of national policy. That I 

~o~~~ the decision to use the bomb. how-
No longer . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • 8.4 ever, and to use it in about the way t 
A month or less............. 9.9 it was used pretty accurately re- s 
Two to five months .... ·· ·•·• 17·0 fleeted the spirit of America at f 
Six months .. · · · · · ·,. · · · · · · • • 17 2 that time is indicated by the rna- t S2ven to eleven months..... 3.3 ( 
One year .......... .. ...• .•• 15.1 jority approval of the way ,it was 
Over a year. . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 17.6 used and by the roughly equal size c 
Don:t ~now · · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · 11.5 of the minorities who would have t 
Bellevmg as ~hey did that the gone either farther or Jess far than f 

use of the atom1c bomb shortened we did 
the war and thus saved the lives · t 
of an unknown number of Ameri- See Chances of War Lessened ~ 
can boys, it isn't surprising to find Perhaps one of the most impor- > 
a majority approving of our use of tant findings to come out of this 1 
the bomb. Fifty-three and five- survey was the result of this ques
tenth per cent of the civilian popu- tion: 
lation believe that we should have 
used this secret weapon in exactly 
the way we did use it-by dropping 
two bombs and allowing an inter
val of time to elapse for the signfi
cance of this destructive force to 
penetrate the consciousness of the 
Japanees war lords. A majority 
of both sexes, all age groups, and 
people in every part of the country 
subscribed to this feeling of satis
faction over our use of the atomic 
bo~b. 

Minority Deplored Use 

Do you fPel that the atomic bomb 
has Increased or decreased the 
chances of a. future world war, or 
made no difference one way or the 
other? 

Chances lor war Made no 
In~ De· "ditrer· 

urasrd crt"ased rnte 
P. C. J', C. J' . C. 

1'otal ..... 15.7 46.9 24.1 
B) ,\~c Group': 

21 to 34 .. • .. 211 
35 to 49 ..• •• 14.0 
50 a no over .. 12.5 

Br Bdu<'ation: 

44.0 
47.7 
48.6 

23.9 
26.3 
22.1 

Don't 
know 
P . C. 
13.3 

' 11 0 1 
12 0 
168 

Grade school 12.0 46.9 17.3 21.8 I 
High school. 18.4 48.7 25.1 7.8 t 
College •... . 16.8 43.4 33.3 6.5 

There was, neverthelees, an un- > 
happy but small minority of 4.5 A plurality of the people believe I 
per cent which felt we should not that discovery of the atomic bomb i1 
have used any atomic bombs at all. has decreased the chances of a -
The dispersion of this tiny future world war. We have already 
minority is interesting in that it seen that a bare majority believe 1. 
reached highs of 7.2 per cent the United States will be unable 
among the prosperous and 6.5 per to keep the secret of the atomic j 
cent among the people living m bomb for very long. This means, 
New England and the Middle At- of course. that they base their op
Jantic States, whereas it was low in timism about the prospects of an
the lower middle economic level, other war on something other 
where only 3.5 per cent deplored than the satisfaction of feeling -
our use of it, and in the South, that we alone possess the power s 
where only 3.3 per cent disap- of really wholesale destruction . C 
proved of it. othel~ s~rveys have ~hown us that \V 

, . a maJonty of Amencans do have b 
A somewha~ bigger mmority, 13.8 at least a measure of faith in the 

per cent, believe that we should ability of the United Nations to t1 
have dropped 'a b?mb first on some find a way of avoiding the almost a1 
unpopulated regwn to show the total destruction of a third cl 
Japanese its power and should world war. 
have dropJ?ed the second on.e on a Upon the shoulders of Truman. sa 
c1ty only If the Japs hadn t su~- Stalin and Attlee rests the tre- of 
rendered after our first expen- mendous responsibility of quickly tl' 
m~nta.l use of 1t. An even larger ironing out the petty differences ct 
mmont~, however, went to an en- that exist between their respective N• 
t1rely different extreme; 22 .7 per nations now-petty that is when Jo 
ce~t believed that we should have compared to the p~·ospect ~f un- Pl 
qu1ckly used many more of the limited use of the atomic bomb at &u 
bombs before Japan had a chance some futw·e date. be 
to surrender! Men sub&cr1bed to copyright, 1945, New York Tribune Inc. all 

Associated Press Photo 
STUDYING THE AntS of their newly·formed Federation of Atomic 
Scientists, Drs. H. If. Goldsmith of the U. of Chicago, Irving Kaplan 
of the Assn. of Manhattan Scientists, Lyle B. Bor t of the Assn. 
of Oak Ridge (Tenn.) clentists, and W. 1\1. Woodward of the Assn. 
of Los Alamo!> (N. 1\l.) clenUsts (1. to r.) are pictured at yester
day's meeting in the enat~ Office Bldg. in Washington. 
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Botnbs Invincible? 

s:1J:,,. Di•pute 0i{! ·~ 
Major De Seversky 

To the New York Herald Tribune: , 
We wish to challenge t.he state-! 

men~s recently made in Tokyo by 
MaJw De Sever sky conceming ·the I 
atomic bomb. We assert that his ar
guments are unsound, and that his 
conclusions about the importance otl 
air supremacy constitute an alto
gether inadequate view of the se
curity problems raised by the bomb 

He asserted that the bomb could 
kill no more people than could a 
regular ten-ton bomb if dropped on 
American cities of steel and con
crete. In ~he first place, most bulld
'ings in American cities are made ot 
brick and wood. Moreover, there 
is abundant evidence that steel and 
concrete are vulnerable. 

ApparJntly Major De Seversky 
has overlooked the destruction al
ready caused by atomic bombs at 
Alamogordo, New Mexico, Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. We must face the 
fact that the atomic bomb produces 
explosions which level areas of sev
eral. square miles, twist massive 
steel structures, cause crumbling of 
stone to dust, and bring almost in
stant death to all living things neal' 
the place of detonation. The scien
tists of the Manhattan Project knew 
that if they could release nuclear 
energy at all, the resulting destruc
tion would . be on a scale vastly 
greater than that of the usual ex
plosives. The success of the project 
was demonstrated to the world on 
Aug. 6 at Hiroshima. 

The air supremacy issue, which is 
the core of Major De Seversky's posi
tion, seems to us to have negligible 
relevance to this question. We rec
ognize tha~ aircraft have their place 
in our national security program. We 
also recognize that air power did not 
protect England from the V -2 at

'tack, nor do we believe that air power 
can offer protection against atomic 
explosives carried in this manner or 
in other recently developed types of 
directed missile, or against nuclear 
mines. 

The enormous destructive power of 
th11 atomic bomb requires any ade
quate defense to be 100 per cent ef
fective. Such total defense cannot be 
achieved · by air power. In fact, it is 
our opinion that no established mili
tary procedures can furnish ade
quate defense, because they can at 
most try to prevent a substantial 
fraction of the missiles from reach· 
ing their targets and the successful 
arrival of even one would be a major 
calamity. 

HOWARD LEVI, 
JEROME ROSENBERG, 

Members Association of Man.hattan 
Project Scientists. 

New York, Nov. 6, 1945. 
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PROFESSOR LASKI DUE : 
IN CITY NEXT MONTH 1' HI f? tN-

r t' 1 
Prof. Harold Laski, chairman of : 

the nation~tl executive coqncil of 
the British Labor party and center J 
of a recent controversy over his 
reference to the Catholic Church 
in a speech broadcast to a rally 
here, will arrive in this country, 
P~~bablJ; on ~ec. 1, for a five-day 
VISit , M1ss L1~he Schultz, director 
of The Nation Associates, an- 1, nounced yesterday. 

His trip, under the auspices of t 
the publishers of The Nation, has q 
been ~Ianned to permit him to ad- s 
dress m person the closing session i· 
of a conference, "What is the An- r 
swer to the Atomic Bomb?" to be t 
sponsored by the magazine, Dec. 1 
through Dec. 3, at the Hotel Astor 0 

Mis11 Schultz said. ' , ll 
Other speakers scheduled to ap- 1 

,pear before the final conference p 
session Dec. 3 are Dr. Herbert V. 1 Evatt, Australian Minister for Ex- ' 
ternal Affairs; Mrs. Franklin D. h 
Roosevelt, Prof. Leo Szilard of the t. 
University of Chicago; Leon Hen
derso?, former chief of the Office ~ 
of. Pnce Administration; and Freda tl 
K1rc~wey, editor of The Nation. f 

, M1ss Schultz . .Pointed out that t: 
P~ofessor Laskl'S talk probably tl 
Will come aftex"'President Truman 
and British Prime Minister Clem- F 
~~t R.. Attlee have finished their it 

1scuss1ons on atomic energy. fr 

. - · · ~-- I k ,Swiss to Work on Atom, 
BERN, Switzerland, Nov. 7 CUP). 

-Swiss authorities have decided 
1 to create an atomic commission of 
~ experts and federal officials to co
e operate with ·industry. 
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Scientists 
Plan Bomb 
Control 

Oppose U. S. Monopoly 
of Atomic Secrets 

90 German Scientists Coming 
To U. S. on a Secret Mission

1 t\1 R 
By William J. H umphreys displacing high-point United j 

BY Wireless to the Herald Tribune States Army veterans, even though 
Copyright. 1945, New York Tribune Inc. "they may know an awful lot." 1 

LE HAVRE, France, Nov. 7.- The German party Ylill sail on 
, Ninety German scientists were in Friday for New York on the AJ·-

. . gentina. In the mean time it is 
· an A~my stagmg area here tomght, quartered in the old French fort at 

1 ready to board a United States- Sainte Adresse overlooking the 

1 bound transport for a mission Port of Le Havre. 
f which their conducting officers re- This old moatea reaoubt ap
s fused to discuss. It was said that ?eare~ to be an ideal staging a~·ea 
f . . . . lm wh1ch to keep the Germans m-

the en~my CIVIlian g1~up was be-lcommunicado. It was stated that 

1 
mg shielde~ under direct orders the party is traveling as a civilian 

8 
from Washmgton. group and not as prisoners of war. 

s In the absence of official infor-
'• mation, the arrival of the party 
e quickly spread rumors that the 
1 scientists formed an "atomic team" 

from the laboratories of the late 
~ Third Reich. Germany is known 

to have been hard on the trail of 
_ an effective atomic bomb at the 

time of the surrender. 
' The · hush-hush coliection of. 
t scientists was said to be traveling 
; under the leadership of Army 
. intelligence officers. An ali-day 
· effort by a handful of reporters to 

penetrate the veil of secrecy re
, vealed merel¥ that the group was 

not identified in any way with' 
. 1,200 other German scientists who 

recently volunteered to· go to the 
United s ·.ates and develop some of 
the fantastic war weapons which 
the Nazi surrender disclosed. 

These weird armaments were 
untried and untested, but Ameri

t can ordnance experts at the time 
were reported impressed at Nazi 

l experimentation with such devices 
· as super-rockets. 

The German party was de
. scribed as comprising men of 
· varying ages, although quite a 

number were called "the young 
· professional type." Officers who 
: had seen them in their camp 
~ added that they did not appreciate 
: the fact that these scientists were 

Primarily the new organization First of the atomic bomb groups 
represents a protest against the to organize and voice its plea for 
May-Johnson bill calling for gov- sharing the atomic secret was the 
ernment control of a.ll atomic en- Atomic Scientists of Chicago, Dr. 
ergy resources, secrets, processes Harold C. Urey and Dr. John 
and materials. This bill has just• Simpson have both spent consid
been favorably reported to the erable time in Washington lately, 
House by the Military Affairs Com- Dr. Urey has appeared on several 

By PETER EDSO~. mittee. forum programs and has testified 
NEA Service staff Correspondent. As the bill was drafted by War before Congressional comm.itt~e. 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 9.-Repre- Department lawyers, it has been Dr. Simpson has ?eer; most active 
ticketed as the Army-Navy bill, in the new orgamzat10n. 

sentatives of the four principal though military service spokesmen I - • • • • • 
groups of young scientists who disown it saying it was drafted at I The Assoctatton of Oak Rtd~e 
worked on the atomic bomb project the dire~tion of a civilian com- Scientists has been represented .m 
have been meeting quietly in mittee of cabinet secretaries and Washington by Dr. L. A. Borst, Its 

assistant secretaries, plus the three chairman, and Dr. F. S. Hen~haw, 
Washington to form a national scientists most prominent in gov- who was denied the opporturuty to 
organization of atomic bomb sclen- ernment war-time research. They make a statement :before the 
tists. are Dr. Vannevar Bush Dr. James ' House Military Affairs committee. 

Purpose of the new united front B. Conant and Dr. Ka;l T. Comp- but did submit a written statem~nt 

I 
. ton against the May- Johnson blll, 

is to work for internatwnal con- · . which was printed in the com-
trol and inspection of atomic bomb The <?ff1c_ia1 POSition of these 'tt ' h . 

· three sc1enti.sts Is that they were rm ee s earmgs. . 

!
productiOn, and free . exchange of reluctant to say that they repre- The Los Alamos. gt:oUP has been 
information on ato~lc ener!!Y re- sented U. S. s~ienliific opinion. But represented principa11y by Dr. 
search. The scl.entlsts are m full since they did serve on the Pres!- Robert Wilson. testifying before 
revolt against . at~mpts to tie up aent's Interim committee which ap- Senate Committees on science 1tJ:te atomic secret m aU. S. mon- proved the May-Johnson bill draft mobilization . 
..ppoly, as proposed in the May- . · . nh tta 

\
Johnson bill, which would call for the pos~t10n taken by the. new or- T~e Associat.ion of Ma a n 
heavy penalties against anyone gamzatwn of young atormc sclen- Distnct Scientists, ~epresentln.g 
disclosing information now held by tists. represents a revolt and repu- the Columbia University ~roup 1S 
military ·authorities under Presi- diatwn of ~he Bush - C~nant- the most rec~nt to come mto the 
dential directive as a national de- Compton act10n. field , in ta'kmg an active part 

' • • • against the May-Johnson bill. 
fense measure. . . Actually, the statement signed 

Articles of Federatwn statmg recently by 500 leading scientists 
these purposes of the new organ- of Harvard University and Massa
izatlon have now be~n dr~wn up chusetts Institute of Technolog:,r, 
after.undergoing cons1derat10n and calling for International control 

lreviswn by the four lo~al organ~. of the atomic bomb, constitutes a 
!zatlons of atomic scientists a, far worse slap at Bush, Conant 

IOak Rid~e, Tenn., ~s ~.!amos. and compton. All three are New 
New Mex1co, Columbia Umv~rs!ty Englanders. Dr. conant is presi
in ~ew York and the Umvers1ty ofl ldent of Harvard, Dr. CompLon is 
Chicago. head of M. I. T . and Dr. Bush, 

Nearly 2000 scientists are m~m- president of Carnegie Institution 
bers of these four local ~rgamza- ' of Washington, is an M. I. T. di
tions, all of which have mdepen- rector . They are practically the 
dently issued statements demand- only three important scientists in 
ing international co-operation in the Boston-Cambridge area whose 
atomic bomb control as the best names do not appear on the state- ~ 
way to maintain world peace. ment of the new Cambridge Assn. 

The four organizations claim to1 of Scientists. 
represent 95 per cent of the sclen- This cambridge group worked 
tists who worked on the project. more on ndar and electronic de
Their average age is said to be velopment t.han they did on the 
under 30, but knowing the secret atomic bomb project, so for the 
of the bomb and its real powe~·. present they have not been asked 
they sa~ they .are in the best POdl- to join the new organization of 
Uon to JUdge 1ts potentialities. atomic scientists. • * • , ,~ 



Scientists Pro:rvise Own 
Atom Bomb Control Bill 

If U.S. Tri~s fo Hog 
Atom Secret We Face 
Disaster-Scientists 1 Dr. Urey and Others 

! Complain Arm):''s Idea 
Ignores Their Ideas 

By ELIZABETH DONAHUE 
Wasl•inglon Bure01• 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 9.-Dr. 
Harold C. Urey, one of the fore
most scientists associated with de
~·elopment of the atomic bomb, has 
promised Congress that the scien
tists "will have something" in the 
form of new legislation ready in a 
few weeks as a substitute for the 
Armys dictatorial May-Johnson Bill 
for control of the bomb. · 

Urey, at an open forum on 
atomic problems held yesterday for 
House member , argued that the 
scientists had so far been forced to 
take a "negative" stand in order 

Dr. Harolcl'C. Urey 

By OLIVER PILAT 
'" Post Staff Correspondent 

Washington, Nov. 9- The ptoblem of atomic control must be 
solved on an international scale. -:---::-::---:--------

not millions, but billions of volts 
The U. S. can remain strong of energy." 

only by continuing to be the Stearns began to reel off the 
scientific melting pot of the 

names of the men who made pas
world. Any attempt to hog the sible the atomic bomb: Szilard 
atomic bomb secret will in the · ' 

Fermi, Wigner, Teller, Weiss· 
end leave us economically and kop!, foreigners all until they militarily vulnerable. 

This was the message left with became naturalized U. S. citizens. 
Congress today by atomic bomb Men like these were our chief 
scientists who came out of their "scientific capital" during the 
laboratories to lecture and to 
answer the questions of more war, he said. If a military strait
than 70 Representatives in the jacket is kept around the atomic 
House caucus room and to take secret, as proposed by the Army
part in an earlier senatorial sponsored May-Johnson bill such 

to stop the An~r blitz to force the ·help us much to have ten times 
~fay-Johnson BJI ~U"ough Congress. as many," because a few can be 

At the same time Dr. Lyle B. totally destructi~e. 

seminar. men will emigrate or turn' their 
Side-Alleys to Be Proved ~~~~:on to other fields, he pre-

Dr. J. C. Stearns, formerly head Dr. Leo Szilard, Hungarian-
Borst, a young Chicago physicist, Stearns warned that the U. S. A. 
disclosed th~t the Interim <?o~mit- was in grave danger of losing its 
t~e on AtomiC Energy,_ con_sistin~ of two· sole "cat--ita! .1ssets on scien
high Government offiCials mcluding tific development." He listed these: 
Secretary of State ~yr~es, had l_ast ~The "personnel capital" we 
May requested scientists work_mg got from other nations. in Szilard, 
on each phas~ ~f the bomb_pro!ect Ferme and the majority of top 
to ,present the!r Ideas on l~gisl~?on. scientists who, seeking haven in a 

of the Atomic Laboratory at Chi- born scientist who persuaded Al
cago University, mentioned that bert Einstein to approach Pres-

ident Roosevelt with the idea of 
many scientific "side-alleys" went an atomic bomb project, told the 
unexplored in the headlong, three· Congressmen existence of the 
year plunge to an atomic bomb. bomb "profoundly and unfavor-

"The splitting of one atom of bl ft t 
uranium releases 200,000,000 elec· a Y a ec s the military position 

'We submitted our VIews, he free countrv came to America. He 
said, "and were a~sured th_at t~ey said the '·e,' er-pre ·ent threat'' un
would be the baSIS of. l~gislahon. der the May-Johnson Bill would 
But the May-Johnson Bill m no war, drive them out. 
resembles the program we offered. ~Our . cientific progress from 

of the U. S." and makes internatron volts of energy," said Stearns. tional control necessary. 
"If we could use hydrogen to "Th h · 
make helium, we could develop . e c _Ief weapons of aggres-

Sion prevwusly have been tanks 
more energy than by uranium. and airnlanes, in which the u. s. "And then there are cosmic -~ 
rays, my specialty- the pnenom- could easily out-produce any 
enon of mesotron which releases o~er country,". Szilard said. 

Not Seen by Scientists wi~hin. He said it wrmld be im-
paued because not even our own 
cientists would work under the 

restriction. and threats of the bill. 

• In an atomic armament race 
t we would soon have enough 
I energy to destroy all cities. To 
have 10 times as many bombs as 
a potential enemy would not 
make us stronger. 

Urey told about 30 House mem
bers at the forum that "no 
scientist" excepting Dr. James 
B. Conant, president of Harvard 
University, and Vannevar Bush, 
Director of the Office of Research 
Develofment, "saw the May-John
son Bil before it wa introduced." 

The fmum addressed by Urey, 
Borst, Dr. Leo Szilard and Dr. J. C. 
Steams, who was in charge of all 
personnel on the atom bomb 
project, was arranged by 18 enter
prising House members so that 
their colleagues could acquire first
hand information on the problems. 

But somehow the vital import
ance of the atomic question with 
all its domestic and international 
repercussions is not a matter of 
primary interest in the House. Ex
cepting the sponsors of the forum, 
not more than a dozen Congress
men turned up, although the House 
is expected to act next week on 
the May-Johnson Bill. 

Only Two Republicans 
Only two Republicans, Rep. 

Charles M. LaFollette (R., Ind.) 
and Rep. Robert Hale (D., Maine), 
were present. The absence of mem
bers of both parties was not attrib
utable to the fact that any vital dis
cussions were taking place on the 
Hou~e floor. Only a dozen Con
gressmen were there. 

Szilard told the gathering, "The 
development and use of the bomb 
adversely affects the military posi
tion of the U. S. If we get into 
an armament race the U. S. has an 
early advantage, but if two coun
trie. de' clop the bomb it will not 

Urey, predicting a cienti.fic re
volt against the restrictions in the 
bill, declared, "If we continue to 
put barbed wire around the labor 
worries, the better scientists will 
be forced to go to Standard Oil 
and duPont. or wherever the job 
is the most interesting, to develop 
peacetime uses for atomic energy." 

tearns, dramatizing the war- . 
time resh·ictions imposed on den
tists, disclosed he was compelled 
"to hire and fire Szilard three times 
in one day" because of the Army's 
wartime regulations which the 
May-Johnson Bill would cany over. 

Atom Experts Tired 
lv'T "/fl 

Of Living Like Hermits 

We Are lUore Vulnerable 
"In fact, we would be more vul· 

~era~le because 70,000,000 people· 
live m our metropolitan areas. 

. To relocate them would cost $15,-
000,000,000 over a 10-year period 
and we would still not be strong. 
er than other nations." 

Dr. Harold C. Urey revealed 
that Dr. Eugene Wigner went to 
the military officials in charge o! 
the Manhattan District project 
months ago and said formally on 
behalf of the atomic bomb scien
tists: 

"You are doing a disservice to 
the American people in not ten. 
ing them what this means. It 
leaves them faced with an histo· 
ric decision with too little time to 
make up their minds." 

By Scripps-Howard Newspapers. ' Has Had Enough. "Wf! came to this project from 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 9.-Like a l Dr. Harold Urey of'Chicago Unl- school, most of us," he salct. 

lot of other warweary Gis, this versity said the b!ll would continue "That's all we know. We want to 
country's atomic scientists are . the conditions under which they start living our own llves. We 
tired of living on m!l!tary re5erva- llved and worked for three and a ~aar~~ t~~e d~~~~ ~&;a~~d~n n;~eeet 
tions and having their mall cen- 1 hTahlrfeyearsd onhPrlofject MaDnhauttan. How woul you Congressmen ilk~ , e an a. a. years, r rey • sored. What s more, they want to said, were enough for him. He said It if you had t~. refer to your bllls 
be able to talk shop on streetcars. he doubted he'd want to go on if In double-talk? 

A buch of them went up to they kept treating him like a. GI Dr. Borst said he obj~ted to 
now that the war is over. mllltary security. He obJected to 

Capitol Hitl and .told Congressmen Dr. Ury insisted he wasn't going living on a military reservation 
what they didn t like about the to be stifled by Army regulations. where a collection of 10 people ls 
May-Johnson bill. And that is After ali, he added, working on a. public gathering and view with 
considerable. They sounded like an atom bomb isn't any more ro- su~piclon. 
exservicemen enthusiastically tak- · mantle than washing your own 'Y'!e want a civllian administra- 1 
log the Army over the coal . socks, and there are plenty of good tor, he said. He repeated it three , 

They even looked like Gis. Dr. jobs for scientists nowadays. The times. No doubting that he had 
William Woodward who is all of boys stuck it out during the war all he wanted of thf! Army. 
28 <he says) and 'a professor at because they were patriotic. but ---
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- t.hey want a little freedom now. 
nology, said their average age is Dr. U.ry's colleagues agreed. 
29 to '0. Only 5 per cent of the Tired of Secrecy. 
men who made the bomb capable . 
of klll!ng a million people are over But things didn t really begin 
35. Bill Woodward says ln their to pop until Dr. Lyle B. Borst of 
business, they believe, "you're aJJ Oak Ridge, Tenn., had his say. 
washed up at 35." Dr. Borst said hts name was Mr. 

The May-Johnson bill would Anonymous because he was just 
continue m111tary secu~ity on atom one of 2000 fellows who knew how bombs. It could, conceivably. cause 
a too-talkative scientist to be sent to make atom bombs, and no one 
to prison. What's worse, the boys ever heard of him, anyhow. He 
said, they can be expelled from the said he was speakmg for the 
proJect and kept from working atomic' llttle people as a represen-
with their atoms any more tatlve of the Federation of Atomic 

• Scientists. 

• 
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FRIPA y NOVEMBER 9 1 D~. Borst, who announced for- He said that it was not improb-

-· 
1 1 mat1on of a Federation of Atomic able that the restrictive features 

u ~ONOPOLY OF ATOM ~~!~Pa~~~:~~r~s~t~t~t~ e:ts~~ ~ig~~eca!~~~:r:;;~~tis~e~u;~ 
tU Alamos, Oak R1dge, Chicago and to other countries, where they 

SEEN As VISIONARY ~e ~~~~~ ~:e~e~; :e~f~~r~r~ co~~~ ~t~~~n~~~ pointed out that 

ducbon engmeers at Oak Ridge, there were more explosive sources 

said that the organization had been of power than the present pluton!-

• founded for these major purposes: urn-base atomic bomb. He men

Four Leading Nuclear Phys1cs "To study the implications to our tioned the production of helium 

E T II C Th N nation and to the world of the lib- from hydrogen and the mesatron 

xperts e ongress at 0 eration of nuclear energy. cosmic ray as examples, but he said 

Defense Is Yet Feasible "To create a realization of the that he hoped that the world would 

dangers that this nation . and all not engage in any race to harness 

civilization will face if the tre- their power for destructive pur-

By w. H. LAWRENCE mendous destructive potential of poses. 

spe<:tal to TH• Nzw Yon TIM••· nu,~lear energy is; misused. Several of the scientists objected 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 8-Top- To help estabhsh an atmosphere to the Independent character of the 

flight atomic scientists warned the of world security in which the Atomic Energy Commission that 

Congress and the people today that beneficial possibilities of nuclear the May-Johnson Bill would create. 

a continuing monopoly of the energy may be developed. They pointed out that it conceiv-

. atbmic bomb by the United States "To study the relation between ably could disregard the wishes of 

was impossible, that there could national legislation and the estab- the President and the State De

be no specific defense against this lishment of an adequate interna- •partment for effective internation-

type of weapon, and that no nation tiona! po!icy." . . al collabQration. 

could feel secure in the atomic age Dr. Szilard, Whose contr1butlons 1 The scientists would not give a 

"until ~e problem. of the control to the development of the atomic definite answer to questions about 

. of 11-tomlc power 111 solved on a bomb were described as vital by the commercial use of atomic ener

world level:" . Representative ,Terry Voorhis, Cal- gy, nor would they specify a date 

. Fa~ed ,Wlth the Truman Admm- ifornia Democrr.t, put the problem by which commercial use might be 

1 lstration s. supp_ort of the May- of atomic energy f destructive expected. They were not, how-

J~hnson b1ll, wh~ch they feel would purposes before the committee in ever, worried about the dangers of 

stifle res~arch m nuc!ear energy, the blunteL ">ossible terms. He having a private monopoly develop 

the scientists have un~ted ~o form said that it seemed to him essen- in this field. 

a Federa~ion of Atom1c Sc1entists, ti 1 th t th u •t d St t h ld When asked if they thought that 

rthepres
1
en

30
tmO gfgothper ~ent~f_or mokre -.. ~k c~ntrof of n:.Js we:p~~ so~~n the atomic weapon could be out-

an o e sc1en 1 1c wor - . . 1 d b t 11 
ers wh'ose research and labors for mternat10nal level, rather than ~we . Y. agreemen , a the scien-

the Army's Manhattan Engineer- along nationalistic lines. He main- tlsts mdicated . that they thought 

ing Project produced the bombs talned that if world cor.';:rol was ~at was as unhkely as the outlaw

that exploded over Hiroshima. and not attainable some persons would mg of war unless .all the nations of 

Nagasaki. say that the TTnited States would the earth were Wllling to work to-

Their spokesmen, a.t an informal have to _consider destr~ctive war- gether. 

and unofficial hearing with a sma.ll fare agamst the countnes seeking ---- s 
group of Congressmen and at a to make the bomb for possible use 4 s • 1• 1 1 

press conference with Washington against us before they perfected it. Clen IS s ay 
correspondents, were Dr. H. C. The existence of the atomic 

Urey, University of Chicago Nobel bomb, he said, has affected ad- H At Bill 
Prize winner, Dr. Leo Szilard of versely the military position of the ouse 0ffi 
the Universities of Berlin, Colum- United States, which untll now has 

bia and Chicago; Dr. J . c. Stearns, been able to rely on its industrial L e'"' ads t 0 War 
cosmic ray expert at Washington superiority to build s~ficient 

University and the Chicago Uni- tanks, guns and planes to swamp 

versity Laboratory, where the I any potential combination of 

principal atomic research for the enemies. 
Government was conducted; Dr. "It we have enough bombs to de

Lyle B. Borst of the Clinton Lab- stroy every city of the enemy, and 

oratories at Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Dr. the enemy has enough bombs to 

H. H . Goldsmith of the Chicago destroy our cities, we will be in a 

Metallurgical Laboratories; Dr. 1 very vulnerable position,'' Dr. Szil

William M. Woodward of the Los i ard declared. 
Alamos (N. M.) Project, and Dr. i He said that if such an arma

Irving Kaplan of the Samuj La~ i ment race developed, it might be 

oratories in New York. 1wise to relocate the 30,000,000 to 

Experts Give Unsought Views '70,000,000 Americans v.:ho live _in 

It was an impressive array of · m~tropol!tan areas. Th1s, he sa1d, 

scientific knowledge-men whose m1ght take ten years and cost $15,

"know-how" on the atormc bomb 00~,000,000. If _this were done, he 

and the problems of national and sa1d, our posibon would not be 

international Import that the ex- weaker, but it would not be 

istence of this weapon created, had l stronger than. that of any other 
not been sought by the House Mill- country. It m1ght, he said, keep us 

tary Affairs Committee before it >from losing such an armament 

approved the Administration meas- race, but it would not help us to 

ure on atomic control. win it. 
Their testimony today was more Army Policies Criticized 

political than scientific, and the 
few scientific queries propounded He criticized the Army's security 

had to be left unanswered because, ideas again and again, and said 

they said, military security reg- it was essential tor the Congress 

ulations made it impossible for and the public to be kept informed 

them to inform even members of on atomic progress so that they 

the Congress of the nature of a. would know the kind of world in 

weapon that, used destructively, which they lived. 
could endanger not only the Unit- At the time the San Francisco 

ed States but the world. conference was drafting the United 

They were unanimous in the Nations Charter, Dr. Szilard said, 

conviction that not even the the scientists perfecting the atomic 

"know-how" of the bomb's manu- weapon prevailed upon President 

facture was a secret that could be Truman to let Edward R. Stet

kept for long, and they were a.s ~us Jr., then Secretary of State, 

one in Mserting that no funda- m on the secret so that he and 

mental scientific secrets were not the rest of t~e American delegation 

already known to every industrial would know the kind of world for 

nation of the earth. They dis- whic~ a.n international charter wP..s 

missed as "exaggerated" the con- requ1red. ., 

Doubt That Any Congress 
Action Can Prevent It; 
DemaudWorldApproach 

II I • 
By Stephen White 

WASHINC"'ON, Nov. B.-Sev
enty members of the House of Rep
l'e3entatives, before whom the 
May-,Tohnson bill for domestic 
control of atomic energy will soon 
he olaced for decision, today heard 
foui· of the country's most eminent 
e.t:Jmic scientists express unequiv
o~~l opposition to the bill. 

Dr. Leo Szilard. Dr. Harold C. 
Uny, Dr. J. C. Stearns and Dr. L. 
B Borst, who in combination 
probably know as much about. 
P.tomic fission as any group of four 
mrn pulled no punches in express
ing 'hostility to the legislation, 
which has already been reported 
favorably by the House Military 
Affairs Committee. 

Its effect, they agreed, would be 
to weaken this country rnilitanly: 
dri·:e scientists from the field of 
nuclear physics; choke off indi
rectly all other sciences; make in
ternational control impossible, and 
lead to an international armament 
race that could end only in atomic 
war. 

The May-Johnson bill places 
control of atomic energy in the 
hands of a nine-man commission 
and an administrator appointed 
by the commission, giving the 
group plenary control. It embodies 
stringent security provisions. with 
a high degree of secrecy in its 

"The problem," said Dr. Szilard, 
''must be solved on an interna
tional scale. I am not saying it 
can be solved on an international 
sra!e, but it must be tried." Dr. 
Szilard, too, expressed the group's 
general attitude toward the bill: 
"At present, I do not know of any
one who likes it except those who 
wrote it." Another speaker identi
fied the authors as Dr. Vannevar 
Bush, Dr James Bryant Conant 
and perhaps Dr. K. H. Compton. 

Dr. Szilard said it was the sci
entists themselves who wrote 
twenty-five strong, to Presil~ent 
Roosevelt urging, two weeks before 
the San Francisco conference, that 
Edward Stettlnius jr., then Sec
retary of State, be informed or 
the bomb's existence. Dr. Szilard 
pointed out w,ha.t he believed to 
be the absurdity of attempting to 
write a charter for the United 
Nations when the authors were in 
1gi,orance of the existence of the 
tremendous new weapon. 
_ Dr. Urey urged a. bill in which 
only military uses and weapons 
remained under security, and 
pointed out that in the first davs 
of the project the scientists vol
untarily established that type of 
secut·ity . .He cited the steady fiow 
of first-rate men from the project 
as an example of the scientists' 
unwllllngness to work under re
strictive regulation. 

Dr. Borst was even more specific. 
Speaking for the younger scientists 
-and he pointed out that only ~ 
per cent or the entire group was 
thirty-five years old or more-he 
said simply: "There are plenty of 
jobs." 

Dr. Stearns, who was personnel 
director for the project at Chicago, 
strJssed that of the five men first 
to ~ecognize the impoi'tance of the 
atomic discoveries, Dr. Szilard, Dr. 
Eugene Wigner, Dr. Edward Tel
ler and Dr. Victor Weisskopf were 
Hungarian. and Dr. Enrico Fermi 
was Italian' 

''That is our scientific capital." 
he said. "We must not shut it off." 

He discussed also two sources or 
energy that might even be more 

tention that because it cost the Dr. Urey assailed the barbed

United States $2,000,000,000 to de- wire fence" attitude of the Army 

velop the bomb and its manufac- toward atomic scientists and said 

turing facilities under war-time that the top-flight scientists would 

conditions other nations would not continue to work on such Gov

hesitate t~ embark upon such an ernment projects in time of peace 

expensive development project. if their freedom of research and 

important than atomic fission: The 

work. possibility of creating energy as the 

Disliked Manhattan Project sun does, by transmuting hydrogen 

They indicated a. belief that t}le free interchange of comment and 

announced policy of the Adminls- experience were denied to them. 

tra.tion to try to keep the bomb 1 "There is no idea. of a. strike," ' 

secret already has pushed the he said. "It is the simple fact that 

world Into a. race for the develop- one type of scientific ~mployment 

ment of atomic energy. They re- will look more interestmg and at

garded this as a contest that could tractive than another." 
only weaken the defensive position Private enterprise could not be 

of the United States, whose indus- persuaded to carry on the type of 

trial potential would be important atomic research necessary under 

only up to the point of developing the restrictions ill\posed by the 

sufficient bombs to wipe out the May-Johnson bill, he added. 

cities of an enemy, or combination Dr. Stearns said that a free in-

of enemy powers. terchange of scientific opinion was 

Research Held Stifled essential to future progress and 

They were outspoken fn their pointed . out that the atomic bomb 

opposition to the May-Johnson bill, had been developed in the United 

soon to go before the House. They States because of re_sults already 

said its secrecy and security pro- achieved in Great Bntain, France, 

visions would stifle research and Germany and Italy. Some of the ' 

cause nuclear scientists to seek best scientists on the Manhattan 

other fields of research where Project, he said, came here because 

they would be free to dis~uss the the United States "offered a haven 

results of their work with other for scientists who wanted freedom, 
colleagues. free speech, free enterprise and un-

h~pered research opportunities." 

In each or the four addresses by to helium, and the possibility of 

the scient!s1s was profound dis- utilizing the billions of electron 

taste for the Manhattan District, volts released by thr mesotron, a 

under the guidance of whicb, newly discovered part of nature 

through Major General Leslie R. which exists in cosmic rays 

Groves, the bomb was made. All Science, he said, must remain free 

agreed that both in spirit and in to work in these directions. 

performance the Manhattan Dis- Freedom or science, he said, 

trict offended them. <"Manhattan would implement any international 

District" was the code 11ame for control that may be set up. This 

the Army's secret project develop- country will best know what other 

ing the bomb.) countries are plan rung it it is able 

The ~ient1sts advocated a new I to maintain contact Mth those 

bill in which freedom of research countries' first-rank scientists. 

would be completely unhampered; Representative Jerry Voorhis 

control would be carefully checked Democrat of California one of 

by the people of the United States I eighteen 'Congressmen ~ho 8.1'

through th~ir elected officers, and ranged \he meeting with the scien

the a.dmimstrator would be an- tists, presided. The Congressmen 

swerable primarily to the P_eople. applauded each speaker. The ques-

"We want," Dr. Borst said, "a tion period that followed led the 

civllian adf!lln~strator. I ~epea~; four men simply to repeat their 

we want a CIVilian admimslrator. contention: That the May-John-

~~ on~ of the four appearfd son bill was not workable, and in

pal tJcularly hopeful that even t le jured the cause it was meant to 
best efforts of Congress would pre- aid 

vent an atomic Armn.geddon. __ · -------:-=--=-=--=--=--::-:-:.:-:-=-=---=--=--=-~! 



Stassen's Speech on Atom-Bomb Air Force ] 
Following is the complete text poses for the benefit of man- surprise attacks All f 1 t 

of the address by Captain Harold kin~. . says that good f~ith al~ne 
1
:: ~~~ 

~- l~:-as~e~ ?etorel the A;cademy of Fifth, there IS nothing about sufficient for the peaceful n:-
o t z~a cz~nce ast _m~ht: _ the_ scientific features of fabri- lationship between men. Good 

Mr. Cha1rman, DlStmgmshed c_at10n methods of the produc- faith must be coupled ~ith a 
Guests and Fello~ Citizens: tlon of _the ~omb that_ cannot be framework of order, of law, a1,d ' 

There can be llttle ?oubt that ascertamed m a relatively short of justice. Under the give-awa:l 
we meet ~t _the opemng of one space of. ye~rs by any group of alternative, there would be no 
of. the crucial de~ades of h1s- able se1ent1sts and engineers guarantee of reciprocal openne~s 
tOiy. A world-w1?e war, ten- any~here in the world. of information. We would . m 
fold _more destruct1ve than any : Sixth, the destructive power effect, be increasing the arm~
prevlOus war, . has ended. It m one small tiomb is greater ment of every other individual 
~nded and left m its wake a btl- than a thousand of the greatest United Nation. There is no 
llo~ of men and women and little ~ombs made previously, and it logical reason why each nat.on 
children of the world hungry lS physically possible to manu- of the world should have the 
and short of food. It ended and. facture these by the hundreds power to destroy other natt.:>n · 
left a quarter-billion of the and to further increase , their Balancing of power has not 
people of the world without destructive power. proved in the past to be a r aU 
s~e~ter. It ended and left a half- to peace, but rather a road' to 
~lllion _of the earth's inhabitants, The Alternatives war. 
~ncludmg ma?Y on every hem- I! these are the correct basic It is the third alternative u ~t 

Scientific Freedom 
I propose 'that no one shall en

gage in any nucleat· or atom1c 
resear~h without first register
mg Wltll this United Nations 
Atomi9 Commission, but that 
once having registered, any sci
entist would be entirely free to 
carry on scientific research and 
to publish his results to the 
world. I wish to emphasize that 
scientific freedom is just as im
portant as academic freedom or 
free_dom of the press tto our way 
of llfe. The registration should 
be merely for •the protection of 
mankind as to the location of 
the research and to facilitate 
the ihspection of the activities. 

I -know full well that proposals 
of this kind will be attacked. 
There will be those who call 
them visionary, but I might ask 
whether failure to seek some 
such method would not be blind
nes::.. Are not each of these 
proposals in fact practical, sound 
and attainable? 

lSPher~,. seethmg m the ferment facts, then what should the pol- 1. advocate tonight. This is tlle 
of political and social unrest. icy of America be? Obviously, a1J.ternative of placing the control 
It ended . and left fifty millions there are a number of alterna- of the atomic bomb definitely on 
of mankmd wounded or ill or tives. The first is the policy of the world level. To my mind · it 
long, dreary dist<>nces fi·om secrecy and suppression. Under is the onl" basl·s that has r:,al Some of the clamor of oppo-

h 
.. this 1· ' u sition will come from those wl1o 

OI?e, at strange locations to po ICY we would provide for hope for future peace, st.abi lit ' 
which they_ had been swept by heavy penalties against any one and progress. To my mind, t.l.le will say that such a proposal will 
the flood tides of the conflict. who would reveal any part of spiltting of the tiny atom, and violate the absolute national 
It ended and left little white the information that was not the destructive i'elease of itf. sovereignty of the member na-
crosses, row on row, around the already public. We would keep tremend9us energy, urgently re~ ti~ns. Yes, it will! But the naJ;.-
g~o?~ as Signposts of the youth, our own scientists under surveil- quires the uniting on this grea,t row concept of absolute nation-

v r lit d lance W ld 
· t ' alistic sovereignty belongs in the 

I I Y an manhood that was · e wou mves 1gate all earth of the constructive energy 
no more and as symbols' of the reports of any of our scientists of all mankind. same historical discard as the 
son· · th meeting 'th · t · t theory of the divine right of 

ows m e hearts of their · WI SClen IS s or rep- This m :\11 development 1's one k' loved t resent t · f th mgs. The proposal that I make 
. ones. I ended as the a Ives rom o er coun- additional powerful reason for' 

Umted .Nations were preparing tries. We would follow a policy developing a new and hl'gher !would not cause the people to 
to put t ff t that is I'nh t · th f ose sovereignty. ""hey would be 

m o e ec their charter eren m e pre ace level of government to serve .._ for peace It d d of the Smythe t I t . simply delegating a portion of 
· en e and left the repor · quo e, · mankind. The progress of produ~tion and distribution sys- "All pertinent scientific infor- science, of communication, of their inherent sovereignty to a 

t~ms m great areas of the world mation which can be released to travel, and of mass Pl'Oductl·on, new and higher level of govern-
disrupt d d the publi'c t th ' t · ' th . mental machinery where it can 

e an destroyed. It a IS Ime WI out has all·eady b•·ought the people ended in "d violating the d f t· 1 • , ' be more effectively administei·ed 
a rapi succession of nee s o na 10na of the world close together. All 

guns that shot farther, of air- security is contained in this vol- of history tells us that whenever for the people's welfare. Prin-
planes that flew greater dis- ume. No requests for additional ciples of government must stand 
tances with heavier bomb loads information should be made to men are living close together, the test of service to the people they require a government of ·f th t b 
?f rockets that outsped sound private persons or organizations 

1 
ey are o e respected. The 

Itself I' d associ t d d' tl · some form to prevent anarchy concept of absolute national-
. • en ed with the awe- . a e lrec Y or mdirectly and chaos, to establish· order and 

some flash at Hiroshima and With the project. Persons dis- k- istic sovereignty no longer serves 
Nagasaki signaling to the world closing or securing additional justice, and to facilitate progress Lhe people of this world. It is a 

· that science had unlocked the information by any means and well-being. The world needed barrier that prevents that suc-
deva t t ' whatsoev 'tl t tl ~ government on a world level be- cessful co-operation wl1I·c11 eve1·v 

s a mg and disintegrating er, WI lOU au 101·iza- fore the atomic bomb. Now 1-t ,, 
force of the atomic bomb. It tion, are subject to severe pen- other fact of modern life de·-
ended, and we face the future. alties under the espionage act." has become an imperative. mands. It is a fertile _source o! 
And, what of the future? What Under this secrecy and sup- I present tonig):J.t specific de- ' _...... 
shall our course be? pression policy we would give to tailed recommendations, not be- equal rights an<J self-deterniin-

c U I · · t t t ation of peoples, and to t ke 
our government extreme powers a se am ms1s en hat these 

Frank Discussion which it has never approached are the precise answers, but other appropriate measures to 
I belie\'e the best way to dis- before in time of peace. And rather because it Js my obser- strengthen universal peace; . 

cuss that future course is to take what would be the result? vation that to discuss a subject 3. To achieve internatiot-lal 
up specifically one of the world's Throughout the world other in broad terms that mean all co-operation in solving interr.,a
problems. I believe we can best scientists and other engineers things to all mE;n . does not con- tiona! problems of an economic, 
come to grips with the issues of would pursue the same discov- tribute to clarification or de- social, cultural or humanital·ian 
the days ahead by discussing eiies, would experiment and de- cision. I present exact detail in character, and in promoting 
frankly and in detail our policy velop, until they, too, had atomic order that men might differ with an.d encouraging respect for 
on the world's major challenge bombs. Throughout the world me and from the discussion of human rights and for funda-
of the future-atomic energy. the pressure of all governments these 'differences we might find mental freedoms for all with-
~e~dless to say, I speak as an would be on their scientists to the way to the best answers. out distinction as to nee, sex, 
mdlvidual and not in any sense develop the explosive and the I suggest that the United language or religion; and 
for the_ Navy or the government. destructive powers of atomic en- States propose an amendment 4. To be a center for bar-

Seeking to find the wise pol- ergy, Throughout the world the to Article 43 of the United Na- monizing the actions of nations 
icy as to atomic energy, it is research and e'xperimentation tions Charter, an amendment in the attainment of these com-
Important that we first endeavor and the utilization of atomic en- granting to the Security Coun- mon ends." 
to clarify basic factual infor- ergy for peaceful and construe- cil the right and the duty to es- Its machinery and powers are 
mation. tive purposes would be retarded. tablish and maintain a small limited. Its veto is restrictive. 

First of all, the successful de- Here in America, for the first United Nations Air Force of five But it is fiexible. It can grow. 1t 
velopment of the sustained neu- time in peace, we would be re- bomber squadrons &nd ten can be amended. It can be 
tron chain reaction resulting stricting the freedom of science. fighter squadrons. manned by changed. Do not sell the United 
from nuclear fission, and the For the first time in peace we volunteers fro!ll the . United Na- Nations organization short. Do 
m&nufacture of the atomic would be departing from that tlons, not more than one-fifth not undermine what you have in 
bomb, was a result of many basic liberty and openness of o! the pei·sonnel of any squadron an academic discussion of what 
years of effort by scientists of science which has led in the to be of any one nationality I you wish you had. The United 
many countries, including Den- past to our superb scientific background, to be based at five Nations organization can be de-
mark,. France and Germany, achievements. America would different suitable bases around I veloped in any manner the 
culmmating in the specific in- become Jps~ attractive as the the world, to be financed by a United States, th€' Soviet Union, 
tense work by large groups from home of scientists, and we would small tax on all intemational Great Britain, China and France, 
England, Canada and the United begin to establish conditions of travel. and that the United and a IlUijority of the other na-
States in the Manhattan 'Proj- a nature similar to those which States furnish five atomic bombs tions wish it to be developed, and 
ect in Washington and Tennes- caused many scientists to ft.ee to each of these five bomber realistically, there cannot be ef-
see, and in groups at Berkeley !rom Germany and seek refuge· fective world government with-
Chicago, Columbia, Los Alamos' elsewhere. · squadrons at the five bases out the agreement . of those 
Clinton, Hanford and elsewhere: Offers Control to World around the world to serve as the powers. The United States must 

Second, scientists do not an- stabilization force for world continue to give .leadership in 
ticipate that there can be any Or, as a second altemative, order. this growth and development. I 
successful scientific counter- we can say we have 110 secrets I suggest the United States am tremendously encouraged by 
measure to an atomic bomb. from out· allies, and open up our propose an amendment to Arti- the ratification of the necessary 
There appears no scientific the- entire recra·d~ and details of pro- cle 26 of the United Nations five and twenty-four, by the suc-
ory tpat would provide for its ~u~~i~ ~ very one of the Charter providing that no na- cPssful completion of the work 
neutralization or its advance de- 111 e Na ion:;, and rely on their tion shall manufacture an of the preparatory commtssion 
tonation. ~~~!~ft~~- in their use of ibis in- atomic bomb, and that the man- in London, and by the fact that 

Third, the production of What then would be the re- utacture or possession of such a in less than two months the first 
atomic bombs requires an in- suit? Many other nations would bomb would be a crime against Assembly of the United Nations 
stallation of such size that a manufacture some of the bombs. mankind. The. present plant~ as a definite, functioning organ-
rigid inspection bY competent There would be an uneasy appre- would manufactw·e the number ization will take place. This has 
scientists could ascertain the hension between natlons as to i required for the World Stabiliza- been a bright spot amidst the 
presence or absence of such pro- what their future course might tion Force, and then stop. 'dark clouds of the deterioration 
ductlon. be. Changing policies of govern- I suggest that the United of ow· world relil.tionships Which 
' Fourth, it appears likely that ment and changing leadership states propose to the United occurred at the London Con-
the tremendous energy devel- would be viewed with uncertaint.y Nations that the Security Coun- ference of Foreign Ministers, a 
oped can at some future 'time M around the world. Relations be- ci! be given the right and the conference, it should be re-
harnessed and controlled for tween nations would be carried duty to establish an Atomic membered, that had no connec-
peaceful and constructive pur- on wiih the dread of possible commi~sion of distinguished tion with this United Nations or-
_;_-:---7-=-..:..:.:.::.::.:::.:::.:.:...!:=-r.~:.:_~~~~~~:_:~~~~:_ :;c~entists, with the power and. gani7ation and was not planned 

the duty to thoroughly inspect and prepared for in the same 
all nations, including our own. thorough manner. 
to ascertain the fulfillment of The broad policy we are dis-
the foregoing chflrter provision . 
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cussing means that we must /,, 
promptly reconvert, develop full. ~ 
production, and proceed with 
plans for the exchange of some 
of the results of our great pro
ductiw capacity, with those who · 
need it now, for future raw ma
terials and investments and 
trade and tow·ist opportunities. 

We should not overlook that 
the basic long-1·ange facts of the 
world economy are encow·aging, 
even in this tragic winter. The 
threat of Nazi and Japanese 
domination has been removed. 
This good earth has the capacity 
to produce enough food for all 
the peoP.le in it. The materials 
are here to construct shelter for 
all who wish it. There .fs room 
on the globe for all the people 
on it. But the science of govern
ment has not advanced as rap
idly as have the other sciences, 
nor as rapidly as has the growth 
of population itself. We need in
tense study of this art of living 
together. This study should in
volve not only the development 
of mechanisms of government 
on a new and higher level for 
the conduct of those affairs tpat 
cannot be carried on success
fully on the old basis of the na
t!onalistic state, but it also 
means the development of· more 
effective government at local 
and national levels. 

The value of a periodic choice 
by the people between alterna
tives in administration needs 
earnest discussion and analysis. 
The avoidance of a complete 
political fragmentation of the 
population in a democracy to a 
point where no effective govern
ment o! continuity is possible 
needs emphasis. The federal 
principle, its strength and its 
fiexibility; the relations o! the 
economic, ' social and political 
structur.es; the specific question 
of federated economies, co
existent with politi~al alliances; 
and the comparison of men's 
existing governments with what) 
they had previously rather than 
with an abstract ideal, all need 
searching consideration. These 
must challenge the best of in
telligence the world can apply 
to them. Surely we have__M!arned 

through two tragic wars and a 
world- wide depression in a 
single generq.tion, that the fail
ure o! men to learn how to live 
together can destroy and devas
tate much of what. all their 
other intelligence, invention, 
study and toil can create. 

This same broad foreign poli
cy also means that throughout 
the world, we must constantly 
emphasize basic human rights 
more than American rights. I 
am convinced that if we follow 
such a broad policy as we have ' 
dj,scussed tonight, it will not re
sult in our own impoverishment 
-it will not result in our own 
weakness. In fact, we wlll thrive 
and grow and be happier under 
the challenge of this course. We 
will find that after the decade 
goes by we have a healthier 
economy. W~ will find that we 
have access to more raw 
materials •and greater markets 
than we otherwise would. We 
will find that we have a greater 
measure of good will throughout 
the world; that we have more 
jobs at home; that we are at 
peace. 

In any discussion of the seri
ousness and scope of our discus
sion this evening, there always 
arises the question of how it 
.shall h!' concluded. Permit me 
to merely say-Let us face the 
future .,..witJ;., confidence . .... .. ... . ~ . 

~--------------------------~ homeland_:thank God-that has 
not been ravished by war. We do 
have an economy that is healthy 
and strong. If we seek to be sel
fish and narrow in this position, 
that same selfishness and nar
rowness will pass on down to 
groups within our country. 
America will be divided. It will 
be bigoted and intolerant. And 
our economy will wither. We 
will lose that precise powerful 
position which we. seek selfishly 
to maintain. 

those clashes and frictions that 
lead to war. And might I add 
that the diplomats' squeamish
ness about abstract sovereignty, 
as they refuse to take steps to 
prevent wu, does not impre;;s 
the millions Of men who have 
seen the intimate innards of 
their pals spread over the land
scape by war. Measures of world 
co1 operation, steps of effective 
working together, machinery 
that serves mankind, should be 
judged on their dw~ merits not 
by seeking to apply to it the out
worn shibboleth of absolute na· 
tionalistic sovereignty. 

Bars Selfish Interests 
Another argument in opposi

tion that will probably be made 
is that this proposal does not 
serve the ".self-interest" of Amer
ica. It will be argued that W<! 

now occupy a position of great 
power with our armed might 
and the possession of the atomic 
bomb; that we should use this 
power for our own enlightened 
"self-interest" rather than dif
fuse it on a world-wide basis. 

Permit me to meet that argu
ment head-on. In my judgment, 
if the selfish interest of America 
becomes . the official g~iding 
light of our world policy it will 
be .one of the most tragic phases 
of American history. The doc
trine of "America First" is pure
ly and simply the extension of' 
the doctrine of "Me First." 
There is, and there wlll· be, a 
considerable, •measure of this 
doctrine in life. But if it ever 
becomes the officially accepted 
standard to be followed by 
every one, the tragedy, chaos
and suti-ering, the demoraliza
tion and disintegration will be 
indescribable. Selfishness is not 
a virtue for individual life. 
Neither should it be considered 
a virtue \Or national life. 

It is my view that the first 
pennant nailed to the mast of 
our foreign policy should state 
the objective· to promote the 
slow, steady march of social, 
economic and curtural progress 
of all mankind and"the general 
welfare of one world at peace. 

Nothing less than that is 
worthy of America. This does 
not mean a policy of waste and 
extt:avagance. It d6es not mean 
the encouragement of idleness 
in other lands. It does not mean 
a careless charity that under
mines the recipient and dissi
pates the resources o! the giver. 
It does not mean placing the 
welfare of any other individual 
nation above that of America. 
It does not mean that we should 
be weak in armed force. It 
does not mean we love America 
less. But it does require a broad
ness of concept of our policies. 

Step in Right Direction 
The broad policy I advocate 

means specifically that we must 
do more than give lip service to 
the United Nations Organization. 
We must do more than co-oper
ate in a manner of detached 
aloof interest. We must seek 
constantly to give it vigor al!d 
vitality and contribute to its 
growth. I know there are thqse 
who speak of its inadequacy. 
It is true, as I said long since, 
that it is only a "beachhead in 
the battle for peace," that it is 
only. "a very small step in the 
right direction." 

But it is nevertheless a tre
mendously important step. It is 
a vital beachhead. It has brought 
together all of the essential ele
ments for effective world admin
istration. It directly and incli
rectly represent's three-fourths 
of all the peoples of the world. 
Its purposes a1·e right. I read 
them to you: 

1. To maintain international 
peace and security, and to that 
end: to take effective collective 
measures for the prevention 

and removal of threats to the 
peace, and for the suppression 
of acts of aggression or other 
breaches of the peace, and to 
bring about by peaceful means, 
and in conformity with the 
principles of justice and inter
national law, adjustment or 
sett~ement of international dis
putes or situations which might 
lead to a. breach o! the peace. 

2. To develop friendly rela
tions among nations based on 
respect for the principle o! 

(Conttnuett on next page) 

It does require that in our do
mestic. activities we constantly 1 
be concerned as to their effect 
on peoples of other parts of the 
world. We are today the mpst 
powerful nation in th~ world. I 
We do have the greatest pro-

1 ductlYe capacity. We do have a 1 

) 
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-A Clear Call to Action 1 

While world events are still moving with 
dangenus speed, a strange paralysis seems 
to have stricken statesmanship. Confront
ing the atomic bomb-so powerful in Itself, 
so grim as a symbol of the still unleashed 
forces which science is accumulating-the 
political leaders of the nations are content 
to make vague, placatory gestures that con
fess their inability to meet the cha,llenge 
which atomic energy has posed. The do
nothing, fear-all atmosphere is not con
fined to the United States. Great Britain 
has turned up a sort of carbon copy of 
American policy and Russia has offered 
little that is constructive. But the American 
responsibility, as "trustee" of the atomic 
bomb, is uniquely great, and its leadership 
should be correspondingly forthrig.ht and 
effective. 

Such leadership has not yet appeared in 
Washington. But Captain Harold E. Stas
sen, in his address befqre the Academy of 
Political Science, has provided a courageous 
and thoughtful blueprint of the manner 
in which such leadership should function. 
He proposes a definite use for the atomic 
bomb-"on the world level." He would 
assign a limited number of bombs to an 
international air force, "to serve as the sta- J 

bilization force for world order." Once that 
force had been equipped, construction or 
possession of such bombs would be "a. crl?'le 
against mankind." The world orgamzatwn 
would enforce the ban, through an atomic 
commission with right of full and free in
spection. Scientists would be registered with 
the cocy.mission, but no limits would be 
placed upon research. 

Captain Stassen showed himself fully 
aware of the criticisms which would be 
directed at his plan. He was not especially 
concerned with securing world approval 
of all its details but rather in supplying 
that concrete basis for discussion which has 
been so lamentably lacking heretofore. As 
for the more fundamental attacks which 
m1ght be made on his position, Captain 
Stassen refused to make obeisance before 
the mystic phrase "national sovereignty" 
or to be satisfied with the excuse that it is 
impossible to trust the atomic bomb t.o a 
"paper organization," such as the Umted 
Nations Organization. Instead, he would 
give life and strength to the U. N. 0.
wh!ch, after all, is a creation of men and 
can be just as strong and vital as men are I 
willing to make it. 

That is the heart of the matter. The 
world can drift into atomic dissolution or 
any other special hell that science may 
create, or it can be diverted into sane and 
productive efforts for mutual advantage by 
the exercise of human w!ll and human 
intelligence. Captain Stassen cries out 
against the feeble-forcible half-measures, 
which are bred of fear and will assuredly 
breed catastr~he, and proposes instead 
that men "face the fJ.Iture with confidence." 
He gives a clear call to action, and one 
which must be heeded. 

SCIENCE IN REVIEW 
/Will the Ato1nic Bo1nb Force U to Break Up 

I 
Oux Citie Into To, n and Villages? 
Jv~ / 

By W ALDEI\IAR KAEl\IPFFERi' 
I 

Shall the construction of the atomic 1 and arrive in New York on Saturday, 
bomb be kept secret. oz· should the the day before. " 

world be told everything? Physicists The cost of atomic energy is at pres

ar~ all in .favor of publicity. Thou~h I ent high, so high that even if it could 

offtctally 1gnored as yet, the soctal 1 be controlled it could not compete with 

scientists nave Deen giving their views. energy derived from coal and oil. But 

The most authoritative of the lot, in past history teaches us that the cost 

our opinion , is Prof. William F . Ogburn will come down. Should ordinary fuel 

I of the University of Chicago. No arm- be displaced, Ogburn predicts that the 

chair sociologist is he, but a practical cost of manufactured products would -

I authority on communal behavior. In fall and the standard of Jiving would 
an address, which he recently <fe!iv- rise. 

ered ~o the Chi~ago C~uncil of ~oreign I All thi is moLe likely to come about 

Relati.ons, an~ m testrm~ny whtch he if the sectet of the bomb is freely dis· 

gfa~ m w:s:lmgto~1 ~e r1tsctuss;d son~e closed, in Ogburn's opinion. Before the 

o e p ro a e socta e ec 8 0 atomtc war information on atomic discoveries 

energy. . 1 was freely published. It was in this 
Og~urn predtcts th.at we shall have way that Americans learned from Ger· 

to adJust ourselves first of an to the j many of the splittit g f th · 
b ki f T · t t d 1 I o e uramum 

I rea ~lg upd o tel zes In ob owbn atnt Vkl - atom by Hahn and Strassmann, to .-

ages m or er o esca:Pe om a. ~c. s.l mention only one achievement in nu

The second , probl~m 18 the prohibition clear physics. "If the Army or Congress 

of the bomb s use m war. Research will stifles discussion and the free pass

have to be conducted to deal with both age of information among scientists 

these problems. . they may kill in the United States the 

b Oakgburnwpoinh~gtout Dthact ':"et mftght goose that lays the golden eggs," 

re up as m on, · ., m 0 rag- thinks Ogburn. Not only this but the 

ments and .distribute them around the Army will defeat its own purpose if it 

country .w1th ~~ppy resul.ts. Some wants bigger and more terrible atomic 
seventy-five million Amencans now weapons. 
live outside of cities. The pleasures 
of the cities (theatres, opera, sym- A Good Sign 
phonic music, shopping centers ) could 
be distributed in accordance with a 
plan that would tlow out of research. 
More serious is the question whether 
our industries and our labor supply 
could be decentralized without a loss 

I 
in efficiency. We shall have to decide 
whether efficiency is worth more than 
safety. 

I Economic Con equences 
Ogburn is fully aware of the eco

nomic consequences of breaking up 
large industrial centers. "There are 
200 cities larger than 50,000, with a 
total population of 50 millions,'' he 
points out. "The task would then be 
to make 200 cities into 1,000." The 
buildings are valued at about $150 
billion. To this land values must be 
added. Land values would undoubted
ly fall, and the buildings might have 
to be written off entirely. 

Suppose the cost runs up to $250 
billion. That is still less than the cost 
of the most recent World War, and 
perhaps a amaller fraction of what 
World Warm will cost. The city plan
ners would have a supreme opportu-

L nity. And there would be an inestima
ble gain in safety, health, sunlight and 
space for aircraft if cities were brok
en up. 

Such a wholesale redistribution of 
industries and people would mean the 
redesigning of our transportation sys
tem and the extension of telephone 
communication. It might be that some 
cities would become special centers, 
just as Atlantic City concentrates on 
hotels and recreation and Tia Juana 
on gambling. Hence, we might have 
towns that specialize in automobile 
making, furs, jewelry, furniture, and 
supermarkets which would be depend
ent on fast transportation by air and 
rail. 

New Towns and New Idea 

These new towns would have to be 
planned in accordance with new ideas 
to be discovered by research. Early 
cities wer wheel-like, a design good 
t>nough for walking animals and men 
but not for common carriers because 
terminals are usually congested. So 
Ogburn revives the old idea of a town 
&tr·ung along a road. "A long rope 
laid along the ground Is harder to hit 
than a large wheel, which is the shape 
of the traditional target,'' is his way 
of putting the case. "After all, the 
reason for breaking up cities is to 
escape being hit." Here is stili anot11er 
.facet of the problem ln obvious need 
of research. 

If aircraft can be propelled by atomic 
power at altitudes where the resistance 
ot the air is virtually nil, speeds of 
2,000 miles an hour will be attainable, 
liO that "no place on the globe would 
be farther than six hours away." Og
burn notes that at such a speed "a 
person might leave London after the 
theatre at 1 A. M. on Sunday morning 

Pessimists who do not believe m ths 
perfectibility of man have told us that 
we are likely to destroy ourselves with 
atomic bombs. Ogburn admits that "as 
human beings we have our share of 
pugnacity and greed and pride ; but the 
outstanding lesson in sociology is that 
culture can recondition such animal 
drives as greed and pugnacity. He re
gards it as a good sign that in World 
War n gas was not used largely be-
cause of the fear of retaliation. d· 

1 
mitting that thill is no argument for 
the prohibition of atomic bomb In an· 
other war, he considers it more senst• 
ble to arrive at some international 
understanding. 

Even if this were done, the use of 
atomic explosives would not necessa• 
rily restrain ruthless nations. Ogburn 
cites the violation of the Pact of Par~ 
-a pact which was to outlaw war- as 
an evidence of possible bad faith. He 
is therefore more inclined to rely on 
the results of nuclear research and the 
productive activities of various coun· 
tries, on periodic investigation of 
uranium plants by an international 
agency, and on some infringement of 
sovereign rights. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

NOTE: The International Latex Corporation, Playtex Parle. 
Dover, Delaware ran this article, as its contribution to the Peace. 
in the leading newspapers of the :nation on March 3rd, 1944 ••• 
long before the news of the atomic bomb rocked the world. At 
that time the late President Roosevelt asked for and received 
twenty copies of this article, which is reproduced again ••• thia 
Lime in the interest of human survival, 

Science and Lasting Peace' 

PROP-OSAL1 
By WALDIMAl KAEMPPFlRT 

Despite the reluctance of the great powers to yield their 
ancient sovereignties in the interest of world unity the signa 
are plain enough that as ~cience and technology sweep on, 
unification proceeds rapidly. 

It means some thin~ that an Englishman. a Frenchman, an 
American, an Australian are scarcely distinguishable so far 
as their clothes are concerned. It means someiliing that auto• 
mobiles are very much alike, that electric lights in millions 
of homes here and ahro4d glow in accordance with the same 
principle, It means something that Hottentots, Chinese, 
Americans and Englishmen rock with laughter at the eame 
film or thrill to a symphony shortwaved from New York to 
London. It means somethin~~; that in all advanced countriea 
people tra,•el in similar trains, !teamen or planes, cook by 
ga supplied by a gasometer, suck dirt out of carpets by elec• 
tricity shot from a central station. It means something that 
~ass production and standardization, which are the hall• 
marks of a developed industrial technology, have been 
adopted by every industrial nation. At the bottom of all 
this lies the conviction that science and technology are good 
in themselves and are worth cultivating for social and eco• 
nomic reaeons. 

1944 [1945 J 
A Worlti-Unifying Force; or Atomic Bombs 

Clearly, we have in science a world·unifying force tliat 
should he !ystematically and rationally applied. Already 
there are in the world perhaps 250,000 nrst·clau research 
chemists, biologists, physicists and engineers. These men and 
women in normal times meet in international conventions 
and give freely of their knowledge to the world. No ques• 
tione are asked about the race, nationality or creed of these 
internationalists. We have. here the nucleus of an organiza• 
tion that could weld the world p~ychologically a,nd socially 
into a unit. 

Science, onght to he aiscuseed at the peace table and nol 
just politics, spheres of influence and economic rights-the 
kind of sdence that will really usher in a new order. Science 
has never had more than half a chance. It has had to develop 
in the face of frustration, even of downright suppression. 
Let us then at the peace table organize reseuch on a world· 
wide ecale with the intention of raising all countries to a 
8ingle high intellectual and economic level, of giving all peo· 
pies a common outlook, and of thus preparing them for the 
acceptance of a single political order. We :need experience in 
thinking and acting together if we are to convince ourselves 
that more ie to he gained by regarding the land, the sea and 
the air as a whole than by regions and countries. 

Suppose, therefore we organize a World Scientific Com• 
mission and suppose that we nnance it by contributions from 
participating nations. One quarter of 1 per cent of pre·war 
budgets would he enou~th. 

Tile Commission would first map out what has been accom· 
plishcd. Gaps in our knowledge would appear. The program 
of research would he framed to nll them ae well a to advance 
existing knowledge. As the rPsults poured in some of the 
major diFgracee of our ecientific record would he expunged. 

It is a di grace that millions must still groan with arthritis. 
lt is a disgrace that the conquest of cancer is not yet in sight. 
It is a disgrace that we have only the vaguest notion of what 
l!appens when a piece of beefsteak is chewed and digestetf4 
Because we know eo little of the mechanics of heredity-why 
we inherit blue eyes or stuh noses and eome afflictions from 
our parents-it iR a disgrace that we cannot pick out of the 
American population 1Jte 18,000,000 who are themselves 
mentallv sound hut who are believed to he the carriere o£ 
mental ·disease that can he paesed on. It is a disgrace that 
milliom of chemical compounds remain to he discovered
compounds of immense potentialities in medicine, agric:u1· 
ture and industry. It je a die8race that we cannot predict 
what the weather wni he a fortnight hence in Chicago and 
NewYoPk. 

1944 r'J945 ] 
FruitsefOr18fti.Rt1Res..,..;erL Atemfc lhreat 
, .II we OPfUize reeeareh to remove these and miny other 
4hsgraces, we shall 110t only improve the lot of mankind, but 
c~ange world outlook. Enlist the id of the sociologist to pre• 
d1ct the consequences of discovery and invention, eo far u 
that is poesihle, and :it lies within our power to direct social 
change, to imbue world with new aooial purpose, to pre· 
pare the world for unity. 

No net palace of research is necessary. Universities that 
accept graflls under the plan would still conduct research on 
their own account. So would the great foundations and in· 
duatries. The Commission would he fully aware of its social 
f~Jlchon, :meaning that the unknown would he penetrated 
WJth :no thought of profit, yet with the conviction that direct 
m~teria} and :intellectual benefits would accrue. The Com· 
mission would coneern itself not with inventions aa such but 
with .t~e discovery of principles that inventore, engineers, 
physJcJans and farmer could apply. 
• Year. after year the wo~k would go on. The lagging hiolog• 
1ca~ scJeJ_tces. would rece1ve an enormous impetus, and the 
aoc1al ec1ent1sta and psychologists would be able to make 
iield studies and conduct experiments on a scale llnprece• 
dented. We want to accelerate the process of unification that 
has begun with steamehipe, radio, airplanes, motion pichuea 
and engineering, -

1944 (1945 ] 
Science ond Human Progress; or Atomic Death 

The lrorld Scientific Commisaion must concern itself witl1 
t'he broad pattern of education as well as with the organiza• 
tion and support of research. That pattern must be shot 
t~~ough and through with social purpose. What does rela• 
tJvJty mean to me? Why are physicists bombarding atoma? 
What good will it do when they find out how matter and ho~ 
the u~iverse is put together? Such questions probe deep into 
meamngs that are rarely revealed in the classroom. Both 
the social point of vie~ and the acientific approach to any: 
problem must .he acqwred by the masses of Asia, Europe 
and the Amencas. It may take decades hut the project is 
worth undertaking. 

Give us international cooperation in science and soon 
there ~~ill ~e , cooperation ?n other fields. •For invariably 
change an sc1ence means aoc1al change, so that new discover• 
ies in turn call for cooperation in government to make the 
most of them. With peace maintained by an international 
police f?rce and exper~ence in ~ooperation gamed by the 
mternatJonal organu;atlon of science (the one subject on 
which "·e can agree), the world will begin to think of unity 
not as something utopian, hut as something necessary:. (From 
the magazine Tomorrow.) , · · 

LOS ALAMOS GROUP 
COMMENDS ATTLEE 

LOS ALAMOS, N. M., Nov. 10 
(JP)-Scientists at the Los Alamos 
Atomic Bomb Project commended 
British Prime Minister Attlee for 
his "understanding of the revolu
tionary problems raised by the 
atomic bomb" in a statement 
mailed to the White House today. 

"We have worked in the closest 
collaboration with British scien
tists on the development of the 
atomic bomb," the statement said. 
"How successful that collaboration 
was, the world knows. 

"Today the Prime Minister and 
the President, the elected heads of 
our two great nations, are meet
ing to discuss the future of this 
n~w fore~. We are confident they 
wtll contmue the common striving 
of our countries toward & world 
free from war. 

"The needs for steps toward con
trol ?f nuclear energy is now M 
pressmg as was the need for vic
tory three years ago." 

Presented AS A PUBLIC SERVICE by 

iNTERNATIONAl LATEX CORPORATION 

The message was signed by the 
executive committee of the Asso
ciation of Los Alamos Scientists 
and by these individuals who have 
held top positions at the project: 
~nrico FermJ, .Professor of Phys
tce at the Umversity of Chicago 
and associate director of the proj
ect; Hans A. Bethe, Professor of 
Physcs at Cornell and director of 
t~e. project's theoretical physics 
divtston; Robert Wilson, associate 
professor of physics at Harvard 
and director of the research divi
sion; Samuel K. Allison, Profes
sor of Physics at the University 
of Chicago and associate director 
of the project; Robert F. Bacher, 
Professor of Physics at Cornell and 
d~rector of the bomb physics divi
SIOns of the Los Alamos Project. 

\ 

PlAYTEX PARK * DOVER, DELAWARE 
IUD .4DYiRI.lWU.l!'l.Lo01l..U'f.. rlcrom: IJJlJY~ 

Bu h Bids Government' 
Pay Its Scientists Well 
CaBs 12,000- 15,000 a Year I 

Neces ary for Preparedness 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 9 <UP) .

Dr. Vannevar Bush said today the 
government must offer salaries of 
at least $12,000 to $15,000 a year 
to attract the scientists it will need 
to maintain "adequate prepared
ness on a scientific basis." 

The Director of the Office of 
Scientific Research and Develop
~e~t, test~ying before the Senate l 
Ctvll Serv1ce Committee, strongly 
indorsed proposals to set up two 
scientific classifications in civil 
service. One would offer salaries 
from $12,000 to $14,000 a year and 
the other $15,000. 

Even then, Dr. Bush added, the 
government would be paying less 
than industry for scientists per
forming comparable tasks. 

Dr. Bush suggested that a spe
cial technical board be set up in 
the Civil Service Commission to 
pass on scientific personnel. 

He said such a board should not 
be permitted to delegate its au
thority because "the men who de
termine the allocation of posi
tions must be the peers of the 
men who will occupy them." 

Senator Bourke B. HickenlQoper 
Republican, of Iowa, agreed with 
him, adding that civil service 
"builds up a lot of deadheads" in 
supervisory posll!ons. 

Dr. Bush said: "Only the best 
qualified technical men will be I 
able to supply the guidance and I 
du·ect10n which the government 
will need." 

1
CHURCHILL GIVES WARNING

1 

He Says Partisanship Must Not 
Impair National Interests 

By Wtrolus to Tim Nzw Yo>.c Tnotts. 

LONDON, Nov. 10--Partisan
ship must not be permitted to dis
tract attention from the main in
terests of the nation, Winston 
Churchill, wartime Prime Minister 
and now leader of the Opposition 
in Parliament, said in a. loan drive 
rally at Westerham, Kent, today. 

"In this country," he declared, 
"we have differences of opinion 
among ourselves and I cannot for 
a moment pretend that the present 
government is all that I could wish 
It to be. It might be improved in 
a great many instances and I think 
its conduct may also be improved. 

"These matters are dealt with in 
Parliament in the party warfare 
which goes on in every free coun
try and has to go on if any coun
try is to remain free. They must 
not distract our minds at all from 
the interests of the nation. We can 
never afford to let party warfare 
entrench upon the main interests 
of the nation." 



I CANADA IS ANXIOUS Truman, Attlee Remarks HOUSE ATOM BILL 
OVER ATOM POLICY Y,Speclalto TR• N•w You TIM

1
.,. / House, and to be your guest to- HELD DANGEROUS 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 10-The night. 
texts of the r emaTks by President I hl';ll.rd what you said with 

Watches Washington Talks to Truman and Prime Minister Attlee great interest, Mr. President, of 
the need for having a foreign 

Chart Post-War Course- at the state dinner tonight follow: policy- a foreign policy for Brit-
BY PRESIDENT TRUMAN aln, a foreign policy for the 

Flag Debate Still On It is a very great privilege for United States of America. But it 
seems to me today that what we 

By P. J. PIULIP 
Special to TR& NEW Yo•K Tn.!U . 

OTTAWA, Nov. 10-With the 
nervous tension they felt so often 
during the war, when battles hung 
in the balance, Canadians are 
awaiting the decisions of the 

I Washington conference on the con-
1 trol of atomic energy. 'fhere haw 
not been much forthright expres
sion of opinion of what should be 
done, but In what has been said 
and written there is clear evidence 
that humanity has reached a turn
ing point. 

me tonight as the President of the need most of all is a universal 
United States to be host to the foreign policy, a foreign policy 
Prime Ministers of Great Britain that is directed not to any !rome
and Canada and the representa- diate aim of any particular coun
tives of the other com~nonwealths try, but a foreign policy that is 

conceived in the interest of all 
of the British Empire; and I the people of the world. That 
want to say a few things that are, does not mean that \fe do not 
I think, in the hearts of all of us. take into account our pl\rticular 

We, I know, are striving for differences, but it seems to me 
a. world order, and a world peace, today that our overriding inter
in which nations will feel as the ests of world civilization come 
British Commonwealth of nations first . 
does , and as the forty-eight states We all stand here for freedom, 
in the United States feel. The ob- but we know that freedom may 
jective of the United States, I be attacked from many sides. 
think, has been stated both by the Freedom needs to be retranslated 
President and by the Secretary of every generation. Things that 
State in words which all of us menace it in one epoch pass 
can understand . We are trying away; something else may men
heroically to Implement the pro- ace it in another. 

Military Committee Minority 
Asks Further Study, Interim 

Measure, Curb on Board 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 10 UPJ-
Nine members of the House Mili· 
tary ~ffairs Committee declared 
today that establishment of a per· 
manent Federal atomic energy 
commission as proposed "would un
dermine the very foundations upon 
which our national life is built." 

Legislation setting up the com
mission to control the use and de-
velopment of nuclear energy has 
been approved by a majority of the 
committee. It is expected to reach 
the floor of the House soon. 

The nine dissenters, one Demo
crat and eight Republicans, issued 
a sharply critical report urging 
that: 

At tomorrow's ceremonies, when 
the memory of the dead of the last 
two wars iB honored, the thoughts 
and prayers of Canadians will be 
as much with the men in Wash
ington who must take responsibil
ity tor the future as with those 
who paid the price for past errors 
on the battlefield. 

gram which was started by Wood- We all here believe in democ
row Wilson, was carried forward racy. We have come out of the 
by Franklin Roosevelt, and was war in a great fight for freedom 
finally consummated at San Fran- and democracy. And I think that 
cisco by a delegation made up of standing here today with the (1) The House send the bill back 
members of the Senate and citi- United States of America and the 
zens at large, without political representatives of the British 
complexion. Commonwealth of Nations we can 

There is a feeling that whatever 
may be decided by President Tru
man and Prime Minister Attlee, a 
change ha..! come into the relations 
of men as they have been organ
ized in nations. It is argued that 

!
whether the secret of the atom 
bomb is kept by a few or handed 
over to the United Nations Or
ganization, there can no l?nger be 
a feeling of national secunty. 

Brake on Recovery seen 

To some degree fear of this ter
rible weapon is seen as subcon
sciously slowing the effort toward 
recovery which was expected to 
mark the return of men e._ry
where to a peacetime way of liv
ing. There has not been, it is said, 
the same joyous eagerness or 
bright hope in the return of peace 
a.s there was after World War I 
Among businessmen and workmen 
one finds discouragement and frus
tration not dissimilar to what was 
endured by Canadians during the 
depression years. 

In their practical way Canadians 
replied this week to their own 
fears by shattering all records in 
subscription to their Victory Loan. 
0! the total of $1,662,000,000 sub
scribed up to Friday evening, the 
cumulative sales to individuals ex
ceeded $911,000,000. 

Oddly, in the middle of the un
certainty whether the world is to 
be governed by force or law and 
nations can exereise full sovereign
ty, Parliament took a day off this 
week to discuss whether Canada 

· should have a national flag. It is 
• not a. new issue. The discussion 
hal been going on since 1867, but 
this time there seemed to be agree
ment, with few exceptions, to the 
Government's proposal that there 
should be a national flag as an em
blem of national unity and of Can
ada's independent position within 
the British Commonwealth and 
within the United Nations. 

Distinct Symbol in Issue I 
The only issue was whether this 

; flag should be entirely Canadian in 
its symbolism or a kind of deriva
tive of a British flag. Jean F . 

• Pouliot, Quebec member, while 
~ protesting his loyalty to the Brit

Ish Crown, wanted a flag "which 
would designate only Canada and 
could be hoisted by all Canadia"ls 
irrespective of race and creed, 
which would tell the world that 
Canada exists aa a great country." 

From the Progressive Conserva
tive benches the proposal was made 
that the red ensign with the Ca
nadian arms in the flag should be 
forthwith proclaimed the national 
flag, but this amendment was 
ruled out of order as the Govern
m~nt'l proposal was only that a 
joint committee of the House and 
the Senate be appointed to con
sider a suitable design. 

A feature of the debate, marked 
by good humor and occasional wit, 
waa that the first three speakers, 
all of whom favored a distinctive 
flag, were born in the British Isles: 
Ian MacKenzie, who spoke for the 
Government; Maj . Gen. George R. 
Pearkes, who spoke for the Con
servatives, and M. J. Coldwell, who 
spoke !or the Cooperative Credit 
Federation. 

One of -he great things of the all take pride in our democracy. 
British Empire is that when they We can all take pride in our 
have a foreign policy-and they · freedom; but I think we must be
always have one- the British peo- ware of attributing that entirely 
pie are behind that foreign pol- to our own virtues. It has also 
icy, no matter which Government something to do with our own 
is in power. That was amply 11_ geographical position, and we 
lustrated at the Potsdam Confer- have a little charity toward others 
ence, which started with Winston who are less happily placed. 
Churchill as Prime Minister of Science Overcomes Barriers 
Great Britain and ended with our 
guest of honor tonight as the 
Prime Minister of Great Britain. 

And there was no break in the 
negotiations. Mr. Attlee was 
there with Mr. Churchill from the 
beginning. He knew the aims of 
the conference, and when he 
came back as Prime Minister 
things went on just as they had 
started. 

I am hoping that the United 
States of America can implement 
a foreign policy which will be the 
policy of the people of the Unit
ed States , and not the policy of 
any political party. 

The Prime Minister of Great 
Britain and the Prime Minister 
of Canada are here to discuss 
with the Secretary of State and 
the President of the United Statea 
a program for the use of atomic 
energy, and for the implementing 
of a peace program that will be 
world-wide and continuous, and 
that will include every nation in 
the world, without exception . 

We are going at our confer
ences prayerfully. We are hoping 
that agreements and policies will 
come out of those conferences 
which will make the United Na
tions Organization a Jiving, mov
ing, active program. 

BY MR. ATTLEE 
Mr. President and Gentlemen : 

I am extraordinarily glad to be 
here this evening at this historic 
occasion, and in this great White 

The two who most strongly 
urged that the Union Jack be re
tained were Thomas Church, vet
eran Toronto member and J . H. 
Blackmore, Social Credit member 
from Alberta, who said that with 
Its three crosses of St. George, St. 
Andrew and St. Patrick, the Union 
Jack was the most distinctly 
Christian flag on earth. For that 
reason, he said, his party desired 

1 that It should be an honored part ! 
ot any Canadian flag. 

We, for years, have had the 
Channel to protect us; you, for 
years, have had the Atlantic-but 
as we known today, the discov
eries of science are transcending 
seas and transcending oceans. 

We must not let anything rob 
us of our freedom, and of our 
democracy. Rather, we must try 
to see whether w ecannot give to 
all nations that kind of security, 
in which through long years on 
both sides of the Atlantic we 
worked up in practice, that most 
difficult of all forms of govern
ment-democracy, about the only 
form of government that is 
worthy of free men. 

And I hope, Mr. President, that 
our meeting today-this week
in which we shall take counsel 
together, will lead us on to help 
in bringing about what I believe 
is the supreme need of today-the 
lifting of the bonds of fear from 
the human spirit, and the setting 
free of the human spirit, so that 
science, instead of a menace, as 
it is being looked on today, shall 
be looked on as something that 
Is throwing open wide the gate to 
a fuller life for all of us. 
It is my earnest desire , Mr. 

President, in meeting you here 
today, that you and I and Mr. 
King, and all others- with whom 
we shall be talking, will keep 
ever in mmd that what we are 
out for today is to try and devise 
a world policy of the comm(ln 
man. 

for further study and revision; 
(2) The measure should be of "in

terim character" and provide only 
!or a temporary agency; 

(3) Powers of the agency should 
be greatly reduced, particularly 
to allow Congressional control 
and supervision. 

In an earlier report the commit
tee majority had recommended 
speedy action to set up a nine
member part-time commission with 
broad authority over atomic en
ergy. 

The majority said that the pro
posed commission needed power to 
protect atomic secrets. It urged 
that the legislation deal only with 
domestic control and leave interna
tional problems for later settle
ment. 

The dissenting report was signed 
by Representative John E. Sheri
dan, Democrat, of Pennsylvania, 
and the following Republicans: 
Representatives Dewey Short of l 
Missouri, Leslie C. Arends, Illinois; 
Charles R. Clason, Massachusetts; 
Paul W. Shafer, Michigan; Charles 
H . Elston, Ohio; Forest A. Har
ness, Indiana; Ivor D. Fenton, 
Pennsylvania, and Clare Boothe 
Luce, Connecticut. 

The report declared in part: 
"Even if this were to be interim 

legislation its extreme terms are 
unwarranted by any circumstance 
or condition. 

"While the vast powers outlined 
• • • are requested under the hue 
and cry of an emergency, it should 
be borne in mind that the atomic 
bomb was conceived and developed 
over a considerable period of time 
without specific Congressional ac
tion. 

"We fully recognize that there 
must be a measure of secrecy and 
regulation, with rigid controls, but 
we are far from convinced that 
any emergency would warrant the 
surrender by Congre!ls of the ar
bitrary and limitless powers set 
by this bill. 

"We believe that passage of this 
bill would undermine the ver y 
foundations upon which our na
tional life is built. 

"It would defeat the purpose 
for which it purports to have )>een 
introduced. Scientific research, in· 

• 



SECRECY ASSAILED 
ON ATOMIC POWER 

Section df Physical Society 

Asks Armament Control Be 

Handled Through UNO 

I I 
The secrecy surrounding atomic 

energy and other scientific devel
opments born of the war should 
be removed immediately and, in the 
interests of world peace and our 
own national security, international 
control of all armaments-particu
larly atomic power-should be es
tablished through the United a
tions Organization, it was resolved 
in a special meeting of the ~etro
politan Section of the Amertcan 
Physical Society, which last night 
ended its fall sessiOn at Pupin Hall, 
Columbia University. 

Supplementing their regular fall 
discussions on matters of pure sci
ence with the unscheduled "busi
ness conference"-held late Friday 
night-200 members of the socie•y, 
one of the ranking groups or !ICi
entists in the world and including 
on its rolls the names of many 
of the physicist who helped to 
perfect the atomic bomb, thus 
added a distinguished group to the 
long list of science organizations 
that have already condenmed the 
Government's insistence that se
crecy be maintained for many of 
the discoveries of this war. 

Joined in principle now with the 
515 chemists, engineers and physi
cists who tko weeks ago in Cam
bridge, Mass., called for "interna
tional cooperation" to control 
atomic energy, and with such ex
perts as Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, 
who directed the atomic research 
at Los Alamos, N. M:., Dr. Karl

1 T. Compton, president of the Mas- 1 
sachusetts Institute of Technoligy, 
Dr. Henry DeW Smyth of Prince- ~ 
ton and Dr. Harold C. Urey of Co
lumbia, the physicists specifically 
resolved that "immediate removal ' 
of all restrictions on the publica
tion of scientific information" be 
urged upon the Government "in 
the belief that the national secur
ity will be promoted thereby." 

Delay to Research Seen 
"Any restriction of research will 

not only be contrary to the tradi
tions of science but will delay the 
development of scientific research 
in this country," the physicists 
formally declared. "Advantages 
which may accrue from regiment
ing science for military secrecy 
will be more than offset j.n the long 
run by the disadvantages caused 
by hampered communications 
among scientists, the difficulties of 
training young scientists and the 
general discouragement of scien
tific initiative." 

The determination of which of 
the scientific infonnation that is 
now termed "classified" by the 
Government is really scientific and 
not simply technological, with 
which pure science is not especially 
concerned, should be placed In the 
hands of a board, the majority of 
whose members are representative ~ 
civilian scientists and engineers, 
the society's members found. It 
should be the responsibility of this 
board, according to the physicists, 
to "declassify" scientific informa
tion-information that in the opin
ion of its members should not re
main "classified" by the Govern
ment. 

Problem of 1\feeting Challenge 

Proceeding easily and casually 
during the two-day meeting with 
discussions of subjects like the 
electrodynamic theory of Piezo
electric osci)lations and the ionic 
conduction in ammonium dihydro
gen phosphate single crystals, the 
physicists were considerably more l 
puzzled by the basic problem of 
what, exactly, scientists should do 
to help society n1eet the atom ! 
challenge. 

Dismissing quickly one proposal 
urging that the atomic secrets be 
given to the Soviet, the members j 
of the society resolved: "In the 
interest of world peace and of our 
national security we urge that our' 
Government take immediate steps 
through the existing framework of 
the United Nations Organization 
to call a conference for the pur
pose of working out machinery for 
international control of arma
ments, especially those involving 
atomic power. We recommend that 
the UNO be encouraged to set up 
an international commission of 
scientists to advise on techniC!!! 
thtough which such control might 
be exercised." 

Copies of the resolutions were 
sent yesterday to President Tru
man, members of Congress and the 
Secretaries of State, War and 
Navy. 

il'! o /11 Dr. Arthur J. Compton 
Whep of the University of Chi
Atomic cago, writing in a recent 
Energy~ number of The Satur-

day Review of Literature, 
thinks that heat and power from the 
atom, especially in areas where power 
is now relatively expensive, is not so 
far off. He says: "The indications are 
that for such purpose!! atomic power 
will before many years be competing 
with coal on favorable terms. These 
and other applications of atomic proc
esses may have considerable effect in 
extending our industrial frontiers." 

This is not the opin
Bevln's ion of Foreign Secretary 

Dissenting Ernest Bevin, as ex
Opinion pressed in the course of 

debate in the House of 
Commons earlier this we:ek. Mr. 
Bevin said: "There has been great ex
citement that atomic energy is likely 
to produce great industrial energy 
very quickly. I do not believe it. We 
ought to get down to a balance about 
this. It is going to take long, weary, 
hard and patient work before this new 
form of energy is available to reju- . 
venate and revolutionize industrial' 
energy. I do not think the excite
ment is so justified as people make 
out." 

The obvious first comment on this · 
clash of opinion is. of course, that Dr. 
Compton, as a distinguished physicist 
and leading participant In the atomic
bomb project, knows ever so much 
more about atomic energy than Mr. 
Bevin. But further thought will sug
gest that before Foreign Secretary 
Bevin ventured to speak so definitely 
about atomic energy in a formal de
bate he must have taken competent 
scientific advice. 

For that matter, as a member of 
Mr. Churchill's war Cabinet in intimate 
touch with everything that affected 
the conduct of the war, Mr. Bevin 
probably knows as much about the 
atomic bomb as Mr. Churchill himself. 

All in all, estimates and 
predictions about atomic 
energy are bound to be 

Essence as vague as they are 

Time 
of the 

vast, because the whole 
thing is so new as well as so stupen
dous in its possibilities. Just how 
many years are Dr. Compton's "before 
many years" ? Just how long and hard 
and weary does Mr. Bevin think the 
long, hard and weary conquest of in
dustrial atomic energy will be? If 
anything like an approximate time es
timate could be formulated by a spe
cial commission of a dozen leading 
scientists, that would seem to be one 
of the first steps to be taken in the 
interest of clearer public thinkmg and 
quieter public nerves. I 

MR. ATTLEE'S MISSION i 1 
Prime Minister Clement R. Altlee 

comes to this country with a. single 
avowed purpose: in his own words, 
"To discuss with President Truman and 
the Prime Minister of Canada the 
problems to which the discovery of 
atomic energy has given rise." His 
principal adviser, Sir John Anderson, 
is not a. scientist but a. diplomat with 
financial experience. The President 
himself, as he said in his message of 
Oct. 3, regards these discussions as "an 
effort to work out arrangements cover
ing the tenns under which international 
collaboration and exchange of scien
tific information might safely pro
ceed." Last week's statements by For
eign Commissar Molotoff and former 
Prime Minister Churchill, the rather 
guarded comment of Foreign Secretary 
Bevin and the proposals made by Capt. 
Harold E . Stassen in this city Thurs
day evening, all emphasize the neces
sity for facing the issue boldly and 
candidly. 

By this time we know that there is 
no "secret" about the basic nature of 
the bomb. There ~re merely some proc
esses of manufacture which have been 
worked out in this country, are al
ready fully known to the Canadians 
and the British and can be duplicated 
or paralleled in a comparatively short 
time elsewhere. Russian physici.sts, 
for example, are believed to be well 
advanced in the study of atomic 
fission. If we shared our experience 
with them they might perhaps be 
able to produce some bombs in 1946. 
If they have to work out the process 
for themselves they may not be at the 
production stage until 1948 or 1950. 
But for them, for us, for Canada, 
Britain and the world at large, the 
secret that must be brought into the 
open is not how to make bombs but 
how to make sure that bombs are 
never again put to use. The members 
of the United Nations may differ as 
to how this is to be achieved, but they 
have a common interest that it shall 
be achieved. 

It would be childish to attempt In
ternational control of the atomic bomb 
without also controlling other types of 
bombs existing or to be developed, as 
well as rockets, pilotless planes, "death · 
rays" (if such are possible) and other 
weapons intended primarily for the 
wholesale slaughter of civilians. The 
new bomb is not a thing in itself-it 
is a symptom of a. change in the char
acter of war. It is still true that they 
that take the sword shall perish with 
the sword, but & new and dreadful 
clause has been added-that their 
cities, their peoples and their civiliza
tions shall a.lso perish. 

In the light of these terrible truths 
the discussions now beginning cannot 
have the character of a whispering be
hind doors. They concern not the 
bomb itself but the whole question of 
science applied to destructive uses. 
The problem of seeing to it that science 
is used for good purposes and not for 
evil is unspeakably difficult. It must 
be solved, and a start may be made 
during the discussions which are now 
beginning. 

The solution must be on a basis 
which will make for international con
fidence, and this means much more 
than the passing around of "secrets." 
It meanl!l that dangerous political ten
aiotll shall not ~ permitted to arise 
among the Big Five-Russia, Britain, 
France, China and the United States. 
It means that the international police 
force, under the UNO, shall really be 
international and really a police force. 
It means that this country, and every 
other country, shall make compromises 
of Interest and compromises of sover
eignty if these are required to keep 
peace and good.-will. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
t.,a-



STATESMEN FACE_PROBLEMS OF THE ATOMIC AGE ~1 11 !if 'I By .JAMES B. ~ESTON • • • • ' the unlimited right to Investigate 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 10-Like With British and Canadians e Seek how atomic energy wu being de-

all British Prime Ministers, Clem- • 
veloped in the varioua countries. 

ent Attlee is the servant of the A Safe Polley for the World ~here ls more support for this 
British Cabinet and the "back-

pohcy than there ia confidence that 
benchers" in the House of Com-

it can be carried out. If the Ad-
' mons. Since they can bring down Day speech in New York, that countries. Few men even in this ministration does listen sympa
his Government at any time, he since the United States would country, believe in the efficacy of thetically to any ideas Mr. Attlee 
must be sensitive to their desires never use the bomb for aggressive such an embargo when the secur- may put forward about letting the 
and their desires at the momenl purposes the world should trust us. ity of a nation is at stake and the Security Council of the UNO con
are for more information about the It may seem strange to many whole history of the ~ast war trol the bomb, it will do so only 
future of the atomic bomb. That Americans who believe, with much proves that the German soldier on the basis that we must know 
is why Mr. Attlee is ln Washing- justification, that this is the most storming into ancient lands, wa~ a~ all times what ls being done 

1 ton. moral and fair-minded nation ln thoroughly convinced that he was Wlth the development of ~e bomb 
He has other reasons for comingtthe world, but the fact is that very fighting for the defense of his own in all countries, lncludmg the 

here. He wishes to try to persuade few nations, if any, are willing to country. Soviet Union. 
· the Truman Administration- and ~est their . security on this Amer-1 The fourth assumption is that Demands for Inspection 

what is eq'!lally important, the 1can promise. lthe bomb makes war less likely.j B t . i f R . , . 
Federal Legislature-that a loan The Russians, for example, recall It may be that this is correct, but ab ut ~t~ ew .~ :::sia 11 reticence 
to Britain of at least $4,000,000,000 that after the last war we sent an the question that is raised here is is au. e n~ 1th a. : ~ow what 
at litU• oc no lntereat Ia an lnvoM- ~p«<ltionacy focoo into thole oo=-lwh•th" it ia oomot •nough to so!"';'t on m ~ '? u•tna fof the 
ment in world economic recovery 

. . Ie mo~, an m v1ew o For-
hi h l11 b fit th u ·t dj 

e1gn Commissar Molotoff's state-
. wSt tc w 

11 eneB 't . e m e try to oppose the Bolsheviki. They serve as the basis of a national and ment this week that the Soviet 
a es as we as rl am. f th f t th t t · t ti al li U · ld h t 

are aware o e ac a even o- m erna on po cy. Certainly, no man wou ave a omic energy 
' A~d n?w that the New York day some of our ci~ns are fond rational man would lightly start a in the future, there is not much 

election 1s. ove~, he also has a jof talking about the impossibility war of atomic power, but wars are confidence in the capital that the 
chance of mducmg Mr. Truman to.of the Communist and capitalist not started by rational men, as the U.S.S.R. would agree to the rigor-

. announce the agreement about. the worlds living together, and discuss- history of the past twenty-five ous inspection which we would 
creati?n of the Anglo-A~encan ing, even on the floor of the House years has proved, and the bomb certainly demand. 
commlssion to study the plight of of Representatives, the possibility surely gives to irrational men the Consequently the tendency here 
~e Jews an~ to recommend some of war soon against the Soviet opportunity, never before present now is to go slowly on changing 
kmd o.f solution of the problem ot Union. in the history of the world, to crip- the decision not to give up the in-
Palestme. Nor is this uncertainty about ple in a single night even so large dustrial processes of manufactur-
Three Hard Questions the future policy of the United and powerful an industrial nation ing the bomb. Some of our offi-

These three questions-to sa Statea restricted to the Soviet as the United States. cials are proposing that the United 
nothing of Anglo-American differ- Union. Whether we like it or not Because some men accept these States should agree to the use of 
ences with Soviet Russia-present the fact remains that in the minds assumptions as correct and others the bomb only (1) in self-defense 
Mr. Attlee with an important po- of many men who must, like Presi- do not accept them, the President after an overt act of aggression 
litical mission-important to hisldent Truman, look first to the se- is confronted with a great many against the United States and (2) 
country, important to the world curity of their own country, the sharp and conflicting proposals when called upon to use it by the 
and important to his own political United States is one of the' great about what we should do. Security Council of the UNO in 
future. He is under considerable question marks in the world to- Suggested Action accordance with present voting 
pressure at home to urge placing day. The general fear, admitted-

procedure which would give the 
the atomic bomb at the disposal of ly, is not that we shall turn ag- Am~ng these proposals are the United States a veto on its use. 
the United Nations Security Coun- gressive, but that we shall retreat followmg: The officiala who make this pro
ell-his Cabinet is said to favo into Isolation again, but even this (1) Keep the secrets of the bomb posal concede that this would not 
this procedure with' certain safe- uncertainty ls a factor because and outlaw It aa a weapon of fu- meet the demands of those who 
guards of unlimited inspection- such a development would leave ture war; (2) turn it over to the want to internationalize the bomb, 
and he ls now faced, on his firsl the fate of the world and the pow- Security Council of the United Na- but they have almost concluded 
mission here as Prime Minister er of the bomb in the hands of tiona Organization and use it to that there ls no way at.the moment 
with an American Congress whict nations in whom the ' world has enforce the peace; (S) call a con- of reconciling the two extreme fac
ia not too receptive to Britain's ap· even less trust than in the United I terence of the United Nations to ·tiona existing both in the executive 
peal for an intere:~t-free loan, tc States. amend the charter of the United and legislative branches of the 
British policy in Palestine, or tc 

Nations Security Organization and Government- those who want the 
a policy internationalizing th• Was Use of Bomb Wise! put the bomb at the disposal of a United States to keep it and those 
atomic bomb. Moreover it ls obvious here that security council which could take who contend that no one or a few 

The Attlee mission, which wil everybody 'in the world is not action against any nation, large or nations should monopolize the pro
' deal primarily with the bomb anc satisfied that we used the bomb small, that broke the rule of law duction of such a weapon. 1 last only four or five days, is fur wisely in the first place. No less (this would mean abolition of the Expected Results 
. ther complicated by the fact tha· an authority than the Secretary veto power now held by the United 

no clear policy has emerged with of State himself has insisted that States, Soviet Russia, Britain, 
in the Truman Administratior the bomb did not end the war, but France and China), and (4.) decide about some Important aspects or that Japan was beaten and suing first among our own official• and the future of the bomb and by tht for peace when it was dropped on scientific and political experts 
additional fact that what polic~ Hiroshima. whether the above assumptions are the Administration does have !: And this has raised the question correct and form a United States 
baaed on certain assumptiont a10 to whether the United States policy based on the facts, whatwhich are not accepted by man~ did, when confronted with the de- ever they are; then, in eonsulta
experts on the development o; cision of using the bomb, exhaust tlon with the British and Cana-atomic energy. every other possibility before it dlans, who share many of the n-An Assumption obliterated Hiroshima and much creta already, work out a broad Flnt among theae is the assump of lts population. international policy. tlon that we do have the excluslv• The third assumption, suggested Capt. Harold Stassen, who ia 
secret o: how to manufacture th• last week by Senator McKellar, ls emerging from the Navy on to the 
bomb. The Pres!dPnt has sale that the bomb can be "outlawed." national political aeene and who 
publicly that we do. The Britlst What he proposed was that we will be released from hla official 
have seemed to su-,port this con· ahould keep the aecrets we have duties within the very near future, 
tention ln public by saying that and agree not to use the bomb in came out thla week for internaothera would have the aecret with· the future. Against this proposaljtlonal control of the bomb, though 
in five yeaN. In private, however 1tand1 the history of the bomber,he emphaaized that thla could be 
both British and Canadian official! and the submarine and the habits done only if the international orsay that their experts have all thl of men fl(htlnf for their native ganizatlon which controlled 1t had eaaential information they need tc produce the weapon. 

Second la the assumption, lnheren t in Preaiden t Truman' 1 Navy 

About aU that ls expected of the Attlee mission, therefore, 11 an agreem,ent on closer consultation among the United States, Britain and Canada on the bomb and a commitment by all three to "consult" with the other nations on their ideas of what should be done with it. Beyond that, few observers expect more than what they call "a better ,.tmo!lphere." 
If Mr. Attlee can suggest a solution to the problem nobody would be happier than the top members of the Truman Administration. They have been under fire about the bomb ever since the day the first one exploded in the desert of New Mexico, and there are few people close to the Preaident who are absolutely sure about their own concluslona. The only thing everybody agrees on ls that the IssuE of war: or peace in an era of robot and atomic bomba la an Issue of annihilation or aurvival. But that doesn't mAke anybody any happier. 

' 



What of the Bomb? Peace Adds to Problem 

Au~horitative Explanation Made 
Of May-Johnson Bill 

tJY 

Third, 1t 1s necessary to prevent the 
disclosure of information wluch can 
properly be classified as a military se
cret. Those who have worked under 
the supervision of the Manhattan En
gineering District have gained much 
information of great military value. Up 
to this time the War Department has 
determined by regulation the extent to 
which this information can be com
municated, and violation of those regu
lations has carried criminal penalties. 

The wnter of the follotv)ftg letter 
W/18 zmtil recently, i n civilian capacity, 
procurement counsel for the Army Serv. 
ices Forces. He and Brlg. Gen. Ken
neth B. Royall, now Under-Becretm·y of 
War, were the two m1m called by the 
War Department to draft the legisla
tion for the control of atomic energy. 

TO THill EDITOR OF THE NEW YoJtK TIMES : 
As one who participated in the draft

ing of the May-Johnson bill (HR 4280), 
I have been amazed to read some of the 
extravagant statements which have 
been made by its critics. Now that the 
House Military Affairs Committee has 
completed its study of the bill, the time 
may be appropriate to analyze this 
measure and to explain the purposes 
which animated its sponsors. 

As soon as it became apparent that 
the release of the first atomic bomb 
was imminent, the Secretary of War, 
with the approval of the President, ap
pointed an interim committee to advise 
him on the steps which should be taken 
to insure that the potentialities of this 
new source of energy would be devel
oped for good and not for evil. The 
membership of the committee included 
the president of the New York Life In
surance Company, the president of 
Harvard University, the president of 
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech· 
nology and Dr. Vannevar Bush, a.s well 

With the return of peace a special 
problem will be presented. Many per
sons may leave the service of the War 
Department and take with them the in
formation which they have gained. 
Some of this information will be such 
that publlcation should not and proba
bly could not be prevented, but there 
will be much information of a char
acter which nearly everyone will agree 
should be communicated only in ac
cordance with policies established by 
the Government after full consideration 
of the needs of the national defense. 

In order to mflet the needs which I 
have outlined, legislation is clearly re
quired to confer upon some governmen
tal agency a large measure of the 
authority now being exercised by the 
Manhattan Engineering District under 
wa1· powers. It was the view of the 
interim committee that the exercise of 
such great powel's in time of peace 
should not be committed to military 
control, and for this reason the com
mittee proposed the creation of a 
commission, to be appointed by the 
President. 

a.s representatives of the State, War Administrator Needed 
and Navy Department!. 

After careful consideration it was 
Three Main Factors concluded that it would be Impossible 

At early meetings of the committee to obtain on a full-lime basis the kind 
it became apparent that three tlungs · of men who ought to serve on such a 
need to be done as soon as possible. commission. For this reason it was 
First, it is necessary to Insure the sue- , determined to make the compensation 
cessful continuance of the projects of the commissioners nominal, and to 
which are now being conducted under free them from restrictions on other 
the supervision of the Manhattan En· activities. It was recognized that un
gineerlng District of the War Depart- der such circumstances the commi s
ment. The first step has been success- sioners could not give attention to the 
fully taken In the development of the details of administration, and for this 
most powerful weapon known to man, reason provision was made for an ad
but it is recognized that this Is but the ministrator with broad powers to be 
beginning. If, to borrow the words of exercised subject to the supervision and 
General Marshall, the security of the control of the commission. 
United States is to remain in our own Many provisions of the bill were de
hands, leadership in the field of atomic signed to meet the first of the needs 
weapons will have to be maintain~d. which I have outlined. After careful 
For this purpose new legislation is ob- study the House Military Affairs Com
viously necessary, as the imminent mittee has made little change in these 
lapse or repeal of war powers will provisions except for that which un
make virtually impossible the success- dertook to establish the relationship of 
ful prosecution of the projects now the commission and the General Ac
under way, as well as those for which counting Office on a _basis similar

1 
to 

a future need may appear. that now existing between that office 
Second, it Is necessary to take prompt and the Tennessee Valley Aut11ority. 

steps to protect the nation against the That provi!'lion WA'l eliminated from 
hazards inherent in the release of j the measure, argely becauae o! op
atomic energy. Until our knowledge of position of the Controller General. 
nuclear physics is vastly extended it More controversial are those sections 
seems unthinkable that the release of of the bill which are designed to meet 
atomic energy in substantial quanti- the second of the needs which have 
ties should be permitted except under been outlined. In order to protect the 
strict control. The statement in the public against the uncontrolled release 
first section of the May-Johnson bill of atomic energy, it was necessary to 
that the misuse of atomic energy by vest in the commission powers ade
design or through ignorance may in- quate for lhat purpose. A large meas
flict incalculable disaster upon the na- ure of control could be obtained through 
Uon is fully supported by the testimony transfer to the commission of the phys
of all of the scientists who have test!- ical properties now in the possession 
fled in connection with the proposed I of the Government and operated under 
legislation. the control of the Manhattan Engi-

neering District. 
However, to make control effective, 1t 

was thought necessary to vest in the 
commission the authority to take pos
session of any other property by which 
the release of atomic energy in substan
tial quantities could be accomplished. 
For this reason lhe bill conferred on 
the commission powers of condemna· 
tton, the breadth of which has been the 
subject. of some criticism. The changes 
made m the bill by the House Military 
Affairs Committee should go far to 
allay any fears which have been aroused 
in this connection. 

There has been much discussion of the 
extent of the regulatory powers con
ferred upon the commission by Section 
1,3 of the bill. This section, it has been 
charged, empowers the commission to 
stifle all development In the field of 
nuclear phys1cs. I believe that anyone 
who reads Section 13 of the bill in its 
entirety will agree that it does not au
thorize the commission to control re
search or experimentation m the field 
of nuclear physics, unless there is in· 
valved the release of atomic energy in 
amount! which the commission believes 
would constitute a national hazard, or 
would be of military or industrial value. 

Regulatory P ower Urged 

Wisdom Is Needed 

To the interim committee ti:e only 
solution possible in the prese'nt state of 
knowledge seemed to be to delegate to 
the commission the authority to make 
necessary regulations with a clear ex
emption of those fields in which no 
limitation of communication. was de
sired. It must be conceded that a great 
deal will depend upon the wisdom and 
forbearance of the commissioners, but 
those who have wrestled with this prob
lem may be permitted to doubt whether 
any more acceptable solution can be 
found. 

A final criticism r~lates to the fail
ure of the bill to prohibit or encourage 
the communication of information re

It is true that as originally intra- garding atomic weapons to other na
duced the bill left to the judgment of tions. The failure of the bill to toucn 
the commission the determination as to upon this subject was deliberate. The 
what amount of energy may const!- interim committe' felt that prompt 
tute a national hazard, or be of mili- legislation was urgently needed for the 
tary or industrial value. As revised reasons previously advanced, and that 
by the House Military Affairs Commit- consideration of the international as
tee, the authority of the commission in pect of this problem should not be per
this respect is eliminated and the ques- mitted to delay the setting up of the 
tion is left for the courts to decide. I machinery necessary to make effective 
think it is safe to say that legislation I whatever policy might finally be de
finally enacted by Congress should con- termined upo~ after full discus~ion. 
tain a grant or regulatory power at Whatever JUdgment may ultimately 
least as broad as that contained In the be passed on the activities of the in
bill which has been approved by a rna· terim committee, I hope that I have 
jority of the House Military Affairs said enough to make clear that it has 
Committee. faced many difficult problems wh1ch 

The provisions of the May-Johnson permit no ready answer, and that dis
bill which provoked the greatest out- cussion of its work need not be con
cry, and led to the most extravagant I ducted in the mood of denunciatory 
charges, are those designed to prevent violence which has been so commonly 
the disclosure of military secrets. Sec- evidenced during the past few weeks. 
tion 17 of the original bill authorized j WILLlA!Il L. MARBURY. 
the commission to establish and pro- Baltimore. Nov. 8. 1945. 
vide for the administration of security 
regulations covering the communica-
tion of information relating to or 
connected with research on the trans-
mutation of atom(c species, with the 
production of nuclear fission and with 
the release of atomic energy. 

Some Lack of Understanding 
It does not appear to have been gen

erally understood that this section did 
not authorize the commission to pre
vent or limit the dissemination of in
formation developed as a result of re
search and experimentation which were 
not subject to the commission's control 
under Section 13, or that of its pred· 
ecessor, the Manhattan Engineering 
District. That, however, is the clear 
meaning of the language, and lhis has 
been emphasized by the action of the 
House Military Affairs Committee in 
limiting the authority of the commis
sion to make such regulations to cases 
where required by the national defense 
or by considerations of military se
curity. 

This provision wlll not satisfy those 
who believe in complete freedom of ex
change of scientific information, nor 
will it satisfy those who believe that 
future discoveries of military signifi· 
cance which may be made by scientists 
no longer in the employ of the Govern
ment should be subject to security 
classification. The real question is 
whether a better method can be de
vised to meet the views of the great 
majority who believe that military 
secrets should be protected without 
sacrifice of scientific progress. 

l $ 
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Challenge of the Atom 
My pttrpose is * • • to dtacu&,, 

trorld a/faint in tile light- the te,·
rible light· of the discovery of 
atomic ene1·gy. 

The proposal 1s that all the secrets, 
and the power to control production, 
be vested in the Security Council of 
UNO. This is made up of eleven na
tions, but all military forces for stop
ping aggression are under the Chiefs 
of Staff of the Big Five. It would mean 
that Russia would become a full part
ner in atomic knowledge and would 
have a top role in deciding its use. The 
condition attached, however, is that 
Russia exchange full detail!! of her own 
developments and allow free access 
!or inspection. 

In these words Britain's Prime Min
filter Attlee last week summed up the 
scop~> and significance of the talks 
which he begins today with President 
Truman alid Premier King· of Canada. 
lt has become more evident every day 
that the atomic bomb is the world's 
~ o. 1 issue. On both sides of U1e At
lantic debate on the bomb's future is 
taking on a new sense of urgency. 

For a New Approach 

MOSCOW: Until last week there had 
been only guarded press comments on 
the atomic secrets, most of lhem con
cerned with the effects on the capital
ist economy. But on Tuesday, at the 
October Revolution celebration, For
eign Commissar Molotoff said: "The 
discovery of atomic energy .should not 
encourage a propensity to exploit the 
discovery in the play of forces in inter
national policy or an attitude of com
placency as regards the future of 
peace-loving nations." He said the 
secret could not be kept; "we will have 

I atomic energy, and other things, too." 

\Vhatever other i11sues remain unset
tled among the Big Three-debates on 
boundaries, bases, "democratic" Gov
Prnments and ronlrol commissi9ns-
11.re overshadowed by the- bomb. It has 
become a "lest case" m the world's 
new effo,·t to build a peacE' base-d on 
good faith, compromise and joint. ac
tion. 

Revolution in War 

A modification of this was suggested 
last week by Capt. Harold E. Stassen. 
He proposed a "World Stabilization 
Force"-five international squadrons, 
with five atomic bombs each, spaced 
around the world to halt any aggres
aion. 

Many see grave menace in selfish 
nationalism. On this point Captain Stas-

1 
aen said last week: "The narrow con-] 
cept of absolute nationalistic sov
ereignty belongs in the same historical 
discard with the divine right of kmgs. 
,. * * Principles of government must 
atand the test of service to the people 
if they are to be respected." This idea 

The problem ill unique becau11e lhe seemed to be ln :Mr. Attlee's mind last 
bomb i1 unique. Other weapons are week when he sai<i "The question that 
kept 11ecret as a matter of course and faces us today is "' • * what kind of a 
without 11training intemational rela- world society 1s necessary?" 
tions - jet planel!, electronic devices, A number of leading figures have 
perhaps poison gas. But these are of aaid mo11t of the current arguments are 
limited effect, and defense keeps nearly Ignoring "the atomic revolution." UNO, 
apace with offense. The atomic bomb they say, is an admirable effort but no 
produces not only a bigger explosion guarantee against war; it can fail to 
than any known before, but a different act against aggression, lt can break up 
explo!IOn - disintegration. One plane entirely. Either war, atomic bombs 
with one bomb, in which the lethal in- eould be loosed at a moment's notice. 
Jl,'redients weighed perhaps only a few 

1 pounds destroyed 60 per cent of Hiro- What is needed, this school holds, is 
shima,' a city of 375,000; 200 bombs a revolution in government, a break
could cripple industrial America. Bombs down of nationalism. President Robert 
can be made bigger and they can be M. Hutchins of the University of Chi
carried in rocket missiles, faster than I cago, Dr. Albert Einstein and a group 
l!ound. The conunsus among scientists of Harvard and M. I. T. sci~ntists are 
i.s that there is no defense against such among those who have publicly taken 
a.n attack-unless the world disperses this stand. 
and perhaps buries its cities. . All thes~ a~guments have entered 

With this knowledge as a starling mto the thmkmg of the . Great ~o:-ver 
point, there have developed a. great leaders. No flat and !mal dec1s1ons 
many viewpoints on what should be have been announced, but these devel
done with the secret of the bomb. The opments reflect attitudes ill the Big 
three principal ones are: (1) keep the Three capitals : 
l!ecret as it stands now, primarily in \VA HINGTON: Pt·esident Truman 
American hands; (2) give it to the said six weeks ago that he would make 
Security Council of UNO; (3) use it as the final decision on the atomic se
the basis for creating some new form crets-that he alone would have to 
n( world govemment. The three view- make it and would take full responsi
points may be summed up as follows: bility for it. Clues to what his decision 

For Keeping the Secret: Convinced will be ·have been few and inconclusive. 
that the United State!! would never use He has said that only the United States 
tlte bomb for agg-ression, mistrusting has the essential know-how for pro
what other nations (most specifically ducing the bomb now and that that 
Russia) would do with it, holders of knowledge would not be given to other 
this view say it would be folly to part nations. But he has twice said that 
with the knowledge the nation now has. there would have to be talks with 
They hold that America, as the world's "other nations" (besides Britain and 
greatest arsenal, might well be the first Canada) and that those talks could not 
target for aggression. We must, they wait upon completion of the United 
.say, keep the weapon for defense .. sen- Nations Organization - a statement 
ator Ellender of Louisiana has sa1d "I that. left the way open for the eventual 
!ear that if we should divulge the se- linking of the two. 
cret it • • • may fall into the hand!! of Britain's Concern 
unscrupulous leaders who might use it 
8 gainat us." A less rigid view is that LONDON: In the immediate back
the secret should be kept at least until ground of Mr. Attlee's trip to Washing·
the nations have shown their capacity ton 1s British concern ove.r the bomb, 
to live together in peace. Senator on three counts. They are: (1) a feel
Capper of Kansas has said "If [we] 1 ing that the United States is slaking 
<·an get some dependable assurance I out a larger. claim on atomic . secrets 
that Russia's foteign policy will not I than 1t is enlltled to; (2) a. feeling that 
conflict with our own, the proposition] if America. intends to "sit tight" on 
[of sharing] might be considered ." that claim or use it for her own trad

Weapon for Peace 
For Sharing the Secret: One of the 

prime arguments o! this school is that 
there is little i! any "secret" to talk 
about. Scientists and statesmen ea;y 
the laboratory technique is well known 
that the basic production processe~ 
have been revealed. Britons have said 
they know all they need to know to gc 
ahead; Dr. L. :M. Oliphant, leading Brit· 
ish atomic expert, declared last wee~

ing purposes she will be !louting 
Anglo-American amity; (3) an even 
wider feeling that there can be no solid 
understanding with Russia on Euro
pean 11ettlements or anything else until 
the bomb issue is resolved. 

In part Britain's attitude stems from 
the idea that "after all, we have to live 
here" (on the edge of Europe). There 
are those who feel that amity with 
RuMia must be established Immedi
ately Jf Bntam JS to be secure; lhere 

that any major industrial country are othet•s who, apparently like :Mr. 
could find out all it needs to know in Churchill, feel that existing differences 
aix months. From this premise it is are too grave to warrant letting Rus
argued (l) that the United States sia have the secret. Mr. Attlee's one 
would be buJlding its defenses on a statement, on Aug. 12, promised "full 
faille assumption; (2) that trying to I cooperation" with America in making 
withhold the secret would undermine the atomic Q<>mb an "overwhelming in-
international good-will. fluence toward world peace." 

fsLAV CONGRESS ASKS 
ATOMIC BILL DEFEAT 

Five hundred representatives to 
.he fourth annual conference of 
che American Slav Congress of 
Greater New York urged yester
day that the atomic energy secret 
be divulged to United Nations Or
ganization members and its mili
tary use be controlled by the UNO 
Security Conference. The delegates, 
meeting at an all-day session at 
the Hotel Roosevelt, called on other 
organizations to help defeat the 
May-Johnson bill. 

In a resolution , one of twelve 
adopted unanimously at the meet
ing, the congress membe~s de
clared that atomic energy is held 
at the present as a "blaickmail 

I threat to other nations and definite 
threat to world peace and unity." 

The conference went on record 
as opposing proposals for compul
sory military training. It urged 
Congress to vote down the "free 
press" amendment to the $550,000,-
000 United Nations Relief and Re
ha.bilitation Administration appro
priation. 

A petition, to be signed by the 
men.bers and sent to Congress, 
termed tht> amendment a "violation 
of our agreement with the forty
four members of UNRRA and a 
blow to Allied unity." 

Other resolutions called for pas
sage of the M~rcantonio anti-poll 
tax bill, for legislation to establish 
a permanent Fair Employment 
Practices Commission and for pas
sage of lhe Full Employment Bill. 
The conference also called for the 
aboltion of the House Committee 
on Un-American Activities. 





A·tomic ·Bomb: The Facts and 
the- I-ssue 

WASHINGTON. 

I.J
KE a swarm of electrons circling

around the nucleus of the atom, a 
fog of rumor, argument• and alarm 

has already surrounded the hard shell of 
known data about atomic energy. A 
series of important facts were disclosed 
in the Government announcements of 
Aug. 6. Many more were given out i~ the 
report on "Atomic Energy for Mi11tary 
Purposes," written by Professor He.nry 
DeWolf Smyth of the Manhattan ProJeCt 
at the request of Maj . Gen. L. R. Grove.s. 
Little in the way of hard fact- much m 
the way of conjecture and argumer.t-h~s 
been added since to the fund of public 
information. 

But these things have happened since 
Aug. 6: Japan has surrendered, our armed 
forces have begun demobilizing, Congress 
is considering a bill for the control of 
atomic research, scientists who worked 
on the project are warning us that any 
next war would be catastrophic, and many 
citizens are voicing the need for a world 
government to prevent such a catastrop~e. 
The meeting of the British and Canadian 
Prime Minist'ers with President Trum~n 
has atomic bomb at the top of its agenda. 

As the statesmen come together, what 
are the principal facts we . know about 
the atomic bomb? They are these : 

FACT NO . 1'-Atomic bombs exist and 
explode. 

This was the one big secret of secrets-

until Hiroshima. The importance of this 
single, overpowering fact cannot be over- · 
emphasized. Much of the effort of the 
best scientists on the project was devoted 
to figuring out theoretically ":"hether ~n 
explosion would be possible, smce by 1ts , 
very nature the atomic bomb could not ' 
be tested on a small scale. In fact, accord
ing to Smyth, "initially many scientists 
could and did hope that some principle 
would emerge which would prove that 
atomic bombs were inherentlJ impos
sible." The answer came out the other 
way. Now that we have demonstrated 
this fact , scientists of other nations will 
not have to waste time proving it over 
again. They can start right away on the 
job of making bombs. 

FACT N O. 2-We spent two billion dol
lars on the project. 

This seems like a lot of money, but 
many nations can afford the sum. It's 
cheaper than clothing and feeding a mass 
army. Besides, it shouldn't cost nearly 
as much for another nation that might· 
have started a similar project after 
Aug. 6. For the reasons, read further. 

FACT NO. S--Two entirely cli/lerent 

substances can be t~ed in the making of 
an atomic bomb. 

One of them is the scarce variety of 
uranium metal which has an atomic 
weight of 235, usually referred to as U-235. 
The other material is plutonium, a man
made element not known to exist In 
nature Because the United States was plonee~lng an unknown field, we made 
both. Another nation can choose either one 
at its convenience, thereby reducing Its 
expenditure of money, effort- and time. 

FACT NO. 4-Both bomb materials are 
made from uranium ore. 

U-235 is obtained by separation pro~
esses, pl tonium by atomic ~yntheSls 
followed by separation. Uramum ore 
exists not only in North America but also 
in Europe and Africa. The known ~e
sources are fairly limited, but intensive 
exploration may be expected to unearth 
more. 

FACT NO. 5-U-235 was separated by 
two dilferent processes. . 

One method Is electromagnetic, employ
ing a modification of the cyclotron, pre
viously well known as an atom-smashing 
machine. Physicists of many nations 

Here is an article that g ives insight into 
the problems that confront the statesmen. 

. I By HARRY M . DAVIS 

have cyclotrons. The other method de
pends on the diffusion of gases through 
porous membranes, involving old prin
ciples but new techniques. Both methods 
were employed successfully on a large 
scale in the plants in Tennessee. Several 
other possible methods were considered. 
Another nation might save time by con
centrating on the one process but suitable 
to its industrial establishment. 

FACT NO. 6--The bomb is small. 
An odd characteristic of the atomic 

bomb is that it cannot be made to explode 
if It is smaller than a "critical size," and 
that it cannot be prevented from explod
ing if it is larger than that critical size. 
In fact, the method of setting off the 
bomb is to bring two or more parts of it 
rapidly together so that the critical size 
is suddenly attained. The figures on the 
critical size for the actual bomb have 
r.ever been rev~aled, but Smyth cites 
early estimates that ~e weight of U-235 
needed would be somewhere between 1 
and 100 kilograms (roughly from 2 to 200 
pounds) . It is reasonable to guess that 
the bombs which leveled Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki were about the smallest that 
would work. From this two conclusions 
can be drawn : (a) that the "infernal 
machine," smuggled and planted in an 
enemy city, may become the great menace 
of the future, and (b) that future atomic 
bombs, assembled. _ 

from more pieces, will be bigger • 
and far more devastating. 

FACT NO. '7-The factories are 
big. . 

A glance at the photog-raphs 
released by the War Department 
of the plants and housing devel
opments at Hanford and Oak 
Ridge is enough to show that, 
using presently feasible processes 
at least, an atomic bomb factory 
cannot be hidden. It takes vast 
quantities of raw materials to 
produce the explosive ing-redients. 
Thus we have no reason to fear 
that a mad genius in some under
g-rpund hideaway might produce 
atomic bombs and· threaten mas· 
tery of the world. We can also 
ctraw the inferences that (a) only 
well-industrialized nations will be 
able to go Into the atomic energy 
business In the near future, and 
{b) International inspection of 
national bomb production would 
be technically practical. 

F ACT N O. S-Our factories are 
producing more bombs. 

General Marshall told a Con
gressional committee that two 
big plants are producing "right 
now'' and "building up a reserve." 

FACT N O. 9 - The power of 
these bombs i.! 01JerwheZming. 

The eyewitness accounts of the 
flattening of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, and the killing of tens 
ol thousands by just two bombs, 
have given ominous meaning to 
what scientists call "a factor of 
ten-to-the-sixth, " that is, a num
ber with six zeros. This means 
that, pound for pound, atomic 
bombs explode with a power 
more than a million times 
g-reater than that of ordinary ex
plosives. The bomb dropped on 
Hiroshima was equivalent to 
20,000 tons of TNT. And it was 
probably the smallest such bomb 
that could be made. Bigger 
bombs, perhaps using more ad
vanced detonating devices, may 
well add more digits to that fac
tor of ten-to-the-sixth- and cor
respondingly wipe out human 
beings by the millions. 

FACT NO. lO--Destntction is 
r eaching the saturation point. 

The concurrent development of 
radio - controlled, rocket - driven 
missiles means that there is little 
hope of preventing the arrival of 
atomic explosives. Dr. L . M. Oli
phant, .leading British scientific 
expert on both atomic bombs and 
ratlar, has stated that if we do 
not get rid of war we must "face 
up to the fact that within a 
quarter of an hour of war'$ being 
declared the cities of this country 
or other countries . engaged in 
war will be laid in ruins.' ' 

T HESE, then, are the outstand
ing f acts about the atomic bomb 
made public by official sources, 
together with their Immediate 
inferences. 

From these publicly known 
facts and from the public state
men~ of scientists who know the 
additional undisclosed facts, we 
can draw three conclusions that 
are fundamental to the Govern
mental and international deci
sions now In the making: (I) we 
can gain little toward permanent 
pe!Csonal or national" security 
through a policy of strict se
crecy; (2) such a polfcy would 
hamper our own progress toward 
the useful application of atomic 
energy, and ( S ) a global system 
of control over atomic weapons 
seems necessary for our survival. 

I N the initial blast of excite
ment that followed the Hiroshima 
explosion there WB:S much justi
fied self-congratulation on our 
voluntary censorship system that 
had kept the big Manhattan proj
ect out of the papers and off the 
air until the bomb spoke for if
self. This left a popular Impres
sion that tremendous secrets still 
remained untold. Statements 
from all sides now make it clear 
that this impression was er
roneous. 

President Truman has reported 
that t he fundamental scientific 
principles of the bomb are well 
known, and that the information 
exclusive to the United States, 
Britain and Canada is the tech
nical know-how of bomb manu
facture. In making this state
ment the President also pro
nounced a policy- that in the 
present state of the world the 
United States would not divulge 
that technical know-how. 

The Association of Los Alamos 
Scientists, including men who 
worked on the fabrication and 
testing of the bomb in New Mex
ico, has declared as follows: "It 
is certain that other countries by 
independent research can achieve 
the technical design and indus
trial methods of producing atomic 
power which now are the secrets 
of the United States, Great 
Britain and Canada." A group of 
scientists at the Army establish
m ent at Oak Ridge, Tenn., have 
stated : "It would be foolish to 
suppose that scientists and en
gineers in other countries would 
not be able to redevelop at least 
one of the methods we have used 
or develop new methods." 

Evidently there is no slngl~ 
passageway toward an a tomic 
bomb to which we hold an exclu
sive k ey . Instea d, there are va
rious roads of varying difficulty 
and it ts only a question of time 
before other nations break 
through by one route or another 
toward the deadly goal. 

~E point that the atomic 
scientists have been · making, 
both in the statements of these 
organized groups and in individ
ual testimony before Congress, is 
that it would be a fatal delusion 
to think we are safe because of 
the secrets we possess, or that 
we would be safer through the 
accumulation of still more secret 
know-how. That still leaves the 
question, however, of what to do 
with our secret information
publish It, sit on it, or parcel it 
out in the proper directions as 
a medium of international bar
gaining. The War Department 
took a first step by publishing 
the Smyth report. What about 
the next steps? 

Here it is important to distin· 
guish very carefully between two 
kinds of technical information. 
One pertains to weapons tech
nology; the other, to the science 
of nuclear physics. 

Weapons technology deals with ' 1 

the method of putting together 
the nuclear explosives into an in
strument of destruction and de
tonating it at or over the targ et . 
This falls into the normal cate
gory of military secrecy, like the 
design of a gun, not to be re-
. .:ased until compromised. There 
is general ag-reement that this 
kind of deadly know-how should 
be carefully g-uarded until we can 
rid ourselves of the fear of war. 

In the second category a re 
1 data of physical science, the k ind 
1 that the men in university lab- f 

oratories normally w en t after r 
and published as a contribu tion , 
to knowledge. It is information 
expressed in equations and tables • 
of numbers. It leads to theories 
about the essential natu re of the 
universe, and it can also lead-
if permitted so to be used~to 
the useful application of the en
ergy in the nucleus of the atom. 

A CTUALLY it apPea,rs that 
our treasure of secre t informa
tion in this category is not very 
rich. The Manhattan Project ex
ploited the interna tional f und of 
public knowledge of 19•0. It 
brought, according to Dr. J . Rob
er t Oppenheimer, former head of 
the bomb-construct ion laboratory 
in New Mexico, "no fundamental 
discoveries, no real increase in 
our understanding of nature, and 
not even any g-reat scientific 
questions for the future to an
swer." 

Nevertheless, the policy to be 
adopt ed for this category is cru
cial. Many of the scientists, like 
Oppenheimer, are going back to 
thei r universities, and they are 
itching to return to their funda
mental attack on the secrets of 
nature and to the exploitation of 
the new-found atomic energy for 
the use of all. But as things 
stand at the moment, they do 
not know whether it will be legal 
for them to conduct such re
search without a license, nor can 
they carry along for further ex
ploitation the facts and figures 
that they a ccumulated in the 
Government laboratories. 

T hese scientists are asking for 
the unrestricted use of the phys
ical facts. They argue that even 
within the United States the 
quest will prog-ress faster if the 
facts are free and open. And 
that is certainly true of the 
world as a whole. 

' 
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The history of science proves 
this theorem, and the best ex
ample is in the early, pre-secrecy 
history of atomic energy. Be
querel and the Curies in France 
discovered the radioactivity of 
uranium and radium ; Einstein 
while in Switzerland explained 
the source of r adioactive energy ; 
Bohr in Denmark postulated the 
working model of the a tom ; 
Rutherford in E ngland pioneered 
the transmutation of atoms; 
Lawrence in California developed 
the ~yclotron ; Chadwick in E ng 
land discovered the neutron ; 
Fermi in Italy showed· what neu
trons could do to uranium ; Hahn 
and }:{eitner in Germany evoked 
the explosive f ission of U-235. 
AU this information was quickly 
circulated throughout the world, 
and the discovery of fi&sion was 

·BIG 3 TALK ASKED 

British Prime Minister 
Would Put All Science 

Gains in UNO Body 

·wANTS SOVIET GUARANTEE 

JIYr u 11 
Truman, Attlee and King Talk 

Aboard Yacht After Visiting 
Tomb of Unknown Soldier 

carried promptly by the press. B~~~~~.:";o!~~:.R 
A story on Page 2 of THE N EW 

J 29 939 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 11- A 

YORK TIMES of an. , 1 . was , 
headlined: proposal to internationalize all 

scientific developments, including 

ATOM EXPLOSION FREES the secrets of atomic energy; 

200,000,000 VOLTS through the Security Council of 

It was the sam~! kind of ex- the United Nations Organization 

plosion--only this time with has been placed before President 

many more atoms- that raised Truman by Prime Minister Clement 

those awesome clouds over New R. Attlee of Great Britain, it was 

Mexico and Japan. It was only learned today. The proposal was 

by virtue of the discoveries of contingent upon an exposition by 

European scientists that the the Soviet Union of its aims and 

United States was able to pro- policies. 

ceed with the segregation of Together with Prime Minister 

enough fissionable . atoms to · William L. Mackenzie King o! 

make a bomb. And behind that Canada. Mr. Truman and Mr. At

lay the spectacular advance of tlee paused briefly this morning, 

fundamental physics in the pre- ' in the midst of their conversations 

ceding fifty ~ears, with the spark r on the atomic bomb, the instru

of mathematical thought and the ment that may banish strife, to 

tl~gs of experime1_1ta1 results honor t he war dead in ceremonies 

t~g free across national bound- at -lington Cemetery. Then the 

a es. thre leaders went aboard the 

Energy unlimited beckons us. yacht Sequoia and resumed their 

With more knowledge of the · discussions. 
atomic nucleus, or .even by fully 
exploiting our present know!- Attlee's P roposals 

edge, we have the promise of Aboard the yacht, the British 

enough power resources to ban- Prime Minister was authoritatively 

ish from the world such causes reported as having offered the fol

of war as poverty and hunger. lowing three-point program to the 

And the fastest way to arrive at conferees: 
this age of atomic power is to · That the United States, Great 

remove the shackles from sci- Britain and Canada, the three 

ence. The past of science proves holders of the bomb sec,ret, agree 

that its future will come closer to share all the information on 

if scientists of all nations can atomic engery with the members 

work freely together toward a 1 o! the Security Council of the 

common human goal. UNO. 

But this implies a need for · That all future scientific discov

global control of atomic weapons. ~ erles be shared by members of 

Can we entrust our technica l ~ the United Nations. 

know-how, our hard-won findings That the three countries yield their 

in atomic physics and chemistry, information on atomic bombs 

to a world in which no mecha- only if they receive iron-clad 

nism has yet been established for guarantees that the other na-

the preservation of peace? tions will work. with honesty 

AT the moment America's 
power is at its crest. Even with
out counting our technical s · 
crets, w e have oveh>owering 
strength because our plutonium 
a nd uranium separation plants 
are in being, not just on paper; 
because we have a s tock of city
Sfllashing bombs and are steadily 
producing more ; because we have 
the bombers with which to de
liver them to any target on earth. 
The only assurance of safety any 
other nation has today is its 
trust in our good intentions. 
Within a few years, if the pre
dictions we hear are correct, we 
will have to place equa l trust in 
the good intentions of our neigh
bors, and all the nations on earth 
will be our neighbors. 

The saturation point to de
s truction, In the case of ma n-to
man combat, was reached In the 
last century when revolvers went 
into mass production. Atomic 
bombs brings us to the saturation 
point for the destruction of whole 
countries. 

When that point wa.s reached 
tor personal quarrels, laws w ere 
enacted against the carrying of 
concealed wea pons. The only per
sonal safe ty of the m an In the 
street is in those laws a nd the 
police who enforce them . The 
logic of the a tomic bomb seems 
to call for a world-wide Sullivan 
Law with r espect to nations, and 
a n a rmed global pollee to en· 
force it. 

and · ·anlmcss, in cooperation 

with the UNO. 
Before initiating the program 

. the three countries would have to 

1 obtain from the Soviet Union & 

1 firm unders tanding on it s ,policies 
, and objectives through a definitive 
' statement of its additional polit· 

ical, territorial and economic de
sires, according to Mr. Attlee's 

1 views. If acceptable to the three 
1 countries and accompanied by & 

~ :::::~:l::~~:o~~~~c~ee :~~::; 
would be met. 

If such a declaration were not 

: forthcoming from Russia, then it 
' was understood, Mr. Attlee pro

. posed letention of the atomic se-
1 creta y the three countries now 
l 'th , possessing them, but wt a guar· 
· antee not to use them except in co

~ operation with the United Nations. 

Wants Another Big S Parley 

Two immediate steps were said 
to have been suggested by Mr. 

1 Attlee a t the shipboard session
first, that the countries of the 
three conferees make the necessary 

approaches to the other member 
nations of the UNO, and, secondly, 

the holding of another conference 
of the Big Three. 

rhe British leader was said to 
have laid particular stress on the His visitors were clad in black 

internationalization of all scientific coats, suits and hats. 
d Others in the Presidenti~rl party 

evelopments, not only atmnic, in at the cemetery included James 

• the belief that the discovery of the Forrestal, Secretary of the Navy· 

· utilization of atomic energy ha d Robert P . Patterson, Secretary of 

a. mer ely placed the world on the War; Tom C. Clark, Attorney Gen-

1· t hreshold of research into far more I era~ ,and Fie!d Marshal Sir Henry 
d t t . t . . Maitland Wtlson, British repre-

po en s<;ten. !ftc evolutwns. sentative on the Combined Chiefs 

n However, tt was learned that he of Staff. 

s regarded as impracticable the pos- As the Chiefs of State left the 

sibi!ity of any formal international cemetery ~nd moved over Arling

•f inspection, since it would involve ton Memort~ Bridge, spanning the 

~ the detailed investig_ative efforts of ~oeto~~~i~~v~~ ath~!.~n~~~n!~~ 
thousands of top-fhght scientists. salute. The party proceeded to 

'l I~ addition to the two Prime the Washington Navy Yard, where 

- Mtmsters, the President's guests the President's yacht was anchored. 

i aboard the yacht werc'reported to In the cemetery, however, ob

~ be James F. Byrnes, Secretary of servanc~s of Armistice Day were 

I 
State; Admiral William D L ah still gomg on, as ~epr_esentatives 
Chi · e y, of veterans' orgaruzahons added 

! . ef of St~f to the President; the floral tributes to the three wreaths 

-,Earl o~ Halifax, British Ambassa- already resting by the Tomb of 

! dor; Str J olm Anderson, chairman the Unknown Soldier. 

, of the British Atomic Energy Com- In _an Armistice Day message, 

! -nittee. A.nrl r,.,..,tPr R p.,a~ .. ~- markmg the twenty-seventh anni-

the Canadian Ambassador plus vers~ry of the holiday, Edward N 
' Sche1berling nat1'on I d 

members of their secretarial staffs. of the A • . a ~omman er 
Before setting out on their mencan Legwn, called 

cruise down the Potomac River, ~p~~ .. thte .. ~nited . States "never 
the leaders of the three countries g 0 Isolate ttself from the 

twice victorious 1n conflicts with f~stre~f the_ ~?:ld". and to . acc~pt 
Germany, journeyed to Arlington ponstbtlttles m contributing 

National Cemetery in a combined ; to T~~rl~rpe~;~-ce. . 
observance of the first peacetime , es1dent and his yachtmg 
Armistice Day in four years for the guests returned to the White 
United States and in six years for ' Ho~~e shortly after 9 o'clock. No 
Great Britain and Canada offtctal statement indicating what 

In contrast to the un~easonal I had take~ place during the day's 
warmth of the past week, the day conversations was issued. 

was cold and sombre, with a misty --
drizzle, as the procession of seven 
cars, including Secret Service men 
and newsmen, filed out from the Soviet Views on Diplomacy 

White House to start the pilgrim- LONDON, Nov. 11 (Reuter)-

age across the river. Written before receipt .of word 
Following a route that took it from Washington of Mr. Attlee's 

past the Lincoln Memorial and move, a Moscow dispatch tonight 

within sight of the new Jefferson said that several Soviet newspa

Memorial, the Presidential party pers today had vigorously de

arrived at the cemetery about nounced "atomic diplomacy" as an 

10:45 A. M. and was greeted by a instrument of advocates of an 

salute of twenty-one guns on the "anti-Soviet bloc," and equally de

south bank of the Potomac. nounced "the domination of one 
A few minutes early, the party power" over such an important 

wa1ted at the amphitheater adjoin- matter. Pravda, organ of the 

ing the Tomb of the Unknown Sol- Communist party, referring to an 

dier of the first World War while article published in a London 

Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower, wife weekly on atomic energy, said 

of the Sup~;eme Allied Commander these discussions "remind us that 

in Europe, placed a wreath on the even now there are people who 

\
tomb. After her action she came have not learned anything from 

over to the p~rty and briefly ex- the second World War." "It seems · 

changed greeb~gs. . . , to these people that it Is possible 
_At the appomted time of ftve to return to old times and to build 

mmutes to 11, the three leaders J a European policy on the creation 

advanced _with bared heads before of anti-Soviet blocs," said Pravda. 
the !1-mph1t~eatre and stood at at- Pravda accepted the view of The 

tenbon whtle the Umted States London Observer-which had criti
Army band played the three na-
tional anthems, "The Star-Span- ~-----,.,....,======:::;;;:~ 

gled Banner," "God Save the cized another London periodical
King'' and "0 Canada." that "it is hardly necessary to 

At one minute to ~1, ll;S the last prov~ that the perspectives of 

strams of the mus1c died ~way, atom_1c diplomacy are as little con

the_ three stood, for one mmute, solatwn to its supporters as are 

lllS!lence before the Wmb. the perspectives of preserving thel 
Then Mr. Truman and the two secret of the atomic bomb Tech

Prime Ministers laid wreaths of nical secrets on a large ~le can-

l ch~ysanthemu,ms on the_ to~,b, hon- not today remain the monopoly of l 
ormg through the soldier known any one cotmtry." 
but to God" not only the Amer- Endorsing this view the Pravd 
ican dead of World Wars I and article said : ' a 

I
I.I , but also the dead of .our AI· "A post-war world policy of the 

lies. There was a muffled roll of domination of one power as well as 
drums and then: as the throng . o the pohcy of the equilibrium of 
onlookers, heavily sprinkled w1U forces as is painted by s t 

l
uniforms ... stood,;mshed, the bugle· of the Western bloc are d~~:!de~~ · 
sounded Taps. bankruptcy." 

There were no speeches, only th 
solemn. expressive acbious. 

Wreath at Canadian Cross 
From the Cenotaph the distin

guished group proceeded to the 
near-by Canadian Cross, erected by 
the Canadian Government in honor 
of American citizens who served 
in the Canadian Army in the first 
World War. While his companions 
stood at attention, Mr. King went 
forward and placed a wreath at its 

I 
base. 

Farther along the winding ave
nues of the cemetery the party 
paused at the small, flat marble 
stone marking the grave of Field 
Marshal Sir John Dill, British rep-
resentative on the Combined Chiefs 
of Staff, who died while on duty 
in Washington last year. Here, 
Mr. Attlee came forward and laid 
a wreath of yellow chrysanthe
mums over the stol}e. 

The President wore a gray tweed 
topcoat, a gray hat, a dark gray 
suit set off by a striped blue tie. 
L 

POST FOR DR. MEITNER 

Physicist to Join Faculty of the 
Catholic University 

Dr. Lise Meitner, Austrian 
nuclear physicist whose uranium 
researches played an important 
part . m the development of the 
atomtc bomb. w~ll join the faculty 
of t~e _Cathohc University of 
Amenca m Washington in Febru
ary as a visiting professor ' t was 
B?nounced last night by Msgr. Pat
rlc.k J .. McCormick, rector of the 
umverstty. 

Msgr. McCormick, here to attend 
an a_nnual reunion of Catholic Uni
verStt~ alurr~ni at the Hotel Penn
~y_Ivama, said Dr. Meitner would 
JO!ll the university staff on Feb 1 
and would lecture In the physics 
department during the second 
semester ending in June. 



On 'Sharing the Secret 
N THE three months since tt.e 
atom1c bombs were dropped on 
Japan. American scientists 

have already done an inestimable 
se1·vice. They have provided the 
knowledge which enables us to de
fine the problem, and therefore to 
Set'. not to be sure the full ready
made solution, but where to look 
for 1t. 

the meeting of the Secw·ity Coun
cil when the secret was bei- ·· 
shared? Mr. Byrnes and Mr. Molo
tov would be bound to discuss, not 
the secret of atomic ener€1&7, b11t 
how Russian scientists. "'rench, 
Chinese, re to share the secret. 

The primary political question 
would, therefore, be not how a few 1. 
governments are to share this a 

• • • secret but how the scientists are t:> v 
E h h f II d th share it. They are the only pcop'') 1. ver~ one \V o as 0 owe . _e who can share it because they are $. 

discussion now knows :hat It IS the only people capable of unde1·- t• 
impossible for thi& govemment ~o standing it. If tomorrow morning c 
keep the secret of th~. atom~c Messrs. Bush, Conant, Urey, o~- c 
bomb. That much .no se11ous pel- penheimer. along with EinsLei:., 
son any longer demes; no one pre- Bohr, Fermi, offe!'ed to share the r 
lends tha.t ~e have ~ore t?an a secret with me, I could no more ~ 
head sta1 t m the PI oductwn of take advantage of their kind offer 
atomic b<?mb~. Bu~ this discussion than I could become an oper:· 
carnes Wl~h 1~ as Its corolla~·y an- singer by having a good, long, 
other, W~ICh IS equally SI~niftcant hush-hush and heart-to-heart talk 
though It ~as not received the with Miss Lily Pons. 
same attentwn. If one, two, or When we talk of sharing this 
three governments cannot keep secret with the Security Council, 
"the secret," then fi¥e govern- this can mean only that we shall 1 
ments, separately or as the Security propose agreements and arrange
CQuncil, are also una'ble to keep ments by which all men who work ' 
the secret. We are dealing, in other in the general field of atomic sci- ' 
words, with a lai·ge body of de- ence are enabled to share their 1 

veloping scientific knowledge and knowledge, past, present, and fu- ' 
its application in untold ways to ture. I say all men because it is · 
countless unpredictable ends. Any absurd to suppose that this knowl
public policy is bound to be fal~ely edge can be shared by scientists 
conceived If it rests on the natwa who happen to be citi'lens of five 
that any government, ill' A. league states, and not shared with Bohr 
of governments, o1· even a ,vorld of Denmark, who knows all about 
government, can prevent some it already, or with the physicists 
scientists fl'om discovering anv- of Oslo, Stockholm, Prague, Milan, 
thing which other scientists have Turin , Rome, Vatican City, Bueno5 
already found out. If in a field of Aires, Calcutta, Bombay, and every 
knowledge like this one, Publl.: other place where men are work
men, who are as a matter of cou:·se ing in scientific research. 
ignorant, attempt to oul,wiL men • • • 
of science, they are ~ert~~iu to fail. The only thing governments can 
The true conclusion and th~ major do with this secret is to do with 
premise of all public policy 1s, I good grace, and in the general in
submit, that govermnPnts cl'nnot terest of mankind, what is going 
govern the developmen~ of the to happen to this se~ret anyway. 
science aml technology of atomic Th_at IS to make this know!edge 
energy. Tl1at belongs to tae men umvers~ knowledge .. and to ~~:fi~e 
of science and the en.,meer~ What it as Widely as possible. Tlus w1Jl 
governments can do, ~and must do, make the community o_f scien~1sts 
is to form pubi1c p,olicies which the guar~U~ns of mankm? agamst 
are favorable to and consistl!nt the permc10us use of this knowl
with the civilized use of atom1c edge. No one else can be the guar-

dians. For they alone. and not 
• statesmen, soldiers, officials and 

What, then, are we to think of Journalists, can possibly . know 
Mr. Attlee's proposal to sJ:!ar~ our enough a~out .the w~ol~ subJect t~ 
k ledge of atomic energy with detect, to mfe1, to su1 m1se, w~ethei 

now . 1.1.t C n- any government IS attemptmg to 

energy. 

the membets of the Secu Y ou make a sinister and secret use of 
ell? We sh~ll thmk all t_he hetlEr atomic energy. 
of it, I believe, the mole cJeaiiY To share this knowledge with 
we have grasped the lden, nnd its the scientists of the world would 
implicat~ons, that the :leYelopml!nt mean, not that our governoent 
of atomic energy cannot be gov- handed over the secret to other 
erned by gov_ernments._ . govemments and then all the gov-

Suppose it IS agreed m pnn::iple ernments retired into secrecy 
that Britain, Canada, and the again: it would mean that all the 
Umted States Will share tlle sccioet leading men of sciehce in the field 
with the Soviet Union, France, and would have to meet ahd meet regu
China. How in fact do .wa go about larly, and to come to know each 
sharing it? Not, as might at first other and to correspond and to 1 

be supposed, by calling a mee•ing visit 'one another and ~xchange 
nf the Security Council at which publications. Under these con- 1 
Mr. Bymes takes a sealed ca'lelope ditions it. would still be possible, 1 
out ot h1s pocket, opens it l]-nd of course, but it would be difficult, 1 
hands carbon copies o! tre great for the conspicuous men in this 
secret to Mr. Molotov, Mr. n;ctault, field to lie to one another, or go 1 
and Mr. T. V. Soong. For Mr. into hiding, or lead a double life. 
Byrnes, not being a nuclear physi- But if among them there were 
cist, would have only the dimmest criminals who meant to fool their 
Idea of what he was divulging, and colleagues, they could certainly 
Messrs. Molotov, Bidault, and fool the amateurs and ignoramuses 
Soong would be quite incll.J;.able o! much more easily. 
discussing the "secret" which had ~ • 
been "shared" with them. It wou1d This is not the end, but it is the 
be largely gibberish to all the beginning, of public policy. On this 
members of the Secur1ty Coune1l. foundation, and on no other, it 

• • • seems to m,, can an international 
The fact of the matter is that if pollcy be formed w.hieh may bring 

Mr. Byrnes had such a memoran- the govemments, which might ex
dum, it would have been written plolt atomic energy malevolently, 
for him by Dr. Bush and his asso- under a regime of law that man
c1ates, and the only Russians. kind will have reason to believe in. 
Frenchmen, and Chinese who could That will be a Jong and difficult 
make head or tail out of it would labor. It will be quite impossible 
be a certain number of scientists 1!, misunderstanding the nature of 
who are already advanced students scientific research, we precip1tate 
in the field of atomic science. or permit a race of armaments to 
What, therefore. would happen at develop. 

Cop1rlthl, 184~. New Yor~ . Ttl~•• Inc., :Nov. ll. All rlRhla Tf tt'Vfd. 

Atomic Power 
Is Promised to 
The Red Army 

.JT 11 (j 
TroopsHear ZhukovD puty 

in Ceremony for Soviets 
Killed in Berlin Battle 

BERLIN, Nov. 11 (JP).-A Russia 
strong and prosperous, in which 
"we will also have atomic energy," 
was promised Sunday to Red Army 
soldiers as they dedicated here il. 
huge marble and granite memorial 
to their comrades who fell in the 
battle for Berlin. 

The promise was made by Lieu
tenant General Telegin, chief dep
uty to Marshal Georgi K. Zhukov, 
at ceremonies on the same day 
Russia's western allies observed 
the armistice which ended the first 
world war. 

The monument stands in the 
Tiergarten, just west of the Bran
denburg gate. The Americans, 
British and French each contrib
uted an honor company of troops 
for the ceremony. On the speak
ers' platform were the Berlin dis- ' 
trict commanders of the three west
ern Allies, Zhukov and a dozen 
other Soviet marshals and gen
erals. 

"Six months ago the Red Army 
and i~ Allies smashed German 
Fascism," said Telegin, the ptin
cipal speaker. "It is fitting we 
raise a monument here in the 
former capital of the aggressors. 
Now, together with our Allies, we 
are building peace for the world," 

"Though millions of our ·best 
died in this bloody fight against 
the Fascist aggressors, our Russia 
remains great, healthy and strong. 
In years of peace we will rebuild 
at home for prosperity and the 
good life which your valiant fight 
in defense of ow· country deserves. 

"We will have the benefit of new 
inventions and scientific advances, 
and we w:n also have atomic en
ergy." 

The unveiling of the huge, 
s"ven-shafted semi-circular mar
ble and granite monument was the 
highlig'tt of the Russians' week
long celebration at Berlin of the 
anniversary of the 1917 Bolshevik 
Revolution. 

Five battallons of Soviet troops 
drawn up in the street in front of 
the monument were :oined by the 
325th anti-tank company of the 
American 82nd Airborne Division, 
a company from the British 2tl 
Devonshire Regiment and :- com
pany from th- French 49th Infan
try Regiment. 

After the ceremony all the troops 
passed in review before Zhukov, 
the other Soviet generals and the 
Allied commanders, American Ma
jor General James M. Gavin, Brit
ish Brigadier W. R. N. Hinde and 
French Major General Geoffrey de 
Beauchesne. 

• 

I 

• 



Will the Atomic Bomb Lose Us 
HI Our Victory? 

When the first atomic bomb fell on Japan on August sixth, 
it was a shock felt 'round the world. 
The whole earth was rocked and shaken. Men's minds every
where were jangled. Uncertainty and fear gripped a troubled 
world. 

For we simply were not ready for the impact of that bomb. 
Its terrible presence, coming upon us suddenly, has distracted 
us from going ahead with our part in fashioning durable peace. 
That peace is now in a mess. If the mess continues, there 
will be no peace, just another anxious breathing spell between 
wars. 

And it will continue, unless the American people get 
straightened out with the guidance of their President · and 
other leaders. 

HOW DO THE PEOPLE FEEL? 
The American Association for the United Nations 
has tried to measure the minds and feelings of the 
American people on the vital subject of the peace. 

There is confu!':ion. The people are fuzzy on the 
atomic bomb, on the specifics of our foreign policy, 
on the United Nations Organization. And there is a 
strong, loud minority trying to blur the pu~lic' mi,nd 
more on these subjects. 

It is this Association's sincere belief that there is only 
one person who can clea{ this fuzziness, who can set 
us back on the road to world co-operationn and peace. 
T.hat person is President Truman. 

FALSE WORDS 
The old isolationist bunch and the new nationalist 
bunch are rallying around three slogans, three cynical 
and trouble breeding slogans. They are: 

1. Keep the secre 
2. Keep the bases 

3. Let's not be Santa Claus 
We bt•und tltese pt•otJosuls liS extt•em.ely dun
fJeJ•ous «Jtd utte~•ly opposed to tlte solentn 
t•eusons tm• wlticl" out· people fought, sui· 
lef"etl «Jtd died. 

Keep the secret refers, of course, to the secret of the 
atomic bomb. 

The scientists whp developed the bomb say that we can't 
keep the secret . . By fatuously attempting to do so, we will 
invite the most ruinous armament race in history. 

And >any other country, forced to ·· compete in secrecy, is 
likely to come up with a deadlier bomb than ours. 

The way to security is not by trying to hold tight to an 
elusive secret, but by trying to set up effective control 
through the Unit~d Nations. 

Keey the bases means keep the Pacific islands we took and 
necessarily converted into naval bases. 
Keeping the~e bases on the basis of armed possession may 
contribute to a new imperialism. We can them under 
trusteeship, under the United States Organization, legally, 
honestly, decently. 

Let's not be Santa Claus. What's the matter with being 
Santa Claus? 

It's a nice thing to be, and God knows we can afford it. 

We suffered less than any other country fihting this war. 
Our homes are intact. Our bodies are clothed. Our 
stomachs are filled. We have plenty we can share. That's 
the humanitarian side of it. 

There's also '·a practical side. Helping the peoples who 
fought so valiantly with us to become our partners in a 
prosperous world pays dividends in markets for American 
goods. 

THE PEOPLE SHOULD KNOW 

We respectfully request President Truman · to tell the people 
these things. · 

Tell them we must take the lead in giving a world-wide solution 
of the atomic bomb muddle. 

Tell them we will keep control of necessary bases, but under 
the honorable conditions of the United Nations Organization, 
of which we are a member. 
Tell them we must help soften the terrible misery of our 
friends, even though it may mean a little tightening of belts, 
a degree or two less· heat in our overwarm homes. 

It's true we all are concerned w,ith the under-our-noses domestic 
problems like re-conversion. But the greater problem of 
international co-operation, and peace, is firm in our minds 
and hearts. 

Talk to the people, now, President Truman, now, before the 
United Nations Organization holds its first meeting on January 
second, and solidify their determination to make the United 
Nations work! 

Talk to them now, to still the impatient and cynical who would 
kill the United Nations Or~anization before it's born. Talk 
to them now so that meeting which starts on January second 
can start in an atmosphere of understanding and confidence 
and the whole-hearted support of the people of the United 
States. 
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LEAD ATOM NICKED, ~:~!~e~~~6;e::et c~~~~~tes~a i~e;~~ 
RUSSIANS REPORT :~~l~k:n~~~~;;~d:hi~~ ~;3~ov~:~ 

scribes as being at the foot of 
Mount Alagoez, an extinct Armeni-

Cosmic Rays Hurl Protons an volcano with rich sulphur 
sources. Mount Alagoez is located 

Out, Says Izvestia Dispatch between Erevan, capital of Ar-
From Kapitza Expedition menia~ and Tiflis, capital of _ HLij eorgia. 

JJ 't I N (\. Izvestia said a permanent sta-
M6sco w Nov. 14 UP) The tion was built for observing cosmic 

newspaper :b:vestia today said that rays and a "powerful permanent . . . magnet" was set us there ~uss1an . scientists, one ~ exper t Izvestia quoted the expedition 
m atomic research, had discovered chief as saying that observation of 
that cosmic rays knocked protons cosmic showers had proved that 
out of lead and termed the dis- new' kinds o.f( showers exist. 
covery "of ~utstanding interest." ~rofessor Kapitza in 1942 re• . . . . ce1Ved the Faraday Medal from the Izvestia, descnbmg an expedi- Institute of Electrical Engineers 
tion studying cosmic rays at Mount for his work in the utilization of 
Alagoez, near Lake Karagel, in intense magnetic fields. He holds 
the Armenian Socialist Republic the Order of Lenin, the Hammer 
said that the discoveries might and. S~ckle Meda~ and the ~.ero of . . SoCiallst Labor In recogmtwn of have a dir ect bearmg on SoVIet his discovery of a new method for 
investigations of atomic energy. producing liquid hydrogen. 
One of the scientists, it said, is 
Professor P eter Kapitza, a Rus- Says Rays · Are Separated 
sian authority on atomic research, MOSCOW, Nov. 14 <U.P.l- The 
who built a three-ton power mag- Armenian Academician Alikhanyan 
net for the expedition. said that the strong magnetic 

[The Izvestia report did not field enabled the scientists at 
say why the discovery that pro- Mount Alagoez to separate the 
tons were knocked from lead by component parts of cosmic rays 
cosmic rays was considered un- and measure their energy. He add· 
portant. Protons-one of the ed that a third component, pos• 
thre~ kinds of primary particles sessing special properties, was dis
which form all chemical elements covered in addition to the known 

1 • -are heavy, positively, charged components of cosmic rays, mdo-
1· bits of electricity. trons and electrons. The third 

component, he said, was broken up 1 
[Lead is among the heavy into charged particles sinular to 

chemical elements whose split!- protons. 
t ing, if it could be achieved, Observing the particles through 
probably would yield enough special apparatus, an Academy 
atomic energy for either power statement said, the Academicians 
or bombs. Allied experilnents were able to make the first photo
have not disclosed methods of graphs of them. It appeared, ac-

1' splitting lead atoms. The ap- cording to the statement, that 
1 pearance of protons when lead under the impact of cosmic rays 

atoms are hit by cosmic rays is on a thin zinc plate, a large num
l not necessarily a sign that they ber of heavy particles, or protons, 
1 were split.] were created. At the same time, 

I Unofficial rep~rts recently had it was said. type~ of cosmic show
•said that Professor Kapitza, who ers wer.e d~scov~Ied. • 

'

!Worked for thirteen years at Cam- Consi~eiable. Importance was at 
bridge, England, as a protege of tac~ed m foreign quarters to to· 
the late Lord Rutherford a pioneer day s announcement. It came one 

1
in atom-splitting exper~ents, was w:e~k after t.he s.tatement by For-

14!ngaged in atomic research in the eign Commissar v .yacheslaff M, 
hrmenian mountains. Molo~off that Russia would have , T atomic energy "and many other 

I 
Study Atomic Movements things," and it apparently implied 

' A Russian scientist last May that Russia was not lagging far 
ip. describing Professor Kapitza's behind the Western Allie.s 1n the 

111a.test published V!!Jrk said that development of the· atonnc bomb. 
1" his brilliant experilnents with sub- Also, It was made during the 
, jiects subjected to strong magnetic Washington talks b~tween. ~resi• 
filelds at low temperatures are dent Truman and Pnme Mm1sters 

ltblrowing light on movements in the Attlee and William L. MacKenzie 
, a>tomic structure of matter. ?.' King. 
1 The current studies at Mount Newspapers here are not pub
Allagoez began last August. The lishing news of the Truman-Attlee• 
first atomic bomb was dropped on King talks, and the reported pro· 
Japan Aug . 6. posal that the bomb secret be dis· 

The expedition's equipment con- closed in exchange for Russian co
sists of fifty tons of instruments operation has not even been hinted 
carrfed to Mount Alagoez over a at. 
special road, which, Izvestia said, Today's statement emphasized 
was built in "record tilne." that · research at the Mount Ala-

The laboratory where these ex- goez station continued. 

1

1!;ussia Not ~sleep on Atoms 
1 H By Urtit ed Press I I 1.s- . 

netic field enabled the scientists at MOSCOW,. Nov. 15.- IVIoscow Alagez to separate the component 
newspapers d1splayed prominently parts of cosmic rays and measure 
on their first pages an announce- th~ir energy. He added that a 
ment by the Russian Academy of third c~mponent, p ossessing special 
S · h . properties, was discovered in addiCiences t at Its members studying ti"on to th k f . ' e nown components o 
~osmic rays at a remote laboratory cosmic rays, mesotrons and elec-
m the .Cauca~us Mountains, had trons. The third compo.nen t he 
made di~coven~s which might aid said, was broken up into ch,~rged 
greatly m Soviet development of particles similar to protons. 
atomic power. It appeared, according to the 

In Au.gust, the Academy. sta.te- stateme~t, that under the impact 
me~t said , 50 to~s of Scientific of cosmic rays on a thin zinc late, 
eq,mpme~t was delivered to the cos- a large number of heavy particfes or 
rruc ray 1esearch laboratory at Ala- protons were created . At the same 
~ez, 10,660 feet up in . the Armen- time, it was said, types of cosmic 
1an Ca~casus M~untams along a showers were discovered . 
new pamfully bmlt 20-mile high- Considerable importance was at
way. A three-ton magnet was con- tached in foreign quarters to the 
sh·u~ted by Academician Peter aii?ouncement. It apparently im
Kapitza. . . . . plied that Russia was not lagging 

The Arl!leman academician Alik- far behind the Western Allies in 
banyan smd that the Dovong mag- development of the atomic bomb. 

~ARMY DENIES HOPE 
TO CONTROL ATOM 

Patterson Expresses Doubts 
on Secrecy and ' lnternational 

Control of Its Use 

N y t ecta! to TJIE NEW YoRK -rJl ( ( ~-
WASHINGTON, Nov. l~Sec

retary of War Robert P. Pa tter
son, reaffirming the War Depart
ment's denial that it wanted to es
tablish a "militarist" stranglehold 
over the scientific development of 
atomic energy, expressed doubt to
day that the secret of the atomic 
b.omb could be kept from other na
tions. 

J:Ie also expressed his personal 
belief that international control 
over the use of atomic energy 
could be successfully achieved He 
~eclined. to suggest what form· the 
International control might take. 

Mr. Patterson again urged the 
speedy passage of the May-John~ 
son Atomic Energy Bill. He de
clared that, in sponsoring the bill 
the War Department "is seeking t~ 
dive~t it.se}f .of the power it now 
has m directmg atonlic-energy re
search and to place power in the 
hands o~ a separate agency." 

He sa1d that prompt action was 
neces~ary "to secure a broad-gauge 
handl~ng of atomic energy for the 
bene~It of the nation as a whole 
and In order to integrate our pres
ent plant, experience and scientific 
talent into this broader manage
ment before these assets are lost 

"It has been contended by som~ 
tha~ the ~ar ~epartment, in spon
~ormg this. legislation, is attempt
mg to retam control over this field 
for purely military purposes." To 
the contrary, Mr. Patterson as
serted. the department "recognizes 
that the problems we now face go 
far beyond the purely military 
sphere. 

"We initiated action to divert 
ourselves of control," he said. ' 'We 

! followed the recommendations of 
a. ~o.mmit~ee composed entirely of 

, CIVIllans m preparing legislation · 
we consulted with and in the mai~ 
adopted suggestions of interested 
civilian agencies of Government 

"The final and complete ans~er 
: to the charge of 'militarism' is that 

the bill provides that control be 
turned over to a. commission of 

, nine appointed by the President 
: and approved by the Senate. Un
~ der the commission is an adminis
> trator appointed by the commis
t sion ." 
> Mr. Patterson replied, in response 
_ to a question, that he had no opin-

ion whether the administrator 1 
should be a civilian or a military 

_ man. The answer, he suggested, 
could depend on the situation in 

~ which the country found itself 
' and, if a long period of peace pre
~ vailed, he would "hope that em
• phasis would be placed on civilian 
~ development of atomic energy." 
• Replying to another query, 
· Mr. Patterson acknowledged that 
~ atomic scientists had definite ci-

Vilian uses of atomic energy in 
mind, but be said that he was not 
free to disclose their nature. ~~~--------~------------~~~~~ ~-==~--------------~------------
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Threat of At~omic War Hel& Basis 
Of Misunderstanding With Soviet 

The major misunderstanding be- and that there was "no objective 

tween Soviet Russia and the west- reason to suppose that there 

em democracies "lies in the po- should now or in the future ever 

tential threat of atomic war," the be such a place." He said the par-

Very Rev. Hewlett Johnson, Dean amount interest of both nations 

of Canterbury Cathedral, said last was in peace, but it was compli-

night at a rally in Madison Square cated by the desire of both nations 

Garden under the auspices of the for security and the mutual diffi-

National Council of American- culty of understanding. 

Soviet Friendship, Inc. Joseph E. Davies, who expressed 

"This threat it lies in our hands confidence that the difficulties be

to remove," the 71-year-old tween Russia and the United 

churchman, who flew here to ad- States could be composed, was an

dress the meeting declared. "The other speaker. He said no Gov

generous confidence of the west- ernment or people had a better or 

ern powers will go far to uproot more consistent recor\of effort to 

the many deep suspicions of our preserve peace and ecurity for 

great eastern ally." mankind than the Soviet Union--

/ 

Dean Acheson, Under-~ecretary ~d added .that there was noth~ng versation: the State has learned knock at the door at night strikes 

of State, told the meetmg that m ~ny SoVIet sta~ement ~f fore1~ the patriotism of the church and terror into men and women." 

never m the past had there been policy that conflicted With Pres1- the church has learned the pa- Mr. Davies said he had heard ·•a 

any place on the globe where the dent Truman's Navy Day address. triot·sm f the State The old an- few mad militarists-not among 

vital interests of the American Nikolai V. Novikoff Soviet 
1
. 

0 
h ;, the great war leaders-in this and 

and Russian people had elashed charge d'affaires· Corliss' Lamont agomsmsJ have gon~d· th th . ot.her cotmt_ries, who advocate war 

-
--------------· . • . . • Dean o nson sa1 e you m w1th Russ1a now, rather than 

chairman of the Nat10nal Council Russia were the most ardent advo- later." The former Ambassador to 

DULLES ASKS RULE 
OVER ATOM BY UNO 

Letting Assembly Decide Would 

Promote Amity, He Says at 

Van Dusen Inauguration 

The suggestion that the United 
States submit the decision on the 
uses to be made of atomic power 
to the General Assembly of the 
United Nations Organization was 
made last night by John Foster 
Dulles, adviser on foreign affairs 
to Governor Dewey and to the 
American delegation at the recent 
London Conference of Foreign 
Ministers. 

At a dinner meeting in Riverside 
Church in collJ'ection with the 

of American-Soviet Friendship cates of all her new ways; that the Soviet Union added that such 

Inc., the Rev. Stephen H. Fritch~ they were eager to learn bound- talk was :'insanity" ,:md "throw

man and Paul Robeson were lessly optimistic and with a gigan- mg dynamite around. 
others who addressed the meet- t · a acit for work "There is reason to believe," he 
ing. Messages of greeting were 1 ~, c P . , Y . · _ declared, "that if we can avoid war 
read from President Truman, Sec- Russia s youth are more ~UU:. for a ge~eratio~ or two, we and 

retary of War Robert P. Patter- erous . than we yet rec~gruze, other nations will not only be able 

son, General of the Army Dwight Dean J.ohnson went on, let me to entrust v~tal self-defense to al 

D. Eisenhower, Admiral of the emphas~e that .. B:t: 1975 the male ~or.l~ Secur1~y Orga~ization with 

Fleet Ernest J. King and others. population of flghtmg age of the JUStified confidence m the integ-

At the close of th~ mass meet- Soviet Union will exceed that. of\=============~;;;. 
ing which was held to commemo- Great Britain and her colomes, . 
rat~ jointly the twenty-eighth an- France, Germany and the Unite~ nty and. honesty of its exe~a~tives 
niversary of the founding of the States of Amer~cll: all put together. and pollee force; but that there 

Soviet State and the twelfth an- Backed by unhm1ted resources of may also be worked out conditions 

niverS{LrY of the establishment of all essential commodities, and of und~r which many of our most 

diplomatic relations between its a courage of which Stalmg~·ad che_r1shed aspirations in foreign 
government and the United speaks, Russians could be ternble pohcy may benefit other peoples 

States, a message of greeting was foes in any future war. . of the worl?." 
despatched to Marshal Joseph "They could be no Jess splendid Mr. Nov1koff expressed confi• 
Stalin. friends in war or peace if once her dence that efforts to remove the 

Dean Johnson said he had spent suspicions were overcome. And obsta~les that. stan~ in the way of 

three months in Russia last sum- Russia seeks both friendship and Am~~ICai_J-Sovlet. fnendship would 

mer, going wherever he wished peace. Russia desires peace, not be. . fulfilled With complete and 
He added that he spent an ho · war." b~llhant. success." He said the So-

with Marshal Stalin and that ~~ Mr. Acheson asserted that the VIet Umon was a "convinced and 

also talked to men of science "hard core" of the problem of the ord~nt support~r" .of the United 

artists, churchmen, engineers and relations between this country and Natdions Organization. and was 
statesmen. Russia had two aspects: security rea Y t? cooper~te ';VIth all who 

He said he had talked with many and understanding. He said the were faithful to 1ts auns. 

leader~ of Russian religious life, United States understood "that to 
mcluding the Patriarch Alexei in have friendly governments along 
Mos.cow, the Patfiarch Gregory in .their borders is essential both for 
Lemngrad, the Catholicus of Ar- the. security of the Soviet Union 
menia, the Patriarch Catholicus of and for the peace of the world." 
Georgia, the head of the Jewish "But it seems equally clear to us 
<?ommunity, the head of the Bap- that the interest in security must 
bst church, and the head of the take into account and respect 
Moslem world in Asiatic Tashkent. other basic interests of nations and 

"One and all bore witness to men, uch as the interest of other 
cordial .relations with the State," peoples to choose the general sur
he contmued. "The church has its roundings of their own lives and 
own printing press, its own build- of all men to be secure in their 
ings and its own seminary for persons," Mr. Acheson continued. 
training priests in its own beliefs "We believe that that adjustment 
and curiously enough at the ex- of interests should take place short 
pense of the State. of the point where persuasion and 

"A!I Stalin remarked in our con- firmness become coercion, where a 

Ruml FijQiesees 
t>l {j (J 

Doom nless-
Beardsley Ruml, chairman of the 

Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York •. bluntly warning that deadly 
atomic warfare might erupt in .five 
yearsl proposed yesterday that the 
worlo stave off di a ter by taking 
tlu·ee steps: 

~ Reduction of 
sions by "patient 
diplomacy. ' 

national ten
conciliatory" 

in.auguration of the Rev. Dr. Henry condu?ted the inauguration, an· 
Pitney Van Dusen as president of nouncmg that Dr . ..Van Dusen also 
Union Theological Seminary, Mr. had been inducted yesterday morn
Dulles said such procedure would ing as president of Auburn Thea
promote trust and fellowship and logical Seminary by its trustees. 
would show "that we really mean The latter institution is collaborat
it when we say we are merely a ing with Union Seminary in train-
trustee of atomic power." ing theolog~cal students. 

~Knowledge of wmld co-opera
tion and creating the symboli m 
of world. association in a strength
ened Umted ations Organization. 

~ Creation of a moral and psy
chological sense of world commun
ity so that, in 20 years or less a 
world government can be est;b. 
li ·hed. 

Mr. Dulles said he disagreed with A procession of 400 religious 
proposals either to outlaw the educators, many of them heads of 
atomic bomb or to entrust it to a theological seminaries of long 
single world body with "over- sta.~di~g, entet'ed the church at the 
whelming military power," since begmnmg of the exercises. Includ
such agreements would do nothing e~ were the facu.lty members and 
to limit the distrusts between na- drrector~ of Umon and Auburn 
tions. Seminaries. Among the visitors 

Mr. Dulles, who is also chair- were Dr. Adolf ~eller, who flew 
man of the Commission for a Just from Geneva, SWitzerland, repre
and Durable Peace admitted that senting the theological faculties of 
his program would ~ot satisfy "the Basle, Lausanne, Geneva, Zurich, 
many who are pantcky and the Bern and Ne.uchatel, and Bishop 
many who are impatient," but con- A. E. J . Rawlinson of Derby, Eng
tended that it did offer a possibil- land. More than 1,500 persons at-
ity of success. tended the ceremony. 

The church of the future will be --- -----
"strong just in the measure that 
it is united," declared Dr. Van 
Dusen, who was inducted earlier 
in the day as president of the sem-
inary, succeeding Dr. Henry Sloane 
Coffin. The latter gave the charge 
to his successor. 

, Thatcher M. Brown, president of 
the seminary's board of trusteM, 

Speaking at the 32d National 
Foreign Trad Convention at the 
Waldorf Astoria, Hum! aid that an 
immediate beginning should be 
made on the program he outlined. 
Within 20 years, if the world ac
complished these antecedent teps 
a world government could be estab: 
lished, he said. 

Asked whether he feared an in
evitable confli t b tween the west
ern democracies and the Soviet 
Union, Ruml said he did not. 



Congressmen 
Tense at Atom 
Announcement 

"We are not convinced that the 
spreading of the specialized in
formation regarding the practical 
application of atomic energy, be
fore it is possible to devise effec
tive, reciprocal and enforceable 
safeguards acceptable to all na
tions, would contribute to a con
structive solution of the problem 

Senators, Representatives of the atomic bomb. 
"On the contrary, we think it 

Vexed at Being Called In might have the opposite effect. 

Authoritative sources said that 
the communique's statement of 
"our willingness" to proceed with 
the exchange of scientific infor
mation in the interim does not 
mean that the A-B-C powers are 
going to extend invitations to 
other nations to participate. It 
simply means that the A-B-C 
powers are "willing." It is there
fore up to other nations to make 
the next move-and presumably 
this can be taken as a direct in
vitation to Russia to make the Only at the Last Minute "We are, however, prepared to 

1 /I' share, on a reciprocal basis with 
From the Herald Tribune BureaJ 0 others of. the United Nations de-

WASHINGTON, Nov. 15.-The tailed information concerning the 
/Press conference at which' Presi- practical industrial application of 
dent Truman announced the Anglo- atomic energy just as soon as 
American-Canadian policy on effective enforceable safeguards 
at,omic energy was one of the most against its use for destructive pur
solemn the President has ever held poses can be devised." 

next move on that point. The 
theory is that unless Russia Al
ready has the "know-how" of the 
atomic bomb it will be inclined to 
make overtures for the exchange 
of scientific information. 

-and there were two widely differ- After outlining the procedure 
ent reasons why this was so. under which the proposed United 

One reason, known to everybody 1 Nations Commission should work 
governed the attitude of the mer the documeJJ.t concluded with an: 
at the conference who had par· other passage apparently directed 
ticipated in the atomic bomb dis· at Russia-a passage emphasizing 
cussions. They were grave-facec , "the overwhelming need to . . . 
because they were aware of their·- banish the scourge of war from 
portance of the pronouncement .to the earth" and adding: 
be.mll;de by the President and were "This can only be brought. about 
thmkmg of that alone. by giving wholehearted support to 

The second reason, known only the United Nations Organization 
to a few, concerned the demeanor and by consolidating and extend: 
of the thr~e Senators and two ing its authority, thus creating 
Representattves who w~r~ prese~t conditions of mutual trust in 
and who. had not. partt.etpated m , which all peoples will be free to 
the atomtc-??mb dtscusswns. They devote themselves to the arts of 
were uns~lmg not only becau~e peace. It is our firm resolve to 
of t~e senousness of the Prest- work without reservation to achieve 
dentlal pronouncement but also these ends." · 
because they were irked at having James F. Byrnes, secretary o! 
be.en called in . only at the last State, disclosed later today that 
mu~u.te, after a complete policy advance copies of 1;4~ joint com-
dectsJon had been reached by the . - - 1 thi .:jmumque were sent ear y s I 
White House and the State De- l morning to Russia, France and 
partment. I C~ina, and that a~ditional copies 

The Senators were Brien Me- wtll be made available to other 
Mahon, Democrat, of Connecticut,! United Nations powers. . 
chairman of the new Senate Atomic As .another development, 1t was 
Energy Committee; Tom connally, J~arned that Mr. Byrnes has r~
Democrat, of Texas, chairman of v~ed a speech he will .. mak~ m 
the Foreign Relations Committee, Ch~rleston, S. C., .tomm.row mght 
and Arthur H. vandenberg, Re- to m~lude some dtscusston of the 
publican, of Michigan. The Rep- arom1c energy co~fe~ence. . 
resentatives were Sol Bloom Detno- Mr. Attlee sa~ PrestdelJ.t Truman 
crat, of New York, and Ch~les A. for an hour thlS af.ternoon, Secre
Eaton, Republican, of New Jersey. ta~y Byrnes also bemg present, but 
All except senator McMahon were neither wou~d comment upon l~~v
members of the American delega- in~ the V(~Ite House. The Bntish 
tion to the United Nations Confer- Prrme Mmtster also is scheduled 
ence in San Francisco. to see th~ President tomorrow be-

Senator McMahon sat on a sofa fore leavmg for Ottawa, where he 

I 
with James F. Byt·nes, Secretary of will address the Canadian Parlia
State and Fleet Admiral William ment Monday. There was specula

tD. ~ahy, chief of staff to the tio~ that Mr. At~lee's visit to ~h£ 
Commander in Chief. Senators Whtte House Without Canadian 
Connally and Vandenberg and Prime Minister King indicated the 
Representatives Bloom and Eaton two were discussing subjects be· 
stood in a semi-circle behind Pres- yond the atomic energy problem-

; ident Truman, Prime Minister Att- possibly the proposed loan to Brit
. lee and Prime Minister Mackenzie ain and the Palestine situation . 
. King. While official sources would no1 
I Observers noted that Senator simplify their construction of to-

Vandenberg, gold pencil in his t to u h an I 
hand followed the text in a copy day 's announcemen s c 
as P;esident Truman read Sena- extent, it was clear that in the 
tors McMahon and Conn~!ly and jLoint. state~ent the A~B-C powers 
Representatives Bloom and Eaton a.greed to JUSt one thmg-to talk 

· some more. In other words, all 
d1d the same. 'Yhen the confer- tJJat was agreed to was to sit down 
ence was over a reporter a~~~d one wit!:> the United Nations and dis
~ember of the delegation. When cus~ the entire problem before 
dtd you get a look at the docu- tl'Je powers that have the atomic 
ment_?" He replied: :·we never ,;know-how" agree to give away 
saw 1~ until we went m, and we aJ•ything. 
weren t asked to come untrl about Furtheimore, It was made clear 
an hour and fifteen minutes before . ill h the final 
it started" An equally good source that Congress w ave 
said: "A~d If you think Tom con- sa!• inasmuch as no real corn-

' · , m1tment can be made until Con-
nally isn t funous, well, you don t tifi th decisions of the 
know Tom " gress ra es e 

· Executive and the State Depart-
stressing that there was no de- ment. 
fense against weapons such as the In proposing that a~ commission 
atomic b b be set up under the United Na-

om , that no single na- . tions, the A-B-C powers have no 
tion could have a monopoly on. intention of trying to dictate the 
~hem and that it was thus up to l commission's terms of reference. 
the whole civilized world" to see , All the A-B-C nations have in 

that new discoveries are used "for . mind is that the United Nations 
the benefit o! mankind, instead of . Organization tak up the matter 

I as a means of destruction." . at its organization meeting, to be-
It stated that Messrs. Truman, gin in London between Jan. 2 and 

Attlee and King and their advisers , 7. This means that the general 
had met to consider the possibility . assembly will have a voice in 
of international action to prevent ,;============::...::::::: 
the use of atomic energy for de- whether It or the security council 
structive purposes and to promote shall pick the nations to be repre
the use of such energy "!or peace- sented on the commission. Assum
ful and humanitarian ends." It lng that the commission will op
stressed the belief of the three erate under the security council, 
that no system of safeguards would the general assembly may not act 
In itself provide an effective guar- until after the security council is 
anty against production of atomic officially' formed in London, as 
weapons by a nation bent on ag- orovided by the charter regula
gression, or the development of tions. 
other weapons which would con- All In all. the day's develop-
stltute as great a threat to civiliza- ments tend to make the assembly I 
tlon. meeting In London of transcen-

Then. in a passage which was dent Importance. · 
read with particular interest be-
cau.!le :It was an obvious appeal to 
Russia to co-operate in the world 
reorganization. t.hP document said: ~ '91. 

Ill 
NOT UNTIL YOU'RE BIG ENOUGH 

I _TO TAKE CARE OF IT 

' "' 

• 
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Three= Nation Declaration • tomtc Energy 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 15 UPl'

The text of the declaration on 
atomic energy ia.med today by 
Preaident Truman and Prime Min
iatera Attlee of Great B!'itain and 
W. L. Mackenzie King of Canada: 

The President of the United 
States, the Prime Minister of the 
United Kingdom, and the Prime 
Minister of Canada, have issued the 
following statement: 

(1) We recognize that the ap
plication of recent scientific dis
coveries to tQ.e methods and prac
tice of war has placed at the dis
posal of mankind means of 
destruction hitherto unknown, 
against which there can he no 
adequate military defense, and in 
the employment of which no 
single nation can in fact have a 
monopoly. 

(2) We desire to emphasize that 
the responsibility for devising 
means to insure that the new dis
coveries shall be used for the 
benefit of mankind, instead of as 
a means of destruction, rests not 
on out· nations alone but upon 
the whole civilized world. Never
theless, the progress that we have 
made in the development and use 
of atomic energy demands that 
we take an initiative in the mat
ter, and we have accordingly met 
together to consider the possi
bility of international action:-

(a) To prevent the use of 
atomic energy for destructive 
p.urposes. 

(b) To promotl' the use of re
cent and future advances in 
scientific knowledge, particularly 
in the utilization of atomic en
ergy, for peaceful and humani
tarian ends. 

Peace. I Best Safeguard 
(3) We are aware that the only 

· complete proteclion for the civil
ized world from the destt·uctive 

T------------------------~------------------------------------------- 1 
national armaments of atomic \ 
weapons and of all other major 
weapons adaptable to mass de
struction, 

use of scientific knowledge lies in 
the prevention of war. No system 
of safeguards that can be devised 
will of itself provide an effective 
guarantee against production of 
atomic weapons by a. nation bent 
on aggression. Nor can we ig
nore the possibility of the devel
opment of other weapons, or of 
new methods of warfare, which 
may constitute as great a threat 
to civilization as the military 
use of atomic energy. 

(4) Representing as we do, the 
three countries which possess the 
knowledge essential to the use of 
atomic energy, we declare at the 
outset our willingness, as a first 
contribution, to proceed with the 
exchange of fundamental scien
tific information and the inter- I 
change of scientists and scientific 
literature for peaceful ends with 
any nation that will fully recipro
cate. 
(5) We believe that the fruits of 

scientific research should be made 
a vail able to all nations, and that 
freedom of investigation and free 
interchange of ideas are essential 
to the progress of knowledge. In 
pursuance of this policy, the basic 
"Scientific information essential to 
the development of atomic energy 
for peaceful purposes has already 
been made available to the world . 
It is our intention that all further 
information of this character that 
may become available from lime 
to time shall be Rimila.rly treated. 
We trust that other nations will 
adopt the same policy, thereby 
creating an atmosphere of re
ciprocal confidence in which po
litical a.~reement and cooperation 
will flourish . 

(6) We have considered the 
question of the disclosure of de
tailed information concerning the 
practical industrial application of 
atomic energy. The military ex
ploitation of atomic energy de
pends, in large part, upon the 
same methods and processes as 

would be required for industrial 
uses. 

We are not convinced that the 
spreading of the specialized in
formation regarding the practical 
application of atomic energy, be
fore it is possible to devise effec
tive , reciprocal, and enforceable 
safeguards acceptable to all na
tions, would contribute to a con
structive solution of the problem 
of the atomic bomb. 

On the contrary we think It 
might have the opposite effect. 
We are, however, prepared to 
share, on a. reciprocal basis with 
others of the United Nations, de
tailed information concerning the 
practical industrial application of 
atomic energy just as soon as 
effective enforceable safeguards 
against its use for destructive 
purposes can be devised. 

For UNO Atomic Commission 
(7) In order to attain the most 

effective means of entirely elim
inating the use of atomic energy 
for destructive purposes and pro
moting its widest use for indus
trial and humanitarian purposes, 
we are of the opinion that at the 
earliest practicable date a. com
mission should be set up under 
the United Nations Organization 
to prepare recommendations for 
submission to the organization. 

The commission should be in
structed to proceed with the ul

'most dispatch and should be 
authorized to submit recommen
dations from time to time dealing 
with separate phases of ito work. 

In particular the commission 
should make specific proposals: 

(a) Ii'or extending between all 
nations the exchange of ba,.lc 
scientific information for peace
ful ends, 

(b) For control of atomic en
ergy i.o the extent necessary to 
Insure its use only !or peaceful 
purposi>s, 

(c) For the elimination from 

(d) Fo1· effective safeguards bY 
way of inspection and other 
means to protect complying states 
against the hazards of violations 
and evasions . 

(8) The work of the ~ommis
sion shoHld proceed by separate 
stages , the successful completion 
of each one of which will develop 
the necessary confidence of the 
world before the next stage is 
undertaken. Specifically, it is 
considered that the commission 
might well devote its attention 
first to the wide exchange of 
scientists and scientific Informa
tion , and as a. second stage to 
the development of full knowl
edge concerning natural resources 
of raw materials. 

(9) Faced with the terrible 
realities of the application of 
science to destruction, every na
tion will realize more urgently 
than before the overwhelming 
need to maintain the rule of law 
among nations and to banish the 
scourge of war from the earth. 
This can only be brought about 
by giving wholehearted support 
to the United Nations Organiza
tion and by consolic'ating and ex
tending it~ authority, thus crea
ting conditions of mutual trust in 
which all peoples will be free to 
devote themselves to the arts of 
peace. It is our firm resolve to 
work without reservation to 
achieve these ends. 

The City of Washington, 
The White House, 
November 15, 1945. 

HARRY S. TRUMA ~ 
P!'ssidellt of the United States 

C. R. ATTLEI 
Pt·ime Minister o/ ths 

United Kingdom 
W. L. MACKKNZI~ KING 
Prime Minister of Canada 



THE ATOMIC AGREEMENT 
Meeting in Washington in the first 

conference of the atomic age, President 
Truman and Prime Ministers Attlee 
and King have arrived at an agreement 
which takes full account of their double 
responsibility for the welfare of man
kind as a whole and for the safety of 
their individual nations. Their agree
ment presents no final solution of the 
awesome problem thrust upon the world 
by the discovery of "means of destruc
tion hitherto unknown, against which 
there can be no adequate military de
fense." In that respect it will fall short 
of the demands of those who would 
open ali military secrets to all powers 
irrespective of any considerations of 
national defense. But the agreement 
goBJ! as far as is possible in the present 
state of the world to avert the further 
use of atomic bombs and similar weap
ons of mass destruction, and to release 
atomic energy for peaceful and hu
manitarian purposes. For that reason 
it merits the support of all humani
tarian as well as patriotic citizens. 

The agreement recognizes that no 
nation can in fact have a monopoly of 
the atomic bomb; that at the same time 
there is no effective way of stopping 
an aggressor nation from using it; and 
that the only protection against it and 
similar weapons lies in the prevention 
of war itself. For that reason, it de
mands whole-hearted support of the 
Umted Nations Organization and the 
creation of conditions of mutual trust 
and devotion to the arts of peace. And 
as a first step toward that end it en
trusts to the United Nations the task 
of working out the rules that must 
govern the atomic age if civilization is 
to survive. It proposes the earliest 
possible creation of a United Nations 
Commission to survey the whole prob
lem of atomic energy and to malte rec
ommendations to the United Nations 
Organization on the two vital aspects 
ot the problem. The first is how to 
outlaw the use of atomic weapons and 
establish effective safeguards by way 
of inspection of all armaments to pro
tect complying nations against vio
lations or evasions by would-be aggres
eors. The second is how to promote 
the exchange of basic scientific knowl
edge for peaceful ends and devise con
trols of atomic energy to limit its use 
to peaceful purposes. 

That is a tremendous and exceedmg
ly delicate task for a commission. Its. 
recommendations will present equally 
tremendous and delicatP problems to 
the Unitt-d Nations Organization, espe
cially its Security Council, where the 
veto of any Big Power can prevent 
agreement. In fact, the problem of 
atomic energy seems now destined to 
provide the first real test of the effi
cacy of the United Nations Organiza
tion. The way it solves that prOblem 
Will go far to determine its future use
fulness. 

But m entrusting the problem lo this 
orgamzation, the three countries fur
thest advanced in the knowledge of 
atomic energy have shown both their 
faith in the Umted Natrona, and the1r 
good will toward all nations. They have 
already made available to the world all 
the basic Information essential to the 
development of atomic energy for 
peaceful purposes. They declare their 
willingness to exchange any further 
fundamental . scientific i~formati':>n and I 
literature w1th all nations that Will 
"fully reciprocate." That should not 
only meet the complaints of those who 
charge the American Government with 
attempts to strangle science, but should 
also promote scientific knowledge 
throughout the world. 

At the aame time, in line with Presi
dent Truman's Navy Day speech, the 
three Government heads have likewise 
agreed to keep detailed Informs Uon 
about the technical processes for manu
facturing atomic bombs a secret until 
euch time as It Is possible to devise 
''effective reciprocal and enforceable 
safeguards acceptable lo all nations." 
The agreement make111 no explicit con
ditions for sharing the secrets of the 
e.tomlc bomb, but there Is no mistaking 
lts lmpllcatlons. It declares that In the 
abJPnce of the necessary safeguards, 

-The Atomic Bomb tt{fb ·1 
A first reading of the communique which 

has issued from the conference of· the Presi
dent and the Prime Ministers on the atomic 
bomb leaves one with the leaden feeling 
that this statement-essentially temperate, 
reasonable and constructive within pres
ently practicable limits-would have been 
of admirable effect if it had been issued two 
or three months ago. Why this much, at 
least, could not have been said at once 
passes comprehension. But instead the 
weeks were frittered away with Mr. Tru
man's ill-considered pronouncements, with 
the grotesque May-Johnson bill, with the 
ignorant outgivings of locaA. chauvinists, 
with the inability to grasp the fact that the 
bomb was poisoning our relatiom with the 
Russians as well as the rest of the interna
tional atmosphere, and with a procrastina
tion that required the initiative of the Brit
ish Prime Minister to overcome. Whether 
the damage that has been done in these 
three months can now be repaired by · this 
hopeful but still very tentative advance to
ward international control 'Of the new hor
ror remains to be seen. One can only hope 
for the best. 

Beginning with the very salutary recogni
tion that to monopolize the knowledge of 
nuclear energy is quite impossible, the joint 
statement specifically offers three things: 
First, the three nations are prepared to ex
change basic scientific information (though 
only of the rather vague sort already re
leased in connection with the atomic bomb) 
with any power which will reciprocate ; sec
ond, as soon as, but not until, enforceable 
safeguards against the military misuse of 
atomic energy have been agreed upon, they 
will share on a reciprocal b~sis the details 
o! the technical application of the basic 
knowledge; third, they propose a United 
Nations commission which, though it is ap
parently not to be made party to the techni
cal details, will be charged with studying 
and answering all the questions raised and 
left open by the first two proposals. 

The statement, quite obviously, . is ad
dressed to Soviet Russia. Issued three 
months ago, it would have represented a 
sound beginning to which the Russians 
might have been expected to respond in 
kind. After all the mistrust which has been 
sown by the bungling since then, one is less 
sure of the reception it is likely to receive 
in the Kremlin. If the Russians are able to 
rise to the deadly, over-all importance of 
this question of military-scientific develop
ment, they will use the Truman-Attlee
Mackenzie King gesture as an opening to
ward a genuine international solution. If 
they take the narrowly suspicious view 
which certain aspects of the statement 
would seem well calculated 'to engender, and 
to which the Russians, it must be granted, 
are a good deal too prone at the best of 
times, then the statement will simply be an
other empty set of words and the proposed 
U.N. 0. commission simply another power
less wraith upon the international scene. 
In that case there will br nothing to do but 
try over again. One must hope for the best 
from this att.empt. But, whatever its fate, 
the matter itself is too dire to be allowed to 
go by default. 

==== 

t HE ATOMIC ENERGY BILL rj 7 
There is general agreement on the 

necessity of domestic legislation for 
the control of atomic energy. wholly 
as1de from the international aspects of I ~he problem. Such control is provided 
m the May-Johnson bill, which has now 
been substantially revised in commit
tee. The amended bill is an improved 
measure, but further changes are 
needed. 

The bill emphasizes freedom of re
ljearch, but only when atomic energy 
Is re!eased in negligible amounts. If 
atomic energy is ever to run street 
cars and factory machinery the 
amounts will have to be large in terms 
of horsepower. Industl y is thus 
throttled before it has a chance to ex
~eriment, and its patents may be sub
Ject to confiscation. Moreover the 
commission which the bill propo~es to 
create could grant rights to some com
p~nies and deny them to others, in its 
discretion. 
. The majority report on the bill con

Siders it "absolutely essential that in 
the control of this tremendous form of 
energy the United States be able to 
secure the services of the ablest and 
most outstanding persons available., 
These happen to be the men who de
veloped the bomb. Their spokesman 
~as testified that they had to ignore 
lrk~ome Army regulations to perform 
the1r task, that the original research 
organization is no longer intact and 
that its former members have no inten
tion of returning to the Government 
service. Where, then, is the commission 
to recruit "the ablest and most out
standing persons available"? 

The commission should be clearly 
and specifically responsible to the 
President or tn Congress. It should 
restri.ct secrecy to technology alone; 
that IS, to such plant processes which · 
are really secret and to the design and 
construction of the bomb, and thus 
preserve the distinction that President 
Truman has drawn between 'funda
m~~tal scientific knowledge and the 
military ~ses of atomic energy. In 
short, a discovery which has unlimited 
possibilities in peace should not become 
the exclusive property of a Government 
body dominated by military thinking. / 
:Above all, there should be no undue . 
mterfe.rence with industrial, medical 
and SCientific research. 

I 
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BRITISH STILL SPLIT I 
OVER ATOMIC PLAN 

Press Reaction to Washington 
Accord Shows Division

Debate Next Week 

tJ I lf(/h 
By SYDNEY GRUSON 

By Wtreless to THE NEW YOJ.K Tnt&s. 

LONDON, Friday, Nov. 16-Thel 
British Labor Government, with 
the consent of the Conservative 
opposition, postponed debate on the 
atomic bomb communique from 
Washington in the House of Com
mons yesterday until Prime Min
ister Attlee's return from America. 
But the immediate reaction, as I 
mirrored in the London press to
day, indicated that the policy 
enunciated in the communique 
would not heal the differences of 
opinion here on sharing of the 
atomic secrets. 

Herbert Morrison, leading the 
movement in Mr. Attlee's absence, 
read the communique to a hushed 
House. Requesting no debate or 
even questions about the commu- , 
mque, Mr. Morrison suggested the I 
House would have an opportunity 
of discussing it during a foreign 
affairs debate scheduled for next 
Thursday and Friday if th~ Prime 
Minister had returned. 

However, editorial comment re
flected what is expected to be the 
general reaction among the vari
ous factions most seriously em
broiled in the argument as to 
whether the secrets of the bomb · 
should be imparted to the Soviet 
Union. Winston Churchill, who 
11poke so strongly against disclos
ing the secrets, is expected to re
peat these urgings in next week's 
debate. 

Differs on Safeguards 
The Times of London, which has 

previously condemned the idea of 
conditional sharing of the bomb 
secrets, expresses disapproval of 
the validity of.the argument in the 
communique that "specialized in
formation regarding the practical 
application" of atomic energy 
11hould be withheld until acceptable 
safeguards have been devised. 

"This is clearly a case where 
exceptions, once admitted, are apt 
to create precedents and end by 
nullifying the principle at stake," 
The Times says. "Long-term diplo
matic drawbacks of secrecy in en
couraging unwarranted suspicion 
and mistrust may well outweigh 
on any view of the transaction 
such temporary advantages as 
may be thought to derive from it." 

On the other hand, T\le Daily 1 

Herald, organ of the Labor party, 1 

in whose ranks are some of the , 
most outspoken advocates of un- · 
conditional sharing of the atomic 1 

bomb secrets, says that the three < 
nations' insistence on complete < 
reciprocation of information and 1 

operating control through the 1 
United Nations Organization of 
atomic energy before the remain- < 
ing secrets are disclosed is just!- ' 
fied. 

The general public's dlsinclina- , 
tlon to take sides In this division , 
of opinion ill illustrated by the 1 
neutral attitude of The Daily Tele
graph. The formation of a com- l 

mission, spoken of in the com- I 
munlque, The Daily Telegraph < 
says, "is a plain invitation to Rus- 1 
ala to join in devising m thods to 1 
make such di11coveries innocuous 1 
for war and fertile for peaceful , 
purposes. ' The Daily Telegraph 
nntes a "rather visionary or vague 
elt>ment" in the commission's 
terms of reference regarding safe
guards and the elimination of ma
jor armanents and comments: "It 
is most difficult to conceive how 
these things could be done." 

The Times describes the policy 
set out in Washington talks as an 
"important advance in the direction 
of international control of atomic 
energy." On the fact that it does 
represent a uniCicd policy on the 
part of the tbree powers holding 
the bomb's secrets therC' probably 
will be general al!'reemC'nl. 

Itnm~M~~~~wh~Mo• -----------------------~----------------~ 
cow's reaction will be and whether 
the statement eliminates the fears 
and distrust that all sections of the 
British leadership recognize to be 
the result of the bomb policy up to 
now. The Washington statement 
is expected to go a long way, if.not 
the whole road, toward meeting the 
objections voiced so vigorously by 
the British scientists who have 
been advocating the widest possi
ble interchange of information 
about secrets of atomic energy and 
the bomb. 

These are men, headed by Prof. 
Marcus Laurence Oliphant, whom 
Capt. Raymond Blackburn, Labor 
M. P., is believed to have had in 
mind when he declared to the 
House of Commons on Oct. 30, that 
"unless a progressive attitude is 
adopted I believe the scientists of 
Britain and America might take 
independent action." 

Professor Oliphant's View 
Professor Oliphant asserted a 

few days later in a speech at Bir
mingham that British scientists 
"have not the guts" to make a 
declaration about the bomb be
cause "they are so tightly tied up 
with the Official Secrets Act and 
they are afraid that · if they open 
their mouths they will find them
selves in jail." He added that "per
haps I will find myself in jail be
fore long but I do feel that these 
things have to be said as they 
have been said on the other side 
of the Atlantic." 

Both Foreign Secretary Ernest 
Bevin and Mr. Churchill warned 
the scientists of the consequences 
of independent action, evidently 
with Captain Blackburn's and Pro
fessor Oliphant's statements in mind 
and with an additional challenge 
from Sir Leonard Hill, that "scien
tists must claim the right to full 
publication of all esearch and de
velopments, whether in the univer
sities or in mdustry." 

The lines of the controversy that 
the Washington statement may 
ease, even if it does not settle it, 
have been clearly defined both in 
the press of '3ritain and in the ut
terances of various members of the 
Houses of Commons and Lords and 
others. 1 

When after Mr. Attlee's arrival 1 
in Washington the press here re- t 
ported a British plan to share the E 

!j.tomic bomb secrets on condition t 
that the Soviet Union agreed to ' 
cooperate fully and to. state 1ts 
definitive poll tical and terri to rial 
aims, the equally sober-minded 
Manchester Guardian and The\e 
Times of . London disagreed n 
strongly. E 

USE OF B-36 PROPOSED 

AAF Projects Its New Giant 
Plane for Atomic Bomb Tests 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 16 (lPl
The Army Air Forces hope to use 
the new B-36 bomber in tests of 
the atomic bomb on such targets 
as naval vessels, AAF officials said 
today 

. The B-36, which will dwarf any 
aircraft now flying, is now well 
along in construction. It is de
scribed as having range and bomb
carrying capacity far greater than 
t~e B-29 Superfortress, which car
rl~d th.e atomic bombs dropped on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

The B-36 can take off with ! 
20,000 gallons of fuel and with J 

what is described as a "normal" 
bomb load. It is powered with air
cooled engines at pr<.>sent capable ! 
of developln~ 3,000 horsepower, and I 
equipped With three-bladed, nine-1 
ten-foot propellers. Th<.> B-29 has ! 
a normal gasoline load of about 
8,000 gallons. 

SCOT UNDAUNTED BY ATOM 

Scientist Offers to Record His 
'~Reactions' From Bombed Fleet 

By Wtrcless to Tu& NEW YOI.K TIMIS, 

LONDON, Nov. 16-Sir James 
French, Scottish scientist, let it be 
known today t)lat tbe atomic bomb 
could not intimidate him. 

He said that if the United States 
dropped a bomb on a fleet he would 
be willing to board one of the ships 
and record his reactions. 

"So far as th atomic bomb is 
concerned," he declared in a speech 
at Glasgow, "it Is only the begin· 
ning. W e may be taking a really 
serious view of it In about fifty to 
100 year /', 

[TODAY and TOMORRO~] 
By WALTER LIPPMANN 

The Atomic Declaration 

H AD ~he declaration on contact and correspondence with 
atomic en~rgy been made their colleagues in other countries 
in August mstead of in No- to practice concealment and 

vember, it would have been greeted deception. 
as an Inspired act of statesman- • • • 
ship. But in these three months The declaration 1 
of delay, the 1mernational atmos- this to what would o~ksl be~n~ 
phere has, as the New York Herald 1 . e n e ec 
Tribune points out b . nternat!Onal legislation to regu-
soned that we must' no~nus~o t~~~~ laJ;e .the production and use of 
proposals to begin repairing the atomic energy in. peace and war. 
'mischief that, made sooner they It wl.ll be the busmess of the com- 1 
would have done 50 much t~ pre- missiOn to P.ropose such legislation 
vent. -no doubt m the form of conven-

• • • tions and treaties-to the United 
There is nothing in the decla- Nations Organization. ~t Is here, 

ra.tion tha.t could not have been of course. th~t. there will be the 
sa.id in August, proposed at Pots- ~reatest skepticism, mankind hav
dam, announced to the world after I~g so much rea.so.n to be dlsillu
the surrender of Japan The Brit- s10ned about the smcerity and ef
Jsh and the Americ~n govern- fectiveness of international agree-
ments knew in July, as a result of ments. 
the experiment in New Mexico . However. there Is a way, I be
that the bomb had been success~ l!eve, b:V w~ich the commission can 
fully manufactured. Nothing is ?eal With 1ts task which opens up 
now known about the International lmmel?-se possibilities for good. 
problem that was not known then That lS to mvoke the principle that 
to the high officials of both gov- rules and regulations agreed to by 
ernments, and their failure to the governm~nts . shall become 
prepare a plan can perhaps be ex- b.indl~g upon mdiv1dua!s. Thus a 
plained but it is not easily ex- Vlolatton ?f the agreements would 
cused. The only explanation Is become, like piracy, a crime for 
that the State Department and which the indiVidual could- be tried 
the Foreign Office did not foresee and punish~d. This _is the princi
the grave political importance of pie we are mvt>king m the Nuern
the atomic bomb. berg trials, and there is every 

reason why In regulating atomic 
:Whll~ th~r~ i~ no use crying over energy we should make It a per-

sp~t milk, 1t IS Important that this sonal crime to do h t . th 
failure be admitted now The con- U i . w. a evet e 
fession should do so~ething to n ted Nattons agree Is to be for-

redu th 
. . . bidden. 

ce e sUSPICIOns, which are • 
by no means confined to the 
Sqviet Union, that Great Britain _This is not an unprecedented 
and the United states have not Piopo~al. In Article III of the 
been acting as trustees of this w.ashmgton ~reaty of 1922 dealing 
terrible weapon but have been dis- With subr;narme warfare and poi
posed to regard it as a military son ga~, 1t Is set .down that "any 
asset to be used In weighing the person m the service of any po.wer 
balance of power decisively in who shal! vi.olate any of those 
their own favor. These suspicions, :Ules, whether or not such person 
which unfortunately are not en- IS under orders of a governmental 
tirely groundless. it will now take s';lperlor, shall be deemed to have 
a great deal of effort inside both VIolated the laws of war and shall 
governments and among the other be llable to trial and punishment 
nations to dispel. as If for an act of piracy and .may 

• • • be brought to trial before the civil 
If the declaration can now be or military authorities of any pow

treated on Its merits it contains er within the jurisdi.ction of which 
everything thP,t any one COUld ask he may be found." 
m· desire as the beginning of an Here, as every student of our 
International solution. All de- own "~ed~ralist" papers knows, is 
pends on whether ·It is followed the. Pl'li!Cip!e by which the 1·eign 
quickly by constructive proposals of a Wider law can be extended 
designed by men of vision and over the smaller law of separate 
knowledge. For this is not a mat- sovereig~1 .states. It is by making 
ter that can be left to the Phllis- the lndtvidual, not his national 
tines who have thus far made such gover11:ment, accountable under In
an unholy muddle of it. ternat1onal law that we shall make 

It is plain that a great oppor- ~ real a~vance In the authority of 
tunity has been opened up by the mternattonal law. 
declaration that we intend to make • • • 
avallable to all nations "the basic Here too. I submit, is the essen
scientific Information essential to tial truth in the growing convic
the deveiopment of atomic energy tion .that in the atomic age an 
for peaceful pw·poses." This can association of governments is not 
and should be used to create, un- enough to keep the peace and that 
der the auspices of the United there must be a. "world govern
Nations Organization, some kind ment." Plans for world govern
of congress or Institute to which ment which call for a world legis
all men of science who deal with lature and a world executive take 
atomic energy would belong. hold of the problem at the hardest 
Through it they would exchange and least hopeful and probably 
information, to it they could come also the least desirable end. 
for guidance and help in their re- . The r!ght end at which to begin 
search, in it they would become 1~ · I believe, to establish the prin
personally acquaihted. . CIP!e that there are crimes for 

This Is the best possible safe- which an individual anywhere can 
guard that can now be established be ~ried and PUI~ished under inter
against the sinister and secret use natiOnal law, cnmes for which his 
of atomic energy for sabotage and fwn govrrnn~~nt cannot give him 
war. The close association of men ~munity, Climes which no gov
of science Is the highest and most emment can· order him to commit 
effective form of "Inspection " For without the members of that gov
lt Jd b 1 lbl · ernment becoming themselves in-

wou e mposs e for any gov- ternational 1 · 1 
ernment to manufacture atomi~ That wlllcrnmotm&: s. 

'th t it give us a world 
energy WI ou s own most em!- government. But it will give us 
nent men of science knowing about the foundations which ca b 
it .. It is very hard to hide the larged, of a tru~ world co~m~;~~; 
emment scientists of any country, of individuals, over and above an 
and It would be extremely difficult leagues or alliances of soverelg~ 
tor them, I! they were in regular states. 

Copyright, 19C5, New York Tribune Inc. 



Langmuir Urges Atom Pact, 
Says War Might Strip Earth 

World Merger by Stages 
"World control of all atomic en

ergy seems the only alternative. 
We cannot expect that nations can 
quickly relinquish absolute sov
ereignty. World control or world 
government must grow by stages, 
but the sooner the process begins 
the more likely it is to succeed. 

d "As a fln~t step the United , INobel Winner Pleads for Understan ing ~s~ta~te~s~a~n~d~r..:.1·l~ta~in~,gP~er;gh~ap~,s~in~co~n~-_________ _ 

W • h R • H fd · Sh C ufd Beat US I · · · UNO any elements of technical novelty zt USSla, 0 zng e 0 . nection With the forthcommg . h t er 'ust doing the things 
d meeting, could propose ~n atomic w a ev v~ 1Iread been done-that in Bomb Race-Cut in Cost Cite energy cor~:fer.ence to wh1ch Russia ;~~~~~e of cos/would be high by 

would be mv1ted. to make propo- thing like a factor of a thou-sals as to effective means of re- som; 
By WILLIAM L. LAURENOE Il_IOving the insecurity which all na- sa~Atomic weapons, even with 

speclal to TKE N.<w Yo•" T!Mis. tions now fetel. 
1 

th 'b'li what we know today, can be cheap. 
th t th 1 "We mus exp ore e poss1 I - ' th h t know today PHILADELPHIA Nov. 16--If weapon. All agreed a e on Y ties of mutual understanding and Eyen WI w a we thin th' ' · a1 · t nt · t · A Wlthout any of the new gs, e an atomic bomb war 1s ever - way to prevent 1t was o preve cooperation between na .tons. . 

1 
little things and the radical lowed to come to pass the whole war. long-range program which ':1'11 things atomic armament will not 

earth may become uninhabitab_le, Prof. J. Robert Oppenheimer of ~~~~1l0 b~hi~l~~~~e; ~fd~~!ta~~~ break ·~he back of any people that 
Dr. Irving Langmuir, Nobe.l Pnz.e the California Institute of Tech- coming UNO meeting. wa;~r:!· awards of the National physical chemist and assocl~te dl- nelogy, who directed the develop- "We must break down the bar- Academy of Sciences were prerector of the General Electric Re- ment of the atomic bomb at Los riers b~tween ourselves and Rl;ls- sented at a dinner tonight to Donsearch Laboratories, declared to- AI N M told the distin- Sla. Neither of us has the desire ald W. Kerst of the Physics Deday. At a. joint meeting of the gu~s~~~· ga.ther~g which included ! ~h goR out. and ~o~quer th~f~~~~~ partment at the University of American Philosophical Society . ht N b 1 Priz~ winners that 

1
e usstlans eshlre peac do ., Illinois, Theodosius Dobzhanslt;y, . d of elg o e ' ve opmen as muc as we . Department of Zoology Columbia and the Nabonal Ac~ e~y f atomic bombs in the future would The time scale in. which Russia University, and Dr. Van~evar Bush, Sciences held at the. Uruverslty 0 be very cheap to produce, and that may deyelop. ato.nuc bombs, Dr. Director of the Office of Scientific Pennsylvania, he said that such a if ever used again "they may be Lan.gmlllr said, .will depend on the Research and Development, Wash-war would release tremendous made b the thousands or tens of \ feehng of .secunty ~he has. . " ington. . radioactivit in the atmosphere y ,. If ~ussla went all out on 1t! The Cyrus B. Comstock pnze of . y be di t 'buted by thousands. he said, she would have atomiC $3 000 awarded every five years, which would s 

11 
Dr. Arthur H. Compton, chan- bombs in two years. "In one year w~s p'resented to Professor Kerst winds. . cellor of Washington University in moret he went on, "she could have for "his pioneer work in connection The subject of the meetmg, the St L ·s a Nobel laureate who atom1c bombs to destroy all .our with the development of the betafirst of its kind, was atomic energy di · t 

0~1 

'th plutonium de~elop- cities. They would reach the fm~ tron and the results which he has d 't implications It brought rec e e . ·t f fourth stage sooner than we can. obtained .with this new and power-an 1 s . · . le d ment project at the Umvers1 Y o . ful scientific tool." together for ~he first trme the a - Chicago, warned that one-tenth of Discusses Nagasaki Bomb The Daniel Giraud Elliot Gold ers in ~tonuc. bo~b devel?pment any country's population would be Dr. Oppenheimer said that th~ Medal for 19~1 was aw~~ded to Dr. and soctal sctentists to gtve _the destroyed in the first night of atomic bomb dropped on Nagasaki, Dobzhansky m recogmt10n of t?e world a true picture of what might t . bombing and that no city Japan, "would have taken out ten "high merits of his work, 'Genebcs re in store for it in the not too a onuc 00 000 uld main ~· square miles, or a bit more, if and the Origin of Species,' second 1
. ta t f ture if wise m¥-sures of more than 1 ' wo re there ha,d been ten square miles edition published in 1941." dis n u e use - to take out." The Public Welfare Gold Medal were not ta~en to prevent ~. as an effective operating. center "Because it is known that the was presented to Dr. Bush . in of the at01ruc energy as a military after the first hour of the war. project cost us $2,000,000,000 and recognition of his "outstanding 

The United States and Britain, we dropped just two bombs, it is service in bringing to bear the Dr. Langmuir said, should invite easy to think that they must be scientific and engineering talent of I the Soviet Union to an atomic very expensive," he continued. this country upon pr<;>blems of reenergy conference in the hope of "But for any serious undertaking search connected With the wa:• finding effective means of remov- in atomic armament-and without effort." ing the sense of insecurity that, he 
said Russia now has as a. direct 
resu'lt of our handling of the atomic 
bomb problem. 

Phases of Insecurity Itemized 

I 
"If the United States is short

sighted enough to engage in an 
atomic al:mament race," Dr. Lang
muir said, "the condition of inse
curity resulting from the threat of 
the atomic bomb will probably de
velop in four stages." 

"There will be a period in whicli 
we alone will have the atomic 
bomb and during this stage we 
may perhaps acquire a stockpile 
sufficient to wipe out all the cities 
of any nation that we might wish 
to attack," he asserted. 

"In the second stage one or more 
other nations have begun to pro
duce atomic bombs but have not 
yet acquired a sufficient stockpile 
.to wipe out all our cities. 

"In the third stage one or more 
other nations will have enough 
bombs to wipe out all our cities. 

"If the armament race continues, 
a fourth stage will pro~bly be ul- 1 

I timately reached in which one na
tion (possibly not the United! 
States) has bombs of such high 
power, or in such large numbers, 
that in one surprise attack an en- , 
emy nation can be so completely 

/

incapacitated that no retaliation ! 
can occur. 

"It may well be that it will take 
a thousand times more power for 

\bombs to reach Stage FoUl than 
to reach Stage Three, but we can 
have no assurance that Stage Four 
will not be reached with the fur
ther development of nuclear knowl
edge and the improvement of tech
nical processes." 

Dr. Langmuir continued: 
"There are many reasons for 

thinking that Russia might rPAch 
Stage Four before we do. For 
example, Russia, as in her prepa
rations for her war against Ger· 
many, may be willing to f(.lrcgo 
any increase in living standards 
and devote 10 per cent or more of 
her producing power in a five-or 
ten-year-plan for the development 
of atomic energy and bombs. 

"We, on the other hand, m~y 
conceivably dissipate our energie~ 

l
in increasing our standard of liv
ing, in building a strong but obso
lete navy and in shorte11ing our 
hours of labor. 

MOSCOW DISTRUST I 
BELIEVED GROWING 
U~S.-British Statement Viewed 

as a Further Step in Pursuit 
of 'Atomic Diplomacy' 

By BROOKS ATKINSON 
By Wireless to THE NEW YORK TIMES. 

M:OSCOW, Nov. 16-The Mos
cow press has so far made no ref
erence to the British-American 
joint statement about the atomic 
bomb. From the Moscow view
point the declaration looks like a 
guarded postponement of a deci
sion that has tremendous implica
tions for wol'ld affairs. 

Fundamentally distrust remains. 

I 

From the Moscow viewpoint the 
statement may be regarded as a 
further development of what a 
Pravda writer on Sunday termed 
"atomic d~plomacy." 

[The Moscow radio, in its 
first mention of the atomic 
energy c;;;-..tercn._.;s in Washing
ton, broadcast Friday without. 
comment the declaration issued 
Thursday by President Truman, 
Prime Minister Attlee of Britain 
and Prime Minister W. L. Mac
kenzie King of Canada, The 
Associated Press reported. 

[Diplomatic sources in Mos
cow reported that preliminary 
discussions were believed under 
way for another meeting of 
President Tr\(man, Generalissimo 
Stalin and Prime Minister Attlee. 
There were indications in Mos
cow that if Premier Stalin had 
not already returned from vaca
tion he was shortly to do so. In 
Washington high officials said 

~ that they knew of no plans un
der way now for another Big 
Three meeting.] 

Feeling Is trong 

Although references to the 
atomic bomb in the Moscow press 
have been meager, it is a subject 
about which the Soviet -people feel 
strongly. Fore1gn Commissar Vy
acheslaff M. Molotoff's references 
to it in his speech Nov. 6 brought 
'his audience instantly to its feet. 
His statement that "we shall have 
atomic energy, too," provoked long 
and stormv annlnuse. 

The recently ·announced research 
into cosmic rays under A. J. Ali
khanyan is commonly regarded 
as a Soviet rejoinder to the atomic 
bomb situation. Under the circum
stances, no one imagines research 
is going to be done on a reciprocal 
basis in the spirit of the Truman
Attlee-King statement. 

How deeply the Soviet people 
feel about the subject is suggested 
in a poem to "Tomorrow" by Kir
sanoff, published today. Saluting 
tomorrow as a radiant promise of 
progress, the poem says: 
"Let no atomic bomb 

Remain a puzzle for us! 
The magic atom of uranium 

We shall refill with creative 
soul." 

It may be said that generally 
the Soviet. people have confidence 
that their scientists and techni
cians will protect their interests in 
atomic energy. Scientific research 
is one of the Soviet Union's most 
highly developed fields of activity. 
Apart from all scientific institu
tions, where Russia's brightest 
youths are studying under eminent 
scientists, there are now 500 scien
tific parties in the field with more 
than 10,000 persons studying the 
natural resources of Russia. 

Trrnd to Amity Seen 
During the last fortnight a tiny 

era of good feeling on foreign af
fairs has almost imperceptibly de
veloped here. It is not exactly 
enkindling, but there have been no 
explosions of anger or scorn to
ward the West. 

Nothing known here indicates 
that conditions for a resumption 
of world collaboration have been 
established, however, and the lim
ited circles available here fo1· in
formation doubt that a second 
meeting of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers is near. The supposi
tion is that Russia will not agree 
to another meeting until she is 
represented on an Allied Control 
Council for Japan. There may also 
have to be more concrete evidence 
that the Dardanelles question can 
be settled to Russia's satisfaction. 

No one should imagine that Rus
sia is merely sulking. According 
to the Soviet viewpoint, if Ameri
cans do not lilte Soviet domination 
of the Balkans, they must explain 
why the United States dominates 
Japan, which is much closer to the 
Russians than the Balkans are to 
Americans. 

• 

..: 



Special to Tn N&w You: To.!!!( ( 
CHARLESTON, S. C., Nov. 16 

-Follotving is the prepared text 
of Secretary of State James F. 
Byrnes' speech to a "Jimmy 
Byrnes H omecomi1;g Day" gather
ing here tonight: 

When I accepted Charleston's 
very gracious invitation to return 
to the city of my birth and the 
scenes of my younger days , I 
thought that nothing I could say 
here would interest you more 
than world trade. 

Charleston, being one of the old
est ports in America, certainly 
ha~ a vital interest in the res
toration of world commerce. 

Since accepting this invitation 
to be with you I have partici
pated in .a. conference in Wash
ington which concerns every hu
man being and civilization itself. 

Therefore, before expres~ing 
some views on international 
trade, I wish to comment briefly 
on the efforts we are making to 
control atomic energy so that it 
may be used, not for war and de
struction, but for the peace and 
happiness of the world. 1 The full significance of the re
lease of atomic energy is not 
quickly or easily comprehended. 
As it happened, in my capacity 
as Director of War Mobilization 
I was well aware of the awesome 
character of the great experiment 
that we then referred to as the 
Manhattan Project. 

Later, during the short period 
I was out of the Government 
service, it became clear to the 
scientists that an atomic bomb 
was an immediate practical possi
bility. At that time I was asked 
to serve as the President's rep
resentative on the committee, un
der the chairmanship of Secretary 
of War Stimson, which laid the 
plans for the New Mexico experi
ment. 

Despite this experience, I know 
that I cannot presently evaluate• 
the true impact of this discovery 
upon the future of the world. But 
from the day the first bomb fell 
on Hiroshima, one thing hu been 
clear to all of us: the civilized 
world cannot survive an atomic 
war. 

Challeng-e to Our . Generation 

sion might recommend the wide 
exchange of scientists and scien
tific information. The next step 
might be the sharing of knowl
edge about the raw materials nec-
essary to the release of atomic 
energy. 

The successful completion of 
each stage would develop the con
fidence to proceed to the next 
stage. 

A very serious question arises, 
however, when we reach the stage 
of exchanging detailed informa
tion about the practical industrial 
application of atomic energy. The 
thought to be borne in mind here 
is that up to a certain rather ad
vanced point the so-called know
how of production is the same 
whether atomic energy is to be 
stored in llombs or harnessed as 
power for a peaceful industrial 
purpose. 

And so it was necessary for the 
conferees to determine in the 
light of this fact how soon in
formation concerning the practi
cal application of atomic energy 
should be disseminated. 

Only one answer was possible. 
Until effective safeguat·ds can be 
developed, in the form of interna
tional inspection or otherwise, the 
secrets of production of know
how must be held, in the words 
ol the President, as a sacred 
trust-a trust in the exercise of 
which we are al!·eady under defi
nite international obligation. 

No Threat In Our Action 
Under the Chartet· of the Unit

ed Nations we have pledged our
selves not to use force except in 
support of the purposes and prin
ciples of the Charter. The sugges
tion that we are using the atomic 
bomb as a diplomatic or military 
threat against any nation is not 
only untrue in fact but is a 
wholly unwarranted reflection 
upon the American Government 
and people. 
It is one of the Inherent char

acteristics of our democracy that 
we can fight a war only with the 
genuine consent of our people. 
No President in the absence of a 
declaration of war by the Con
grees could authorize an atomic 
bombing without running the 
risk of Impeachment. 

No one who knows the peace· 
loving temper of our people can 
believe that our Congress would 

This is the challenge to our 
generation. To meet it we must 
let our mind• be bold. At the 
same time we must not imagine 
wishfully that overnight there can 
arise full grown a world govern
ment wise and strong enough to 
protect all of us and tolerant and 
democratic enough to command 
our willing loyalty. 

· adopt a declaration of war con
b·ary to our solemnly undertaken 
ollligations under the United Na
tions charter. 

It we are to preserve the con
tinuity of civilized life, we must 
work with the materials at hand, 
improving and adding to existing 
institutions until they can meet 
the stern test of our time. 

Accordingly, the President of 
the United States and the Prime 
Ministers of Great Britain and 
Canada-the partners In the his
toric scientific and engineerinll" 
undertaking that resulted In the 
release of atomic energy-have 
taken the first step in an effort 

i to rescue the world from a dea
perate armament race. 

In their statement they de-
clared their willingness to make 
immediate arrangements for the 
exchange of basic scientific In· 
formation for peaceful purposes. 
Much of this kind of basic infor
mation essential to the develop
ment of atomic energy has al
ready been disseminated . We shall 
continue to make such informa
tion available. 

In addition to these immediate 
proposals the conference recom

mended that at the earliest prac
ticable date a commission should 
be established under the United 
Nations Organization. This can 
be done within eixty days. 
It would be the duty of this 

commission to draft recommenda· 
tions for extending the interna
tional exchange of basic scientific 
Information for peaceful purposes, 
for the control of atomic energy 
to the extent neces1!ary to Insure 
Its use only for peaceful purposes, 
and for the elimination from na
tional armaments of atomic 
weapons and of all othe1· weap
ons adaptable to mass destruc
tion. 

Safeguards Against Violations 
The commission would recom

mend effective safeguard• by way 
of inspection or other mean• to 
protect complying states against 
the hazards of violations and eva
sions. 

Such protection would be af
forded by having the work pro
ceed by 1tage1. 

AI a starting point the comml1-

The history of 1914 to 1917 and 
of 1939 to 1941 is convincing 
proof of the slowness of Congress 
to declare war. There is surely 
no reason to believe that it would 
be more eager to engage in a 
future war more terrible than any 
we have known. 

While we consider it proper 
and necessary, ~herefore, to con
tinue !or a time to hold these 
production secrets in trust, this 
period need not be unnecessarily 
prolonged. 

AI experience demonstrates 
that the sharing of information is 
ful! and unreserved, it is to be 
hoped that the exchange tor 
peaceful purposes can be extend
ed to some and eventually to all 
the practical applications of 
atomic energy and of other sci
entific discoveries. This is the 
objective we seek. 

MWJt Act With Boldness 
It Is our purpose and grave 

duty to act in out· relations with 
other nations with the boldness 
and generosity that the atomic 
age demands of us. No of!icials 
of Government have ever been 
called upon to make a decision 
fraught with more seriot.s conse
quences. We must act. But we 
will act in a manner that will not 
undermine our safety or the 
safety of the world. 

Our declaration of wiJiingness 
to exchange immediately the 
basic scientific information and 
our plans for the setting up of a 
commission under United Na
tions sponsorship have been sent 
by me to members of the United 
Natione Organization . We look 
forward to their cooperation. 

No one appreciates more keenly 
than those who have advanced 
the11e proposals that they repre
sent a very modest first step ill 
what Is certain to prove a long 
and difficult journey. I wish to 
emphasize our conviction that the 
creation and development of 
safeguards to protect us all from 
unspeakable destruction is not 
the exclueive responsibility of the 
United States o1· Great Britain 
or Canada. It 11 the responsibility 
of aJI governments. 

Without the united effort and 
unremitting cooperation of all 

the nations of the world there 
will be no endl!ring and effec
tive protection ag'ainst the atomic 
bomb. There will be no protec
tion against bacteriological war
fare, an even more frightful 
method of human destruction. 

Atomic energy is a new instru
ment that has been given to man. 
He may use it to destroy himself 
and a civilization which cen
turies of sweat and toil and blood 
have built. Or he may use it to 
win for himself new dignity and 
a better and more abundant life. 
If we can move gradually but 

surely toward free and unlimited 
e.'tchange of scientific and indus
trial information, to control and 
perhaps eventuaJiy to eliminate 
the manufacture of atomic weap
ons and other weapons capable 
of mass destruction, we will have 
progressed toward achieving free
dom from fear. 

GQI\1 I.s to End All War 

good, provided such Governments 
will make changes in commercial 
policies which will make it pos
sible for us to increase our trade 
with them. 

In addition to loans, lend-lease 
settlements, and the disposal of 
our surplus war materials, we 
have been discussing with Great 
Britain the principles of commer
cial relations-principles we want 
to see applied by all nations in 
the post-war world. 

Pursues Hull's Principles 

These are the same liberal prin· 
ciples which my friend and pre
decessor; Cordell Hull, urged for 
so many years. 

They are based on the convic
tion that what matters most in 
trade is not the buttressing of 
particular competitive positions 
but the increase of productive 
employment, the increase of pro
duction and the increase of gen
eral prosperity. 

But it is not enough to banish 
atomic or bacteriological warfare. 
We must banish war. To that 
great goal of humanity we must 
ever rededicate our hearts and 
strength. 

To help us move toward that 
goal we must guard not only 
against military threats to world 
security but economic threats to 
world well-being. 

The reasons fot· poverty and 
hunger are no longer the stingi
ness of nature. Modern knowl
edge makes it technically possi
ble for mankind to produce 

I 
enough good things to go around. 
The world's present capacity to 
produce gives it the greatest op
portunity in history to increase 
the standards of living for all 

Political peace and economic 
warfare cannot long exist to
gether. If we are going to have 
peace m this world, we must 
learn to Jive together and work 
together. We must be able to do 
business together. 

Nations that will not do busi
ness with one another or try to 
exclude one another from doing 
business with other countl"ies are 
not likely in the long run to be 
good neighbors. 

Trade blackouts, just as much 
as other types of blackouts, breed 
distrust and disunity. Business 
relations bring nations and their 
peoples closer together and, per
haps more than anything else, 
promote good-will and determina
tion for peace. 

Many of the existing restric
tions on world trade result from 
present-day conditions and prac
tices, largely growing out of the 
war. 

Many countries, and not l_e~t 
Great Britain, had to sacrifice 
their foreign earning power to 
win the war. They have 110ld 
most of their foreign stocks and 
bonds, borrowed heavily abroad, 
let their foreign commerce go, 
and lost ships and factories to 
enemy attack. 

World Trade Problems 
Their needs for foreign goods 

are great and pressing but th~y 
Jack foreign exchange, that IS, 
purchasing power to buy abroac;t. 
Without aid they cannot see their 
way to buy as they used to 
abroad, not to speak of the addi
tional things they need from 
abroad to rehabilitate their shat
tered and devastated economies. 

In a situation of this kind what 
can a country do? It can seek to 
borrow the foreign currencies it 
needs, which will enable it to ap
ply the liberal principles of trade 
which must be the basis of any 
permanent prosperity. Or It can 
draw in its belt. It can reduce 
thl' standard of living of ita peo
ple, conserve in every ~ay . the 
foreign currencies that 1l fmds 
hard to get, and trans!er its for
eign trade by Government _decree 
to countries whose currencies are 
easier to obtain. 

In the latter way lies increased 
discrimination and the division of 
the commerce of the world into 
exclusive blocs. We cannot op
pose exclusive blocs if we do not 
help remove the conditions which 
impel other nations, often against 
their will, to create them. 

We must not only oppose these I 
exclusive trading blocs but we 
must also cooperate with other 
nations in removing conditions 
which breed discrimination In 
world trade. 

Whatever foreign loans we 
make will of course increase the 
markets for American products, 
!ot· in the long run thr dollars we 
lend can be spent only in this 
countJ·y. 

The countries devastated by the 
war want to gel back to work. 
They want to get back to produc
tion which will enable them to 
support themselves. When they 
can do this, they will buy goods 
from us. America, in helping 
them, will be helping herself. 

We cannot play Santa Clau1 to 
the world, but we can make loans 
to Governments whose credit !1 

peoples of the world. 
Trade between countries is one 

of the greatest forces leading to 
the fuller use of these tremen
dously expanded productive pow
ers. But the world will lose this 
opportunity to improve the Jot of 
her peoples if their countries do 
not learn to trade as neighbors 
and friends. It we are going to 
have a real people's peace, world 
trade cannot be throttled by bur
densome restrictions. 

Some of these restrictions are 
imposed by Government decree; 
others by private combination. 
They must be removed if we are 
to have full employment. 

To do this it will be necessary 
to agree upon some general rules 
and to apply them in detail. We 
shall shortly submit to the peo
ples of the world our views about 
these matters. 

We intend to propose that com
mercial quotas and embargoes be 
restricted to a few really neces
sary cases, and that discrimina
tion in their application be 
avoided. 

Wants Tariffs Reduced 

We intend to propose that tar
iffs be reduced and tariff prefer
ences be eliminated. The Trade 
Agreements Ac.t is our standing 
offer to negotiate to that end. 

We intend to propose that sub
sidies, in general, should be the 
subject of international discus
sion, and that subsidies on ex
ports should be confined to ex
ceptional cases, under general 
rules, as soon as the period of 
emergency adjustment is over. 

We Intend to propose that Gov
ernments conducting public en
terprises in foreign trade should 
agree to give fair treatment to 
the commerce of all friendly 
states, that they should make 
their purchases and ssles on 
purely economic grounds, and that 
they should avoid using a monop-

I oly of imports to give excessive 
protection to their own producers. 

We intend to propose that in-
ternational cartels and monopo-

1 lies should be prevented by in-

1 

ternational action from restrict
ing the commerce of the world. 

We intend to propose that the 
special problems of the great pri-
mary commodities should be 
studied internationally, and that 
consuming countries should have 
an equal voice with producing 
countries in whatever decisions 
may be made. 

We intend to propose that the 
efforts of all cou •• tries to main
tain full and regular employmen~l 
should be guided by the rule that 
no country should solve its do: : 
mestic problems by measures that 
would prevent the expansion of 
world trade, and no country is 
at liberty to export its unem
ployment to its neighbors. 

We intend to propose that an 
international trade organization 
be created, under the economic 
and social council, as an integral 
part of the structure of the Unit
ed Nations. 

World Trade Parley Sought 
We intend to propose that the 

United Nations call an interna
tional conference on trade and 
employment to deal with all these 
problems 

In preparation for that confer
ence we intend to go forward 
with actual negotiations with 
several countrle~ for the rl'dUC.• 
tion of trade barriers under the 
Reciprocal T1·ade Agreements 
Act. 

Just when the negotiations will 
commence has not been deter
mined. They will be announced 
in the usual way, as required by 
the act, and due notice will be 
given in order that all interested 
persons may be heard before the 
detailed offers to be made by the 
United States are settled. 

Success in those negotiations 
will be the soundest preparation 
for the general conference we 
hope will be called by the United 
Nations .)rganization. 

By proposing that the United 
Nations Organization appoint a 
commission to consider the sub
ject of atomic energy and by pro· 
posing that the organization like
wise call a conference to enable 
nations to consider the problems 
of international trade, we dem
onstrate our confidence in that 
organization as an effective in
strumentality for world coopera
tion and world peace. 

After the first World War we 
rejected the plea of Woodrow 
Wilson and refused to join the 
League of Nations. Our action 
contributed to the ineffectiveness 
of the League .. _-~-

1 Now the situation is different. 

I 
We have sponsored the United 
Nations Otganization. We are 
giving it our whole-hearted and 
enthusiastic support. We recog
nize our responsibility in the af-
fairs of the world. We shall not 
evade that responsibility. 

With other nations of the world 
we shall walk hand in hand in 
the paths of peace in the hope 
that all peoples can find freedom 
from fear and freedom from 
want. 



ATOMIC SCIENTISTS 
URGE 3-POWER TALK 
Men Who Developed the Bomb 

Ask Truman to Call Russia, 

Britain to Parley on It 

Special to TJU NEW YORK Tt>ll:S. 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 16-With 

Russia apparently holding the key 
to success or failure of the Anglo
American program for control of 
atomic energy and with the next 
move up to the Soviet Union, 90 
per cent of the scientisists who 
worked on the development of the 
atomic bombs that fell upon Hiro
shima and Nagasaki spoke today 
for cooperation at once between 
the United States, Britain and Rus
sia to prevent a competitive arm~ 
ments race. 

The l< 'ederation of Atomic Scien
tists, through Dr. J. H. Rush, rep
resenting the Association of Oak 
Ridge Scientists, Clinton Labora
tories, made public a resolution 
urging President Truman "immedi
ately" to invite into conference the 
Governments of Britain and Rus
sia . 

Such a tri-power conference, the 
federation urged, should "discuss 
the danger created by atomic wea
pons" and "plan for the joint ap
proach by these three nations to 
the other members of the United 
Nations Organization to the end 
of establishing a system of inter
national cooperation." It urged 
that there be "made available to 
all peoples" the ·peace-time bene
fits of atomic energy. 

Dr. Rush said that the making 
public at this time of the resolu
lution, which was prepared late in 
October and was indorsed through 
personal contact with individual 
scientists and at meetings of 
groups, was not with the intention 
of criticizing or contradicting the 
declaration on atomic energy that 
was announced by the White House 
yesterday. 
To Back Truman-Attlee Program 

''We feel that this resolution sup
plements the joint statement by 
President Truman and Prime Min
isters Attlee and Mackenzie King," 
satd Dr. Rush. "If that declaration 
may be taken as the first step in 
a series of negotiations which will 
lead to a world-wide development 
of a control policy involving all 
major policies, then, certainly, it 
is generally commendable." 

In the development of the atomic 
bomb, Dr. Rush said, scientists had 
had their greatest responsibility. 
Some, including himself, he indi
cated, were somewhat alarmed 
over the potentials of the discov
ery and thus were eager for 
prompt international control. 

"For the first time bodies of 
scientists have accepted a certain 
measure of responsibility for their 
creations," he said. 

The resolution was announced ! 
by Dr. Rush and his associate, 
Dr. Francis T. Fonner, in the office 
of Representative Helen Gahagan 
Douglas, Democrat, of California, 
who is much interested in the sci
entists' position but did not par
ticipate in the press meeting. 

Besides calling for the "immedi
ate" United States-British-Russian 
conference, the resolution recom
mends that: 

"Any domestic policy instituted 
by the Preeident and the Congress 
of the United States for the control 
and development of atomic energy 
should be in harmony with an in
ternational system of control and 
cooperation and should fu.rther pro
vide for scientific freedom and the 
peacetime utilization of atomic en
ergy in the interests of the whole 
people." 

Ohlcago University In WamJng 
Specl•l to Til• Nrw You: TIMes. 

CHICAGO, Nov. 16-Warning 
that Government control of atomic 
rl'search might shackle all science, 
the University of Chicago in an 
unprecedented action today ap
proved a resolution protesting such 
control, and sent copies to Presi
dent Truman, members of his Cabi
net and all members of Congress. 

The resolution was approved by 
the Council of the University and 
signed by fifty-one professors, 
Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins, 
Council President Ernest C. Col
well, Vice President Reuben G. 
Gustavson and Wilbur C. Mun
necke. It expressed special con
cern over the control proposed in 
the John!'lnn-Mou ""' 

"Nuclear studies occupy such a 
pivotal position in science today " 
the resolution stated, "that disco~
eries in this field may be expected 
to revolutionize many collateral 
branches from astronomy to medi
cine. By controlling nuclear re
search, all science may be shackled. 

"The development of mankind 
requires that the freedom of in
quiry and the dissemination of 
knowledge be protected in order to 
preserve and enrich our civiliza
tion." 

The resolution said that, because' 
the atomic bomb was developed 
under rigid wartime controls a 
misconception has arisen that ~ci
entific research might be perma
nently organized in that manner. 
The true development of science 
had been made under the free play 
of imagination, not under control 
it asserted. ' 

BOMB SECRECY OPPOSED 

Science Society Asks Truman to 
Expand Discussions I 

The American-Soviet Science So
ciety sent a telegram to President 
~ul?an yest~rday deploring the 
senous detenoration in the rela

tions of the United States and 
other countries, especially the So
viet Union" as a result, in part, of 
the release of atomic energy. 

The executive council of the so
ciety, following instructions Voted 
b;Y the science members at a. spe
Cial meeting Thursday night wired 
~e Pr~.sident that the gro~p be
heved the use of atomic energy 
cannot be kept the secret of one 
na.~ion or of a grc:mp of nations." 

The atomic bomb therefore 
cannot and should not' be used a~ 
a threat in international rela
tions," the telegram said. The sci
ence ?roup urged tl}at "the pres
ent discussions among the United 
States, Great Britain and Canada 
be immediately expanded into a 
conferen~e of the Allied great pow
ers to dtscuss the mechanism to 
contr_ol the military aspects of 
ato~1c en~gy. This step, carried 
out m t~e spirit_ of friendship and/ 
cooperation, Will immeasurably 
strengthen the United Nations Or
ganization." 

• 

Atomic Hunt in Spain Reported 
STOCKHOL::O.f, Sweden, -ov. 17 

UPl-The newspaper Expr essen said 
today it had been informed by a 
reliable source that twenty N azi 
scientists were working feverishly 
in Spain to solve the secrets ot' 
production of the atomic bomb. 
The paper declared that the experi· 
menta were being conducted with 
the approval of Generalis imo 
Francisco Franco. There was no 
confirmation of the report f rom 
any other source. . 1 1 I 

UNO SHIFTDICTATED ~~~0~ :~:i~ce~~c:~:e~e~r; 
By ATOM PROPOSAL lli':~~e~bo~e allm;~;t:~e ~t ~= atomtc power commission would 

8!eatly strengthen that organiza.. 
bon. 

Preparatory Commission Likely N? dir~ctive, however, has been 
· received m the matter and officials 

to D1scuss Plan for Board ar~ awa~ting instructions. It was 
With Russians Present ~td torught that no reaction from 

By Wlreleu to Tlu New Yon TI>ru. 

oscow had been noted and that 
meanwhile it would be difficult t() 
make decisions. 

LONDON, Nov. 16-The crea- Soviet Assent Hoped For 
tion of a commission on atomic The ~ritish _hope, of course, that 
po~er would revolutionize the the Sovtet Unton will agree to dis· 
1!~Ited Nations Organization, of- C?~s tJ:le wh~le subject of scien .. 
ftctals agreed today. They were tifi~ d1scover1~s and that, mean• 

'

already busy preparing for this While, the Umted Nations can g() 
lusty newcomer. ahe~d ~almly with the world or .. 

The Preparatory Commission gamza~on . It is realized, however, 
meets next Friday. While there are that thmgs may not work out 80 
no agenda for it, there would be smoothly, 
nothing to prevent the subject's Nominations are pouring in to 
being brought up. One delegate UNO headquarters here and today 
considers it likely that an atomic the names of the United States 
commission will have to be dis- de_lel'!ates to the Preparatory Com. 
c~ss~d by the Preparatory Com- m1ss1?~ were received. Edward R. 
rmss1on to pass it on to the Gen- Stettmms Jr. remains the chiet' 
eral ~ssembly, which meets here delegate, but as he Will not be well 
eft:rly m January. When the com- e~ough to attend the opening ses
mtttee stru~t~re ~f the Prepara- stons, _Adlai Stevenson wil! again 
t_ory CommiSSion IS set up, it is b_e acting delegate. There will be 
IJ~ely that an atomic commission eighteen ~embers in addition to 
will have to be considered. three now m London. 

Officials are worried about the F~rty other nations have sent in 
Sovi~t Union's attitude. Russia nommations. The Soviet Union has 
con~tders the Security Council the ~ot done so, but Moscow has let 
mam reason for the eXistence of 1 ~ be known that there will be 
the UNO. If an atomic commission fifty members in its delegation 
were attached to the Security presumably with Andrei A. Gro~ 
C?uncil it would make the council myko, Am~assador to the United 
still more powerful, but yester- Stat£s, agam as chief delegate. 
day's statement by President Tru- Boston's invitation to the UNO 
man and Prime Ministers Attlee t? make its '"eadquarters in that 
!lnd "'!· L. Mackenzie King avoided c1ty was received today. Nineteen 
menti_on of the Security CounciL American localities, including New 

It IS realized that it would be York, have extended invitations 
awkward to go through with the · 
Preparatory Commission as if an 
atomic commission had never been 
mentioned or to discuss it in front 
of Russian delegates, whose coun-
try is barred from sharing atomic 
bomb secrets. Yet these seem to-
day to be the only courses. 

Branching of Functions 

The Executive Committee of the 
UNO spent two months in London 
drawing up recommendations for 
the structure and functions of the 
departments and councils of the 
UNO. Now an atomic power com
mission would cut across at least 
three important organs. Its police 
and military functions would seem 
to belong to the Security Council 
its industrial uses would link it 
to the Economic and Social Coun
cil, and the exchange of scientific 
knowle<;lge takes up exactly what 
the United Nations Educational 
Scientific and Cultural Organiza~ 
tion has just been formed to carry 
out. 

From the viewpoint of officials 
of the UNO, yesterday's statement 
on atomic energy raised more 
questions than it solved. One For
eign Office spokesman acknowl
~dged unhappily that he had read 
1t a dozen times and each time had 
got a new meaning out of it. 

At the same time there was 
genuine satisfaction here over 
what seemed to the British to be 
at least a part victory for their 

Dr. Abraham Flf'xner, director o{ I hi' Jn~ ! il ull· for Adnlllee 

tudy at Prineeton, N. J., discus t>d with Dr. Albert Ein'iteln the 

frl'qucney with whleh Einstein's name has lwl'n nppNirin~t on eotn

mlflee lists. "When tht> Demoernts eome tu ~-ou for a statement, 

you give if to them," nr. Fiexner reminded him. "Political refugt>t>S 

have a problem-tht>y fOm t() you and you lf'nd your n11mc>. ~ oviet 

rt>lafions rommiUt>es, Pait> Une oommiUt>t>'i, atomic homb rom

miftec>s," Flexnf'r ronflnued. " Do you hav to say ~· t> . ? \\'hr don't 
you do whnt I often do-say no?" . . . "But if I difl," Einslt>ln 
&hrugged, "your name would he Einc;t~in and mint> would be 

Flexner." 

,. 



~ AN APPEAL TO SANITY 1 ''/ 
1 

After Secretary of State Byrnes' 

clarification of our policy in his 

Charleston speech of Friday night there 

can be no excuse for misunderstanding 

what the United States proposes to do 

with and about the atomic bomb. Mr. 

Byrnes dwelt upon the points that all 

peace-loving Americans would like to 

see emphasized: that we mean to do 

all in our power to prevent an anna.

ment race, with the bomb and perhaps 

even deadlier instruments as weapons; 

that we hold our knowledge of the 

"know-how" of the atomic bomb as "a 

l!!&Cred trust"; that we do not mean to 

use this knowledge as a threat; that 

though we consider it necessary to hold 

certain facts in trust for the time be

ing "this period need not be unneces

sarily prolonged"; that we look forward 

to the day when the exchange of infor

mation "for peaceful purposes can be 

extended to some and eventually all the 

practical applications of atomic en

ergy"; and that we intend, under the 

solemn obligations assumed at San 

Francisco, to work for peace and good

will with and among all nations. In a 

chaotic world this is surely an appeal 

to sanity. 
Secretary Byrnes saw no reason why 

the atomic bomb commission proposed 

in Thursday's statement by President 

Truman and Prime Ministers Attlee and 

King should not ·be set up within sixty 

days. Such a commission must include 

representatives of at least the five per

manent members of the UNO Security 

Council, nl!Jllely the United States, 

Britain, France, China and Russia.. It 

could achieve results without learning 

in full detail what went on at Oak 

Ridge and in the New Mexico desert. 

But one finds it hard to believe that 

such gaps in its information would be 

significant or lasting. By the time a 

program can be worked out and put 

into practice the bomb will contain even 

fewer secrets than it does today. And 

the problem will then shift. 
Even today, as the three statesmen 

candidly admitted, "no system of safe

guards that can be devised will of itself 

provide an effective safeguard against 

production of atomic weapons by a 

nation bent on aggression." The obvi

ous corollary is that nations which 

might be bent on aggression must be 

discouraged in advance by a strong in

ternational organization to make such 

ags-ression futile. The UNO, of which 

the Big Five are alre!idY members, is 

such an organization. Its principles 

are good enough. What seems to be 

required is, first, some 're-examination 

of the enforcement provisions of the 

Charter, and, more importantly, a res

toration of the good-will and confidence 

that prevailed at San Francisco. 
The confidence has obviously been 

somewhat dashed in recent weeks, with 

, the failure of the London Conference 

of Foreign Ministers and some other 

disturbing developments. This need not 

mean a diminution in good-wlll. It is, 

rather, a growth of tear and suspicion. 

It is fear and suspicion that have made 

many Individuals in this country and 

in Britain ask, What about Russia? We 

have no doubt that the same question 

has been sincerely asked in Russia with 

respect to the intentions of Britain and 

the United States. We can hope that 

it has now been satisfactorily answered . 

The first and most important task 

of Allied diplomacy is a restoration of 

mutual confidence. The United States 

and Britain must lose no opportunity 

to demonstrate to Russia that they 

have .no desire to return to the old, dis

credited policy of the cordon sanitaire 
and that they hope, instead, to develop 

the closest possible ties of friendship 

and cooperation. Russia, for her part, 

owes us some reassurances. A frank 

interchange would surely re-establish 

the truth, so evident at San Francisco, 

that the Interest of every nation in 

avoiding new causes of conflict a 

thousand times as great as any benefit 

that any nation could possibly gain 

by an antagonistic policy toward any 

other nation. The universe fa a great 

and perilous sea and mankind is sail

ing through it in a tiny ship. Har

mony fn the essentials haa become a 

necessity for survival. And this Is the 

real lesson and problem which the 

atomic bomb has dramatized. 

ATOM PLAN PRINTED~~~rc~k;roje~~;i~~~l~e~!~~s.~'! re

IN MOSCOW PAPERS ::~~~~~~~:~_T;;a~)-
. Kenneth D. McKellar, president 

----- - pro tempore of the Senate, pro· 

Off. · 1 C T · p posed today that the atomic bomt . 
tcta omment on n- ower be outlawed by treaty as a weapon 

Statement Still Withheld- o! warfare. 

UNESCO Role Urged China's Support Indicated 
CHUNGKING, China, Nov. 17 

flPJ-Official Chinese quarters 

MOSCOW, Nov. 17 <U:P.l- The while withholding comment, indi· 

atomic bomb agreement between cated today that China would sup· 

President Truman anli Prime Min- port the Truman-Attlee-King pro-
. posal to create a United Natiom 

fsters Attlee and W. L. Mackenzie commil!!sion to control atomic re-

King was published in Moscow to- search. 

day for the f irst time, but there Unofficial quarters said that 

was no official comment. China. would have full confidence 

Newspapers carried a 200-word in. a British-American guardi~n

dispatch from London telling Rus- ship o! a~om bomb se~ret.s, makmg 
no mention of Russia as a co

alan readers ~at the three leaders guardian, although she is one of 

agreed to retam the secrecy o! the the United Nations. 

bomb pending the development of The Communist New China Dail:~

sa.feguards against its misuse but News observed that any attempt 

had resolved to recommend that a to keep atomic development secret 
. . . . would be "useless and foolish '' and 

Umted Nations commtssion study would stimulate suspicion. 

the possibility o! barring the uae 

of. atomic energy as an instrument WARNING TO WORLD URGED 
of destruction. _ --

Although the· agreement wa• Senator Tunnell Advocates U. S. 

made public in other countries two Keep Atomic Bomb Secret 

days ago and the text doubtless ----

has been available to Soviet offi- Senator Jam~ ..; M. Tunnell of 

cials. there still was no official re- Delaware, a member of the Sen

action . ate Foreign Relations C tmittee, 

Several private citizens whose m·ged yesterday that the United 

opinions were asked unanimously States, while keeping secret the 

voiced doubts that the proposal atomic bomb, let every nation 

would work. One called it a "stall- know that we are prepared to use 

ing device." Another remarked force against any violator of the 

that it was clear that the British solemn agreement that "must be 

and Americans intended to retain entered into." 

the secrecy and develop atomic Speaking at a public meeting of 

energy independent of other na- the Conference on Atomic Power 

tio~ . He ~aid that ~ ~tfective and Public Policy at 2 West Sixty

Umted Nations Orgamzatlon was fourth Street the Senator ridi

not yet in sight and "it m~~:y culed the , rOI>Osition that agree· 

take many years before that 1s ment among all nations concerned 

achieved." in outlawing the atomic bomb could 
be depended on. He asked what 

Role for New Body Asked would have happened if such na-

BJ WtrtlHa to TB:I Naw You; Tn.u&. tions a.s Japan or Germany had 

LONDON, Nov. 17- A strong been able to produce atomic bombs. 

plea for entrusting responsibility The confe: :nee was under aus

for coordination of scientific re- pices of the John L. Elliot Insti· 

search on control of atomic energy tute o! the Society for Ethical 

to the new United Nations Educa- Culture and the Conference on thE 

tiona!, Scientific and Cultural Or- Scientific Spirit and the Demo· 

ganization, set up in .London this cratic State. Other speakers were 

week, was made tomght by Dr. Dr. I. Rabi, Columbia Univer.;;i!" 

_Harlow Shapley, director of .Har- Nobel Prize winner; Dr. Morns L 

vard College obs~~vatory, m a Cooke of Philadelphia and Dr. Ed 

broadcast to the Umted States. ward Condon, technical adviser tc 

Dr. Shapley, a member of the the special -~:1ate comn1ittee on 

mted States delegation to the atomic energy 
UNESCO conference, conceded that · 

the control of atomic energy would 
be much too big a job for the edu- , 
catlonal organization , but he ex
pressed his conviction that the 
United Nations should assign to it 
the responsibility for coordinating 
all scientific research. 

Tile commission on atomic en
ergy proposed in the communi
que issued in Washington is "ad
visable," Dr. Shapley said, "be
cause speed is so important in this 
race against time." Ultimately, 
however, the UNESCO should take 
over the international research 
aspect of atomic energy, he con
tended. 

Tn particular, he advocated that 
UNESCO should have the role of 
coordinating ' 'pure research on 
the nucleus of the atom and ap
plied research on the use o! atomic 
energy in industry." 

Dr. Shapley maintained that a 
acientific division within UNESCO 
should ''permit the exchange of 
scientific workers at all levels so 
that from top scientists to labora
tory technicians they would be able 
to travel abroad and 11tudy at first 
:hand what is being done in other 
countries." 

He also sugg sted that the new 
organization should "call Interna
tional congresst>s to bring together 
scientists, politicians and workers 
tn different fields . It should main
tain a bureau of sci ntltic survey11 

II Atom Bill 
Will Challenge 
Army's Plan 
By OLIVER PILAT t 
Po t Staff Con·espondent 1 

Washington, Nov. 6-Charging 

that the May.Johnson bill spon

sored by the Army is impracti

cal, un-democratic and monopo

li tic, Senator Ball (R-Minn) to

day introduced a bill of his own 
to handle atomic energy. 

Ball said his bill is designed to 
meet objections of scientists to 
the Army bill, which in some· 
what modified form has been re· 
ported out by the House Military 
Affairs Committer. 

The Hou e may act on the 
Army bill in a couple o! weeks. 
The re suiting mea ure will go 
to the Senate Sp cial Committee 
,on atomic energy, along with the 
Ball bill and one introduced by 
Senator McMahon (D-Conn), 
Uece s may Interfere · 

Because of a proposed Christ
ma recess, it is not likely that 
the Senate Committee will get 
around to thrashing out the d11-
ferences between the three bills 
until next yeat' . 

BalL propo es a nine-man com
mi sion of part-time members. 
Day to day control of atomic 
energy would re l with a full
time $15,000·a -year administrator 
and a full·tlme $12,000·a-year 

I ' Fear for Jobs. 
Quit Atom Work 

Wa hington, Nov. 6 (AP)

Maj. Gen. Groves said today 
hundreds of workers, key men 
and scientist are quitting the 
atomic bomb project because 
of uncertainty over the future 
of their job . 

Groves, in overall charge of 
the atomic bomb project, said 
he had lost orne of his be t 
men, both at Oak Ridge, Tenn., 
and Hanford, Wa h., as well as 
at Los Alamo, N. M. 

Although Groves would make 
no estimate of the extent to 
which this draining off of key 
workers has cut production, he 
asserted that there ha been 
considerable slowdown. 

deputy administrator, named by 
the commission. 

To keep the commt swnet'S 
c<;mtinually informed, Ball pro
vtdes each one with a fu\l.time 
$8,000-a-year assistant. 
5 Cabinet Officers 

Membership on the atomic 
energy commission, under the 
Ball proposal, would consist of 
five cabinet officers plus four 
members-at-large chosen "from 
among the foremost scientists 
and engineers of the nation." 

The Ball bill would set up 
three advisory boards, one on re. 
search, another on commercial 
applications of atomic energy, a 
third on military uses. Thi ug
gestion came first from Dr. Leo 
Szilard, representing scienti ts 
who worked on the atomic bomb 
project. 

Ball would provide penalties 
for disclosure of atomic military 
secrets, but allow free research 
in the field and on industrial ap
plications. 



, h • . "Facts of Nature" Cited Oppen e I mer. "The . facts of nature must not 
_ · ?,e considered as secret,". he said. 

r' G • • R d 1 But applying th,em in a policy 
·.1_1 or IVIng e S! for example as to whether the gov: 

! ernment shall make or not make 

At • S 
1
: atomic bombs, could be kept secret. 

0 m I c ecre I I'm not.saying it should."· 
.Er. Oppenheimer said he felt 

Bomb Builder Urges U. S.twith many other scientists that 

t Off R · J . t "if we had formal commitments 
0 er USSians OIU . 

from the maJor governments that 
Control Over theW eapon ?penness of scien:i~c discussion 

D J R b t 0 nh . th iS not only pernnssible but de-
r. . o er ppe ermer, e . bl ld ha , . I sira e, we wou ve come a 

go~ernment s chief a~onnc bomb long way." 
builder, recommended yesterday 1 His wife's attitude upon reading 
that the United States offer Rus-' the May-Johnson bill, he re
sia joint control of atomic weap-ll marked, was: "That's some bill. 
ons. The ultimate purpose of such You keep your nose out. of the!D 

• 1 atoms." But Dr. Oppenheimer said 
an offer, he said, would not bej he regarded it as a sincere attempt 
joint use of such weapons but th~~ by the War Department . to "get 
avoidance of their use. 1 rid of this thing as quickly as pos-

Dr. Oppenheimer, a forty-one- s~b~e:' by opening atomic energy to 
year-old native of New York who c1V11lan control. The prolonged 
at twenty-five was a full professor discussion th~t ~as now deve.loped 
of physics at the University of around the bi~l m Congress iS not 
California, was in charge of the rega.rded by ~~ aa dangerous de
actual construction of the bombs lay m the mil1tary sense. 
at the Los Alomos, Calif., labora- But, he added, the Manhattan 
tories of the War De~artment's project is meantime operating 
so-called Manhattan Project. without direction or guidance and! 

In New York for a few hours on ' progress in the development ?f 
his way back to Los Alomos, he possible ~ther uses of atomiC 
received .the press in the offices energy will be remarkably poor 
of Americans United for World while the present extreme secrecy 
Organization, Inc., of 465 Fifth and control are continued. 
Avenue, although he is not a Total Personnel Reduced 
member of the organization. While the total personnel of the 

Sees Problem Defeated project has been greatly reduced, 
"If the United States and Rus- the staff of the laboratories in 

sia. collaborate on the control of which t.he bombs were made is 
atomic weapons, then the back- probably larger than during the 
bone of the problem of world fc::- war, he said, but this might only 
eration is beaten," he said. "I mean that with the pressure off 
don't mean at all that Russia 1s more help is needed to do the same 
going to atomically·• bomb us to- amount of work as before. 
morrow or that we are going to Given the original project cost 
atomically bomb them tomorrow. of $2,000,000,000 for two bombs, 
I do think we could afford to go the cost of making additional 
to Russia and ask what she wants ones may be only around $1,000,
to be assured on this subject. 000 each, he reported, and "one 

"We must do everything possible could in ten years have a stock 
to itisure the world against the use pile of 10,000 bombs at the cost 
of atomic weapons and it would of a very small portion of the na
be a great assurance if we could tiona! income.". 
say that we will stop the manu- As for the long-range potent!
facture of them. alities of atomic energy, Dr. Op-

"If you take this problem and penheimer suggested they had been 
regard it as a unique pilot plant overrated by some. "It doesn't seem 
in which to work out international at all sure," he said, "that atomic 
relations, it wlll make certain energy will ever replace the nor
things that look hopeless to us to- mal fuels" f:lr the production of 
day disappear. In this field let us power. While the unit cost of pro
not insist on nationa~sovereignty." ducing atomic power would be 

Comments on Present Plan comparatively lou, he said, the 
Dr. Oppenheimer is one of those cost of installing the equip}. •ent , 

scientists who feel that the release would be relatively high. • 
of atomic energy has forced them 
3o speak up in the political arena, 
a place in which he is admittedly 
not an expert. His attitude toward 
the plan of the United States, 
Great Britain and Canada, present 
possessors of the atomic bomb, to 
set up fl. United Nations control 
commission was expressed as fol-
lows: 

''There are a few key words in 
the situation. One is confidence. 
One is international responsibility. 
One Is co-operation. Perhaps one 
Is control. The evaluation of the 
situation as presented in this 
three-power declaration Is cer
tainly sound-that the problem of 
atomic armament should not be 
mixed up with other problems. 
Whether this United Nations com-. 
mission will enjoy the confidence 
and eo-operation of all the powers 
is a difficult political question 
which I cannot answer. 

"I don't know whether it Is 
enough to say we have decided to 
do this in order to assure the rest 
of the world. But if, on Aug. 
10 and not Nov, 10, Great Brit
ain, the United States, France, 
China and Russia had signed 
such a declaration no one would 
have doubted that it was a great 
step forward." 

The problem has been falsified 
by a general belief in the UnUed 
States that our control over atomic 
weapons is now an advantage, he , 
said. 

Dr. Oppenhel~er expects that 
the May-Johnson blll providing 
for plenary Federal control over 
atomic energy will be further im
proved before It Is finally made 
law by Congress. He accepts it "as 
a. temporary measure" without 
strong fears of the powers it would 

· give a commission to restrict scien
tific research and discussion. 

WORLDWIDE POLICY 
URGED FOR ATOM 

U. S. Cannot Afford to Insist 

on Sovereignty in This Field, 
Says Oppenheimer 

v r r tf tf' 
Declaring that it is impossi.b!e for 

the United States to have a nation
alistic "policy of atomic energy," 
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer of the 
California Institute of Technology, 
who directed the development of 
the atomic bomb at Los Alamos, 
N. M., said h~re yesterday in an, 
interview: "Let us in this field not' 
insist on national sovereignty." 

Saying that "we could afford to 
put a gre~t deal · into the pot" in 
exchange for the coopt!ration and 
allegiance of all nations, Dr. Op-
penheimer added that "if the Unit- 1 _-=======-'-~-~---

. ed States and Russia can collabo- I 
t :1 . be somewhere between $500,000 

ra e on torruc weapons then the and $5,000,000. 
back of the problem of world fed
eration is broken." Key Words of Problem 

This was not to suggest, the There are a few key words ~ 
scientist emphasized that any par- the whole p~oblem o~ the atom1c 
. . ' . bomb, the sc1entlst sa1d, and these 
bc~lar dangers eXisted . m the re- are confidence, international re-
latlons between the Umt~d States sponsibility, International coopera
and Russia, or that either country tion "and perhaps control." 
would "atomically bomb" the other. Very little has been said of the 
The Soviet was cited, he said, be- constr.uctive, as aga~nst the de
cause of the profound differences strucbve, use of atom1c energy, he 
between Russia and the United agr.eed, partly becaust; people 
States, and if these differences hes1tate to talk about things they 
could be resolved, any others that do not .. understand and als? be
might develop would, by com pari- cause people . feel that With a 
son be easy to settle. threat over us 1t makes no differ-

' ence 1f we have a few thousand 
Should Have Acted Sooner extra kilowatts." 

. Visiting the city on his way to R~vealing that the Manhattan 
Los Alamos from the National ProJect, the agency responsible for 
Academy of Sciences meeting in the development of the atom~c 
Philadelphia on Friday, the scien- b.omb,}a~ been ~reatly reduced m 
tist, speaking in the headquarters S'lze- offl.ces which once had lot~ 
of Americans United for World of people m them are now empty 
Organization, Inc., at 465 Fifth -the scientist said that he would 
Avenue declared that it would have favored the passage of a 
have b~en "an enormous step for- sp~cial bill soon afte;, "the dBJ?ll 
ward" if the r ecent offer by the thmgs w~re dropped, ~o J?rOVlde 
United States, Great Britain and fo~ an mt~nm orgamzation . to 
Canada to give the atomic bomb gUl~e atom1c bomb. productwn 
to the United Nations Organiza- until the over-all pohcy was for
tion on a reciprocal basis had been mally established. 
made "on the tenth of August by . The ~a~hattan ~roj~ct,. h~ said, 
the Big Five powers," referring to IS ~ow Without. direct~on, Without 
the date when Japan sued for sur- guidance, workmg With reduced 
render a few hours following the personnel and a b';lrde.n ~o ,~he pee
second atomic explosion at Naga- ple wh~are workmg mit. 
saki. 

Warning of the dangers of non
cooperation and citing again the 
ravages at Hiroshima and Naga
saki from atomic explosions, Dr. 
Oppenheimer visualized more ter-
rible potentialities when he said: 
"I think I can make the statement 
that for quite a small fraction of 
the national income we could, in 
ten to fifteen years, have a stock
pile of 10,000 atomic bombs." 

The cost of production for atomic 
bombs, he said, had been widely 
misunderstood. Estimating the cost, 
he declared, was no simple pro
cedure of taking the total cost of 
this country's atomic production, 
$2,000,000,000, and dividing it by 
two- representing the two at.omic 
bombs we used in the war. Speak
ing in general terms, and empha
sizing with a smile that it was "so 
hard not to tell lies" and yet keep 
within the limits of what the Gov
ernment has ordered be classified 
information, '.:he scientist esti
mated that while "we have not yet 
gone into an ambitious program" 
the cost of one atomic bomb would 

I 



Early Work on Atomic Energy 
Impeded by Numerous Fires 

" . I r 

By John ]. O'Neill [forward to conquering new fields 
of atomic energy through complete 

PHILADELPHIA, . Nov. .17·- destruction of the fundamental 

Flames of the pial~! ordmary, particles of matter which, he de

every-day, earthly va11ety alway's clared, would yield 1,000 times as 

threatened an~ f,~e~ue~tly did much energy as the splitting of the 

destroy the early Pll~s on t~e uranium atom, used in the bomb. 

campus of the ~nivers1ty of C~·n- Transformations which are now 

cago in which sc1entists were stnv- taking place in cosmic rays give 

ing to y.rork out the met~od for the clew to another new source of 

contr?llmg the production of energy he declared. 
atom1c energy substance for use in ' 
the atomic energy bomb. Talk Under Gag Rule 

This was revealed today by No- Because Dr. Wheeler was iodulg

bel Prize winner Enrico Fermi in ing in pure, but well founded 

an address before a joint meeting speculation, he had free rein · to 

of the National Academy of Sci- present his ideas, but the other 

entists and the American Philo- speakers were limited to discus~

sophical society. ing matters already included 1.n 

The fires which broke out !n the official reports b~cause ~he a~m1c 

atomic energy pile were caused by security ~~n is still keep1?g sc1ence 

the heating of graphite, a close under nnlitary censorship. 

relative of coal, which was used Dr. Harold Urey, Nobel prize 

in preventing the escape of neu- winner, discussed the separation 

trons and . suffered a heavy born- of isotopes, an essential process in 

bardment in slowing down t~ the production of plutonium, the 

particles from the atomic explo- atomic energy substan~e of ~he 

sions within. In the manufactur- bomb, but spoke of nothmg wh1c}1 

ing process used later, the piles v.:as not already known to physl

were well ventilated and cooled. clSts. 
The critical experiment came on "The_mo~t impsrt.ant re~on for 

a. day when a. government commis- separatmg Isotopes IS n~t myolved 

sion was visiting tke plant to make in the purposes fo~ w~lCh. 1~ ~as I 
a. decision as to whether to give already been applied, D1. Urey 

further backing to the bomb proj- declared, "but the great unknown 

ect as a major war objective. The reason. W.e do not kt;~ow n~w t?e 

work was in charge of Dr. Fermi, great pu~pose for w_h1ch th1s dis

who had been in this country only covery w1U be applled. We must 

about year, a refugee from Italy. wait for the fut?,re to reveal the 

"The Italiarl navigator has landed unknown reason. . 

on the new world. It is a. smaller Dr. Eugene '!!· ~lgner, also of 

world than we believed.'' was the Prince~on Umvers1ty, during a 

h' h nt •~ Dr James discuss1on of the resonance phe

message w lC we . ""' · nomenon which makes it possible 

Bryant Conant, president of Har- to control the entrance of neutrons 

vard College and an. executive of into the nucleus of either. the 

the omce of Scientific R~search uranium 235 or 238 atom in the 

and Development i~ Washmgton, bomb process, revealed that Rus

in charge of the proJect. sian scientists, during the war, had 

Dr. Conant, we}l awa:e of th: worked out and published the 

danger of the proJ~ct, Wlred back. formulas for the resonance of the 

"Are the natives frlendly?" uranium 238 atom which is the 

The answer: "Yes." basis of making the bomb sub-

The exchange of messag~s oc- stance, plutonium, and that Ge~

cured on Dec. 2,· 1942, when m the man scientists had also worked 1t 

University of Chicago's squash out, but had not published their 

court under the west stands of findings~ 

Stagg Field its first atomic fire in Dr. Wheeler's suggestion tor a 

history was started by Dr. Fermi new source of atomic energy is 

and his assistants. based upon the possibility of 

The message signified success. smashing elementary particles 

The "smaller world" nteant the such as protons and neutrons so 

fire was not as violent as had been that they will release all their 

expected. "Friendly natives" me~nt energy. Protons are the hearts, orj 

Ia go-ahead signal for everythmg nuclei, of hydrogen atoms, the 

on the atomic bomb. . most abundant substance on earth 

The scientists at today's session and in the universe. The heavy 

were urged by Dr. John Wheeler, substances n~w used are among the 

of Princeton University, to look rarest mat~nals. 

1 

Science, Politics 
~Yr 

and Atomic Energy 
H//~ 

A band of scientific liberals has for 
years been declaring in Great Britain 

about the way atomic energy can be 

released from uranium 235 and plu

tonium, the May-Johnson blll would 

place research in atomic physics under 

strict control and even impose a cen

sorship on nuclear physicists. I 
and in this country that science has 

ta~en too little interest in the social 

fate of its discoveries. To this tbe 

theoretical physicists, biologists and 

chemists have replied tbat it is not 
tbeir busi~ss to indicate what shall be No Protest .From Industry 

done with the fruits of research. The 

atomic bomb has compelled these aris

toct·ats of the university and the lab

oratory to reverse their verdict. To be 

sure, they are championing only free

dom of research, which is threatened 

by the Administration's May-Johnson 

bill, but discussion of even this phase 

of the issue has impelled consideration 

of the social effects of atomic energy. 

Scientists' Views Attacked 
Th.e scientists who gave us tbe bomb 

and who have protested against a policy 
of secrecy have been roughly and un

justly attacked by Mr. Churchill and 

Mr. Bevin. Both statesmen have de

clared tba.t they do not intend to let 

the scientists mix in politics. The sci

entists have no such. intention. They 

have been asked how the use of atomic 

energy should be controlled. They 

have alll!wered, merely by way of sug

gestion, that tbere should be no restric

tion of research, that the issue of war 

itself llhould be faced and that some 

international body should make certain 

that no bombs are being made. 
The scientists are alone qualified to 

express an opinion on both the military 

and tbe industrial potentialities of 

atomic energy. Yet, despite their con

sidered opinion that there is no secret 

It is astonishing that not a word of 

protest against the Admmlstration bill 

has come from indusb·y. How are 'we 

ever to run trains, drive factory ma

chinery or light cities with atomrc 

energy if engineers may not release it 

in amounts measured In thousands of 

kilowatts. Probably lesl'; than a pound 

of uranium 235 or of plutonium, the 

active elements of the bomb, can light 

the whole of New York or Chicago. 

Much less can also wipe out large 

sections of either city. V.'e want to 
keep atomic energy a military l ecret. 

yet make the utmost u e of it in peace. 

The two purposes clash . We can' t keep 

the method of releasing atomic energy 

a military secret and at the same time 

use it in industry. 
The May-Johnson bill would un

doubtedly cripple research in atomic 

physics if it is passed in its present 

form. Every nuclear phys1cist would 

be subject to supervision, and he could 

publish nothing without permission. If 

we carry out this policy of secrecy, 

Europe will surely do tbe same. As a 
result, there would be no free exchange 

of knowledge, witb the probable reSUlt 

that not only would industry suffer but 

the Army would be unable to improve 

the bombs it has. W. K. 



,May-Johnson 
Bill on Shelf, 
Maybe-to Stay 

~I Action on Atom 

Awaits Findings of the 

~lcMahon Committee 
\Va\ltul~to ll. Bureau 

\VA HlNGTON, Nov. 14.- A 
strange qui<>t has settled over tl1e 
explosive i\lay - John ·ou Atomic 
Control Biil whic:h apparently is 
de tined lor a long rest on the 

j t_£ouse ~alendar pending clarifica· 
I hon by tl'e Seuate and the presi· 
dent of the whole atomic question . 

:\ report that President Truman 
ha:. chm1ged his position on the 
measure, which he once a ked to 
ha'e passed as quickly as possible, 
is reflected in the reluctance of 
House leaders to make any predic
tion on when , ii ever, the Hou ·e 
will act 

The rmy:; attempt to steam the 
hill through under forced draft has 
fai led and the ultimate responsibil
ity for formu lating atomic legi -la
tion now rests with the l\1c:-.1ahou 
committee of the Senate. 

Visit Project 
i\ lc\ lahon ~ 11-man group will 

visit the Oak Hidge bomb projec t 
next weel and will commence its 
open hearings ~ovember 28. The 
committee is expected to hear from 
. cientist~, labor, consumer groups 
:1nd , ·eterans . These groups had lit
tle or no chance to be heard by the 
H1>use mi litary affairs committee 
which reported the bill Favorably 
·tO the House 

coalition ol liberals and scien
tist~ has meanwhile convinced the 
\\'h ite Hou~e and large segment 
• of Congres~ t~nd public opinion that 
the :\1ay-{ohnson bill is dangerom, 
piecemea legislation and that any 
final measure should integrate both 
foreign awl domestic atomic con
trols. 

This is the approach now being 
. taken by the ~J c\-1ahon committee 
aud it is apparent that the Truman
Attlee-Kiu,ll' atomic conferences 
h.tn' dramatiz:ed the necessity for 
shelving the \1ay-Johnson bill until 
·ome clear view of the U. S. atomic 
policv emer~es. 

Opposed 
,\l eanwhile, the 1 ationa] League 

of \\'omen Voters which claim 
some .55,000 members voic d un
pquivocal opposilion to the May 
John ·on Gill. 

The Leagues board declared that 
legislation should be enacted only 
;tfter "careful discussion of all is
'1.c's . .. . That the bill does not pro 
vide democratic controls over the 
r·ommbsion it proposes and does 
not tak • into consideration the 
uecessitv for an internalionaJ 
lOlicy."' 

Sen . F•ancis J. ~l yers (D ., Pa.) 
n .1 nationwide broadcast warned 

last night "we can't hide the atomic 
'>CHnb for long, any more than we 
wPre able to hide behind lhe oceans 
Jf tlrf' Atlunli(' and Pac:iflc. We can't 
~e"p the atomic secrec for long." 

RUSSIAN CHARGES 
ATOM IMPERIALISM. 

Moscow Writer Says the Bomb 1 

Is Signal for 'Reactionaries' ' 
to Urge Anti-Soviet War 

By BROOKS ATKINSON 
B Y WJrele.ss to THE NEW YORK TlMES. 

MOSCOW, Nov. 18- The atomic 
bomb is being used in international 
power politics against the Soviet 
Union, according to tl1e Nl"w Tim i:'S 
today. In the sharpest and frank
est article yet published about cur
rent international affairs A. Soko
loff writes : 

"The atomic bomb is a signal 
for reactionaries all over the world 
to agitate for a TJ.ew crusade 
against the Soviet Union." 

During a period in which the 
Anglo-Soviet-American coalition 
is passing through its greatest 
crisis, Mr. Sokoloff declares, per
sons a):>road are trying to under
mine peace by slander and decep-

, tion. Failure of the London For
. elgn Ministers conference, the 

atomic bomb, Allied policy in Ger
many and the Far East- all are 
being used by enemies of peace to 
provoke war between the Anglo
Saxon countries and the Soviet 
Union, he thinks. 

Specifically, he accuses the 
Hearst and McCormick press in the 
United States and a "reactionary" 
Catholic press in Britain of follow
ing this policy. Mr. Sokoloff thinks 
some writers are trying to estab-
lish a mutuality of interest be-
tween the United Sta tes and Brit-
ain. He charges that London ob-
servers are now repeating the Hit-
lerite description of Soviet Russia 
as a colossus with feet of clay . 

Quoting Paul Winterton to the 
effect that the Soviet Union could 

BILATERAL TALKS 
ON ATOM DOUBTED 

declaration were sent to the other 
United Nat ions last week. · 

Lord Cecil Asks Quick Action 
LONDON, · Nov. 21 UP>- Vis

count Cecil of Chelwood, one o~ the 

By rnes Says Assembly of UNO three ~en who drafted the League 
. . of Nat1ons covenant , expressed the 

Will Be F1rst to Receive conviction today that the a tomic ' 
Anglo-U. S. Proposals bo~b should be placed under inter-

ti'J I I / national control as soon as possi-
N 1 r ~ J. ble. 

SP<clal to TilE Nzw YoJU< T.tli<J:S. _The white-haired Nobel P rize 
WASHINGTON Nov 21-The wmner, erect and vigorous at 81 

1 t ' · years of age, declared in an inter-
proposa o hav~ the Assembly of view that it would be "sheer mad-
the United Nab~ns Organizat ion nes~" to leave so powerful a weap
name the conumssion to formu- on m the hands of individual na• 
late atomic energy controls prob- tions. 
ably will be made when the As- He expressed "full accord with 
sembly meets in London in J an- the main conclusion, 'recently an
uary by the United States Britain nounced by President Truman and 
and Canada jointly as th~ signers P_rjme ~inister Attlee and Cana
of the rece!lt . declaration calling dian .P rime Minster King, and 
for a commisswn on the question added. 
James F . Byrnes, Set:retary of "The sooner the full con t rol of 
State, said at his press conference the manufacture and use of the 
today, atomic bomb and any similar 
Ho':"'~ver, Mr. Byrnes added that well;pons i~ placed in the hands of 

a d~cision had not yet been made llfl unpartlall¥ constituted interna
on JU.st how the matter wouid be ~wnal author1ty, the better it will 
subm1tted t o the Assembly. oe for the peace of the world." 

He said that he knew of no plan " Lord Cecil said that he did not 
fo.r our considering the subject pr.et~nd to understand" the Soviet 
Wlth the Soviet Uninon or other Unwn s post-war a ttitude . 
nations on a bilateral basis in ad "Th~y t ook a leading role in the 
vance of the Assembly meeting. e.s tabhshme~t ~f the United Na-

-- tiOn~J Orgaruzatwn,'' he said, "and 
Byrnea Awaits Replies yet they seem t o be r elapsing into 

wASHINGTON N u:rtlateral action and the old power 
, ov. 21 illP.l- diplomacy. 

Mr. Byrn~s said ~hat none of the "If this Is due to sus icions 
! ~th~~ Umted Natwn.s had replied about the United States anl Great 

I 
~0 e Anglo-Ame.ncan-Canadian Britain, it would be well if we could 
~ posal to e~tabhsh an atomic put those suspicions at rest. The 
~e~gy col!lmlss1on within the sooner we take Russia into our 

ncl e~ Nations Or? amzatwn. confidence on the atomic bomb, the 
opies of the tl'l-power atomic better it will be." · 

be reduced to a second-rate power l-=======---- --
by the atomic bomb and that Brit-
ain and America now had a chance with reconversion, unemployment we keep trumps up our sleeves?" 

. . . and the struggle for markets. " Mr. Sokoloff vigorously asserts 
to assert .their mflue~ce over Eu- Mr. Sokoloff suspects they may the Soviet Union is proving not 
rope, ').fr. Sokoloff Writes : be trying to avoid a solution of only by words but by deeds that it · 

"What is this if not an appeal such unpleasant · questions as the is fighting for the preservation of. 
for elimination of the Soviet Union situation in India, the national lib- peace and security "in our country, : 
from participation in European af- eration movements in .I~do-China which once and for all is freed : 
fa irs ? Can hypocr itical phrases and I~donesi?- and pol.ltlcal prob- from imp_erialism . and there no : 

___ !ems m . Syna, Palestme, Greece longer exlSts social groups who : 
: about moral leadership mask the and Spam. want to break the peace." "It is 
· appetite of the imperialist who "On the other hand," he writes, unthinkable in our country," he 1 
· dreams of eliminating from the "it is unquestioned that adven- writes, " to have a situation such as , 
· path of his imperialist dreams the turers who are preaching anti- exists in foreign countries where 1 

Soviet Union?" Soviet crusades . are encouraged ~y official representatives sing hymns 
Mr. Sokoloff says incitements to certam te~denc1es to be note~ m of praise to international collabo

war require the Soviet Union to recent Umted States and British ration while inf luential newspapers 
maintain the utmost vigilance. He policy. In England SOffi:e new~- and magazines openly make ap-

1 says the atomic bomb has altered papers discreetly. desc~1be th1s peals for war." . 
the views of some foreigners who tendency as a pohcy of narrower 
formerly advocated international international collaboration.' In tl~e 
collaboration. Commenting on the United States they bluntly call It 
statements of a writer in The a 'big st ick policy.' These tenden- 1 
Manchester Guardian Mr. Sokoloff cies evoke alarm and unrest among 
writes : ' people of common sense." 

"Isn't it clear that his words Mr. Sokoloff believes responsible 
contain a f rank appeal not only people in B~itain are. a?ai!lst the 
for isolation of the Soviet Union transformation of Britam mto an 
but for attacking her as quickly appendix of the Uni~ed States ?r 
as possible? " vice ver~a. "Responsible people m 

The atomic bomb in itself is not the Umted States express well
re!Wonsible for anti-Soviet trends fou.nded doubt about ~~ining t~e 
of thought, according to Mr. Sokol- Umted . St~tes uncon~1bona!ly . m 
off, but is responsible fo r "at- the. obJ ~ctlves of ~ntish . foreign 
tempts to use the atomic bomb in pohcy m Europe m wh1ch th.e 
the game of foreign power poli- United States is by no ~!l eans dl
tics." He believes anti- Soviet r ectly interested," he wntes. 
movements lfre motiva ted by sev- Although he reports th at foreign 
eral reasons. He thinks some re- writers describe Soviet Russia as 
actionaries "would greet a new the incarnation of secrecy, h_e cites 
war as a means of escaping the a British Member of Parliament 
necessity of solving complicated ~s saying, ''What's the ~se of ask
economic problems having to do mg others to show their hands if 
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Scientists of the World, · Unite I 
BY RICHARD SCHLEGEL 

(Of the research Jtaff of the Palmer Physical Laboratory at Princeton Uni11ersity) 

THE application of physical science has reached a 

vicious climax in the atomic bomb. The ideal of offen
sive warfare, a weapon of total destructiveness against 

-which there is no defense, has been realized. And we, hav

ing just emerged from a struggle to maintain reason and 

humanity in the world, now find that we are the generation 

which will determine whether or not our civilization has 

the wit to keep itself alive. 
Two facts should be dear to all. First, that the atomic 

bombs used so far are of "baby" size in respect to destructive 

power compared with those which can be--and perhaps have 

been-manufactured. Second, that the industrial capacity and 

wealth required for manufacturing the atomic bomb can 

easily be overestimated. Uranium is required, but the United 

States has no monopoly on that-rather, the indications a.re 

that our deposits are smaller than those of many other na

tions. The method of manufacturing the fissionable isotope 

required for an atomic bomb is very simple, as a reading of 

the Smyth report* will tell one. To be sure, an understand

ing of nuclear physics is necessary, and some old-fashioned 

engineering must be applied to carry out the new processes. 

And we gather from the Smyth report that some ingenious 

technology is involved in the actual fashioning of the bomb. 

But other nations too have nuclear physicists and engineers. 

Since the Smyth report outlined the method of producing 

the required fissionable material, any group working on 

atomic energy now knows at least one right path. As far as 

physicists of other countries are concerned, perhaps there 

never was any secret about the fundamental processes. The 

only "secrets" now are probably those of detailed manufac

turing techniques, and any industrial nation can be expected 

to work out such details for itself. 
The unearthly destructiveness of the bomb and its poten

tial availability to all nations are two components of our 

crisis; the third is the historical fact that nations have always 

periodically waged war upon one another, using the strongest 

weapons at hand. We cannot change the fact that men know 

or will know how to build the bomb. Our contemporary 

urban world can be saved only if there is no use of atomic 

energy in war. The prime queEition facing us today is whether 

or not we can save ourselves from being blown to bits. 

It is becoming dear to a large part of the American pub

lic, and to many of our legislators and officials, that inter

national control of atomic power must be acl1ieved within 

the next few years, before every nation in the world with 

any claim to military power has its own supply of atomic 

explosives. The temporary military _advantage which we en

joy because we have already built atomic bombs should give 

us strength and confidence to lead the way to sucl1 control, 

and-in all realism-to urge any recalcitrant nation to join the 

• "Atomic Energy for Milirory Put·.POses." By Henry De Wolf Smyth. 
Princeton University Prcaa. 

control organization. How this organization shall be formed, 

how it shall function, what will be the details of international 

inspection and control of atomic-power installations-these 

are problems which in the next one or two years will test the 

ability of the nations to meet the crisis. We are fortunate 
to some extent at least in that the atomic bomb came to a 

world which had already experienced the San Francisco con

ference and the formation of the United Nations Council. 

A hopeful new beginning had been made in world coop
eration. 

If the nations give up the right to use atomic power for 

military purposes, they to a large extent give up their right 

to make war. For modern war is not fought as a rough inter

national game, within the bounds of certain rules. Rather, 

every conceivable resource of destruction is employed. If 
possession of atomic-energy weapons is the exclusive preroga
tive of an international authority, every nation will be in

ferior to the supreme military power of that authority. Thus 

international control of atomic energy is equivalent to the 

creation of an international governing body to which the 

individual nations have surrendered their sovereign right to 

make war. In effect, the international control of atomic power 

will bring a world authority which can enforce universal 

peace. 
To achieve this in the next few years will be difficult 

indeed, but the altern;1tive may be fearful enough to force 

even the least imaginative to desire the world authority. It 

is literally true that all other issues, domestic and interna

tional, are of small importance compared with the problem 

of atomic-energy control. The leaders of all nations must 

act with a passion for unity that transcends the fears of in

dividual nations-must act so, that is, if any nations are to 

survive. 
It is perhaps fortunate for the world that scientists are 

probably more international-minded than any other pro

fessional group. They can be expected to be on the right side 

in the coming critical months. Scientists are not politicians 

or statesmen, and we would not expect them to be respon

sible for the detailed organization of an international author

ity. But clearly scientists must serve as advisers to an atomic

energy control body and to a large extent determine its 

policy, since it is they who understand the possibilities and 

dangers of atomic power, as well as the requirements for 

development and manufacture. I sugge t that an interna

tional scientific council be established for the purpose of ad

vising the international control authority. 
The council would consist of representatives of an organ

ization of all scientists working on atomic energy-or per

haps eventually an organization of competent scientists gen

erally. The elements of such an organization a)ready exist 

in the United States, for the "Manhattan Distr!ct" workers 

• 
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at Chicago, Oak Ridge, Columbia University, and Los Alamos 

have formed associations--and have also, incidentally, made 

a plea for international control of their product. These asso

ciations are now being drawn together into a national federa· 

tion of atomic scientists which, with similar groups of men 

who have worked on atomic power in Canada and England, 

could serve as the framework of the international organiza

tion. Russian nuclear physicists and other scientists engaged 

in the problem would be expected to join at the earliest 

possible date. The goal, of course, would be for qualified 

scientists from all the nations to belong. 
Beyond its advisory capacity, the international organiza

tion would have great power in that its members would be 

the guardians of the working knowledge of atomic energy. 

Since scientists, as I have said, have usually a more inter

national point of view than other men, they could be 

relied on to develop their strongest loyalties to the welfare 

of mankind in general and not to be swayed by nationalistic 

interests. It is imperative that such a group should not take 

part in political and economic conflicts. If there should be 

a breakdown in the international political organization the 

scientists could withhold the use of atomic-power weapons 

from all nations. One can hope such a code and tradition of 

conduct would grow· up among this group that the world 

could trust them to do everything possible to prevent the 

military use of atomic power. 
It is my belief that the existence of an international scien

tific council such as I have described would greatly increase 

The NATION 

the confidence of the peoples of the world in the interna· 

tic)Qal control body, and that the declared policy of the sciea: 

tlsts not to allow their weapons to be used in warfare would 

give people everywhere a sense of security. Further, the organ· 

ization would have great value as a symbol and example in 

these days of first strivings for "one world." The actual set· 

ting up of a world scientific council would require the sup· 

port of statesmen. Its formation could presumably be dis

cussed in connection with the planning for an international 

atomic-power control authority. As has been pointed out, 

some provision must be made for an advisory body of scien

tists which will work with the control authority. Existing 

·plans for a scientific office to be attached to the United Na· 

tions Organization might be utilized to some extent. 

One of the most important functions of the proposed scien

tific organization would be to insure that laboratories and 

libraries remain free and open to all throughout the wocld. 

Secrecy about actual manufacturing details connected with 

atomic bombs might be in the interest of international secu· 

rity. But the May-Johnson bill now before Congress shows 

how far non-scientists, though well intentioned, might go 

in blocking fundamental scientific communication ·and re· 

search in order to preserve a specific manufacturing secret 

which they considered vital. 
With the military use of atomic energy under international 

control, and to a degree under the guardianship of scientists 

themselves, we could face the "atomic age" with bright 

hopes. 

The Scandal of the Waterfront 
BY MAURICE ROSENBLATT 

(Former editor of the City Reporter; a special agent for the army's criminal
investigation departmmt until a month ago) 

T HE longshoremen's strike in New York, labeled in 
the headlines another heart-breaking defeat for 35,000 

American dock workers, stands as the most promising 

attempt of recent years to rid the city of its waterfront 

scandal. The root of that scandal, an archaic system of hiring 

called the "shape-up," is a device, like the poll tax, which 

for all its simplicity has complex and far-reaching effects. 

At one time the shape-up was everywhere the accepted 

method of longshore hiring. It dates back to the days when 

men carried cargo from the pier to the ship's hold. A fore

man at a pier entrance at hiring time sizes up the longshore

men standing around in a wide semi-circle, chooses the huski

est, and turns the rest away. The system is bad because the 

shape-up takes place at all the piers at the same time, and 

in consequertce labor supply cannot be adjusted to the de

mand. Moreover, the opportunities afforded for favoritism 

are subtle and many. 
On the West Coast Harry Bridges's International Long

shoremen's Union did away with this system, established a 

central hiring hall, rotated available jobs, and gave the long

shoremen a chance to live like decent citizens. In Liver

pool and most other modern ports the shape-up. is a thing 

of the past. But in the port of New York it is still used, 

indefensible as it is. In New York, though machinery does 

the lifting, and experience and skill count for more than 

muscle, the hatch boss still scans the men in the shape-up 

and selects his workers. The chosen may work a couple of 

hours or well into the next day. Few jobs could be more 

haphazard. Scattered over the waterfront, the men are igno

rant of when and where they will be needed. In war time 

this often meant that ships went unworked and cargoes un· 

moved while idle longshoremen unsuccessfully sought work 

a few blocks away. In normal times a surplus of l~bor is 

almost inevitable at all points. _ 

The power of the hiring foreman is absolute. Upon his 

nod depends the longshoreman's bread and butter. To secure 

his favor the men have often kicked back to him a share of 

their wages, an ancient practice described by the Maritlme 

Labor Board as extortion that men are forced to pay for the 

right to work. In certain locals before the war the kick-back 

was the expected thing, like the social·security tax. Dock 

workers report that the custom is reappearing. 

Tribute is often exacted in more devious ways. In some 

parts of the port longshoremen are required to borrow 



I The Nat~~~n!!sociates 
Annual Forum 

on 

WHAT IS THE ANSWER
TO THE ATOMIC BOMB? 

December_ 1, 2, 3, 1945 
Hotel Astor, New York 

Is Security Possible With the Atomic 
Bomb? 

Should W e Share the Secret of the 
Bomb With the Soviet Union? 
Who Should Control the Bomb on the 
Domestic Level-on the International 
Level? 

Is W orld Government the Answer? 

These are among the questiona which the Forum will 
seek to answer. Leading these discussions will be: 

Judge Thurman Arnold 
Lt. Kingman Brewster 

James B. Carey 
Stuart Chase 

M. J. Coldwell 
Rep. Helen Gahagan Douglas 

Thomas K. Finletter 
Judge Jerome Frank 
Lt. Cord Meyer, Jr. 

Walter Millis 
Edgar A. Mowrer 

Boris Pregel 
Prof. L N. Ridenour 

Prof. Henry De Wolf Smyth 

Speakers at the Dinner Forum on Dec. 3 include: 

Dr. Herbert V. Evatt 
forelflll Mlnlafer of Aurl'ralla 

Prof. Harold Laski 
C:llalrmoa, lrltlslt Labor Party 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
MetaU•rtlcal Loboratory, Unhrerafy of Cblcago 

Mrs. Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Freda Klrchwey 

Leon Henderson, Chairman 
Reservatioru for the dinner at ~7.50 per 
J,>er•on nnd admission cnrds for the Con
ference may be secured at the offices of: 

THE NATION ,ASSOCIATES 
20 Vesey Street New York 7, N. Y. 



LINDBERGH CHARGES 
HE WAS MISQUOTED 

Charles A. Lindbergh asserted 
yesterday that development of the 
atomic bomb had made "impera
tive" a world organization for con
trol of destructive forces. · 

The noted flier also added: "I 
have not changed my belief that 
World War IT could have been 
avoided." 

Mr. Lindbergh made the com
ments in a statement concerning 
what he described as "an inaccu
rate account" of remarks he made 
at a private meeting of Midwest
ern Congressmen in Washington 
Nov. 8. Jl 

His statement yesterday follows: 
"An inaccurate account has been ! 

printed describing my remarks at 
a private meeting in Washington. 
These times are too critical and 
too dangerous to justify unneces
sary division of opinion among 
Americans on vital international 
policies. 

"I have not changed my belief 
that World War IT could have been 
avoided, but the issue between so
call~ interventionists and isola
tionists is past except from an 
academic standpoint. We fought 
the war together and we face the 
future together as Americans-a 
future that is more fraught with 
danger than the war itself. 

"In an era which has developed 
the atomic bomb, and which will 
develop trans-oceanic rockets ca
pable of carrying atomic bombs, 
the necessity for world organiza
tion for the control of destructive 
forces is imperative. The only 
alternative is constant fear and 
eventual chaos. 

"I believe that President Tru
man, Prime Minister Attlee and 
Prime Minister Mackenzie King, 
have, in principle, taken a wise and 
courageous stand-a stand based 
on the preservation of our civi
lization, offering justice to all na
tions and asking only justice in 
return. So long as I believe that 
the policy of the Administration 
is to the best interest of my coun
try, I shall give it my utmost sup
port." 

Mr. Lindbergh did not elaborate 
on his reference to the "inaccu
rate" reports. The famous flier 
telephoned his statement to The 
Associated Press. 

Julian Huxley 
At Atom Rally 

Julian Huxley, noted British 
scientist, w ill fl y h ere t o address 
the atomic bomb r ally at Madi
son Square Garden Dec. 4, Prof. 
Robert Chambers, president o! 
the Union o! Biological Sciences, 
announced today. 

The meeting, sponsored by the 
Independent Citizens Committee 
of the Arts, Sciences and Profes 
sions, will inaugurate "a public 
campaign for international con
trol of the a tom bomb and for the 
f'liminalion of secrecy in scien
tific i nves ti gation," Prof . Cham
bers said . 

In addition to Dr. Huxley, 
speakers at the crisis meeting will 
include Sen. Tobey (R-N. H .) , Dr. 
Harold C. Urey, chairman of the 
Institute o! Nuclear Physics; Dr. 
Harlow Shapley, director of the 
Harvard College Observatory and 
R. J . Thomas, president o! the 
UAW. 

"Dr. Huxley is exceptionally 
well qualified to represent the 
British scientists at this meet
ing," P rof. Chambers said, "not 
only because of the quality of his 
work as a biologist, but because 
of his forthrigh t leader ship in 
public affai rs. As one of the 
spokesmen o.C British science, he 
has urged that science be given 
equal prominence with education 
and the arts in the new UNO 
branch." 

Washington Tid-Bits ,- By Peter Edson 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 19.-Republican Congress

men have been working nearly two months on 
National Chairman Herbert Brownell's idea. to pre

sent the country with a GOP 
platform, but they haven't come 
up with anything yet. "We're 
making progress," says Commit
tee Chairman Charles A. Halleck 
of Indiana , "but we want t o get 
as broad a cross section of opin
ion as possible. ·· It has been 
suggested the pla tform be ready 
for th e,anational commit tee meet
ing in Chicago in December. The 

briefed on what happened at Potsdam. This helps 
explain why the Army wants to turn German gov
ernment over to civilians. Trouble is State Depart
ment hasn't trained anyone for the job either. • • • 

a Congressmen supposed to be do-
ing the drafting aren't making 

any promises, and may not come up with anything 
tmtft after Jan. 1. 

Leo Szilard, atomic bomb scientist, didn't know 
the whole story when he told Congressmen that it 
was the scientists who persuaded President Roose
velt to tell Secretary of State Ed Stettinius the 
bomb was being built. Mr. Szilard's idea was that 
l!· S. delegates would then shape the United Na
t~ons Organization Charter, written at San Fran
CISco, to meet the new atomic age conditions. Actu
ally_ Mr. Stettinius and some of his top military 
adv1sers knew about the bomb long before the San 
Francisco Conference. So did Foreign Minister 
Anthony Eden and Clement R. Attlee, who was 
then Deputy Prime Minister. 

In the meantime Washington observers note that 
It's easier to find out where the CIO's Political 
Action Committee stands than it is to find out 
what the Republican· party is thinking about. 

The PAC grinds out statements on any and all 
issues, making it a really effective political propa
ganda organization, whether you agree with its 
views or not. Progressive Republicans are n£cdllng 
~heir party to catch up to the PAC. 

Politicians get the best going over they have 
had in years in the new Russel Crouse-Howard 
Lindsay play, "State of the Union." A political 
boss comes on the stage after a telephone call and 
says, "After that, I need a drink." 

Cracks the political press agent in reply "You 
must have been talking to Sen. Taft." ' 

• • 

Says a lady from Louisiana married to a South
ern Republican judge, "Oh, we vote Democrat down 
South, bu t we've got a good Republican record in 
Congress." 

One principal reason for deterioration of mili
tary government in Germany is that the high-point 
men in AMG-the experienced graduates of mili
tary government schools-are coming home fast. 
Their replacements are either low-point men who 
lack the experience or young officers planning to 
stay in the regular ArfDY who haven't even been 

Trying to explain the Hatch Act provisions 
which seek to prevent quiet money contributions 
to political campaign funds, Ralph Bellamy, as the 
liberal young businessman star of the play, says to 
his wife. Mary, played by Ruth Hussey, "Whenever 
human nature begins to behave like human nature, 
they pass a law repealing human nature." 
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~:~~1=4~'T"!e Atomic Bomb," Maj. Gen. Leslie Groves-WABC.f 

N R I S light even before the atomic bomb ew 0 e een tests on surface warships can be 

uh 
• carried out. F 01" s mai"IDe There is not much offi.cial doubt 

as to what an atomic bomb can In Atomic A9e do to a battleship, a~craft carrier 

I 
or a fleet of warships, provided N '{ 1-/T II 0 they are in close formation. There I 

It May Become the Navy's is a definite feeling in the Navy, 
however, that such a bomb will 

Most Powerful Arm, the lose much of its effect in an un-
Bearer of Future Bombs derwater blast-the only kind that 

can really damage a submarine. 
By Leo Cullinane Therefore, as some authori~ies 

. see it, the submarine, wh1ch 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 20.-EXIst- played such an important part in 

lng and contemplated develop- the Pacific war in strantsling the 
ments may give the submarine a Japanese shipping lifeline, may 

become the most powerful single 
Car more important role in Amc;r- arm of the Navy in any future 
lea's Navy than it has had in the war, although high naval author- ! 
past, it was learned today. In- ities still insist there will always 
formed !'ources visualized undersea be a "balanced fleet." 
ships half again as large as pres- The Navy believes submarines 
ent ones. are "ideal" for rocket use. The 

These sources foresaw sub- weird prospect of a fusillade of 
marines carrymg six or more rockets zooming out of the water 
planes. They said rocket :;uns with no ship in sight was put forth 
would be part of the armament in some quarters as a distinct 
and that they A.Ce being installed probability. In fact, it was this 

! now in some submarines and the probability that led Admiral H. 
torpedo tubes removed. Jonas Ingram, commander in chief 

They believed the atomic bomb- of the Atlantic Fleet, to wam in 
to be launched from the submarine the closing days of the war that 
or carried from the submarine b:V Germany planned a submarine at
plane-was also very much in the tack on the East coast. 
cards. Atomlc Torpedoes 

They f:aid the submarine of the A possibility is that torpedoes 
future would be far faster , end which some submarines will still 
would have a far greater range. carry may be equipped with 
(American submarines can now atomic warheads to blast an en
easily cross the. Atlantic !';Ub· emy harbor or some other suitable 
merged, and offic1al sow·ces said target. 
the range of United States :>ub-
marines was between 10 000 and A distinct advantage of a sub-
12 000 miles.> ' marine launching an atomic bomb 

' is the element of surprise. Any 
Can Attack from Afar long-range bomber plane can be 

They said the Increased range detected and perhaps shot down 
of the submarines plus the range more than 200 miles away. But a 
of the planes may enable these submarine, surfacing at night near 
craft to launch devastating at- an enemy shore, or pel'haps not 
tacks far offshore, instead of hav- surfacing at all, and launching an 
ing to close in on targets as they atomic bomb by rocket or small 
do now. plane can achieve a complete sur-

All these things have come to prise. 

- - -

CONANT FOR INSPECTIONS 

Harvard President Says Nations 
Must Evolve Plan on Bomb 

Special to Tru: Nzw YolK Tno~• 

CLEVELAND, Nov. 20-Heavily 
industrialized nations soon must 
evolve a plan for the interchange 
of scientific Information and a sys
tem of inspection and control of 
the atomic bomb, President James 
Bryant Conant of Harvard Uni
versity said here today. He ex
pressed his views on changes in a 
luncheon talk before 600 members 
of the Chamber of Commerce and 
the Harvard Club of Cleveland. 

A key man in the development 
of atomic bombs as former direc
tor of the Office of Scientific Re
search and Development, Dr. Co
nant said he .1ow spoke as a pri
vate citizen. 

"A secret armament race in re
spect to atomic pombs must be 
avoided at all costs," he said, com
mending the action taken lut week 
by President Truman and Prime 
Ministers Attlee and King as "the 
first step" in th is direction. Dr\ 
Conant added he was an "en
thusiastic supporter" of President 
Trwnan's stated policy that we are 
not using our present knowledge 
as a threat and that we wanted 
to see the whole matter handled 
through the United Nations Or
ganization. 

"I hope the whole country will 
rally behind the Administration in 
this ;natter," he continued. "I also 
hope the Administration In turn 
will proceed rapidly through ap
propriate diplomatic action to 
translate the words into definite 
deeds." 

The immediate Issue, he said, is 
to develop mutual trust between 
Russia and the United States. As 
a solution he suggested the deliv
ery to Russia of "periodic cargoes" 
of our atomic bomb knowledge and 
also of our other industrial and 
engineer ing knowledge and skill. 

He said that this delivery of 
scientific knowledge cargoes to 
Russia should not be a one-way 
deal. 

"In turn, we would expect Ru!!
sia to welcome our technical and 
scientific men, and with us work 
to set up an International agency 
for inspection and control of 
atomic energy through the United 
Nations," Dr. Conant said. 

As a token of good-wll1 Dr. 
Conant suggested, that an inter
change of scientists and scientific 
information should take pla.ce 
without delay. 

I 
Earlier in his talk Dr. Conant 

emphasized that there was no 
basic scientific secret behind the 
atomic bomb. The United Statea, 
he added, does have a vast amount 
of technical Information and engi-

eering work that would require a 
visit of several weeki in this coun
try by several hundred technical 
men before it could be imparted 
to other nations. 
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ATO M BOMB FORWM 'lr ,;, ... 
peakers to · Discuss 1 Problem 

Over WQXR Today 

Four speakers will discuss "What 
Should You Do With the Atomic 
Bomb?" on a forum broadcast 
from 3:30 to 4. P. M. today. over ' 
Station WQXR. The program will 
originate in Times Hall, 240 
West Fourty-fourth Street, and the 
speakers will be Dr. Leo Szilard, 
physicist of the University of Chi
cago; William L. Laurence, science 
reporter for THE NEW YORK 
TIMES; the Rev. Dr. John Suther
land Bonnell, pastor of the Fifth 
Avenue Presbyterian Church, and 
Clarence Streit, president of Fed
eral Union. Inc. 

Dr. Szilard worked on the 
atomic bomb project. Mr. Laurence 
was chosen by the War Depart
ment to write official releases on 
the project. Dr. Bonnell will con
sider the question from the moral 
viewpoint. Mr. Streit will speak on 
the atomic bomb's political implica
tions. The broadcast will be the 
thirtieth in the series, "What's On 
Your Mind?" held each Tuesday. 

ATOMIC BOMB IS SEEN 
MAKING UNITY URGENT 

The invention of the atomic 
bomb and other horrible weapons 
of destruction has given a great 
urgency to the need for better In
ternational understanding and co
operation to the end that the 
menace of war may be eliminated, 
it ~as agreed yesterday by the 
fou'f participants in a panel dis
cussion on the question: "What 
Would You Do With the Atomic 

' Bomb?" The program was held in 
' Times Hall, 240 West Forty-fourth 
· Street, and was broadcast over 
'WQXR from 3:30 to 4 P. M. 

The speakers were Dr. Leo Szil
. ard, physicist of the University of 

Chicago; William L. Laurence, 
. science reporter for THE NEW 

YORK TIMES; the Rev. Dr. John 
Sutherland Bonnell, pastor of the 
Fifth A venue Presbyterian Church, 
and Clarence Streit, president of 
Federal Union, Inc. 

The four speakers agreed that 
the atomic bomb had created a new 
and great danger for civilization. 
All agreed, also, that all nations 
must utilize every resource to 
bring about an international situa
tion that will preserve peace. The 
United Nations Organization was 
suggested as the most practical 
Instrument for that purpose. 

Dr. Szilard said he saw no aid 
In "international bargaining" by 
making and storing a stock of 
atomic bombs in this country. 

Mr. Laurence and Dr. Bonnell 
emphasized that atomic energy 
could be used for the benefit of 
mankind rather than for its de
struction, just as fire and water 
are essentially useful though dan-

. gerous if wrongly applied. Mr . 

. Streit thought that the bomb could 

. help to insure peace and to lead 
i toward an eventual world union of : 
, nations. 

Truman Suggests UNO Assembly . ~anadian Prime Ml~ist~rs as the It is necessary to establish con-
. first step toward active 1mplemen- fldence between the various Gov-

N At • S j J 8 d t t' f th U It d N t· 0 ernments in the world in order to ame omzc a eguar s ·Oar a !On ~ e n e a IOns r- have that P.eace, and that takes a 
gamzat1on as a t:orce for lasting 

Special to T.m N&w You Tu.tts. 

. WASHINGTON, Nov. 20-Pres- this country Is going ahead with 
t~ent Truman believes that all na- the manufacture of the atomic 
~tons should have a voice in select- bomb far experimental purposes 
mg the proposed commission to and with a view to learning more 
formulate s.afeguards against the about the application and control 
use of atom1c weapons In war, and of atomic energy for peacetime in
he suggest~d today that its mem- dustrial purposes. This explana
bers be designated by the General tory clause was taken to mean 
Assem.bly. of the United Nations that the United States was going 
Orgamzatton at ita scheduled ahead with the processing of 
meeting Jan. 2. U-235 (uranium) and plutonium, 

The proposal for the commission or U-239, without so much empha
on atomic energy control was con- sis on the manufacture of the deli
tained in the declaration by the cate and expensive bomb mechan
President and Prime Ministers ism, but the President did not 
Attlee of Great Britain and King elaborate. 
of Canada, In which they agreed Mr. Truman said he was not 
to share their knowledge of atomic pessimistic about the outlook for 
energy release for industrial pur- the establishment of permanent 
poses as soon as the safeguards peace throughout the world and 
had been formulated by the com- at one point referred to his con
mission and adopted by member versationa with the British and 
nations. 

MeanwhUe, the President said, 

little time and an exchange of 
world peace. viewpoints and ideas. Every coun-

At his regular weekly news con- try is having exactly the same sort 
ference Mr. Truman heard a re- of trouble that we are having .and 
porter's observation that, although every country is trying to meet 'its 
the world was technically at peat:e domestic troubles and not paying 

as much attention to international 
again, many people had the Idea . things as they will later on. 
that there was no real peace In 
the world. He wondered if the Face Greatest Age of All 
President would like to say some- The Chief Executive is not pessi-

mistic on the final outcome. We 
thing that would be heralded by will have permanent peace in the 
the people as "a beacon." But he world. It Is necessary that we 
was having difficulty phrasing his have permanent peace. We are 
question and Mr. Truman asked on the threshold of the greatest 
with a chuckle what kind of bea- age in the history of mankind and 
con the reporter was talking about. must grasp that opportunity be-

cause the other road leads to utter 
The reporter tried again, this destruction. 

time suggesting the President President Truman was told of 
might consider "offering the peo- published contentions that posses
pie something to shoot at." When slon of the know-how of atomic 
the laughter had subsided, Mr. energy was several steps removed 
Truman acrreed to attempt a serl'- from the knowledge of the atomic 

., bomb and vice versa and was 
ous reply to thP request and re- asked clarify the picture. 
phed substantially as follows : The Chief Executive replied 

It isn' t so much a matter of glv- however, that he could not answe; 
lng the people something to shoot the !equest intelligently, since it 

t it · th reqUired a scientist who was fa-
a as IS e necessity or going miliar with all th p D Q • f 
ahead a rap1dly as possible In the the equation. He wa: de~d ·c~r~~ 
establishment of a real workable· though, of the determination of th~ 
world peace, and the conference United Stales, Britain and Canada 
which was held laat week was a . that the discovery of atomic en-

l ergy should be used for peacetime 
fir~t step toward Implementing the · industrial production. 
Umted Nations Organization as Attainment of that objective 
the fundamental organization would require some time, the Pres
through which we can get peace !dent added. It would necessitat-. 
in the world a lot of research and information 

but he said we will finally arriv~ 
at that stage. We will have to he 
said, or there will be utter 'de
. struction. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~U7 



'DR. COMPTON URGES 
A YEAR OF TRAINING 
Tells House Croup That Atom 

Bomb Increases the Need for 

a Large Army Reserv 

I 'I /I 
By ANTHONY LEVIERO 

Special to Tm NEW YORK Tuus. 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 21-Sneak 
attacks by atom bombs, swarming 
down from the stratosphere or in
troduced by Trojan Horse tech
nique, would not be decisive but 
a~ invasion following such attacks 
mtght defeat the United States if 
this country lacked a trained re
serve, said Dr. Karl T. Compton 
tod.a~ in urging universal military 
trammg before the House Military 
Affairs Committee. 

The president of the Massachu
setts Institute of Technolo~y. who 
has taken a leading part in tech
nological war developments, ex
pressed the opinion that the grow
mg role of science in war increased 
rather than diminished the need for 
a large, ready reserve. 

ATOMIC SCIENTISTS URGE 
ATTENDANCE AT CRISIS RALLY 

~ I 

The Assn. of Manhattan Project Scientists at Columbia 
University today urged all who are interested in the furtherance 
o! world peace to attend the atomic bomb "crisis meeting" 
scheduled for Madison Square Garden on Dec. 4. 

· "The presence of speakers such as Secretary Wallace, Dr. 
Harold C. Urey, Dr. Julian Huxley and Sen. Tobey (R-N.H.) 
insure a profound discussion of the implications of the liberation 
o! atomic energy," said Dr. Irving Kaplan, executive chairman 
o! the association. 

The meeting is sponsored by the Independent Citizen Com
mittee of the Arts, Sciences and Professions. 

------------------------~----~----~~1~1 

Dr. Compton appeared as a sup
porter of President Truman's plan 
for one year of training for 18-
year-olds, but other witnesses 
recommended variations, including 
a modified Swiss program, and the 
National Guard as the basic struc
ture for compulsory training. 

Asks Daily Pay for ROTC lmost before we got started." He quate army which did not needjavoided It the United States had 

Another development bearing on made this statement of his beliefs: six months or a year's training had trained manpower and if its 

the controversial training issue "Scientific research is essential before it could function." industrial and cientific resources 

was the Introduction in Congress to national security as well as to The plan to base compulsory had been ready for immediate 

today of a bill authorizing pay- national prospenty. Scientific training on part-time, weekly and mobilization. 

ment of $1 a day to young men trends in warfare increase, rather summer camp service in the Na- Asked what alternative he fa

and women between 18 and 24 than decrease, the need for univer- tiona! Guard was proposed by vored failing a one-year plan, Mr. 

years of age who attend accredited sal military training as a security Omar ~· Ketchum of the Veterans ~ice suggested a four-month train-

military schools or take ROTC measure. of Foretgn Wars, though the con- mg program. 

courses in hlgh schools and col- "The advent of the atomic bomb tinuous training year plan would The modified Swiss plan, with 

leges. gives added emphasis to the need also be acceptable to his organi- citizens trained for combat against 

The bill was drafted by Rep- both for more scientific research zatio'?. The altern?-tive plan, he paratroop attacks and munitions 

resentative Wood of Georgia and for a more adequate program explamed, was destgned to meet stored in handy community depots 

whose aim is to encourage th~ of milit~ry trai~ing. I believe objections of those who feel a under Federal control, was aug

study of military science without these .actions for mternal strenl?ith yea~ would be, too gre~t a gap gested by Dr. Frank B. Gigliotti 

placing youths under compulsion should accompany the most sm- durmg a youths educational per- of the Regular Veterans Associa-

Meanwhlle the Bureau of th~ cere international eff.orts to pre- iod. tion. 
Censu ann ' d th 20 vent wars from breakmg out." 

500 Oo
s
0 

°w:'cet er~ .were ,- In answering those who have Tells Views of the VFW Organized "Dagger" Units 

, men m he m1l!tary age . · d · 
group of 18 to 35 years. An esti- sa1d the atom1c bomb an other The VFW stood .for mamtenance A First Division veteran ot · 

<mate subject to revision the figure technical developments reduce .the of peace by force, if necessary, Mr. World war I, he said he is a Pres

• was computed as of ocf.. 31. need for a large milita:y establ.tsh- K~~chum declared. He concluded: byterian minister and had organ-

The Congressional committee ment, Dr. Compt?n satd a tramed A_nd so far as the Veterans of ized "cloak and dagger" units for 

has received estimates that 1 200 _ and disciplined cttizenry would be Foretgn Wars is concerned, let me the Office of strategic Services in 

000 boys reach the age of 18 'each 'an enormous asset" if ~tom bom.bs assu~e you we are for compulsory this war. 

year and that between 850 000 to borne by rockets or smuggled m, traimng, whether you approve one Dr. Gigliotti whose organization 

900,000 would be found :fit for were used against us. He added: year of continuous citizen train- Is made up of 'veterans of the reg

service under a universal program. "If we should suffer such an at- ing as recommended b;y the Pres- ular Army, Navy, Marine Corps 

S As Aid t J 
1 

tack, the next stage would be !dent or a home traimng plan as and Coast Guard, said the Swiss 

een o ob e s actual invaston of our country for we have suggested." plan was recommended because 

Dr. Compton said universal purposes of occupation. This, and In favor of the continuous-year many letters were received by his 

training would "help to relieve the not the bomblng, would bring de- plan was Millard Rice of the Dis- group objecting to the one-year 

unemployment that apparently feat. abled American Veterans, who plan. 

looms ahead during the reconver- "Our country is so big that we told the committee the best prepa- Basically, his system would re

sion period," and would be better should have a chance to resist in- ration for peace is preparation for quire four months' training of men 

than a dole. Without widespread vasion even then, if we were pre- war and vice versa. 18 to 21 years of aae after which 

training for an emergency, m his pared with munitions and could It was his opinion that the two they would be atta~h~d to reserve 

o~inlon, "we might be licked a!- call to arms very quickly an ade- world wars might have been units for three years. 

------- ~ 

• 
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I I 
stood that those remarks are 

T 
made by one who always has 

Eden's alk in Commons been convinced, and is still con-
vinced. that the futul'e peace of 

L---------------:--------------1 the world depends upon under-

LONDON, Nov. 22 (JP).-An 
abridged t ext ot former Foreign 
Secretary Anthony Eden's speech 
in the House of Commons today: 

I had hoped the Prime Minis
ter would tell us a little more 
about what steps are to be taken 
now to give effect to the con
clusions l'eached in Washington. 
As I understand it, a really new 
departure at the Washington 
discussions was that the three 
p9wers there charged with this 
particula.r responsibility decided 
it was their duty to take the ini
tiative in this matter in relation 
to the other nations of the world, 
and their initiative had been to 
ask that a commission of the 
United Nations should be set up 
which would, bY stages it was 
hoped, and by agreement, deal 
with this subject. 

Who is going to compose 
that commission? Presumably 
it would be the members of the 
Security Council. Are there to 
be any others as well? If so, who 
else, and have the invitations 
gone out? If they had not, when 
would they go out and who would 
send them? When would this 
commission meet? Those were 
the kinds of questions which we 
had in mind when we read the 
admirable basis of work agreed 
on in Washington. 

As I understand, the commis-
... sion was to proceed by stages. 

In view of the immense intricacy 
of this subject, I think that is 
right. As I see it, what will hap
pen is if these invitations are 
accepted the United Nations 
commission will meet t ogether 
and will first exchange this in
formation. 

If this exchange is accepted 
by all of them they had the :fu'st 
stage in the creation of interna
tional confidence and would 
move to the next stage, to the 
control o! atomic energy to the 
extent necessary to insure its use 
for peaceful measures. 

The other thing we would like 
to know is if communications 
have gone to other nations since 
the talks were completed. Have 
anY communications gone to 
Russia about the outcome of the 
talks? 

Moscow Got Text . 
[Attlee interposed here and said 

the Washington declaration was 
communicated to the Russian 
government before it was made 
public.J 

I am much obliged. I think it 
was useful to get that out. 

[Attlee interposed that the 
United Nations Organization 
would itself set up the commis
sion, saying "Therefore until you 
have got the United Nations Or
ganizations I cannot tell you 
what the composition of the 
commission would ):>e. It would 
be a. matter for the United Na
tions."] 

Is the conception that there 
Will be a special meeting of the 
United Nations Organization to 
set up this commission? Other
wise it may be a long time before 
anything will happen. 1 under
stand there is an acting chair
man and his suggestion is that 
some one should send a commu
nication and ask for the commis
tion to bet set up, otherwise, we 
may have to wait a long time 
before even the preliminary 
stages were taken. 

This is what seems to be the 
fundamental of this problem: 
the truth is that by the dJscovery 
of this atomic energy, science has 
placed us several laps ahead of 

our international political devel
opment and yet unless we can 
catch up politically to the point 
we have reached in science and 
thus command the power which 
at present threatens us, we are 
all going to be blown to smith
ereens. 

Mr. Byrnes put it well when he 
said the civilized world cannot 
survive atomic war. I agree with 
the Prime Minister that no set 
of rules is going to enable us to 
survive a future war when this 
weapon is latent for use, and no 
safeguards by themselves are go
ing to provide an effective _guar
anty. They have got to be ac
companied by the acceptance of 
the rule of law among nations. 

During this war we bad 
thought at San Francisco to lay 
the foundations of a new world 
order. But the truth is that all 
the events of recent years have 
tended the same way: to narrow 
the world and bring us closer to
gether and therefore to intensify 
the shocks and sharpen the reac
tions before the shock absorbers 
are ready. 

Question of Sovet•eignty 
Every succeeding scientific 

discovery makes greater non
sense of oldtime conceptions of 
sovereignty, yet it is not the 
least use deluding ourselves. It 
is yet true that national senti
ment is still as strong as ever 
and here and there it is 
strengthened by this further 
complication-the differing con
ceptions of forms of government 
and differing conceptions of 
what words like freedom and 
democracy mean. So, despite 
some stirrings, the world has not 
been ready to abandon or to 
modify its old conceptions of 
sovereignty. 

Now atomic energy bas come 
to enforce the ~all for some
thing more. The world family 
is smaller today than was the 
European family at the end of 
the last war. I have · thought 
much 9f this business of atomic 
energy both before and since 
that bomb burst on Nagasaki, 
and for the life of me I have 
been unable to see atld I am still 
unable to see any final solution 
that will make the world safe 
from atomic power other than 
we all abate our present ideas of 
sovereignty. We have got some
how to take the sting out of 
nationalism. We cannot hope 
to do this at once. But we ought 
to start working for it now, and 
that I submit should be the first 
duty of the United Nations. 

We should make up our minds 
where we want to go. I know 
in this respect where I want to 
go. I want to go to a world 
where the relations between na
tions can be transformed in a 
given period of time, as the re
lations between England, Scot
land and Wales have been 
transformed. 

In
1
• the light of discoveries 

abom; atomic energy, I think 
that the San Francisco Charter 
should be reviewed, particularly 
with respect to the veto, which 
is an anachronism in the mod-
ern world. ' 

An Increase of Mistrust 
Nobody here will deny that 

there has been an increase of 
suspicion and mistrust recently 
between the Soviet Union and 
the other two great partners in 
victory, -the United States· and 
ourselves. We all deplore that, 
and 1f I make some remarkst 
upon it I hope it will be under-

standing between ourselvc..o, the 
United States and Russia. 

We want the fullest Russian 
participation in all world affairs 
on equal terms. Many times 
Russian statesmen have spoken 
to me and Mr. Churchill of their 
need for security and the anx
iety they feel for friendly rela- • 
tions with their neighbors. We 
have never disputed that. 

The Russians had gone very 
far in making arrangements 
with all their neighbors. Against 
whom are all these Russian ar
rangements being made? I know 
the answer. They have given i~ 
to us many times. They are 
made against a possible resur
gence of German plans for dom
ination of Europe. The Russians 
are not as yonvinced as some 
people that the Nazi spirit is 
entirely dead. 

Any arrangements between us 
and our Western neighbors are 
no . more aimed against Russia 
than are Russian arrangements 
with her neighpors aimed at us. 
I think it is desirable that that 
should be plainly stated, be
cause I am convinced it is the 
literal truth. We know that 
Russian arrangements are not 
aimed against us. There contiti
ues to be in Britain amongst 
virtually all sections of the ~eo
ple a deep desire for friendship 
with Russia as close and as cor
dial as we have with the United 
States of America. But there is 
another unhelpful influence 
which militates against this and 
which I think should be men
tioned. It is the difficulty of 
getting information out of Rus
sia and out of territories con
trolled by the Soviet Union. 

Full Freedom of Press 
I would beg our Russian 

ftiends to believe that they could 
make no greater contribution to 
real Jmderstanding between our 
countries than to allow foreign 
correspondents in their territory 
or in territories under their con
trol the same full freedom as is 
allowed Russian correspondents 
here. <Cheers>. We have got to 
get to know each other and that 
involves freedom to speak and to 
comment across frontiers. Drop 
those barriers of censorship and 
you will blow away in one gust 
much of those black fogs of sus
picion. 

We have read with some con· 
cern in the press of recent dis
turbances in northwest Persia 
and of a decision by the Persian 
government to send troops to 
deal with those disturbances and 
a report that those troops were 
turned back by the Soviet au
thorities. 

I must say that I find it im
possible to reconcile such action 
either with · the Anglo-Soviet
Persian treaty of 1942 or with 
the Tehran Decla1·ation of 1943. 
That declaration said "the gov
ernments of the United States, 

the U. S. S. R. and the United 
Kingdom are at one with the 
government of Iran in their de
sire for the maintenance of the 
independeht sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of Iran." 

From 1940, and still more in 
1941 when Russia was attacked, 
Persia became the happy hunt
ing ground for German agents. 
The moment that Russia. was 
attacked we had need of those 
communications through Persia 
as the only alternative route to 
the northern convoys, the full 
story of whose gallantry I pray 
somebody will one day_ write as 
it should be written. To deal 
with the Germtm agents and to 
prevent sabotage to the railway 
it was necessary to take certain 
military steps. We did so but we 
made it plain it was only to in
sure our supplies to Russia that 
we intervened in Persia and that 
we wished to interfere as little 
as we could with Persian sov· 
ereignty. 

The Russian Pledge 
We were most anxious not to 

revert to that past and per
nicious policy which was called 
the "spheres of influence" in 
Persia. 

In view of that, when the tier
man war began to come to an 
end, we became anxious to with
draw our iroops and we first 
raised this matter at Yalta. No 
decision was reached then about 
the withdrawal of troops, but 
the Russians there did affirm 
to us their determination to 
stand by the Tehran agreement. 
Later, at an early stage of the 
Potsdam conference, we raised 
the matter again, and our desire 
then was to arrange for an early 
withdrawal, even before the 
treaty obligation came into force. 

The treaty obligation is to 
withdraw six months after the 
close of the Japanese war. In 
London, agreement was reached 
to withdraw by March 2. 

Our task in Persia and our 
only task was to guard the lines 
of communication and supply 
and not to interfere in the in
ternal affairs in Persia. Those 
lines of supply are no longer of 
any importance except for the 
maintenance of our troops and 
the Soviet troops who are there. 
I am afraid this incident is not 
the only occasion when the So
viets have refused permission to 
Persians to move their troops 
and gendarmerie about in the 
area under their control, and in 
consequence it is not very sur· 
prising that suspicions have been 
raised. 

Two Steps for Russians 
There are two steps that our 

Russian allies could take that 
would remove suspicion. They 
could make it plain that they 
have no objection to the free 
movement of Persian troops in 
their area and that they would 
be prepared to give those forces 
opportunity to move and act 
when they reached the area. I 
might also add here as else-

where the Soviet Union would 
greatly strengthen its case and 
remove suspicion and charges 
by inviting the press of the world 
to go and see for themselves 
what is going on in that area 
and allowing them freely to pub
lish their observations. 

I do think it. is better in the 
long run for our relations with 
Russia, which I hope my rec
ord shows I care very deeply 
about, that one should thus 
speak frankly when the occa
sion arises. 

I should like to ask what ex
actly was going on in Greece. 
We read that the archbishop 
has resigned. That is deplora
ble if it is true, because he had 
given very valued service to 
Greece at a very critical time, 
but perhaps resignations in 
Greece are not quite so serious 
as they are in this country. 
Maybe he will come back again. 

Even more serious is the news 
of the postponement for two or 
three years of the plebiscite in 
respect of the constitutional fu
ture of Greece. 

I am not going into the merits 
of my desire, if I have any, as to 
the outcome of the plebiscite, but 
what I want to say about this 
delay is that it does run counter 
to the undertakings which were 
given to the King by the Prime 
Minister and myself when he 
himself offered not to go back to 
his country until the country 
had voted. 

Not an "Early Date" 
We then said and we told the 

House that the idea was that the 
plebiscite would be held at an 
early date. No one in the world 
can think that two or three 
years from now ca~ be regarded 
as an early date. 

Regarding the report of finan
cial assistance being conditioned 
in some way, perhaps he can 
give some information about 
that also. 

I know the Foreign Secretary 
was disappointed by the break
down of the London Conference. 
Despite that, it is hoped that he 
would persevere in his efforts to 
bring another meeting at which 
we could do better. , 

It is, I am sure, on~y through 
direct contacts with the Rus
sians and other allies that sus
picions can be ventilated and 
allayed, as ·they must be if the 
wol"ld is to have a chance to 
enjoy the enduring peace it de
serves. Earlier, I spoke of the de
structive possibilities of atomic 
energy, but there is another side 
to this stupendous discovery
the possibilities for good, though 
not so immediate. The world 
sees perhaps not so far away the 
chance of security, or even 
plenty, for all. The world must 
seize that chance if we are to 
prove worthy of those who 
fought and died that we might 
have it. 
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Phvsicist Says .. -
Science Curbs 
WottldHurtU.S. 
Dr. Arthur Compton Urges 

Changes in Society to 
it Modern Cond~tion ,, (' 4 

America would weaken herself 
through restrictions on science. 
Dr. Arthur H. Compton, Nobel 
Prize winner in physics, said yes
terday at the Hotel Pennsylvania 
at the annual convention ot the 
Middle States Association of Col
leges and Secondary Schools. 

"One cannot control science in 
all sections of the world," he said. 
"In some sections it will move 
ahead . . • science is the cen
tral force in the soci11.l evolution 
of mar1. Through it we may shape 
society." 

"People will not foregt:> the right 
to think," he warned, citing his
toric failures to check the growth 
of science. The free exchange of 
scientific knowledge in times of 
peace is an advantage to all na
tions, Dr. Compton added. 

Asks Changes in Society 
Rather than attempt to restrict 

science, Dr. Compton suggested 
that men make the changes in so
ciety it demands, including in
creased co-operation, education 
and service-"the strength of so
ciety comes from drawing out all 
the possibilities of each individ
ual," he said. 

Dr. Compton pointed out that 
.this is an age of specialists, whose 
interdependence makes co-opera
tion essential. In education, he 
said, the pressure is on f?r more 
trained persons, for which the 
need was demonstrated by the 
war. 

Dr. Compton called !or control 
of weapons by the Unlted Nations 
Organization, but added that some 
interim control of atomic energy 
must be provided by Congress to 
avoid its use by "malevolent 
groups." , 

George Vernon Denny jr., presi
dent of The Town Hall, Inc., said: 
"Every institution that calls itse)f 
educational must open 1ts doors to 
men and women from eighteen to 
eighty ... • It is up to education to 
go out in the market and bring 
knowledge to people." 

Education Editor Speaks 
William G. Avirett, education 

editor of The New York Herald 
Tribune, pointed out that only one 
student in every four goes on to 
college from high school. "The 
main job of high schools must be 
to supply a terminal, not a prepar
atory education," he said. 

Officers elected !or 1945-!46 were: 
president, George A. Walton, head
master of George School, Pa.; vice
president, Margaret T. Corwin, 
dean of New Jersey College for 
Women: secretary, Karl G. Miller, 
dean of the University of Pennsyl
vania, and, treasurer, Burton P. 
Fowler, headmaster of German
town Friends School, Philadelphia. 
Groups affiliated with the assocla-

' tion will meet today at the hotel. 

. [TODAY and TOMORROW] 
- By WALTER LIPP.MANN -

HT Sovereignty and the Atomic Bomb 11/P.. Ll 

SPEAKING in the House of ment could not in the nature ofl 
Commons on Thursday, Mr. things be executed on the states 
Eden said that.be was "unable collectively, and therefore that 

to see any final solution that will such a government was necessary 
make the world safe from atomic as could directly operate on in
power other than that we all dividuals, and would punish those 
abate our present ideas of sover- only whose guilt required it." 
eignty." All will agree that any James Madison, speaking on the 
plan to outlaw, regulate, control, same question, said that "the use 
inspect, must involve some modi- of force against a state would look 
.fioation of the idea that within its more like a declaration of war 
territory each national state is the than an infliction of punishment, 
supreme authority. The' question and would probably be considered 
is how this abatement of sover- by the party attacked as a dis
eignty should,. be worked out. solution of all previous compacts 

St~dents of government, an:d by which it might be bound." 
particularly of our own const1- This is I submit very high au
tutiona~ _history, . wl!J recogn:ize thority, ~nd the t~uth that gov
that thiS 1s a que.st10n about which ernment begins when it operates 
a great deal is already known. We on individuals, is as well tested 
must use what we know i! :we are and as fundamental a principle 
to find out what we do not y~t as any which exists in the whole 
kn~w bu.t need to kn?"":· The sc~- field of law and statecraft. 
entlsts who developea ohe atom1c • • 
bomb did not start from scratch: • . 
they drew upon the vast store of If . we are . senous about con
scientific knowledge accumulated troll.mg atom1c energy, _and ab?ut 
over generations. In developing instituting an authonty wh1ch 
the political control of the atomic shall for t?at purpose. be _sUperior 
bomb, we too can go forward into to the national sovere~gnhe~, ~hen 
the unknown only by starting we canno~ ig~ore th1s PTID:Ciple, 
.:from what is known. or .brush 1t as1de as novel, m~er-

There are now two main schools estmg perhaps, but amateurish. 
of thought as to bow to modify Th~re 1s no ot~er way to abate 
national sovereignty in order to na.tiOna.l ~~vere1gnty excep~ ~o 
control atomic energy. The one, brm~ .mdlv~dual pers~ns w.1thm 
to which Mr. Eden belongs hold the JUr~sd!CtlOn of 11: supra-national 

' . 
5 authonty. Anythmg else thar1 

that the na~~onal states should 1e- that leaves national sovereignty 
n~unc~ theu ~eto under. the San intact, and all international law, 
Flanc1sco chatter~ agreemg ~o be so-called, subordinate to, not 
bound by the d.ecisions and JUdg- superior to, the national state. 
~ents of a maJority of other na- I hold, therefore, that in setting 
tlOJ?al states. The other ~choo.l , up rules about atomic energy, the 
whi~h seems to me the wiser, 1s first step to take is to declare 
seekmg. ways to mak~ the rules them binding upon individuals. If 
regulah~g the pro~uc~10n and ~e that is done, then no government 1 
o~ ~tom1c energy bmdmg upon m- will have any longer the legal I 
diVIduals. right to order a citizen to violate 

I beli~ve it can be den:on~trated the rules, or to protect him if he 
that thiS is the true prmciple by violates them. There will be no 
which sovereignty can be, as Mr. defense, as there is not in the 
Eden puts it, abated. Nuernberg trial, that the crimes \ 

* * • were done by order of the national 
A writer who conducts a column state, which is sovereign, and that 

in a New York news'paper seems to the violator, if apprehended, is 
be under the impression that while therefore immune. 
this second line, which I argued * • 
for jn a recent article, "sounds per- Obviously, there will still re
suasive," it is really a half-baked main the grave difficulty of catch
notion which would not stand ex- ing and arresting the violators of 
amination by "authorities on in- the laws about atomic energy. If 
ternational law." .The matter is the violators were protected by a 
much too important to be brushed great power, it would require a 
off in this fashion, and so I am great war in order to arrest them. 
venturing to remind him and the But that is equally the case under 
authorities on international law Mr. Eden's plan, or any other sys
whom he has consulted of certain tern of "collective security." 
political truths which they ought The great advantage of making 
to remember but appear to have a violation an individual crime is 
forgotten. that the violation of the law by a 

These truths are stated most state planning aggression will 
clearly in the "Federalist" paper, then be much more difficult. Every 
No. 15, which is attributed to Alex- scientist, engineer, staff officer 
ander Hamilton, though there can and official who participates in the 
be no doubt that Ma'dison and Jay, violation will be on notice that, 
and indeed all the founding fath- if caught, he will have no im
ers held the same view. Nothing munity. That is an impressive 
that has been said in our con- risk, which would exist for each 
temporary discussion of the atomic o~e of them not only in the event 
bomb, of the San Francisco that his country was defeated but 
charter, and of the Truman- also during the period when his 
Attlee-King proposals, poses the government was preparing for ag- ' 
real issue so clearly. gression. 

It is this: "I! we still adhere to * • • 
the design • • . of a superin- Furthermore, the fact that the 
tending power, under the direction crime had been made personal 
of a common council, we must ::- would mean that the opposition in 
solve to incorporate into our plan any country, the individual scien
those ingredients which may be tists or public men, who wished to 
considered as forming the charac- prevent atomic war, c~uld co':lnt 
teristic difference between a league upon a high degree of protectiOn 
and a government; we must ex- from the law-abiding states. It 
tend the authority of the union would be difficult to punish them 
to the persons o! the citizens-the for refusing to break the law: if 
o•lY proper objects of govern- their o~n gover~ment sought to 
ment." Without a firm grasp of coerce them, the1r case could. at 
this proposition, without a clear once be brought before the Umted 
understanding of the difference Nations Organization. 
between a league and a govern- How would tl~e ag~ressor . state 
ment the discussion of national defend itself if 1t we1e pumshing 
sover~ignty and atomic energy is one of its citizens for refusing to 

d b t d d b ti violate the mternat!onal law? 
boun to e con use an a or ve. Would not such coercion of its 

• • * own citiz~s be prima facie evi-
Mr. Eden's own proposal is an dence Lhat it was conspiring 

illustration. He is trying to make against the peace of the world? 
a league of sovereign states be- • • • 
have as if it were a world govern- :Much more can be said about 
ment. All h!storv proves that this the efficiency of this great prin
is impossible. Mr. Eden's plan is ciple than can be said in a few 
to give a majority of states the articles. But perhaps enough has 
right to coerce a minority o! states. been said to indicate its relevance 
On this proposal George Mason, of and its importance to the momen
Virginla, had this to say In the tous inquiry in which the whole 
Philadelphia convention a hun- civilized world Is now engaged. 
dred and 1'1fty years ago: "punish- cnpyrliQf. IQ45, New York Tribune lne. 

'Keep Bomb 
Until War ~!3 o 
Is Outlawed' 

America must keep the secret 
of the atomic bomb to provide 
time in which to work to abolish 
the causes of war, according to 
D1·. I. Rabi, 1944 Nobel Pl'ize win
ner in physics and atomic bomb 
consultant. 

Dr. Rabi, who witne sed the 
trial atomic bomb explosion in 
New Mexico, told a Waldorf-As
toria dinner of the New York 
Psychoanalytic Sof'iety, last night 
that we have "two or three years 
at least" before other nations dis· 
cover the secret. 

We must utilize that time to 
take effective steps to outlaw war, 
he said, adding: 

"A chill of foreboding struck 
all of us who saw and felt the 
first bomb go off in New Mexico. 
H we could arrange to have the 
statesmen have that experience, 
we would be a long way toward 
solving the problem." 
Sees 25.Yeat· Respite 

The world "rna) be able to pur
chase 25 or 50 years of precarious 
respite from doom by adequately 
ar"!ing an international police," 
MaJ. Gen. G. Bloc!< Chisholm, 
Canada's Deputy Minister of 
Health, said in a message to the 
meeting. ' 'But then comes the 
ultimate test. Can we by that 
time have become mature enough 
t o urvive?" 

The dinner launched a drive for 
$200,000 to expand clinical service 
a.nd p~y~hiatric and p ychoanaly· 
t1c trauung by the Societ). . 
------·- -



pretty fairly observed on both overlooked or ignored. I say mu- must await the growth ot con

Partial Text of Attlee Speech 
sides but, broadly speaklng, the tual confidence is needed, but it :fidence and the development o! 
attempt to abandon certain is well to remember that over safeguards. 
weapons has failed. great areas of the earth's sur- It may be said, what safe- ~ 

Gas was banned before the face this confidence is already guarcl are of any use? I would 1 

LONDON, Nov. 22 (!Pl.-An 
abridged text of Prime Minister 
Attlee's speech in the House of 
Commons today on foreign affairs: 

Toward the end of Septem
ber last, I made known to the 
President of the United States 
my views on the vital impor
tance to the world of the discov
ery of atomic energy and that 
its application to warfare made 
it essential that those in a re
sponsible position should con
sider the problems to which it 
had given rise, and the implica
tions which the emergence of 
this weapon has,on the endeav
ors we are all making to banish 
war from the world. 

In conveying to him the ten
tative conclusion to which the 
government had arrived, I sug
gested a personal discussion 
might follow, and in .Qctober I 
received an invita n from 
President Truman to visit Wash
ington to discuss the whole mat
ter with him and the Prime Min
ist-er of Canada. 

The Prime Minister of Can
ada had been over here on a 
visit and I had the advantage of 
exchanging views with him. . . • 

Met With U. S. Officials 
During my stay In Washing

ton I was most kindly enter
tained and had numerous op
portunities of meeting members 
of the Cabinet, with Senators, 
Congressmen and other leading 
figures in the political world. 
F rom the day of my arrival, we 
had constant meetings and 
talks, most of them taking 
place at the White House, and 
we had one long fruitful and 
pleasant talk on a yacht in the 
River Potomac. 

While the principal subject of 
our talk concerned the problem 
we had met to consider, I natu
rally discussed with the Presi
dent, Mr. Byrnes and others, 
matters of common interest and 
found , as always, a friendly co
operative attitude. 

I had the honor of addressing 
a. joint session of Congress and 
I paid tribute, as I felt sure the 
House would have wished me to 
do, to the unsurpassed war 
effort of the United States of 
America. 

I also told them ths-j I had 
come with the united good 
wishes of Britain for the tasks 
which lay ahead. I am quit,:l 
sure in the United States of 
Amenca it is fully realized that 
there is no d1fference of opinion 
in this House about their desire 
for the utmost co-operation in 
world affairs with the great re
public across the Atlantic. . . . 

I should like to say something, 
first of all, with regard to the 
approach I made to this ques-

war o! 1914- '18, but it was used e3tablished. War between Britain ask the House to note the words tion of atomic energy as applied and I have no doubt that, had and any one of the dominionse "by itself" and the words. "na-to war. In my view it is impos- the Nazis thought it worth while, is unthinkable. War between tions bent on aggression" il1 .>ec-sible to isolate the problem of they would have used it again. Britain or Canada or an:r one tion three of the joint declara-lhe atomic bomb from that of The bombing of open cities once of the states of the United tion. · tp.e use of other destructive filled the world with horror but States of America is unthink-
weapons. it had become an everyday ex- able. It is the task of statesmen Where there is not mutual Thel·e '"as a t i'me when wat·s . f th ·t· f h fid confidence .no system will be n pel'lence o e c1 1zens o to spread t at con ence effective, but where it exists were locally fought out with London during this war. throughout the whole world. there will be no difficulty. For 
weapons which to us seem ex- No Queensberry Rule The declaration made at Wash- instance, there is no difficulty traordinarily primitive, and in ington was made with this ob- between Br•t'ta1·n, Canada and th d th I d d I do not believe that in a war- fid · ose ays e osses an e- ject 'lf increasing con ence m the United States. We trust each t t . d b ld ring world except to a very th 'th '\ s rue JOn cause y war cou order a· we may press on WI other and are able to have full, ft b d . f limited extent, there can be a t k f 'dd ' th o en e rna e up m a ew years the great as o r1 mg e Uee aAd frank discussions. and, great as was the misery set of Queensberry rules. world of the fear of war. caused, the thing was measur- I think an attempt on those We are working on plans for able. Sometimes. even, the losses lines is as futi!e as the attempt Accomplishments o Far future o-operation between us were slight. Men in authority of the knightly conclave at the What have we actually done? in this field and we wish to 1 might count the cost of war as close of the middle ages to ban We the three countries con- establish in all nations just such worth while for the advantages, that unsporting weapon- gun- cerned in the discovery and de- confidence. 
though those advantages seem powder. We can make up our velopment of atomic energy- It is to be remembered that, to us today sometimes almost minds if the world again lapses the countries which possess the although the processes for pro-trifling. into war on a scale comparable knowledge-have already made ducing atomic energy are com-Such an attitmle to war is to with that from which we have available to the world the basic plicated, the product itself Is a just emerged, every weapon will scientific information essential small thing and the weight of us impossible. We have seen two be used and we can confidently for its development for peaceful the bomb on Hiroshima was not world conflagrations and we expect that full-scale atomic pw·poses. great. Clearly there must be know the cost, or some of the warfare will result in the de- the most sedulous cax·e taken to t · h ff · d th We declare ow· willingness to cos · m uman su enng an e struction of great cities, the control this most dangerous sub-destruction of the work of gen- f ill th extend the fundamental know!- stance. t' f deaths o m· ions and e set- edge and arrange the inter-era 1ons o men. ting back of civilization t o an change of essential knowledge [Attlee then said that the The obliteration of great cit ies unimaginable extent. with any nation that will fully House would have seen the which took place in the last war That was expressed in a sec- reciprocate. duties which it was proposed to as a result of shellihg and bomb- tion of the joint declaration We cannot tell what other intrust to the commission.) ing was bad enough. We know which stated the only complete scientific discoveries may be It will be remembered that the too well what the effect of bomb- protection for the civilized world made and may be used for the United Nations organization was ing was in London, Coventry, from the destructive use of purposes of warfare. set up for the prevention of war Plymouth and other cities, but scientific knowledge lies in the Therefore, we ask of nations and the establishment of the any one who has seen Aachen prevention of war. that they should be prepared to rule of law. 

or Stalingrad or Warsaw knows No system of safeguards which do what we have done imd what Wants Commission to Act how infinitely greater are the can be devised will , of itself, <I we are prepared to do. 
ruins of the continent of Europe. emphasize those words >, provide I now turn to the disclosw·e of It is therefore natural to in-It was with that object in their an effective guaranty against the detailed information con- trust this weapon to the commis-minds that the representatives the production of atomic weap- cerning the industrial applica- sion which would make recom-of the nations met at San Fran- ons by a nation bent on aggres- tion of atomic energy, . mendations to the organization. ci o. but since then we have had sion. Atomic energy has already [Here he stressed the impor-the atomic bomb. Two only were Role of the U.N. 0. been used for destruction. Its tance of the provision that the dropped on Japan, but in each The declaration further says development for peaceful pur- "ork of the commission should instance a large part of a great "every nation will realize the poses for helping instead of de- proceed by stages, which he said city and its inhabitants were overwhe:ming need to maintain stroying the human race is not emphasized the need for specific wiped out. The atom bomb is the the rule of law among the na- likely to be attained for many action to be based on confi-latest word in destructiveness, tions and to banish the scourge years. dence.l 
but it may not be the last. of war from the earth." In the first place, this know!- There is not only atomic Dangers of a New War We have in prospect the meet- edge cannot be given in a for- energy to be dealt with, but all It brought home. as nothing lng of the United N"tions Or- mula or in a blueprint. It can weapons adaptable for mass de-else has done, that if civilization ganization. only be done by scientists and struction. Not one of these weap-is to survive there must be no There ·s the instrument which, technicians being taken to the ons had t:ny legitimate place in repetition of the first and second if all the nations resolve to use/ plant and explaining everything the armaments nece sary for a world wars. lt. can establish the rule of law in detail involving these proc- country's internal security or the Therefore, when I spoke In the and prevent war. esses and specialized knowledge, protecting of a government Mansion House [at London on I say "resolve to use it" be- which is only in possession of a again t lawlessneis. Nov. 9] and in all my discusswns, cause, to me, here is the essence number of men. That Is a mat- They are weapons of total I have considered not just the of the problem. ter which would take a long warfare designed for mass de-'elimination of the atom bomb Just as no system of inspec- time and to do this for all na- struction and we must banish to-from the armory of the nations, tion or control of weapons wlll t ions would clearly be a matter tal war from the world if civili-but what kind of a world order work without good will, so no of very great difficulty and I can ?ation is to continue. was necessary in an epoch in International organization, how- see no reason for singling out Here is our declaration , and I which science had placed in ever carefully framed, will be of particular nations. hope there will be world-wide re, man's hands such horrible any value unless the nations re- spon e to its principle . weapons. solve to lay aside war or the Safeguard De irable The next step will lie with the I emphasize this because there threat of war as instruments of Secondly, this discovery can United Nations organization have been attempts in the past policy, unless they are deter- be used either for peace or war. when the matter Is brought be-to eliminate certain weapons and mined to establish between Can it be wise when the United fore it. It is a matter which can-certain methods of warfare, and themselves such mutual confi- Nations Organization is only just not be solved by Britain, Canada there have been some SlfCCesses dence that war is unthinkable. born and not out of its cradle and the United states of Amer-
in the past. While this is the only real so- to broadcast to the world meth- ica: it would have been a dis-There have been wars in which Iution, no safeguard having any ods of making ~uch a destruc- service to the cause we had at the Geneva convention .h:.:a=s:.:b:..e.:::en:::_:.....:c=h.:.:a=n.:::c:..:e:..,...o.:::f:..,....:.su=-c.:..c:..:e:..:s.:.s_:s_h_o_u_ld __ b_e ___ t_i_v_e_~_"_e_a_p_o_n_?_In __ ou_r_v_i_e_w_t_h_is_ ,nearTif we nad tned o do so. 

- We have set out our views and 
pointed out the immediate steps 

· necessary. 
This is a world question and 

for its solution we need not 
merely co-operation of govern
ments but the will and faith 
of the people. They have been 
through so many horrors that 
perhaps it is difficult for most 
people to grasp the vista of still 
greater devastation that is 
stretched before them unless 
men could so order their affairs 
to alter it. 

The atomic bomb is here pres
ent in the world itself, not some
thing to be noted or a newspa
per sensation to be read about; 
it "is a danger that Is hung over 
every one of them-all the peo
ple of the world. 

The United Nations Organiza
tion is here present in the world. 
It was born almost at the same 
time as the atomic bomb but it 
is not !:Omething vaguely here, 
something outside the range of 
national life; it is the hope of 
the world and full of immense 
possibilities. I want men and 
worn ' n in this country and in 
the world to feel the most vivid 
personal concern in the suc
cess of the United Nations Or
ganization. Unless they applied 
to a solution of these problems 
a moral enthusiasm as great as 
scientists brought to their re
search work, then our civiliza
tion built up over so many cen
tn ·ip would .~urelv PP .· , 



FIVE CYCLOTRONS 
WRECKED IN JAPAN 

U. S. Army Forces in Surprise 
Raids on Laboratories That 

Have Atom Equipment 

By LINDESAY PARROTT 
By Wlrelua to THE NIW YolK TU!ES. 

TOKYO, Nov. 23-United States 
Marines today seized and began to 
destroy three large cyclotrons in 
various parts of Japan with which 
Japanese scientists, before and 
during the war, had experimented 
with atomic energy and may have 
been on the ttan of the atomic 
bomb. The atomic plants, which to which they had been put during 
were at Tokyo Osaka and Kyoto the war, however, are still obscure. 
had been kn;wn to the United According to the hea?quarters 

announcement, the machmes that 
s_tates occupation forces for some lare being destroyed range from a 
tune . and had .b~en under !\'lard small home-made unit once used 
pendmg a deCISIOn from !llgh~r for demonstration purposes in Jap
~eadquarters as to what dispos1- anese higher schools to the 200-ton 
bon should be made of them. monster imported from the United 

Today, :under orders to destroy States. Two ot the five are at 
them, e_ngmeers and ordnanc~ men Osaka Imperial University, one is 
from L1eut. Gen. Robert L. EIChel- in Kyoto University and two are 

'

berger's Eighth Army ~ere and in the Nishina Laboratory in To
General Walter Kreuger s Sixth kyo-including the large one. 
Army in Southern Japan, moved 
into the plants armed with welding Raid Plan Kept Secret 
torches, explosives and other equip- American occupation troops some 
ment and began to take the m~- time ago seized all records relating 
chines apart. Parts of them Will to the use of the atomic mechan
then be loaded on barges, taken out isms, but the Japanese Government 
to sea and sunk. was kept in ignorance until just 

The action taken is in line with before the raids of the fact that 
the Allied directive that Japan's the machines would be destroyed. 
war potential must be destroyed, So late was the information with
even though the c~clotrons under held from the Japanese that it is 
peaceful control m1ght have con- questionable if anyone knew what 
tributed to the progress of Japa- was about to happen to the cyclo
nese science. They l'!ligh~, for ex- trons until the troops, with cutting 
ample, produce radioactive sub- torches and demolition charges, 
stances for the treatment of arrived on the scene. 
disease. According to the headquarters 

Bulky and Obsolete account, the Japanese first began 
. . to experiment with atomic energy 

~es1des the three maJor ?Tia- in 1935, when Dr. Nishina began I 
chmes destroyed, t~e Al11:erJCan the construction of a small cyclo· 
troops began the dJsmantlmg ~f tron using a twenty-three-ton 
two other . much sm~ller expen- magnet brought from the United 
men~! ';llllts bel.onl?'lDg to Dr. States. A financial grant from the 
Yoshio N1shina, pnnclpal Japanese Japan Society for the Promotion 
exponent of atomic energy . . It was of Scientific Research enabled the 
announced that. the machines, at Japanese in 1937 to place an order 
lea.:'t one of which came from the for Dr. Lawrence's machi,De, which 
Uruted States, were too bulky ~nd was knocked down and snipped to 
too obsolete to be worth removmg Japan in parts and established in 
from Japan and the Headquarters Tokyo in 1938. 
announcement said: 

"With the destruction of these No Important Progress 
machines Japan's potential for An examination of Japanese rec
atomic research will have been ords made by Dr. Monroe E. 
substantially destroyed." . Spaght, a member of the strategic 

The largest of the machines m- bombing survey, showed that the 
volved was found in the Labora- Japanese had been working along 

, tory of Physical and Chemical Re- the lines of the atomic bomb, but 
search in Tokyo. It was sold to had made no important progress. 
Japan by the United States before Dr. Nishina, when interviewed by 
the war and is virtu.ally the twin Allied questioners, said that he 
of the cyclotron des1gne~ by Dr. was unable to interest the Japa
Ernest 0. Lawrence, wh1ch is in nese Army in atomic experiments. 
the radiation laboratory of the None of the machines was in 
University of California at Berke- working shape when first discov
ley. ered by the Allies. The two at 

Weighing 220 tons, it can de- Osaka Imperial University were 
velop bombardment particles trav- partially dismantled. The further 
ellng with the energy ot 16,000,000 single cyclotron found at Kyoto 
volts. This machine went to Japan under th6 charge of Professor Bun
about 1938-a year before ~r. saku Arakatsu, head of the physics 
Lawrence won the Nobel Prize for department of Kyoto University, 
physics for his achievements in the likewise was partly dismantled. 
atomic field-and its presence here Japanese scientists told the 
has been known to American scien- American investigators that Jap
tists ever since. anese work in atomic research 

I 
American investigation teams went well until the war cut them 

learned, however, that it had been off from foreign sources of infor
llttle used since the outbreak of mation. 

jthe war. Apparently the army gen- Major O'Hearn told correspon-

l
eral staff had little faith in the dents that any of the Japanese 
power of atomic energy to assist machines might have been used 
the empire's war effort. Dr. Ni- to extract uranium 235-the .raw 
shina was quoted as having said material of the atomic bomb-from 
that during the war he had diffi- uranium and therefore constituted 
culty in getting materials for ex- a war potential. However, Profes
periment from Japanese Army sor Seishi Kikuchi, head of the 
sources. physics department at Osaka Uni-

Some Parts Being Saved versity, reported differently. He 
said that mtensive work on the 

While American Army ~xperts mass separation of unstable ele
examined the Japanese equ1pmcnt menta had been considered by the 
and marked some of it for destruc- Japanese up to 1941 and then it 
tion, other sections were set aside was decided to be useless, "because 
for eventual peaceful uses. Thus, other nations were far ahead and 
though the atomic chambers of the Japan had no substantial deposits 
five machines were being broken of uranium." I 
up, such parts as large electro-
magnets and electric motors will 
b6 saved, it was announced. Pos-
sibly later they will be given to 
scientific institutes in the Far East 
in line with the announced policy 
of supplying such organizations 
with equipment to replace what the 
Japanese invading armies de-
stroyed. 

According to Maj. Joseph A. 
O'Hearn of Cambridge, Mass., Gen
eral MacArthur's personal repre
sentative in overseeing the de
struction, these cyclotrons had a 
definite war potential. The uses 

U. S. Cre,vs Wrecli 5 Cyclotrons 
In Japan, Eitdiitg Atom Me11ace 

By Frank Kelley Started Work in 1935 
These machines were used in ex-

Bv IVirelc&S to tho Herald Tn lnl ne periments carried on by Japan's 
copyrigh t, 1945, New York Tribune Ine. leading nuclear physicist, Dr . 
ifOKYO, Nov. 23. - American Yoshio Nishina, and his .staff, who 1 

engineers, armed with rifles, acety- watched with dismay as their play-
lene torches, sledges and crowbars. things were destroyed. I 
smashed today five cyclotrons anc; Nishina and his associates began 
related equipment used for atomic- c6nstruction of a small cyclotron 
energy research in three Japane&c · . -
cities. This action destroyed I in 1935. Usmg a twenty-three-ton 

· J t th electromagnet which once was ev~ryth!ng m ap~n, . excep . e part of a generator for Japanese 
mmds of the scientists, Which wireless communication with the 
might some day go to make an 

1 

United States, Nishina and his 
atomic bomb. aids completed this cyclotron in 

Under direct orders from Gen- 1937. It Droved inadequate and 
era! Douglas MacArthur, who had they cast about for a larger 
previously banned all atomic re- machine. , 
search in Japan, American sci- L&ter in the s~me year they re
entists and troops began at fo ceived a fin~nc1al grant from 1.1. 

the work of destruction in Japanese soc1ety for the promo
a. m. . tion of scientific research. Those 
laboratories m T?k~o , Osaka and were the days when Americans 
Kyoto, of the llmlted Ja?anese were selling scrap steel, oil and 
progress on the most ternble of I other war materials to Japan while 
all weapons. preaching against war and exhort-

By nightfall, according to Major ing the Japanese to respect treaty 
Joseph A. O'Hearn, of Cambridge, rights in China. 
Mass. , Japan's potential for atomic Through the assistance of Pro
research will have been substan- fessor Ernest 0. J:awr~nce, ?f . the 

University of Callforma, ong10a
tially reduced. Major O'Hearn Js tor of the cyclotron and one of the 
head of the industrial division of pioneers in the development of the 

atomic bombs that burned Hiro- 1 
the economy and scientific section shlma and,Nagasaki to a crisp, the 
of Allied headquarters and Is Japanese purchased in the United 
MacArthur's personal representa- states a duplicate of a 210-ton 
tive for the seizure and destruction magnet which composed the main 
of atomic machines. part of a cyclotron in the r~dia-

O'Hearn supervised at Nishina tion laborttory at the University 

I 
Laboratory in Tokyo's Institute of of California. 
Physical and Chemical Researcl• Shipped From U. S. 
the cutting up of a 200-ton Ameri- The unit was shipped, knocked 
can-built <;yclotron, which Will bl down, from the United States and 
loaded in pieces on to a barge. erected in Tokyo in June, 1938. 
towed out to sea and dumped to Some other parts were manufac
thc ocean floor, which may also tured by the Japanese !rom Law-
receive the hulls of Japanese renee's d~sign. . . . 

arships marked for destruction The b1g machine 10 N1shma 
w . Laboratory was always under the 
through atomic-bomb expem~e~ts . direction of Nishina, who was 

A smaller cyclotron at N1sh10a graduated from the University of 
Laboratory was wrecked by experts Tokyo in 1918 and immediately 
from Lieutenant General Robert L. entered the Institute of Physical 
Eichelberger's 8th Army. while and Chemical Research. He went 
troops from General Walter Krueg- abro';\d in 1921, ~tudy~ng nuclear 

• 6th Army destroyed two m11 phys1cs at Cambndge 10 1921 and 
N s 1922 and later going to Ge1many. 
chines-one of them a small ho~e- 1 He remained in Germany only a 
made unit once used in a high few months, however, because he 
school-~nd a larger cyclotron In was unable to live through the wild 

. . . . , . inflation of the mark, and pro-
the Impenal UmversJty laboratory, ceeded to Copenhagen. Later he 
Osaka, and a fifth cyclotron in studied in Hamburg. 
Kyoto Imperial University. In all his travels he met Ameri-

The small machines at Osak?. cans Interested in theoretical and 
and Kyoto are being ~ismantled '!nuclear physics. Returning . to 
and removed t.o a cleanng, wher~ Japan in 1928, via the Um~ed 
they will be blown up, after which States he met and conferred w1th 
the remaining scrap will be sunk many 'leading American scientists. 
a t sea. At Nishina Laboratory, When 8th Army troops moved 
Tokyo, the :arger machines were into Tokyo, the firs t exrmin?tion 
too bulky for demolition by explo- ot Japanese cyclotrons and rec
slves and were to be cut apart first ords was made by Dr . Monroe E. 
\IIIith torches before removal for Spaght, member of the United 
casting into the sea. states Strategic Bombing Survey, 

The three laboratories have been who said the Japanese had made 
occupied since Tuesday by scien- no rmportant pr~gress toward 
tists and troops who had 1m- working out othe pnncJples of the I 
pounded all records of Japanese re- atomic bOmb. . 
sEarch into atomic energy-re- Seizure or he N1shina plant 
~;earch that virtually had been and equipment was made by 1st 
e.bandoned at the outset of the war Cavalry Division guards under 
by a short-sighted government Lieutenant Colonel Henry C. 
which concluded that an atomic Cooper, supply chief o! the 8th 
bomb could be developed but that Army. The wor~ of remov10g ~nd 
it was not worth the expense. At destroying eqmpment is be10g 
the time of Pearl Harbor, the done by enginee~· and ordn~nce 
J npanese were at least !our to five troops under MaJor F. P. Kmsch, 
yrars behind American scientists o! the 8th Army Engineers. 
in progress toward the manufac- At Kyoto, the records and 
ture of the atomic bomb. equipment were seized by g~arcts 

from the 136tl' Infantry Reg1ment 
Not until 8:30 a . m , today were of the 33d Division, led by Lieu-

the Japanese . government a?d tenant Colonel A. T. Sauser. of st. 
Japanese scientists at the labora- Paul, executive officer o! the regi
torles informed that the machines, ment. 
which have been used for the last Records and machinery examined 
three years !or limited experi- by Lieutenant Colonel John 
ments In nuclear physics, were to Drake of the Australian scientific 
be destroyed a~ . the stroke of 10 missio~ to general headquarters, 
a . m. In three c1t1es. showed that the building of a 

American engineering teams ar- small cyclotron at Kyoto was un
rivect nt the laboratories and went dertaken in 1934. Drake estimated 
to work. Bulldozers hacked a path that it would have taken another 
to the Nishina Laboratory: to fa- year to get it into operation. 
cllitate removal of massive electro- In charge of It was Professor 
magnets which are the parts of Bunsaktl Arakatsu, head of the 
the machines that were considered physics department qf Kyo~o Im-
by American scientists as the most perial Univer8ity, who studied at , 
important tn any hope which Cambridge and Zurich and who 
Japan might have possessed for I said he had not been able to obtain 
an atomic future. a chain reaction in splitting ti'e 

atom. 



DR. LEO SZILARD 

Let's Shar A • E JJY tom1c n_ergy 
y OLIVER PILAT Washington. 

Like a coral reef, whlcli 1s built up g raaually from t~e bodies of millions of tiny 
~rganisms, science depends on the contributio ns of many scientists, each working in his own 
1phere. 

No greater compliment could b& 

~
aid to Dr. Leo Szilard than to 
ay of him, as chairman o! a 
ongressional committee gather

tJlg on atomic energy did say 
recently, that without his contri· 
butions there would be no atomic 
bomb. 

In February, 1939, when the 
1.1ahn fiission of uranium was dis
~overed, Szilard Immediately bor-

uwed $2,000, rented a gram of 
adium and brought over to the 
. S. apparatus he had prevl

()usly constructed in England. • 
Together with Dr. Walter Zinn, 

then attached to City College ln 

~
ew York, Szilard went to work 
n the 7th floor o! the Physics 
aboratory at Columbia Univers
y. Three days later the pair dis
overed that neutrons were cmit

\ed from fission. 
Experiment~ Pointed 
to the Atomic Bomb 

In the basement of the arne 

~
ullding, Dr. Enrico Fermi and 
r. Herbert Anderson were sweat

ng over a different experiment 
}'Vith a similar purpose. In Paris, 
their work was being paralleled 
by Dr. J oliot. 

All tht·ee experiments pointed 
to an atomic bomb. "What a ter
rible thing for the world," ex
tlalmed Szilard. He still thinks 
that way. 

A a violent anti-Nazi, Szilard's 
ftr.st concern was to keep the S<'
~ret !rom the Germans. U. S. 
scientists made a voluntary 
agreement to publi h no facts 
$bout the discovery. British 
scientists went along. But Joliot, 

frough a misunderstanding, pub
shed his conclusions in France. 

, he atomic race had begun. 
) [ow They Reaclt('(l 
Pr«'r;hlent Roo t>velt 

Szilard traveled to Princeton to 
on!cr with Dr. E. P. Wigner, a 

ylo e friend, and Dr. Albert Ein· 
lllcln, the discoverPd or rcl. tivlty. 

· Closeup 
November 24, 1945 

o.t the bomb were all foreign-barn. 
Szilard is one; a native o:C Buda· 
pest, Hungacy, he did not become 
an American citizen until1943. 

Born 47 years ago, Leo Szilard 
Three decades before, Einstein wanted to be an Pngineer like 
had worked out the mathematical }lis father. He switched to physics 
:Cormula between matter and en- after studying in Berlin, where 
ergy which Hahn utilized finally Einstein and other had built up 
to achieve nuclear fission. a world-famous research center. 

Somebody had to approach When Germany began to go 
President Roosevelt, the three totalitarian Szilard moved to 
men agreed. Szilard and Wigner England. When Chamberlain· and 
suggested Einstein. Einstein de· his umbrella went to Munich he 
dined, but was willing to write le:Ct England for the U. S. 
a letter. Leo Szilard is a somewhat ro-

The upshot o! the conference tund man of five feet six, weigh
was that another friend o:C Szi- ing 170 pounds. "I am satisfied I 
lard, Dr. Alexander Sachs, then could reduce it I wanted to cat 
economic advised for the Lehman less," he says, "but I have never 
Corp., took the Einstein letter to put it to a te t." 
President Roosevelt, who agreed He is not the sort of man to 
to start an atomic bomb project. travel to the other end of town 

Properly enough, the first con- to try a good r staurant. When 
tribution of the government went working ~ can skip lunch and 
to Columbia Universiay, with dinner, can even go without sleep. 

I Known for hi violent oppo i· Szilard and Fermi in c 1arg . tion to any sort of military con-
Later work shifted to Chicago trol of atomic energy, Szilard 
University. Szilard shifted, too. says he has no hobbies "except 
It was at Chicago that the first possibly bailing brass hats." He 
chain reaction essential for the is a veteran, having servrd in the 
production of plutonium was Austrian army during the first 
achieved, in December 19·12, a world war. 
year aiter the U. S. got into the Leo Szilard Is emphatic in his 
wa1·. belief that the so-callect s cret o! 

When the war ended to the atomic energy must be shared 
cosmic echo of pulverized IIiro· with the world to permit any 
shima and Nagasaki, Szilard and chance of survival. 
his fellow atomic-bomb sclrntists "Whcn I was a boy of 10" he 
had strong vi ws on the way the says, "I r<.'ad a novel called 'the 
discovery hould be handled. Tragedy of Man' by Madach, 
&>came u. . ltiz<'n which influenced my whole life. 

"In that boo!{ the devil shows 
Two Y ar Ago Adam the history of manldnd, 

They were not consullcd. Final- with the sun dying down. Only 
ly th<.'y took their case to the pub- Eskimoes arc left and they worry 
lie and to Congress. chiefly becau c there arc too 

At each of several gatherings many eskimos anct too few seals. 
"The thought is that there re

o! legislators Szilard was lead-off mains a rather nanow margin o! 
spokesman for the hitherto silent hope after you have made your 
workm<'n of th~ laboratories. prophecy and it i p<.'s imislic. 

The Smyth report, ueprint o! That is e. actly the situation in 
an onrushing atomic agP, men- regard to the atomic bomb. We 
tlons that the five scientist· most mu. t concentt"ate on that narrow 
r •ponsiblc for U. S. development margin of hope." 



Lhnited Use of uclear Power I~ Seen \~lith in 

Ten ear, by L adiug tmni 

~'II B~ WALDEMAR Ki\E:\IPF.FER.T 1 r / -
ln lu!\ official rf'port on the atomic purified ~nd fabncated in metalhr form 

bomh Prof. Harry D. Smyth states into thP deRtrt>d brick:=~ or rods. For 

I that in the fall of l!H l the possible I certain types of power plants. says 
uRes of nuclf'ar energy in industry were I Compton, R ronsider·abl Al110tlllt. of 
considered by a technical rommitlec. 1.T -23!'\ would br teqmred. l<:,·en rf the 
"While there was genen'll ap-f'ement cost ta thns 111rreaRer!, a power plant 
that a great industry might eventually should still be effictent and economlClll, 

I 
arise. comparable. perhaps, with the clespltr the heavy outlay for engmeer
electronic industry," say:< Professor mg resf'arrh. "Within te<> vears 1t IS 

Smyth, "there was disagreement as to not unlikely that tl'IC power companies 
how rapidly such an industry would designing new plants for rtty sen•ice 
grow.'' At any rate. the committee will be considering favorably the · ll e 
concluded. in Profes or Smyth's words, of uramum instead of coal for purely 
that "there i no immediate prospect economic reasons." Compton prcr1i.rt!!. 
of running cars with nuclear power or Professor Goodman was just II.S optt
hghting houses with radioactive lamps, mistic. Can atomic power compete 
although there is a good pr·obability with 0il and eoal; "'I'oo many tm• 
tha t nuclear power for special pt'rposes knowns are involvecl to allow oth~>r 

could be developed within ten ye,\rs." than speculathn," he answer!!, "but rn 
Scientists and engineers are alrl•ady all likelihood thC' answe1· will not hP 

consider·ing these short-term possib\li- clear-cut." Like Compton, he thtnl s • 
ties. Recently Prof. Arthur H. Camp- that natural uranium can rom pete with 
ton, who had much to do with the coal and oil in g-enerating electric 
development of the bomb, and Prof. power. Refueling would be infrequent. 
Clark Goodman of the Maasaehusettll Moreover, atomic "fuel'' would be non• 
Institute of Technology (he spoke on inflan1mable. 
the subject to the recent convention If atomiC power should come, thinks 
of the American Petroleum Institute), 1 Goodman, "petroleum and coal prob
indicated what we may expect within ably will continue for at lea~t another 
Profes11or Smyth's ten years. generation as the pnmary energy 

compton says we have not yet built sou1:~es for tran:>portation Rl!rl heat
an atomic power plant that is gener- mg. Rut more A ttl'ntwn Will he pa~d 

1 ating electrical power because we to extract~ng the chenural yaluP;~ rn 
were engaged in wi.nning a war. Be- coal and ml, whtch means that nett her 
sides, there was no serious shortage Will be burned recklesl'ly as at. present. 
of electrical power. But Compton 
points out that before our present elec· 
trical plants will have atomic compet-
itors much engineering research Is 
necessary. 

To obtain explosive material for a 
bomb a pile of graphite and uranium 
metal must be built up. In this pile 
neutrons bombard uranium-235 (about 
0.7 per cent of the total uranium mass). 
More neutrons fly out of U-235 and are ' 
captured by U-238, of which the pile is I 
chiefly composed. In this way U-238 
is changed to a totally new element, 
unknown on the earth and called nep
tunium. By radiating bits of itself 
'\Way this neptunium, highly radioac
tive and short-lived (2.3 days). con-· 
ve1·ts itself into plutonium. Either 
U-235 or plutonium iS a suitable mate
rial for use in a bomb. 

I Water l RadJoacti\e 
While the neutrons are doing their 

1 work the pile of uranium is a fireless 
furnace. It must be shielded and her-

' mP.tlcally sealecl. No one dares to ap· 
proach it because of powerful radiA.
tions. Heat l<~ a by-p1·oduct. At Oak
ridge, 'I'enn , It Is C'arried away by air I 
and at Hanford, Wash., by vast quan
tities of water. Both the air and water 

1 become radioadive, and the water r11- ~ 
mains so for weeks. 

The obvious method of generating 
pl)wer by splitting A toms is to use this 
wasted heat. It could raise steam to 
drive a tnrhhlf!. What engineers rall 1 

a. "heat exchang-er" would be requiJ·ed 
a familiar· app11ratu!l. After the 

steam leavf's the heat exchanger all 
machinery would bP. the 11ame, but the 
introduction of waste heat into the ex
changer would have to be safeguarded, 
Compton points out I 

In fact, the radiations 11 re the most 
prnetratlng known. A plant cieslgned 
to deliver no more than 100 horsepower 
would emit J'RYII far· more mtense than 
those from 11 lergr. supply of radium 
or a giant X-ray tube. Hrnce they must 
be stoppecl hy a Ahielli of strel two or 
three feet thici<. Compton concludes that 
11.tomic power units will have to weigh 
at least fifty ton11. "Driving motor cars 
and airplanes of ordinary size by 
atomic power must thus be counted 
out," he decides. 

Fuel Con'!Utnl)tion Lon 
Among the advllnta~f'll of an atomic 

power plant Compton ment10ns ex
traordinarily low fur.! consumption and 
consequently low C'OSt of fuel, wide 
flexibility, ea11y ron! rol of the rate at 
which power lA developed and thf' com
plete abst"nce of lllllOkP. If the uranium 
"fuel" could hP completely C'onsumed 
(something that. hils not y t been 
schleved even in the bomb). a pound 
of ura nlum would be the equivalent ot 
ove1· a. thousand lonR of coal. l 

Before the war uranium oxide cost 
roughly $3 a pound and co11l $3 a ton. 
Compton c·onclude11 th11l "If only one 
part In 11 thonsand of uranium's avail
able en rgy were u r.rl pow r should 
not cost mul'h.'' But uranium ulllst be 

Radio Roundup 
Call AUim Scientists 
"Strange New Pressure Group" 

"You Make the News" (WOR, 
Thurs., 10), dramatized news of 
the week organized around a cen
tral theme, last night reported 
some of the men and ideas "On 
Trial" throughout the world; the 
Nuremburg trials, the General 
Motors strike, the Ezra Pound 
case, the Pearl Harbor investiga
tion. The program is presented 
by Newsweek. It spoke respect
fully last night of the "strange 
new pressure group" in Washing
ton, the Federation of Atomic 
Scientists: "Without playing any 
of the usual political games they 
have made their weight felt in 
Washington. With all its power
ful Army backing, the May-John
son bill which provides for al
most dictatorial control over 
atomic research has been sty
mied .•. 

"It took Newsweek about five 
hours to persuade one group In 
town last week to pose !or pic
tures," the magazine's air voice 
continued. "But they finally 
agreed and the spokesman intro
duced his friends: 'This Is Dr. 
Schwartz of Columbia. You prob
ably know his thesis on Angula1· 
Distribution of Alphas tor Lith· 
iwm and John Trlschka of Los 
Alamos, who wrote Fin Structure 
in X-Ray K-Absorption Edges of 
Potassium Chloride •.. 

"This was the strangest pres
sure group ever to hit Washing
ton, a pressure group determined 
to steer clear of other pressure 
groups, unafraid of adverse com-

f I I 

·GROVES SEES PERILS'! Explaining his views on the dif-ficulty of national control, General 

IN ATOM INSPECTION 
Groves 11aid inspectors would need 

General Tells Senate Group 
Opening of Borders Might 

Invade Sanctity of Homes 

} '(I 
By ANTJIONY LEVIERO 

Speel&l to TH:J: New Yoax TI>Il5. 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 28-The 
man who controlled the develop
ment of the atomic bomb, Maj. 
Gen. Leslie R. Groves, testified to
day that he thought the Truman
Attlee approach to world super
vision of atomic energy was cor
rect, but he believed an interna
tional inspection system of atomic 
plants would not be foolproof, 
would erase national boundaries, 
end the sanctity of the home and 
destroy private commercial enter-
prise. 

Appearing at the second session 
of the Senate's special committee 
on atomic energy, General Groves 
recommended urgent action to end 

the nght to go into any factory, 
and in time they would be detect
ing for their own countries non-
atomic and profitable industrial 
secrets. He said he was sure this 
country would not go to war 
merely because one of our inspec
tors was told he could not enter 
some plant abroad. 

Then, since much of theoretical 
nuclear physics consists of mere 
figures and formulae on paper, an 
inspector would have to enter sci
entists' homes to inspect their 
notes. Inspectors would have to 
cross frontiers without hindrance, 
and with the barriers down work
men would migrate to countries 
with the best working and living 
conditions. 

In presenting this view, the Gen
eral said the inspectors naturally 
would place their national loyalty 
above their feeling for an interna
tional organization. Consequently, 
they would work primarily for 
their own countries. Neither the 
world nor loyalties are changed 
easily, he said, recalling the fierce 
loyalties of the Civil War, and he 
would not favor an inspection sys
tem until other nations can be
come as "honest" as the United 
States. 

his own one-man control of the Puts Cost at 500,000,000 a Year 
project and replace it with a nine- Presenting the latest estimate af 
man commission. the cost of the atomic bomb proj-

The hearings in the Senate Of- ect at $2,100,000,000, or $100,000,-J 
000 more than the last previous 

fice Building are attracting a figure, he made a guess at future 
crowd of fascinated citizens. Kleig costs. The figure would be 
and flash lights flare for the around $500,000,000 a year, and 
camera man. The sessions are 35,000 employes would be required. 
marked by touches of humor, with The highest total of operating 
Senators and the public joining in personnel has been 70,000 people. 
the laughter, although the most Wartime funds are still financing 
calamitous past events and the the project and he reminded that 
terrors of the imagined future are new budget estimates and funds 
discussed. must be made available by next 

The easy atmosphere, however, July 1. 
belies the serious intent of the General Groves warned against 
Senate's select committee, as indi- any serious cut in the project now, 
cated by the trend of their ques- saying that there would be some 
tions. They are charged with work- irretrievable losses and rebuflding 
ing out a national "Policy for do- the plants might cost up to $10,
mestic and international control of 000,000 and years of time. In urg
atomic energy, both in its peaceful ing haste in formulating a policy, 
and military aspects .. No memb~r . he said many critically needed 
has yet betrayed a sign of part!- scientists were quitting the proj-
sanship' in questioning witnesses. ect because of uncertainties. Inci· 

Wants More Bombs Made dentally, he disclosed that the 
Army had 2,500 enlisted-men 
scientists, "who border on genius" 
and who were drawn from all 
parts of the Army to the highly 
secret Los Alamos, N. M., plant. 
Without them, he remarked, the 
project could not have succeeded. 

General Groves told the commit
tee that this country should con
tinue manufacturing atomic bombs 1 
and keep •·a sufficient supply on 
hand until somebody tells us what 
the future of this thing should be." 
He was alluding to international 
control policy. 

Even when he said 4.0,000,000 
Americans .might be wiped out in 
a future atomic war, General 
Groves talked in a smooth mono
tone. He added that the surviving 
Americans would retaliate and 
could win the war. He did not 
volunteer this as a real probability 
but offered it as an example in 
answer to a question of what might 
lie ahead. 

General Groves and a number of 
other officers In the room were 
wearing the American heraldry of 
the atomic age. This was a shoul
der patch with the star of the 
Army Service Forces embraced in 
the loop of a question mark. The 
tail of the question mark Is fash
ioned into a streak of lightning 
plunging into an atom. 

While stressing the terrible 
power In this atom, however, Gen
eral Groves insisted in r~plying to 
a question by Senator Tom Con
nally that this weapon would not 
do away with conventional armies 
and navies but must be integrated! 
with our present Army and Navy 
and the whole defense structure. 

Senator Arthur Vandenberg, evi
dently seeking an answer to the 
question of how long it would ~ake 
other nations to match American 
atomic progress, asked the general 
how long it would take him to pro
duce a bomb, assuming he had to 
start at "zero," but with his pres
ent knowledge and experience. 

"Knowing what I know now," 
came the answer, "and if I had 
complete authority and freedom 
from interference in the form of 

I 
suggestions from a lot of people, 
I could do it in two years instead 
of three." 



Aton1 Bill Held Faulty 
May-Johnson Measure Regarded 

tJy-1-s Weak in Spots ( 1,... J 
The writer of the followillg Zetier u 

legal adv iser to the Association of 
Manhattan Project Scientists, New 
Yorlc City area. He haa been aaso
ciated w i th the project in the Colum
bia. area as patent attorney sine• 
May, 19411. 

To THill EDITOR OJ' THB NliW YORK TIMES: 

In the Nov. 11 issue of THE TIMES 
there appeared a letter written by 
William Marbury, co-draftsman o! the 
May-Johnson bill, eommenting on and 
explaining the bill. Mr. Marbury's very 
able analysis and exposition of the pur
poses which animated the sponsors of. 
the bill constitute a helpful contribu
tion to the solution of an exceedingly 
complex problem. However, there are 
a number of places in which Mr. Mar
bury's argument is something less than 
persuasive and in which the provisions 
of the bill fail to support his conclu
sions. In order that all aspects of the 
matter may be fully explored it would 
seem desirable that these weak spot• 
in Mr. Marbury's letter be pointed up 
and discul!sed. 

Mr. Marbury apparently concedes 
that it is ~ primary purpose of the 
May-Johnson bill to insure that the 
security of the United States remain 
"in our own hands." Such an objective 
would seem to be clearly inconsistent 
with the fundamental objectives of the 
United Nations Organization. Many 
people believe that it is a matter of 
great importance that the United Na
tions Organization be made to work 
and that it can only work satisfactorily 
It we look to it, In the first instance, in 
matters relating to our national secur
ity. People who hold such views will 
necessarily find themselves in disagree
ment with what Mr. Marbury appeara 
to consider a primary purpose of the 
May-Johnson bill. 

Clvillan Control Desired 
Mr. Marbury further states that it 

was the view of the interim committee 
that the exercise of powers of the type 
granted by this bill should not be com
mitted to military control. 

The professed desire for civilian con• 
trol i1 scarcely compatible with the 
provision• of the bill that Mr. Marbury 
drafted. It would manifestly have 
been a simple matter to include in the 
bill a provision that the administrator 
and a majority of the commissioner• 
be civilians. However, both the original 
bill and the bill as amended by the 
House Military Affairs Committee not 
only fall to include any express provi
sion for civilian control but also pro• 
vide in detail for the payment of mill· 
tary officers. The lack of an express 
provision for civilian control, coupled 
with the detailed specifications for pay
ment of military officers, convey• at 
least a hint that the War Department 
ma.y be at least somewhat reluctant to 
relinquish the broad powers conferred 
upon it during the wartime years. 

Despite Mr. Marbury'• protesta.tlon1 
concerning the innocuoua chara.cter of 

I Sections 13 and 16 of the amended bill 
- the control and secrecy sections
the bill still gra.nta powers considerably 
greater than those necesury to achieve 
ita purposes. 

One difficulty with the11 1ecUons of 
the blll arises out of the use of such 
terma aa "military value" and "military 
security" as term1 o! llmlta.tton. Just 
as new advances in aeronautic• may 
be said to have at least some military 
significance, so each new advance in 
the field of atomic energy ill potentially 
capable of military application, and 
therefore of some mllitary signlticance. 
Term• 1uch aa "mllitary value" and 
"mllitary 1ecurity" when used to limit 
the powers of the commission are ob• 
jectionably vague and indefinite, be
caul!& of the ease with which they ma.y 
be conatrued to extend the powers of 
the commission and a.dmlnistrator far 
beyond proper limitl. It no more dell· 
nlte a.nd aatlsfactory term• of limit&· 
tion can be found, then the areas not 
intended to fall within the powen ot 
the commission ahould be exprenly 

1 excluded. 

Research Section Confused 
Section 13 (d) of the amended bi!J, 

the research control section, i1 so con• 
fused and ambiguous that its intended 
scope is dltficult to determine. Further, 
this Bectlon illustrates in striking fash
ion the need for adequate scientifio 
counsel in preparing a blll on such a 
technical subject. It appear!! that the 
draftsman of this section failed to rec• 
ognize that substantially every nuclear 
disintegration involves a relea.se of 
atomic energy, and consequently the 
phraseology employed is so broad as to 
cover research on ma.ny applications of 
radioactive materials that are remote 
from rnilitary problems. It is clear that 
Unless this section is completely re• 
written it will cau11e endlesl! interpre
tative difficultiel!. 

The excessive scope of Section 16 of 
the amended bill, the secrecy section, 
is illustrated by the fact that it em• 
powers the commission to issue regula· 
tiona which would prohibit employe• or 
former employes of the Manhattan 
Project from discussing published ma
terial, such u the well-known Smyth 
report. It is perhaps doubtful that the 
draftsmen of this bill intended the com
miBsion to exercise any such power. 

· Nevertheless, the exemption of pub
lished material from the commission'• 
power to control :free discussion should 
be made abundantly clear by an e:~~

press provision in the bill. 
Numerous other examples might be 

given of instances where the powers 
gra.nted by the bill exceed those neces• 
sary to effectua.te the purposes of the 
bill, but the foregoing examples are 
deemed sufficient for present purposes 
to demonstrate the unsatisfactory char• 
acter of the blll aa it has been re• 
ported out by the House Military Af· 
fairs Committee. GORDON K. LISTE& 

New York, Nov. 21, lt45. 

This justified. plaint of 
Amateur the professional, as we may 
Know• call him, will apply in other 
Beat trades than the police. The 

tendency is to find tha.t in 
any field the mistakes are lJl&de by the 
trained man and the situation is saved 
by the inspired outsider. Battles and 
wars are always in danger of being 
lost by the Brass Hats and are re
trieved by g ifted civilians. Fatal mis
takes in fore ign policy a.re always the 
work of the Foreign Office or the State 
Department and are retrieved, where • 
they can be retrieved, by brilliant by
standers who have not become the 
slaves of custom. The fundamentals 
o! public health are hidden from the 
doctors and only revealed to laymen 
with the proper social Insight. Pro· I 
fessional economists completely fail to 
understand the modern industrial world. 

No doubt It will be discovered some 
day that the atomic age was really not 
ushered in by mere full-time physicists 
like Becquerel, Rutherford. Fermi, 
Szilard, Urey, Hahn and Meitner. 

I Freedom for Science Urge'd 

·May-Johnson Restrictions on Atomic 
Research Held Too Drastic 

J 

To THI!l EDITOR Or' THB NEW YORK TIMtS: 

Naturally, your recent editorial crlti· 
cizing the May-Johnson bill could not 
consider details and was hardly a. suf
ficient response to the letter in Tim 
TIMES of Nov. 11 from William L. Mar
bury, who, with Brig. Gen. Royall, 
drafted this bill. Officially, it is called 
the Atomic Energy \ct of 1945, but it 
deals with nuclear energy, much more 
potent and coming from a lower atruc
tural level, and besides attempta to 
establish unwise political control over 
science, scientists, patents, etc. 

For example, the "administra.tor," an 
appointee of six other appointees, baa 
the power to select still other .&p• 
pointees and is given (Section 15) any 
desired number of blank checks on the 
Treasury. He also has power (Section 
16) to make it "unlawful for a.ny per
son to conduct research or experiment&· 
tion • • • deemed and to be prescribed 
by the commission as • • • being of 
military or industrial value," without 
the consent and control of the com
mission and the administrator, who are 
asked to "interfere to the least possi· 
ble extent with small-scale experi
mentation in research laboratories of 
nonprofit (sic) institutions." 

This may be aimed at the research 
laboratories of large corporations, but 
it also hits all ijdependent chemists, 
physicists and engineers who conduct 
their own laboratories and make their 
"small-business" livings that way. And 
why should the Government thus di114 
criminate against the great resea.rch 
laboratories of our big profit-ma.klng 
institutions, which not only earn huge 
taxes for Congress to spend but which 
supply all citizens as well as the armed 
forces with vital commodities? 

It was to such patriotic corpora.tions 
that the War Department appea.led for 
the "know-how'' of their trained and 
experienced chemists and engineers a.nd 
physicists, who, with their university 
colleagues, did so much to win the war. 

While this bill may hamstring the 
progress of American science, other ' 
countries can easily outflank this 
"Maginot Line" of legal lingo. As 
your editorial of Nov. 11 points out. 
the real defense qf this country il & 

problem for international statesman
ship, and the cooperation of all na
tions for the eommon good of man
kind, despite differences in dogmas,. 
beliefs, and social and political the
ories. In any event, American scien
tists want legislators as well as all 

I 
citizens to heed their appeal and warn· 
ing: "Please don't fence us in." 

I JEROME ALEXANDLr~. 
1 New York, Nov. 22, 1945. 



AMERICANS SMASHING JAPANESE ATOM-SMASHER 

Armed with a cutting torch, members of an engineer 
found at the Nishina Laboratory in Tokyo. Twin pipes at upper left are called ''atom guns." Aaaoclated Prm 

I I' ) 
H r rna h ing the Cyclotrons 

This action 1s wanton and stupid to the • 
point ot constituting a crime against mankind, 
and Is entirely analogous to the burning of 
thP Louvaln iibrary by the Germans in 1914 
and 1940.-Executive Comnuttee oj the Asso
ciation of Oak R idge Scientists. 

That castigation of the destruction of 
the Japanese cyclotrons by the American 
occupation forces was undoubtedly intended 
to rock us back on ·our heels, and is wen 
calculated to do so. The Oak Ridge scien
tists confine themselves to one rather sim
ple point ; that a cyclotron is purely an 
instrument · of research, not of manufac
ture ; that it is no more Of no less) useful , 
to the production of atomic bombs than 
a book on nuclear physics or a table of 
lo~arithms, and that only ignorance or 
barbarism would destroy a research tool 
which might be put to good uses as readily 
as to an evil one. The protest may stand 
on its own merits. 

But it brings up, Inevitably, much larger 
issues, including the whole policy of extreme 
secrecy in regard to the atomic bomb. If 
the Army In Japan regarded a cyclotron 
as ipso /acto a tool of the devil it is partly, 
at least, because of the black mystery which 
has been thrown around the entire subject 
of nuclear research . How is the Army to 
tell a cyclotron from a mass-spectograph, 
or to know exactly where research ends 
and manufacture begins in this unexplained 
art? And even 1! the line is precisely 
drawn, how are we to avoid suppressing 
research if we are resolved to suppress all 
knowledge other than our own or the secrets 
ot manufacture? Perhaps destroying the 
cyclotrons was on a par with book burning; 
if ~o. then we arc embarked on a national 
policy which will compel us to book burning, 
wherever we have the power to do so, in 
the whole vast and pregnant field of nuclear 
physics. What is wrong Is not the putative 
ignorance of the Army o!ficcrs concerned; 
1t is the policy which inevitably trends to 
such results. 

We may go about smashing cyclotrons 
and hnposlng jail sentences upon voluble 
scientific workers, but we shall not be able 
to "keep the secrets" o. atomic energy !or 
all our efforts. We have done· more than 
invent a super-horrible weapon o! des truc
tion. We have turned t.he key of one of 
the great doors to further human knowl
edge, and men arc going to pass that door 
and explore the treasures beyond lt. what
ever we may .say. "Keeping the sec ct. '' 
simply makes us exponents of a futlle re
action. Uoing our present posses ion of the 
secrets In order to In urc that there should 
be no more ecrct anywhere about man 's 

1 advance into these new, terrible but cre
ative fields of knowledge would be a fat· 

Oak Ridge Scientists Decry 
Wreckingof Japan's Cyclotrons = 

• j 

Say Action Was 'Wanton and Stupid' and Akin to 
Nazi Book Burnings ; Assert Machines Couldn' t 

Make Bombs, but Only Aid in World Research 

I Special to the Herald Tribune 
OAK RIDGE, Tenn., Nov. 25.-The destruction of Japan's cyclo

trons, by order ot General Douglas MacArthur, was called "wanton 
and stupid" today by the executive committee of the Association o! 
Oak Ridge Scientists, compris~g ·~ar1sm," an..;d=:D""'r:.:. ::M:.::il~t=o:.::n:.::B:::_u.:r-~J_a_p_a_n-es_e_w_a_r_r_e-se_a_r-ch amounted 
more than 95 per cent of the sc1- ton, professor ot chemistry at to twenty-five pounds. 
entlsts who worked on the atomic Notre Dame, said: "The conclu-
bomb here. sion is that such destruction is a "The Americans required tons. 

In a strongly worded statement, well calculated and insidious ex- There were no facilities for proc
the group pointed out that cyclo- tension of Army security measures ~sing the material and long be-

t t ld th tIt 1 fore V-J Day the Japanese had trons cannot be used to make ln o a pos -war wor ' or a s abandoned their atomic energy 
atomic bombs, but can only be based on strength, ~gnoran?e• efforts. On occupation an Army 
operated to add to the world's want?nness and almost mconceJv- representative was stationed at . able Immorality." Dr. L. W. Nord-
stock of knowledge. The act10n of helm, professor or physics at Duke each cyclotron to observe all ex-
MacArthur's troo~.s, th~ statement, University, said such destruction perlmentation and to prevent any 
said, constitutes a cnme against stems from either Ignorance or work with atomic bomb material 
mankind, and is entirely analagous vengeance. on a 'weighable scale.' Amounts 
to the burning of the Lou vain Ll- The full statement follows: of one-millionth of a pound are 
brary by the O'ermans In 1911 and "It has been announced by weighable, and it requires pounds 
1940 " MacArthur's headquarters in to make a bomb. Apparently no 

Tl~e cyclotrons, the statement Tokyo that the wrecking ot >1.1l one saw any reason why nucleus 
ntlnued were under American Japanese cyclotrons has been research contributing to the 

co ' started. This action is wanton world's store of knowledge should 
control. The J apanese were ~ot and stupid to the point of constl- not go on, when it was so clearly 
being permitted to work WJth tuting a crime against mankinn - - · 
atomic bomb material In amounts and Is entirety analagous to the demonstrated that there was nc 
greater than one-millionth of a burning o! the Lct'valn Library by the slightest danger of the Ja.pa. 
pound, and "It requires pounds to the Germans In 1911 and 1940. nese making an atomic bomb. 
make a bomb. . . . The wrecking The cyclotron Is a scientific instru- "In view of these facts, th 
ot the Japanese cyclotrons Js as ment which is used to discover U1e wrecking ot the Japanese cycle 
disreputable and inconsiderate an fundamental facts o_f nature. the trons is as disreputable and !neon 

t ld be the burning of the same fa~ts that Ptesident Tru- siderate an act as would be th 
ac as wou man Pnme Minister Attlee and burning of the Japanese llbrarie 
Japanese libraries or the smashing Prlm'e Minister King have just dis- or smashing ot printing presse1 
of printing presses.'' closed shall remain the property This action would be condemne 

News of tho wrecking of the of the world. A cyclotron is in by all intelligent people through-/ 
cyclotrons was sent !rom Tokyo no way related to a bomb produc- out the world. The officials re
Friday, and at that time Major tlon machine. N onths of con- sponslble !or It must be called to 
J osepl'l A. O'Hearn, In charge o! tinual operation of a cyclotron wUl account for this act o! pillage. 
the work, was quoted as saying at most produce barely enough "Men who cannot distinguish 
that the largest of :five was "a po- bomb material to see. It takes between the usefulness of a re-
t ti 1 P ·atus !or the construe- pounds of such rr.atcrial to make search machine and the mUitary en a ap a1 one bomb 
Uon o! an atomic bomb.'' The Oak "An A~erican scientific team importance of a sixteen-Inch gun 
Ridge statement contradicts this. which investigated Japanese sci- ~:~~t~~· place In positions o! au-

In addition to the statement, ence in September found that four 
members or the assocatlon ex- cyclotrons had been built with two 
pressed their Individual opinions more In construction. The total 
of the act. Professor Warren C. stock of uranium available for 
Johnson, chairman ot the depart- -
ment o! chemistry at the Univer-
sity or Chicago, said, "It Is of ut-
most Importance I! cyclotrons In 
any country are destroyed Inten
tionally. They should be rebuilt at 
the expense of the nation guilty of 
the act." 

Dr. R. S. Stone, ot the medical 
school at the University of Cali
fornia, called the destruction 

Bu U r> itcd Pren 

LOS ALA 10 , . M., ov. 27. Lo 
lnmos atomic bomb scien tists last 11ight 

joined other American research men in 
proleslmg tlw de lruction of a ] .l pane~e cy
c:lotron h> oceupation lmccs. 

A sl<l l mc nl issued h> the As,n. of Los 
Al.m10s Sdcnlists n•scmhlcd that mad by 
0 .11, Ridge sd enth ls, c>.plaining that the 
C'vdotron W•IS m rei a rest'<H h ma('hine 

I a;1d not .m instnunC'ut for m,muladurc of 
atomit• bombs . • 1 more sensible c=o=u=r=e=.=== 

==----~-------------------------------
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Scientists Protest Cyclotron Wrecking; 
, Liken It to Louvain Library Sacking 

0~ RIDGE, Tenn., Nov. 25 CU.El distributed to President Truman Scientis_ts who worked he~e on the and other high Washington offiproductJon of the atom1c bomb cials, said that the cyclotron was condemned tonight the destruction a research instrument and not a of Japanese cyclotrons last week bomb-production machine and by American_ a~thorities as "wan- could produce at most 'barely ton and stup1d. visible quantities of bomb material '!'he. Association of Oak Ridge in months of operation, whereas Scu_mtists, _including some of the one atomic bomb required pounds nabon's p10neers in nuclear re- of the material. search, likened the act to "the They demanded that officials resacking of the Louvain library by sponsible for "the act of pillage" the Ge~mans in 1914 and 1940," be disciplined. "Men who cannot and sa1d that it constituted a distinguish between the usefulness "crim~ against humanity." The of the research machine and the wreckmg of the Japanese cyclo- military importance of a 16-inch trona was announced on Friday by gun have no place in positions of Gen. Douglas MacArthur. authority," the statement con-The scientists, in a statement eluded. 

To Use Cyclotron in c ,ancer Work 1 
Now War Job Is Done, Says Expert 

Dr. Lawrence of California Declares 'We 
1 Are About to Point Way Toward the 

Cure of Certain Kinds' I~ /J (r 
BERKELEY. Calif. , Dec 2 llPl- late Dr. Samuel Ruben a few _ The cyclotron in which the first months before the cyclotron was · plutonium for atomic bomb re- pre-empted for war duty. • search was produced ls being re- Since carbon Is the key element converted to peacetime u!lcs and of all living matter researchers now will be put to work on cancer and will be able to apply Its radioacother medical problems with much tivity form to all parts of the body greater prospects of succes!l than by including it in the diet or before Pearl Harbor, Prof. Emest lthrough Injections. Whether it ha:s 0. Lawrence of the Univer11ity of ,any d1sease-flght!ng powers re-Callfornia stated today. mains to be seen. "We are about to point the way Dr. Robert S. Stone, radiologist , toward the cure of certain kinds at the Universitv of California of cancer," Dr. Lawrence told re- who ia In charge of the medical as~ . porters, who were permitted to 11ee pects of atomic bomb research at t he famous atom qmuher tor the Oak Ridge, Tenn., will return to his first t1me since 1941 . "That does regular post soon, Professor Law- · not mean we will be able to cure renee said, and will broaden the • all kinds of malignancy, but we program of medical research here. 1 hope that in a few years we can Before Pearl Harbor, Dr. Law- 1 show ~1gnificant percentages of renee added, 228 cases ot advanced 1 success in the treatment of some cancer were treated with radloac- 1 varieties." tive products anct the mallgna cy J An important aapect ot the new was arrested in 2 or 3 per cent ot peacetime research Is that the the cases. 

1 University of California cyclotron Dr. Hamilton and Dr. John Law- p now !a more powerful than before, renee, brother ot the cyclotron inhaving been rebuilt In the la11t ventor, have used radloacti.ve !o- J year, and that ita efforta will be dine and radioactive phosW\orua I reinforced by other cyclotrons con- Buccessfully In treating hyperthy- "( structed in the United Statea for ro!dism and again11t polycythemia, the war effort. a disease characterized by the This means that American medl- overproduction of red blood cor- r cal researchers will have much puscles. I larger quantities of radioactive -- 1 substances tor their work on can- Atomic Indu try Mlnlmh:ed ' cer and other diseases. ln pre-war , daya these substances were pro- SCHENECTADY, N. Y., Dec. 2 1 duced only in fraction!! of grams, IJP) - Atomlc energy means "cheap · and the Berkeley cyclotron was warfare," but ita value as a source , about the only one turning them of industrial power Is "a relatively out in appreciable amounts. trivial matter," Dr. Irving Lang-It also meana that the number muir, Nobel Prize winner, said toof researchers will be greatly in- night in an Interview copyrighted creased. Eventually they will be by The Albany Times-Union. abl to exert a mass effort which Dr. Langmuir, who is associate may speed the ultimate results In director of research of the General medicine as did thP combined ef- Electric Company, said that "much forti! of the scientist!! in the quick of the dlscuss_lon of the human achievement of atomic explosives. value of atom1c energy ha been . , based on the thought that such en-\\ Ill 1 e Radloll.<'tlvfl Carbon ergy may di11place coal and oil as Almost immPdHltely they will sources of Industrial power " have at their disposal a compara- "1 think that Is a. relatively trlvtlvely new ubs tance, the medical lal matter,'' he asserted. "Even It potential!tiell of which are as yet coal or oil coat us nothing as fuels, unknown but which Ia certain to this would not have a very great play an important part ln medical effect on our civilization. We research . would not u e our automobiles T)lis, says Dr. Joseph -G. Hamil- much more and our electric power ton, aRsi11tant profes11or of medl- billa would not be cut as much a11 cine and radiology, I~ long-lite they air ady have been wlthln the radtoactive carbon, which was first last fiCt en yeara by the improveproduced by two young research- menta that have occurred in power •ra , Dr. Martin Kamen and the production." 1 

Compton Cal la Cyclotron Smashing 
In Japan 1Act of Utter Stupidity' 

I 'r I I, 
lp..:lol to Tin Xoow Ybu nx.. CAMBRIDGE. Mass., Dec. 5- work in tb..l• field which oouM ' Dr. Karl T. Compton, preaident of possibly be dangerous. 1 the Massachusetts Institute ot .Aa a matter of fact, the cyclo-T chnology declared today in a tron Is not an instrument capable 1 e • W Rob t of producing atomic bombs. It i1 letter to Secretary of ar , er a scientific laboratory tool in- I P. Pa~terson that the Army s de- adequate , by a. very large factOl', struct10n of Japanese cyclotrons to pr·oduce explosive quantities of was "an act of utter stup!d1~y anything. Furthermore, the 1 which has serioualy set back pubhc largest cyclotron, Nishina'a, wu confidence in the military." limited to scientific research in 

I 
The text of his letter, dated yes- biology and medicine. terday, follows: To_ science cyclotrons are_ more Dear Mr. Secretary: pree1ous than are. b~ttleshtps to I On! my absence ft·om the I the Navy, more dtfftcult to procoun&y during the past len days, cu1·~ · ~nd of far greater value to to which I have 1usl this morn- soc1et~ . We do not like to see ing returned. has prevented my them_ wasted. earlie1· participation in condemn- I tead m the London papers ing the wanton destruction by that the order ~o destroy these the Army of the Japanese cyclo- cyclotr?n.s was 1n Ge~eral Mactrons. It was an act of utter Arthur~ name. I beheve that I stupidity which has seriously set k_now htm well enough to be co~- I back public confidence in the ftdent that he was not responsl-military, which asset was built ble for t~at_ order. I up with such great effort and I feel stmtlarly about you, Mr. considerable success during the Secretary .. But somewhere up o_r t fj down the !me there Is some ofh-pas ve years. ff " 1 . 0 p whose It will have the unfortunate et- ~er or o 1Cta 01 gr u . . feet of uselessly antagonizing JUdgment or competence 11 m_adethose leaders of Japanese thought que.te for ~be authority exercised, who were probably our best and ~ be_heve that ~orne housefriend• in that country. It bu cleanmg m th~ spot 1s called for. brought both censure and ridicule Very rarely, mdeed, h~ve I been on • pe from intelligent people ot willing to make ~ J?Ubllc prot_est, other countries if my observa.- and I greatly dt hke so domg. tiona in Eng!a'nd are any ori- But in this i':l8ta.n~e I feel such terlon action to be JUStifted, and I am Thr~e montha ago I Inspected therefore releasing this letter to two or these Japanes cyclotrons the pre... . -and participated in the drafting Pl~a.se _ undentand that th1s ~atof the regulations, under which tar 1mphes no personal reflectu~n I Japanese nuclear scientists might but is ad~ressed t? you only 1n I carry on scientific work, which your offie1al capac1ty and in the 

I 
were adopted by General MacAr- hope that some way J:?ay . be thur's control officer. They were found to improve the sttuat10n simple and wholly adequate to which now permits such things to 1 safeguard against any Japanese happen. 

-

MacArthur Cites 10rders' 
To Destroy Cyclotrons 

I t - f 
! 
1 

!ly The Auoclat<d Preu. 
TOKYO, Thursday, Nov. 29-, A headquarters statement today 

reported that Gen. Douglas Mac
Artqur merely was obeying or-

1 ~ers from "a higher authority'' m destroying Japan's cyclotrons. (MacArthur's orders can come only from Washington.) 
The headquarters statement, issued by General MacArthur's press relations officer and at

tributed to unnamed officlals at his headquarters, said: 
"The decision was not made by SCAP (Supreme Commander, Allied Powers), but was specifi

, call):' ordered by a. higher au· thonty. Occupation forces mere
ly were rrylng out instructions which they received. The reason for the order would seem to be that the J apancse were not to be permitted to engage in research 
in any field of instrumentalities , dealing with war." 

It was ·rcported here that Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, shortly after becoming 'thief of Staff ordered shipment intact of on~ 
of the cyclotrons to the United States, but the destruction al· ready was too advanced. 

Allies to Deprive Japan 
Of Atomic Bomb Metals ""r - . By Tho Auoolate<t Prtu. ' 

TOKYO, Friday, Dec. 7-Gen. 
Douglas MacArthur today took steps to make certain that Japan -the country that shuddered under two atomic bombs-never could develop an atomic bomb of her own. 

General MacArthur's headquarters announced In its newest order tha.t every mineral re. source tha.t might permit the creation of an atomic bomb would 
be taken from Japan, even lf it meant shipping such minerals out of the country. Wherever possible, mining of BUCh miner
als will be banned absolutely. 

Under the direction of Lieut. Col. H. G. Schenck, director of General MacArthur's natural re
l!ources l!ection, every potential war mineral Is being studied for a place on the ban list. All 
mining will be l!ra!ted to peace
time needs and research for war will be outlawed. A staff of ci
vilian sclenti.::tl! already is under· taking an exhaustive study. r=============== 



iECONOMIST GUIDED 
EARLY ATOM STEPS 

Dr. Alexander Sachs, Before 
Senate Group, Reveals His 
First Talk With Roosevelt 

ident Oct. 11, 1939, with a letter,~939. and the discW!slon, accord
from Dr. Einstein, Dr. Szilard's m~ to. Dr. Sachs, deve.loped stro~g 

. . . obJections that those mterested m 
scientific paper and a m:moran- the political-military implications 
dum by Dr. Szilard written In were much too previous in convert
every-day language. Dr. Sachs ing a mere potential Into an actual 
had been dubbed as the "economic result of research. Hence they 
Jeremiah" for his gloomy views urged th~t the government s~ould 

. . leave this project to the umver-
and predictions on Nazi power sities, which anyhow had evinced 
and world destiny in the years be- active interest. 
tween wars. Early in 1940 Dr. Sachs and Dr. 

Dr. Sachs also told the President Einstein were dissatisfied with ~e 
that the F.ermi and Szilard experi- progress and scope of the atomic 
ments were only one step ahead of project and Dr. Sach~ wrote to 
those of Nazi physicists. Germany General Watson, pleadmg for Jar
had already overrun Czechoslo- ger aid that coul? be based on. a 

GERMANS' STUDIES CITED vakia, which had good uranium fav.orable evaluatiOn. by Dr. Em
ore and Hitler had forbidden its stem of work then bemg completed 
export. The Einstein letter pointed at Columbia University. . . 
out that the most important In April, Dr. Sac~s testified, .he 
souree of uranium was in the was back In the White House w1th 
Belgian Congo and Dr. Sachs n.ew forebodin~s. of .Nazi. aggres
added that he predicted the inva- s10ns and pred1ctmg mvasiOns that 
sion of Belgium and the possibility would deprive the Umted States of 
of losing this source for the United contact with Western Europe. He 
States. That would leave only reported that Dr. Einstein had in
Canadian uranium for America, he formation of the intensification of 
added. uranium research under the lead

They Were Stimulating Factor 
in Efforts of Our Scientists 

to Get the Bomb First 

By ANTHO~Y LE\ 'IERO 
Nazi awareness on atomic en- ership of Weizsaecker's son, and 

SpeciAl to Tn N•w YoJUC TwES ergy was attributed by Dr. Sachs that Dr. Szilard's work was prov-
WASHINGTON, Nov. 27- The to the fact that the son of German ing more promising than Dr. Fred

late President Roosevelt listened Under-Secretary of State von eric Joliot-Curie's in France. 
to a persuasive man in the White Weizaecker, was a physi<tist, who 
House on Oct. 11 1939 two weeks eventually became head of the Dr. Sachs Is an American 
after Poland was' crushed, and gotj Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, ~nd later WASHINGTON, Nov. 27 (}Pl-
. . of the Institute of Phys1cs. The . . . 

I m~erested in ato~m~ energy. Then Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, said the In response to mqumes Chair~an 
With characteristic vigor he 1 Einstein letter, was "where some McMahon issued the followmg 
brushed aside the hesitations of of the American work on uranium statement concerning Dr. Sachs' 
American scientists and officials, is now being repeated." background. 
set the atomic project on its ~rrev- ( Einstein Letter Quoted "Dr. Alexander Sachs, .presen:ly 
ocable course and pressed 1t to- ~ In the Einstein letter President economic advisor and mdustr1al 
ward the historic climax that came Roosevelt read suggestions f~r consultant, maintains his own of
at Hiroshima after his death. government de~elopme!lt of atomiC fices at 72 Wall Street. Dr. Sachs 

As the early history of the energy and .this pn~vision of the was vice president and chief econ-
. d ' use of atom1c force. t ' 

world-shakmg 1scover~ unfolded "In the course of the last four omist of the Lehman Corpora 1on, 
today before the special Senate months it has been made probable an important investment .co:pora
committee on atomic energy it through the work of Joliot In tion, during the entire Thirties. 
was disclosed that an economist France as well as Fermi and Szi.- "He predicted the ~reat depres
not a scientist, was stage manage; lard in America-that it may be- sion of 1929 and predicted furth~r 

. . come possible to set up a nuclear that the depressiOn would end m 
1 of. the atom1c drama. Th1s econo- chain reaction in a large mass of the collapse of currency and the 

mist, the man who drew back the uranium, by which vast amounts gold standard ~hrough a succes
curtain on nuclear fission for Mr. of power and large quantities of sion of bank crises; also that the 
Roosevelt, was the Russian-born new radium-like elements would economic collapse would come 
Alexander Sachs, who served the be generated. Now it appears this with such a rhythmic movement 

could be achieved in the immediate that every country on lh~ face of 
President as an informal adviser. future. the earth would become mvolved. 

In the. near background when "This new phenomenon would He aJao predicted the coll~pse ?f 
the President began to act stood also lead to the construction of Germany and the rtse of Hitler m 
Prof. Albert Einstein. This dis- ~ bombs, and it is conceivable- 1931. . 
tinguished physicist read a report though much less certain-that ex- "Throug_h those predict~ons he 
of recent experiments a month and tremely powerful bombs of a new became Widely k~own l.ll mtern~
a day before the outbreak of World ~ type may thus be constructed. A tional economic c1rcles. It . was m 
War II and wrote out a prediction !' single bomb of this type, carried by this way that Dr. S~chs first be
of an atomic bomb. He told Mr. boat and exploded in a port, might came acquainted With the late 
Roosevelt that such a bomb, car- very well destroy the whole port, President Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
ried by ship, could destroy a port together with some of the sur- "In 1933 Dr. Sa~hs was B;P-
and the surrounding region. rounding territory. However, such pointed as. first ch1ef econom1st 

Want Ble ing, ot courge bombs might very well prove to be and orgamzer of the NRA, and 
In opening the first session of too heavy for transportation by was, thereafter, freq~ently . called 

the Senate "Blue Ribbon" Commit- air." upon by the late Pr~sldent m con
tee, the chairman, Senator Brien The memorandum of Dr. Szilard ne~tion with economic proble:s. i 1 
McMahon of Connecticut, said was in similar vein. Dr. Sachs Dr. Sachs was _born tin usst 
atomic energy might well hold tre- suggested possibilities for indus- and came to ~err~ at c~ ea~ .Y 
mendous benefits to mankind, but tr~~l and medical use as well as ~~· ~ei~a:n~ ~C:rvear~ Un~v~i~~ 
that the best Judgment was neces- military use. n ve s . . it . 
sary to keep it "a blessing to man- As a result of the .Vhite House as well as Cambndg~ Umvers Y m 
kind and not a scourge." He added meeting, President Roosevelt told En~lan~. Dr. Sachs IS an American 
that specific legislation would not General Watson to bring together citizen_._ 
be considered until all the facts Dr. Sachs and Dr. Lyman J. 
were known. This was interpreted Briggs, the then Director of the 
to mean the Senate committee Bureau of Standarda, and have 
would disregard the controversial them form a working committee. 
atomic energy control bill, now be- This was done, the group being 
fore the House. organized as follows: 
I It was Dr. Sacha who told the For the Government, Dr. Brigga, 
,story about Mr. Roosevelt to the Lieut. Col. Keith F. Adamson of 
committee, and he handed it his the Army, and Comdr., later Ad
written record of those early events mira!, Gilbert C. Hoover of the 
-a record interspersed with scien- Navy ; Presidential representative, 
tlfic papers and letters from and to Dr. Sachs ; cooperating scientists, 
the White House. Among them E. P. Wigner, Professor of Theo
was the paper that Dr. Einstein retlcal Physic!!, Princeton Univer
had studied. It was a report by the sity; Pl'ofessor E. Teller, George 
American physicist, Dr. Leo Szil- Wa!!hlngton University; Dr. Fermi 
ard, recounting his own experi- or Columbia University; and Dr. l 
ments and also those of Professor Szilard, then a visiting expenmen-~ 
Enrico Fermi, a fugitive from Fas- tal physicist at Columbia, 
cism. The committee met on Oct. 21, 

Dr. Einstein and Dr. Szilard were 
revealed by Dr. Sach' testimony 
as the firat to worry about the im
plications for the United States of 
atomic energy In the hands of a 

·hostile power. Dr. Einstein urged 
jDr. Sachs to do something, know-

l
ing that the economiat could get 
the ear of the President. 

I So Dr. Sachs went to tho PrPs-

Senate Atomic Committee Seeks 
Ways to Control Making of Bombs 

McMahon Tells of Quest, Chiding Attlee and 
Bevin f9r 1Premature Statements'- Smyth 

Stresses Main Facts Are Known 
Jl'll - If'. 

American domestic policy on thel"i~, after careful study, 1t ~ecomes 
d 1 t and use of atomic evident that no system of mterna-

eve opmen tiona! inspection can be made 
energy must be adaptable to .the scientifically feasible, we immedi
purposes of the proposed Umted ately have the answer to the po
Nations Organization atomic en- litical feasibility:-na~ely, a t~r
ergy commission, but it must not lrible situation w1ll ex1st of :Which 
stifle research Senator Brien Me- we must make the most until fate-

' · tors now unknown to U!! can en er 
Mahon, chairman of the ~enate l our life and offer us some hope for 
special committee on atom1c en- lthe future." 
ergy, declared last night. One of Time Factor Important 
the far -reaching problems bef?re Another pressin gproblem before 
the committee Is to . det~x:mme the committee in determining its 
whether there are scientifically legislative proposals the Senator 
and politically feasible methods of said was the tim~ allowed for 
controlling the manufacture of study which would be determined 
atomic bombs, he told 2,000 . per- by the time it would take some 
sons at a dinner of ~mericans other nation to learn to manufac
United for World Orgamzatlon. ture atomic bombs. Discussing the 

Senator McMahon made no .s~e- matter of international controls 
cific reference to ~e recent JOint and the establishment of a body of 
statement by President Truman, International law through the 
Prime Minister. Clem~n~ Attlee of UNO, the Senator said there must 
Britain and Pnme Mmlster W. L. be a new definition of aggression, 
Mackenzie King of Canada, P:~ and consideration must be given to 

I posing a reciprocal shari.ng WI granting to the UNO power to 
other United Nations of mforma- take sanction!! against any individ
tion on atomic energy ~d the f~r- ual or group within a nation for 
mation of a UNO atomiC commis- violations of a nature that might 
sion, but he commented on .re- lead to world insecurity. 
marks by Mr. Attlee and Forei~ Dr. Smyth said the atomic bomb 
Secretary Ernest Bevl~ ~s follows. was only a military application of 

"I question the validity of the nuclear energy and that the re
premature statements made by lease of nuclear energy "is the cui
Prime Minister Attlee an~ Mr. minating discovery of one of the 
Bevin about what t_h~~ comnder to \ great periods of l!Cience, a discov
be the overall feas1b1hty of inter- cry which will inevitably mark 
national controls. .They should turning point in human affairs.' ' 

!either back up theU: statemen~s Today, he said, ''we can command 
with the facts or Withhold . their atomic energy so great that it 
opinions until ~ reaso!led ~stunate may change every aspect of our 
of this control Ul obtamed. lives before the end of this cen-

Difflculty of Cont rol Stressed tury and has already .?rought us 
The difficulty of any effective into a. new age of man. 

control over the making of atomic ASK BIG FIVE A TOM PLAN 
bombs also was noted by Dr. Henry 
DeW Smyth author of the official . . . N ' 

· th• t · bomb who Bntis h, French, Belg1an and or• 
report on e a omic ' • S . . t A t 
said plants making atomic bombs weg•an etent1s s c 
would not have to be as great as By CAble to Tx• N•w You: TtMu. I 
those atdOda~ Ridgde,abnudt .~~i~f1fc~~ LONDON, Nov. 28-Demands. 
small an 1sperse . . 
t d teet in the total economy of a that the Sov1et Umon, France and 
c~u;try." He added that plants China be invited to share in fram- ~ 
devoted to the peaceful uses of ing atomic control proposals to be 
atomic energy Rlso coul? be con- submitted to the United Nations 
verted into bomb plants Ill a short Assembly in January, and that an 
time. international committee of scien-

Warning that any nation could lists be set up to advise the new 
make atomic bombs "within a fe.w world organization were made to
years," and that ''i~. all probabll- 1 night by a distinguished group of 
ity no adequate m1ht~ry defense British scientists and members of 
can be developed agamst ato.mlc Parliament in collaboration with 
weapons," Dr. Smyth emph~sized colleagues of France, Belgium and 
that nationalism in the atomic era Norway. 
would be suicide and that. we Their statement, made u a se
should surrender our national quel to the Washington conference 
sovereignty "to the larger sover- of Prime Minister Attlee, President 
eignty of world Jaw.'' Truman and P rime Minister W. L. 

Col. Paul W. Tibbetts Jr ., com- Mackenzie King, who recommend
mander of the plane that dropped ed formation of a commission un 
the atomic bomb on Hirosh~!'"a .• de- der the UNO to find a means of 
scribed the flight and the bOIIlng eliminating the use of atomic en
debris" left by the bomb. ~e ex- ergy for destructive ends, also 
pressed the hope that atomiC en- called for "a true international 
ergy would never again be used police force." The opinion wu ex
as a dl"structlve force .. _ pressed that "some merging or 

Mrs. J. Borden ~arr~man , l?res.i modification of national ~overPign
dent of the orgamzation, said 10 ties Is essential if the peace of the 
opening the meeting that Am.er- world ill to be maintained." • 
icans United favored work~ng The British signatories included 
toward a wor~d organizatiOn Prof. M. L. Oliphant, perhaps Brit
through and witl}m the UNO. ain'5 leading expert on atomic en-

Raymond Sw1.ng, toastma ter. ergy; Sir Arthur Salter, M. P. : 
said there was no way to end the Lord Vansittart: Lord Brabazon of 
sovereign power to n~ake war ex- Tara, former Minister of ircraft 
cept to set over nations a world Production and Capt. Raymond 
sovereignty, which Is world gov- Blackburn.' M. P., who has fre
ernment. quently raised atomic bomb prob-

Other speakers included G n. 
Carl A. Spaatz of the Army Air lems In the Hou~e of Commons. 
Force!! and William L . Laurence, The Belg1an s1gners were Rober~ 
NEW YORK TIMES science reporter Gillon, president o.f the Senate, a!l 

d th Army press Roger Motz, pres1dent of the Lib-
who. prepare ~ eral party, and those of F rance 
stones on the atomic bomb. . Included P rof Frederic J oliot-

General Spaatz said the atom1c · C b 
b b wa a terrifically deadly Curle, Louis Marin, former a -
t~~g. buts not more so than the inet Mini11ter, and Dr. Robert Bore! 
threat that was over Britain In 
1940. 

"I think America has all the 
force necessary to enforce peace 
In this world," he said. "We de
veloped t h strongest Army and 
Navy In the war--for what, if not 
to serve t he peace? .. 

Stre!!!ling the need to find a feas
ible system of international ln-

\

!lpectlon and control to determine 
whether atomic bombs are being 
made, Senator McMahon satd that 

.... 
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Roosevelt For 
'Action' in 1939 
On Atom Study 

First Witness at Senate's Atomic Energy Hearings 

.., 

Senator Hear Economi 't 
Who Brought Scienti t~' 
Views to White House 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 27 (.LP).
The Senate Atomic Energy Com
mittee heard today that the late 
President Roosevelt called for ''ac
tion" in Octob~r. 1939, on the re
seach which produced the atomic I 
bomb. 

The statement came irom Alex-~ 
ander Sachs. first witness in a 
series of public hearings expected 
to lead to legislation for control of I 
domestic development of nuclear 
energy. 

... j 

Mr. Sachs, a New York econo
mist, testified that he acted as a 
liaison man between a group of 
physicists-including Albert Ein
stein-and the White House. He 
said the scientists asked him to do 
so "because they had heard I was 

1
in a position to talk to the Presi
dent." He explained that he had 
advised Mr. Roosevelt on electric 
power matters in 1936. 

Eventually, he said, he came to 
advise the President on various 

Herald Tri bune-Acme 
Alexander Sachs, left, eto l ork economist, conferring yestertlay with Senator Brien McMahon, DemocrCIL, of Connecticut, clwirma11 of the &fJPcial Senate committee on atomic energy control. Mr. Sachs tons the first witness 1vhen the committee startecl hearings yestrrtlay 

other matters, including not only from Czechoslovaltla after seizing the atomic bomb but "strategy." that country. After the conversaHe said he did his advising "with- tion, he said the President called out any label," and claimed no in his secretary, General Edwin official position at the White M. Watson, and told him: "This House. needs attention." 
A big man with a fringe of hair "Its potentialities were very around a bald head, Mr. Sachs much in the mind of the Presispoke rapidly and with ha1·dly a dent," Mr. Sachs said. "He said, moment's pause for nearly two 'don't let Alex go without seeing hours. He brought two big black me again.' " 

notebo?ks and fii~ped through Mr. Sachs said he left the Pres!- , them mcessantly, Citing a letter dent a letter from Dr. Einstein here, a ~emorandum there. describing develop'llents to date . He said the President had told and urging that research work be him he would have to serve as a pressed kind of histonan for the atomic · project, as White House aids had In openlng the hearing, Chairtoo many other duties. man Brien McMahon, Democrat, Mr. Sachs told the committee he of Connecticut, predicted that formerly served as an economic atomic energy will affect every consultant for Lehman Brothers phase of life and declared that no New York bankers, but withdre~ time must be lost in dealing with from that position when his work the problem of control. with the scientists began to take Major General Leslie Groves, most of his time. head of the super-secret Manhat-His voice began to fade as he tan project, is due to testify toapproached the end of his testi- morrow. He will be followed by mony, but he never took time out Dr. Harold Urey and other for a drink of water. scientists. 
The "zig-zag" trail which led to r-============ the spending of more than $2,000,-

000,000 and the blasting of Hiro-
shima and Nagasaki passed 

!through the White House Oct. 11, 
1939, Mr. Sachs told the Senators. 
It was then, he said, that he in
formed Mr. Roosevelt of the work 
done by Drs. Leo Szilard and En
rico Fermi toward splitting the 
uranium atom. 

Mr. Sachs said he told Mr. 
Roosevelt of German experimenta
tion and that the Nazis had em
bargoed the export of uranium 

l 

UREY FOR SACRIFICE' 
TO BAN ATOM BOMB 
Scientist Urges U. S. to Show 

Deepest Sincerity to Rid the 
World of Great Menace 

______ 1. 

By ANfHo~-y T..EVIERO 
Special to 'l'lll. NEW You Tuu:s. 

WASHINGTON Nov. 29-As
serting that the United States is 
guilty of starting an a tomic arma
ments. race, Prof. Harold Ur ey of 
the University of Chicago told the 
special Senate committee on 
~tcmic energy that this country 
should stop making and stockpil
ing the bombs and should yield 
control of nuclear energy to the 
United Nations. 

In advocating international con
trol along the lines proposed by 
President Truman and Prime Min
ister Attlee of Great Britain, the 
Nobel Prize winner said the United 
States should be willing to sac
rifice some national sovereignty to 
achieve world amity and peace. 
Otherwise, he said, mankind will 
live in dread, forever in fear of 
disaster, on a planet, "all too small.'' 

Dr. Urey recommended that do
mestic control of the problem be 
vested in a director of atomic en
ergy or in a commission of three 
to five men with Cabinet members 
as ex officio members. His pro
posals were similar to some of
fered as substitutes to the contro
versial May-Johnson control bill 
now before the House. 

The gray-haired, serious-man
nered professor, who had worked 
on materials used in the atomic 
bomb before he dreamed there 
would be such a thing, said he 
would be willing to go so far as to 
dump into the Mississippi River all 
the country's fissionable matter 
to avoid international strife. His 
reference was to U-235 (uranium) 
and U-239 (plutonium). 

For Arms Race lf Nece sary 
Yet Dr. Urey urged that, if it is 

not possible to secure an interna
tional agreement, "we must make 
atomic bombs; we must make 
them larger; we must make them 
efficient, we must develop what 
defensive measures we can. We 
can and must devise means for de
livery of such bombs to possible 
future enemies," he continued. 

T_he professor testified after! 
MaJ .. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, who 
was_ m control of the atomic bomb 
proJect, made his second appear
an_ce. General Groves said he felt 
th1s country could stay ahead of 
the whole world in developing 
atomic energy provided all nations 
w~;e governed by the same rules. · 

We can blow the enemy's cit
f~s off the earth and take posses- . 
s10n of ~he earth, occupy it with 
our arm1es and begin the job of 
runn11:g th~, world according to our own 1deas, said Dr. Urey. He 
added that he did not want this 
ho~ever, and continued: ' 

. My choice _of time to do some
thmg about this threatening series 
of events is now or preferably 
three months ago [before the 
bo_mbs were produced in numbers] 
if It were only still possible. Atomic 
bombs must not be made by any 
country, and they must not be 
stored any place in the world if we 
are to have any feeling of security 
in this or any other country on this 
~-too-small planet. We are mak
mg bombs and stm;ing them and 
are thus a threat to other countries 
and are guilty of beginning the 
&:tomic . ar~ament race. If con- : tinued, It Will lead to dire disaster." 

1 Not Pessimistic on Inspection ; 
Dr. Urey was not so pessimistic ' 

a~. General Groves over the feasi- · 
b1lity of an international inspection 
s;y-stem to prevent illegal produc
tion of atom-splitting bombs. He 
saw safety in the vastness of the 
size of the plants required to pro
duce them. The loss of commercial 
secrets through the prying of in
spectors, a point made by the gen
eral, was a small price to pay for ' 
aecurity, the professor said. 

Withbut control it would be easy I 
he adlll.ed, for the nation to suffe; : 
a disaster of unparalleled magni- l 
tude. He made this point as a re- l 
s:po_nse to the most picturesque and ! 
VIVId holocaust yet conjured up at I 
the he~rings. It was done by Sena- : 
tor Millard E. Tydings and was 1 
meant as a "far-fetched" example : 
of what a Pearl Harbor of fifteen I 
years hence might be like. 

Professor Urey said the inter
na~ional atmosphere was being 
poisoned by the continuing manu
facture of atomic bombs, and in a 1 
discussion with Senator Harry F. ' 
Byrd he disclosed that the bombs • 
could be dismantled and the fis- · 
sionable matter restored to its 
ordinary chemical form usable in · 
medicine, industry and ;esearch. 1 

Senator Byrd developed the 
point, however, that the fission- · 
able matter could again be recon- 1 

verted into an atom-splitting de
structive within six months. When 
the Senator indicated that was not 1 
a satisfactory means of control · 
Dr. Urey then said he would b~ 
willing to pour it into the Missis- · 
sippi if that would be the solution. · 

The Senators indicated a care toj · 
avoi~ possible diplomatic reper
cu~sion ?nd rumor-rousing specu
lation m questioning General 
Groves. Senator Eugene D. Milli
kin of Colorado asked the general 
what other nations besides Switz
erland, Sweden, Belgium, France 
and Britain had the industry and 
precision machine tools that would 
enable them to help some nation 
to producf' an atom bomb. 

General Groves said he thought 
the list "can almost be limited to 
the United States, England and 
Sweden." Senator Millikin said 
the facts on this ought to be 
"pretty clear in the record," and 
the general added Germany as tl 
source for scientists, engineers, 
supplies and engineering manage
ment. 

Senator Brian McMahon, com
mittee chairman, then said the 
public ought to know that there 
were no compacts. Senator Milli
kin said he meant no reflection or 
insinuation on any nation, and Mr. 
Connally concluded the discussion 
by explaining that his objection 1 

was based on the fact that "be
cause you left out some countries · 
by elimination you can tell what · 
country is being talked about.'' I There was general laughter and 
the final word was by Se~ator 
Bourke B. Hickenlooper of Iowa 11 who said he had not heard any~ 1 
thing that was not well known to 1 anybody. , 

'1 
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Predicts Russian Atom Bombs • 
1n 3 Years ! 

Bl/ the Unttett Pren. director of research for General it secret from the Russians," he 1 knew of the atomic energy 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 30. - A Electric Co., said last minute can- said. project." . 
prominent scientist, predicting that . Dr. Langmuir said the Russ1ans 
Russia can start atom bomb pro- cellation of passports of a group o! Once Russu1. sta:rts making may surpass the United States in 
duction in about three years, told American and ~rit~s~ physicists atomic bombs, a distmct possibil- the manufacture of atomic bombs 
Congress today that overzealous headed for a sc1ent1f1c gathering ity in about three years, she may because of (1) their larger popu
Army security relations tipped the in Mosc<?W resulted i~ giving to very likely be able to turn them lation; (2) their "remarkable" 
Soviets last June to our secret the Russians the very information out faster than the United States system of incentives which is in
manufacture o! atomic weapons. which the Army most wished to because of her tremendous re- creasing industrial efficiency; (3) 

Dr. Irving Langmuir, associate keep from them. source~, Dr~ Langmuir ~old the the absence of unemployment and 
He said the Russian Embassy Senat.e s Special Committee on strike~: (4) their deep apprecia

here, of course, knew that the Atomic Energy.' t!on o! pure and applied sci
American physicists had not been Dr. La.n~u1r said he himself ence; (5) their planned scientific 
permitted to attend, and that can- ~ade the tnp to Moscow, but that program, more extensive than 
cellation of the British passports JUst before he departed two Army any contemplated by the United 
was given wide publ!city 1n the officers asked him not to go. Re states.'' 

CRISIS BY '55 SEEN 
IN ATOM DISUNITY 

)J'fT r {I 
Langmuir Tells Senate Group 

That Control Can Be Sped 
by Talks With Russia 

WARNS OF A BOMB RACE 

Scientist Asserts Soviet Could 
Gain World Supremacy With 
Weapon After Three Years 

By ANTHONY LEVIERO 
Spee!al to Tm: NEW Yolllt Tnos. 

WASHINGTON, Nov. 30-Dr. 
Irving Langmuir, Nobel Prize 
physical chemist, declared today 
that a. regimented Russia could 
achieve world supremacy in atom 
bombs after three years and rec
ommended that international con
trol of nuclear force be hastened 
by consultation between the United 
States, Great Britain, the Soviet 
Union and Canada before the 
United Nations Organization took 
up the problem. 

The associate director of r~

British press. disapproved and took the matter 
"Any sensible Russian scientist to the State Department, he said, 

knowing of these facts would have and finally was allowed to pro
believed that we were developing ceed when the "War Department 
an atomic bomb and were keeping was made to realize how little 

• 
SCIENTIST TELLS OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

aearch of the General Electric Dr. Irving Langmuir testifying before Senate committee yesterday 
Company told the Special Senate .usoctatett Preu Wirephoto 

Committee that is seeking to for- ---H-e-sa-J-.d-th_a_t_o_u_r_n_e_w_k_n_o_w_l_e_d_g_e----,-.1-f-=. ====~-~--
• m this way, an atoinic arma-

mulate an atomic energy policy of nuclear reactions m1'ght shorten t d 1 men race eve ops, I believe the 
that there would be a world crisis ' by as much as 50 per cent the Russians will produce their first 
within ten years if the interna- time in which the cure for cancer atomic bomb in about three years. 
tional community failed to agree. might be discovered. That would Thereafter, however, there is a 
He would do away with the bomb ~ean, he remarked, saving more definite possibility that the Rus-

'TERROR HINDERS RULE 
OF BOMB, GROUP SAYS 
J.!fl - t~f I 
NEW HAVEN, Conn., Nov. 30 

(}P)_:Rejection of "an attitude of • 
abject terror" toward the atomic , 
bomb and consideration, instead, ! 
of how it can be controlled was ! 
advocated toaay by the Yale Uni
versity Institute of International 
Studies. I 

The institute recorded its views 
on the problem in a memorandum 
designed, said Prof. Frederick S. 
Dunn, director of the group, "to 
provide a careful exploration" of 
questions dealing with the bomb 
and "point the way toward useful 
paths of investigation in seeking 
means of effective control." 

The memo ."Jtdum, written by 
Bernard Brodie, institute research 
associate, proposes that one way 
to reject the attitude of "abject 
fear" is to invite other nations "to 
share with us consideration o! 
the control of the atomic bomb." 

The institute contended that "in
struments for the control of the 
bomb are useful mostly in so far 
as they reduce the likelihood of 
war.'' 

The memorandum added: 
"The strengthening of interna

tional machinery for the preserva
tion of peace can be greatly ac
celerated by the sense of greater 
urgency which the atomic bomb 
produces and the United States 
must sp~re no endeavor to assist 
such a movement." 

The institute asserted that at 
best the United States had no 
more than a two to five year ad
vanltage over the rest of the world 
on the bomb. It said it questioned, 
therefore, whether the benefits of 
secrecy on the bomb were enough 
to "offset the undoubted poisoning 
of relations between ourselves and 
certain of our recent Allies." 

lt t hves than have been lost in the sians might accumulate atomic 
a oge her and tear down American recent war. b b · om s at a far faster rate than we 
fission plants because even the Dr. Langmuir, as a practicing do." 
UNO could not use atomic power and a theoretical scientist, brought 
to enforce peace, he said. back data from Russia that caused 

Dr. Langmuir added, however, the committee members to perk 
that the United States must not be up. Russia, he said, is building a 

large experimental plant costing 
a "sucker" and throw away its about $100,000,000 to operate . a 
power unless it has ironclad agree- blast furnace with oxygen instead 
ments. He further asserted that if of air. This type of furnace is un-
agreements were made and then kno\'Ql here, but the Russians gave 
violated this country should plunge him many details of it, he said. 

Peace Set as Goal 

into atomic war without hesitation. 
While he spoke plainly about 

Russia, Dr. Langmuir, far from 
making an impression of hostility 
spoke with warmth and sympathy 
of his eighteen-day visit to Moscow 
and Leningrad last June for the 
220th anniversary of the Academy 

Cites Soviet Growth l 

"They have plans for using . 
oxygen ,(or all their blast furnaces , 
at a cosl of about $2,000,000,000," 1 Dr. Langmuir continued. "Such 
undertakings prove an ability to 1 

carry out large complicated proj- < 

ects like that needed in the devel- l 
opment of atomic energy." l 

The witness said that the Rus- · 
sian scientists he met had more · 
freedom than he and other Ameri- 1 
cans in discussing scientific ad
vances and that the Russians were 
looking forward to a long era of 
peace and rehabilitd.tion, with the 1 
American standard of living, or a t 
higher one, as the goal. l 

Having spoken favorably of the l 
approach made to world control of t 
atomic energy by President Tru- 1 
man and Prime Ministers Attlee E 

and W. L. Mackenzie King, Dr. t 
Langmuir continued: t 

of Sciences. 

Recalls Army Misgivings 
His au<lience burst into laughter 

when the scientist told of the 
"blundering" efforts of Army 
agents to persuade him not to go 
to the Soviet Union in the mis
guided belief that, as a man with 
scientific secrets in his head, he 
might be "tortured or drugged." 

Although he visualized dread 
possibilities, such as the entire 
United States turned into a Hiro
shhna, where the first atomic bomb 
was dropped, with only 2 per cent 
of the population scratching for a 
living, Dr. Langmuir also outlined 
the brightest view of tho atomic 
age that has yet been presented ' 
to the committee. I 

Saying that Russia had been l 
more progressive than this country • 
l• training scientists during the 1 
war, Dr. Langmuir added: "Once i 
she decided the incentives were 1 
worth it, the Soviet could devise 
11. successful five-year atomic 1 
energy plan like those that charac- 1 
terized her growth since the revolu- • 
tion.'' 

Reasoning that Russia might 
have doubts that the United States 
would keep atomic bombs as a 
"sacred trust" and thal Russia 
might thus lose her sense of secur
ity. Dr. Langmuir added: I 

"I hope that the GovernmenU v 
of the United States, Britain and C 
Canada make immediate contacts c 
with the Russian Jovernment to 
secure, if possible, their tentative t 
agreement instead of relying solely r 
on the more cumbersome machin- I 
ery of the United Nations." I 

Senator Brien McMahon, com- · 
mittee chairman, raised the pos
sibility of inviting an international 
audience to the proposed test of 
the atomic bomb on captured naval 
vessels and Dr. Langmuir thought 
lt would be a good idea. 

Dr. Langmuir compared the de
struction of Japan's cyclotrons by 
occupation troops with Adolf Hit
ler's burning of books and with the 
Tennessee law forbidding the 
teaching of evolution. "You can't 
gain 11 ' nic bombs from cyclo
trons," nr · erted. ''You gain 
knowledgt ." 

• 



Huxley Asks United Nations Body 
To Coordinate Scientists' Work 

He Say& It Should Be Commission Like That 
Proposed for Bomb, but Research of 

Individuals Should Be Free 

The type of international team- Square Garden on the atomic work that went into the develop- bomb, said that too much emphament of the atomic bomb could be sis had been put o.n the ~omb and r d with pr fitable results n.ot enough on the ~ndustrial peace-app 1e ' 0 
. trme uses of atomic energy. both for the world and science, to Dr. Huxley foresaw great immeother scientific problems in many diate benefits, including improved fields, it was declared here yester- living standards, from the use of day by the British biologist Dr. atomic energy in tropic, desert and Julian Huxley. arctic areas where power sources Such a program of cooperation, are not present. he said, should be directed through He said two immediate steps th.e ~ind of .United Nations ~om- ?hould ~e taken to do away with miSSion envisaged by President International suspicion growingl Truman and Prime Minister Clem- out of the threat of a possible ent R. Attlee for the control of atomic bomb race. The first he the atomic bomb. But, continued suggested was to stop the m~nuDr. Huxley, research by individual facture ~f the bombs and the sciE'ntists must continue to be free second was to speed int~ existence or "you go against the whole idea the kind of international commisof science." He criticized the Tru- sion recommended by President man-Atlee proposal as not being Truman and Prime Minister Att-"definite" enough. lee. 

Interviewed at the studio of Jo "There is no atom bomb secret" Davidson, the sculptor, at 80 West Dr. Huxley asserted. "There ls • Fortieth Street, Dr. Huxley, who only a small technical 'know-how' will address a meeting of the In- secret, and the sooner this is dependent Citizens Committee of shared the less suspicion there the Arts, Sciences and Professions will be and the less chance of havnext Tuesday evening at Madison ing an atomic bomb race.'' 

SCIENCE ISOLATION :~s~~~~~:~ :~::=:e~ :: 
confronted. SCORED BY ATTLEE en~~s~el!~;e athf~~eth~t~~~~~~esc:~ 
knowledge can only be realized in 

S t M t Share World 's a world from which war has beenl avan s us banished." 
Problems He Says at Royal "If we wish to make a world ' safe for scientific advance we must Society Dinner promote a whole nexus of relation-

ships transcending national boun
daries," the Prime Minister deBy HERBERT L. MATI'HEWS clared. . 

By wJ.-Ius to Tw: Nzw You: TtMts. Mr. Attlee concluded by strel:ls-LONDON Nov. 3D-Scientists ing Britain's need for increased ' scientific manpower. This was the must become part of a world so- th me of a discussion also in the ciety that banishes war if they H~use of Commons. Capt. A. A. want to preserve their particular Blackburn, a Laborite, suggested freedoms Prime Minister Attlee the setting-up of a committee of said tonight at a dinner following scientists for peacetime planning. the Royal Society's 283d anniver- It would be called the Central Resary meeting. search and Development Council. Previously the retiring presi- Sir Henry Dale's particular fear dent Sir Henry Dale asked for was that Governments would, In two' new freedoms o~ behalf of the name of "security," continue scientists: "Freedom from secrecy to force scientists to keep their and freedom from national bar- advances secret. He warned scienriers." tists to oppose that trend. What · Mr. Attlee said that the central they have to fear, he said, is that problem was "how to insure that pending an international agreethe development of science shall l ment that they must hope and redound to the glory of God and work for, national military secrecy ! the advantage of the human race will try to maintain or extend its and not to the degradation of the I wartime dominance. scientist into an agent of mass Would Abolish Ourb murder and to the destruction of , , the human race.'· , " 'The war has oeen won, he said, "Scientists rightly lay stress on and we shall not be read):' to acthe point that science cJhould be cept as its result for science a International" Mr Attlee went on tightening of the chains. We hav(' "that there ~hould be freedom of a .right to expect •'1at its freedom experiment and research and a Will be restored, and the freedoms tree interchange of knowledge be- which we ask for science are freetween scientists of all countries. dom frof!l secrecy an.~ freedom I agree with this, but it means from natiOnal barriers. that you have to have the right Sir John Anderson, former Chanform of society 1n ,which these cellar of the Exc!.eq~er, who principles can be carried out headed the Governments atomic · commission, expressed the belief A Two-Way Responsibility that "some degree of military "Tf, aa I believe, It Is right that secrecy would have to be accepted," in all departments of our national but added that the Washington life, and particularly in those of declaration of President Truman government, we should seek the and Prime Ministers Attlee and l advice of scientists and should un- W. L. Mackenzie King offered "a derstand, as far as we can, the charter of liberty for science." problems with which they deal, it Sir Robert Robinson, noted Is equally important that scientists chemist, was elected presidp.nt of should understand the problem of the Royal Society. 

SMYTH URGES END 
OF BOMB SECRECY 

Pio,neer in Atomic Research 
Finds Defense Measures 

'Impossibly Difficult' / .,- I r , 

A black picture of the future 
was painted yesterday by repre
sentatives of science and Govern
ment who warned of widespread 
devastation and international com
petition for supremacy unless the 
United States revised its policy in 
regard to the atomic bomb. 

These warnings were sounded 
before 600 persons gathered at the 
Hotel Astor for the opening session 
of a three-day forum on the prob
lem sponsored by The Nation As
sociates. The issue was discussed 
by Prof. Henry DeWolf Smyth, au
thor of the official report on the 
bomb: Prof. Ivan Getting, consult
ant to the Secretary of War; Rep
resentative Helen Gahagan Doug
las; M. J. Coldwell of the Cana
dian Parliament; and Walter Millis 
of The New York Herald Tribune. Professor Smyth, jthO recently was named as a speCJal consultant to the State Department, was un
able to attend the meeting, but his paper was read by Dr. Andr6 de Bethune, another pioneer in the development of the bomb. 

In his paper Professor Smyth 
said that the problem of develop
ing counterweapons at present "seems to me impossibly difficult." He added that since rocket bombs might be sent in a few moments from any spot on earth, "it could well prove impossible, in the event 
of an attack by atomic bombs, to know from which country the at
tack had come." 

The answer to the problem, he asserted, was to do away with sec
recy and thereby promote interna
tional good-will and scientific re
search. He stressed the fact that he was not advocating the releas
ing of information on "technical tricks" of manufacture, which he agreed should be given only to an international agency able to con
trol the bombs, but the information on nuclear energy not directly con
c.erned with making the bombs. 

Professor Getting, who was one 
of the leaders in radar research at the radiation laboratory of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, declared that it would be a 
simple matter for an enemy nation 
to set up radio control stations in 
remote corners of the earth in peace years to guide planes and rocket bearing atomic bombs to 
the heart of the United States. 

Mrs. Douglas, contending that 
the main reason that the atomic bomb is being kept a secret is to prevent it from falling into the 

, hands of the Russians, declared that the only method for peace is 
"cooperation, and I mean cooperation with the Russians." 

BOMB CONTROL URGED 
Group of Physicists Calls for 

International Conference 
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 1 UPl-A spe

cial international conference of the United N.!),tlons to regulate future 
military use of the atomic bomb 
was proposed in a resolution 
adopted by 200 of the nation's out
standing physicists, members of 
the American Physical Society, 
who ended a two-day conference today. 

Dr. Alexander S. Langsdorf Jr. of the University of Chicago, au
thor of the resolution, said it would 
be presented to Congress as repre
senting the conference's views and 
not those of the entire society and its 5,000 members. 

A second resolution urged that 
the society enhst the cooperation of social scientists, business exec
ut ives and statesmen to consider 
the "broad aspects" of atomic bomb control. 

HEATING BY ATOMS 
SEEN AS I~MINENT/ 

International Authority Urged 
by Scientists, Who Predict 

Harnessing for Power 
1 

The harnessing of atomic energy 
to replace present sources of power 
was predicted for the near future 
yesterday by leading scientists, en
gineers and social scientists who combined their description of a new era with a strong plea for the establishment of an international authority to control society in such an advanced world. 

The economic and political aspects of world-wide use of atomtc1 energy were discussed at a conference sponsored by the Nation As
sociates at the Hotel Astor. Six hundred persons attended the session, second of a three-day forum to be closed at a dinner tonight at which Prof. Harold J. Laski, chair
man of the British Labor party, 
will make the principal address. I The mo!!t concrete description of 
things to come was offered by Boris Pregel, president of the 
Canadian Radium Uranium Corporation, who worked with Cana
dian scientists and engineers on 
the development of the atomic 
bomb. Mr. Pregel, asserting that I the atomic "revolution" was now under way, held that th(' "applica
tions of atomic energy to civilian 
life are possible, Imminent and 
even unavoidable." 

Predict Heating of Cities 
Pointing to a recent statement 

by Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, a leading authority on atomic ener
gy, saying it was feasible for a 
city the size of Seattle to be com
pletely heated from an atomic en
ergy source within five years, Mr. 
Pregel declared the first important 
application of atomic energy would be the production of a cheap power 
by large plants not dependent on any natural resource. 

"These powerful units ," he said, 
"will be able to distribute this I 
eheap power, costing practically 
nothing, to large areas. We think It easy to understand what such a 
phenomenon will mean for these I areas. Power is the basis of the cost of everything. Cheap power 
in unlimited quantity means abun
dance of cheap products and, in eonnection \vith it, the reduction of working hours." 

Mr. Pregel declared that nearly every phase of life today would be 
affected, with new products and a 
new standard of living resulting. He added that as soon as all the 
scientists in the world cooperate 
on the peacetime uses of atomic 
energy "the results will come in at a great speed, surpassing any op-1 tlmistic predictions." 

Agreeing with Mr. Pregel's as
sertions, Stuart Chase, economist, 
warned that "technological unem
ployment could grow to catas
trophic proportions" unless plans 
were made now to cope with future problems of atomic energy. 

Warns Against l'tlonopo!J 1 
James B. Carey, secretary-treas- 1 

urer of the Congress of Industrial Organizations, asserted that labor 
was not afraid of new industrial developments "as long as these de
velopments serve the interest of 
the people." He warned against 
nuclear energy becoming the "tool of monopolies." 

The attitude of the scientists who worked on the bomb was ex
pressed by Prof. Louis N. Ride
nour, assistant director of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology Radiation Laboratory, who 
urged the Immediate lifting of 
wartime restrictions on scientific research. He was joined in this 
plea by Dr. Victor Weisskopf of 
the Los AlA.mos scientists. who 
pointed out that police control of 
the bomb would not work without free international exchange of scientific Information. 

Some form of world government was described as being essential 
for the continuance of civilization 
by the other speakers, Including Jerome Frank, circuit judge of the 
United States Court of Appeals; 
Thomas K. Flnletter, lawyer and author; Charles G. Bolte, chair
man of the American Veterans 
Committee; Kingman Brewster, war veteran, and Cord Meyer Jr., 
aide to Harold Stassen 'at the 
United Nations ConferencP. 



World Conti~ol 
Of Atom Bomb 
Called Useless 

production of atomic energy chairman of the department of imperfect solution for social un- , 

th~·ough the ~se of a uranium physics at Princeton University rest:• 
"p1le" automatically would create . 
the by-product plutonium the and author of the official report ·on . -Dr. Smyth agreed that the 

basic material for an atom bomb. the atomic bomb, agreed with all smgle. trustworthy defense lies in 

Even if international controls pro- speakers, including some scientists relmovr~~ the ca~ses. of w~r. He 
hibited the extraction of pluto- t . fe t onl_y one alternatiVe eXlsts. 

. f th . . among he audience who expressed •. 0 b t . . ·t . 
mum rom e uramum Pile :;o . . . . . ur es posslblll y for surviVal 
that it could be isolated for use in thell' VIews, that even prohibitively in an atomic war," he said, "would 

a weapon, each natiol'l. producing expensive national defense meas- be to have our industries and 

atomic energy simultaneously ures would not prove infallible. population dispersed, many of our 

would be stock-piling plutonium Dr. Smyth, recently appointed factories and bomb plants under-

Defense Is lo Ban War for possible future use. advisor to the State Department ground, and launching platforms 

1 , "The only solution to the atomic on the_for~coming_ United Nations for atomic rockets located through-

Nation Associates Told 
by 'Scientists That Only 

Neither international cdntrols bomb is to prevent a war from Orgamzatwn meetmg, was unable out the country so that in the 

over atomic en.ergy nor national starting at all," Dr. Getting de- to attend the morning session and event of attack we could retaliate, 

defense measures can gua1'Cl the clared. "If this means creating a presented his views in a lengthy even though eur cities and in

United States trom the possibility world government, then we must statement read by Dr. Andre de dustries were largely annihilated." 

of a surprise atomic bomb attack, have a world government." Bethune, of Columbia University, All of these scientists shared the 

perhaps without even immediate Dr. Getting did not place much who had worked on the Manhattan belief that information regarding 

identification of the nation attack- confidence in treaties abolishing Project. key technical processes in the 

1ng us, according to scientific opin- the use of atom bombs. He noted Dr. Smyth also expressed doubt manufacture and final assembly of 

ions expressed yesterday at the that international agreements out- that the defense against atomic the atom bomb should not yet be 

opening of a three-day forum at lawing poison gas in warfare had bombs on an international level made public. With equal unaninl

the Astor Hotel conducted by The not prevented American troops with suggested methods of inspec- ity, the vigorously opposed cur

Nation Associates, 20 Vesey Street from exterminating Japanese in t.ion and control would be effective. rent secrecy on the scientific as-

Dr. Ivan A. Getting, of the Mas- fox holes and caves with carbon He remarked : pect of nuclear energy gained 

sachusetts Institute of Teohnology, monoxide produced with jellied "History has shown us that po- during the war. 

who is a consultant to the Secre- gasoline. lice methods, however necessary. Dr. Getting called for control of 

t~ry of War, explained that any Professor Henl'y DeWolf Smyth. are never more than a partial and materials rather than control of 

~hough~ as at present. He added: co-operation on thls point there tries in the United Kingdom, and 

. Screntrsts are accustomed to be- can be no world government and their creature-Canadian Indus-

mg licensed to handle dangerous peace." tries Limited in Canada." 

matenal, b~~ they are not u~ed to Mr: MilfiS attributed the steady Mr. Millis took issue ith th· 

bemg prohr~rted from speakmg to deter_wra:twn of our relations with viewpoint, expressing con~ern th~~ 
ea~~ other. , " Russia smc~ the atom _bombs fell government control would reall 

I cannot see. he stated, how ~n Ja?an directly to th1s policy of resolve into War Department con: 

su_ch ~ degree of secrecy lS con- keepmg secrets." He advocated trol which he feared would stifl. 
trrbutmg to peace." immediate reversal of this policy furth . ·' t· ' e 

This idea constituted the nucleus adding: "I don't believe we ca-d great~~ s~~~:~c t~~~elopl!le~t tfn~ 
o~ the afternoon deba~e. whi_ch was a_fford to wa:it on the United Na- dustry. prrva e 

grven over to consideration of tions Orgamzation or shuffle off 
politi?al problems unleased by upon it our own primary responsi- All the da~'s spea~ers, h?we':e!, 

atonnc energy, particularly with bility in the whole matter. . . . ~ere equally lrberal wrth therr cnti

regard to American policy toward To keep secrets until the u. N. o. CI~ms of the recent Truman-Atle~
the Soviet Union. These speakers has solved the control problem is K~g statement on the atomrc 

-Representative Helen Gahagan to insure that there will l;>e no Pl oblem . as well as the . t~e ?f 
Douglas, of California; M. J. Cold- u. N. o. capable of finding a leadership ~ow be~g exhrb1t~d m 

well, Canadian Member of Parlia- solution." the field of mtematwnal affa11·s. 

ment, and Walter Millis, editorial Mr. Colwell warned against leav-
wr~ter for the New York Herald ing control of atomic energy in the . 
Trrbune-were inclined to make hands of private industry. He 
no reservations in urging an im- said: "We know from bitter ex
mediate end of secrecy on the perience that 'big business' in all : 
atom bomb. our countries observes no national 1 

"When we say that we are loyalties or human ethics where , 
keeping the secret of the atomic profits are concerned. . • . Yet 1 
bomb," Mrs. Douglas said, "we atomic research today is largely in 
mean that we are keeping it from the hands of duPont in the United 1 

the Russians. If there can be no States, Imperial Chemical Indus- i 

1 The May.Johnson atomicpoweL' 
bill, which is being considered by 
the Senate's special committee, 
was protested today by the 
American Civil Liberties Union, 
170 Fifth Av., New York, because 
it assertedely contains "unprece
dented lirnitatio s" on the right 
of free speech. ! ~ t1 / 3 _r_ 

!Parley Urges 
Atom Control 

1 Plan for Peace 
'Nation' Conference 

Ask Stronger UNO and 

Public Ownership A 

~tomic ~nergy has the power to 
project civilization a number of 
centuries into the future as well as 
to blow it into limbo, it was con
clu~ed yesterday at sessions of The 
Natwn Associates atomic age con
ference in Hotel Astor. 

Principal premises adopted at 
vesterday's sessions were: 

11 Consultation with the Soviet 
Union prior to the United Nations 
as~embly_ meeting in January to ob
tam Soviet co-operation for world 
control of the at&mic bomb through 
the UNO. 

11 Initiative by the U. S. A. for 
consultation on conflicts in tension 
areas sucl1 as the Balkans and the 
Par East. 

Authority for UNO 
11 Sufficient authority to the UNO 

rn prevent war. 
~Setting up by UNO of a control 

commission to ot1llaw the manufac
lme ~f atomic explosives and de
~tructron or conversion t< the in
dustrial uses of the bombs already 
constructed by the U. S. A. 

11 Elimination of the UNO veto 
rule which gives dictatorial power 
to a small group of nations. 

~~Action by government to 
prevent private monopoly of the 
mdustrial exploitation of atomic 
energy which would hinder the de
velopment of economic security 
and abundance. To this end the 
~~;overnment should nationalize the 
production of atomic energy to keep 
it f~om making pro£t for monopoly 
caprtal. 

~Legislative action by Congress 
which will safeguard the country's 
security, prevent 'improper private 
exploitation of atomic development 
and at the same time encourage 
scientilic experimentation in the 
peaceful application of the new 
giant: 

For Peace On:ly 
In discussing the economic 

aspects of development of nuclear 
ener~y for peacefu 1 uses, the eco
nomist Stuart Chase warned that 
"if we hy to go on operating some 
such economic system as we had 
before 1930 . .. atomic energy will 
soon break it to piece . . . No na
tion, except the U. S. A. , has any 
apparent intention of continuing its 
orewar economic system.'' 

James B. Carey, secretary-treas
urer of the· CIO, said the advance 
of atomic energy was a challenge 
to the people not to let "the control 
of atomic energy" out of their hands 
fo: use "in war or in use for peace." 

Two scientists associated with 
atomic advances, Dr. Louis N. 
Ridenour, University of Pennsyl
vania, and Dr. Victor Weisskopf 
University of Rochester, advocated 
creation of an international science 
and the abolishment of wartime re
sb·ictions on basic science. 

Atom Research Cost 
Nothing for Canada 

OTTAWA, Dec. 3 (CP).
Canada made no expenditures 
in connection with the discov
ery and production of the 
atomic bomb, because she has 
been working on the develop
ment of atomic energy for 
peace-time purposes, Recon
struction Minister c. D. Howe 
said today in the Commons. 

He was replying to a written 
question which asked: "What 
was the total cost to Canada in 
connection with the discovery 
and production of the atomic 
bomb?" 

Howe said the answer to the 
question would be "no expendi
tures." 



Man Behind the Atom • I I By DE TER TEED r / Dr. Alexander Sachs, who convinced President Roosevelt that the U.S. should back atomic energy research, must be rated as a major prophet. He has been predicting with remarkable success for more than 15 years. That is why the man-behind-the-bomb must be listened to when he speaks. Today he is ready to tell what the ~ ~ ·-,~ discovery of atomic energy can mean to mankind. 
"People should realize this is the challenge of our generation," he says. "We have to ponder more on what the discovery of atomic energy means before we can reach solutions. Diagnosis jnust precede prescribing for the world. 
"But for an understanding of the whole international political order no solution is possible." 
Sachs, big-bodied, fiftyish, scant hair like Einstein's floating around his head, paces and speaks with feeling: 
"The entire problem 'transcends the limitations cf nation· a.lity. But the mere fact that we have atomic energy :first has preyented the regimentation of Science. What if Germany had discovered it first? 

W orld Is Richer 
With Atom Energy 

"A nat!onl!listic solution is in· 
adequate. Unless we are sure it ls to be used non-nationalistically, $haring is not advisable. It must be an instrument transcending nationalism that heightens the entire problem o! world security 
4 •• But tbere are no simple formulas." 

Sachs, gifted economist, also a student o:t philosophy and science, talks in technical language. He Is exact, precise. Simple words do not become him, !or he is not ,_ simple man. But he doesn't have a !ear-complex about atomic energy. Translated into non-techni
~al terms, his view o! what atomic energy may do to the world o:t the future can be summed up: He believes that the existing world will be enriched. Deserts will bloom. Jungles will be made habitable. Poorly deveoped . re· gions will flourish. Atomic energy, u ed as a power source, 

FOUR CHILDREN HURT 
1MAKING ATOM BOMBS' 

Four children were injured yes· 
terday afternoon when chemicals 
with which they were playing at 
making atom bombs exploded at 
465 Chauncey Street, Brooklyn, in 
the ground-floor apartment of Miss 
Laura Hulsert, 80 years old, whose 
fondness for young people had led her to invite neighborhood children to her apartment to play. 

About 5:30 P. M., the police reported later, William Henry, 14, of 354 Chauncey Street, brought two bottles of the chemicals to the apartment and told three friends there he was going to experiment with making atom bombs. The other children are Gregory Gallo, 
13, of 90 Hopkinson Avenue; George Sundermeyer, 13, of 4 75 Chauncey Street, and Grace Guido, 
13, of 33 Granite Street, all of Brooklyn. 

While the children were pouring the chemicals into gelatine capsules the explosion occurred. Miss Hulsert, who was at the other end of the room, was not injured. A passerby who saw the front windows blown out turned in a fire alarm and the police called ambulances from Bushwick and Kings County Hospitals, to which the children were taken. 'Jlhe condition of the Henry boy was said to 
be critical. 

may well accompli h what once was considered impossible. It will draw from the earth the deep water-all in a time that we can control. 
But this near-Utopia will not be possible if we don't solve the immediate problem of what to do with the atomic bomb-the most fearful destructive force ever contrived by man. 
He believes the bomb should be turned over to an international police force which would operate under Chiefs of Staff of a World Security Council. 

He's as American 
As Will Rogers 

Further development o! the 
bomb as a weapon should be con
tinued-perhaps on an island in 
the middle of the ocean. It 
should be used, then, as a weapon to strengthen the control of the existing United Nations Orgarlization. 

These views on atomic energy will eventually be elaborated and ex'Jllained in a long magazine article. Meanwhile, Dr. Sachs works long hours in libraries and in his offices at 72 Wall St. He 

DR. ALEXANDER SACHS 

is racing against time, in an attempt to catch up on all possible knowledge that will help to solve the problem of atomic energy. For he is a zealot. 
Dr. Sachs looks like any of a thousand business men. He dresses plainly and often wears a light blue shirt, with a dark blue tie. In general, clothes don't mean much to him-except that they are necessary. 
He's as American in his outlook as wm Rogers, although he was born in Russia on Aug. 1, 1893. In Rossien he lived as a boy, sur· rounded by people who encouraged scholarship. 
When he was 11 his parents came to America and settled in New York. They soon discovered that young Alexander was a gifted student who picked up the language quickly and shot to the top in his classes. He entered Columbia when he was 15 and was graduated !our years later. In 1916 he became Francis Parkman Fellow at Harvard and studied philosophy, jurisprudence and sociology- all subjects which broadened his outlook. 
His career began in Wall St. A 

member of the Downtown Har"t'ard Lunch Club, he widened his acquaintance a:M eventually became an economic adviser to private investors. That led to more contacts. Over a period of years he advised government agencies, including the NRA 1n Washington, and finally he was elected a vice-president of the Lehman Corp., an investment trust managed by Lehman Brothers. He i now an independent economic consultant. 
He first met Franklin D. Roose-

Post Photo by Gaston 

velt in the fall o! 1932 at the Biltmore Hotel and Sachs was immediately impressed with F. D. R.' "s!J1iling good humor and personal charm." Roosevelt retained him as an adviser on economic matters-and the relation· ship that eventually produced atomic energy began. 
With uncanny accuracy Dr. Sachs predicted most phases of the depression: A period of liqui

dation of the international debt structure, its collapse, going off of the gold standard. He accused the statesmen of the world of being "overtaken by a sort of hightension paralysis," which was a true prohecy, suggesting imminent political collapse. 
As early as 1933 he was the first man in the Western \>torld to predict that the breakdown o! the political order would mean war. In that year he talked with F. D. R. about it and, for the first time, mentioned that uranium could be used as a source of atomic energy. 
Concurrently, he had attended the Institute for Advanced Study as a guest of Lord Lothian, and eventually he met Albert Ein-

stein and other renowned physic
ists interested in atomic energy. 
After Munich he told F.D.R., 
"The Germans have finished their 
costless victories and they are 
master of the continent." 

When 1939 came he quoted 
Thoma Hobbes (1651), who 
spoke of the atmosphere of "war 
weather." The war began soon 
thereafter and, learning that the 
Germans had made important ad
vances in atomic research, Dr. 
Sach began the series o! moves 
that culminated in an "hours
long" conference v.'ith the Presi
dent on Oct. 11, 1939. He con
vinced F.D.R. that the govern· 
ment should back the atomic proj ct. Hi tory records the remainder. 

"There are·evil and good in the atom," he told the President. "Like a split magnet, it has a north and south pole. But we mu t beat the Nazis in discover-ing atomic energy." . 
He. was. backed in his opinion by Emslem, Dr. Leo Szilard and Prof. Enrico Fermi, a fugitive 

!~om Fa cism. These physicists, a1ded by Prof. Eugene Wigner ot Princeton, were behind the manb hind-the-atom. Today Dr. 
Sachs has his own niche in the history of the world. 



IAtom Decision! 
Not Roosevelt~s, 

Dr. Bush Says 
President, However, Gave 

Order s for F ire Bombs 
OJ). Cities, enator Hear 

WASHINGTON,.Dec. 3 (JP).- 1 
Dr. Vannevar Bush tonight said 1

1 

the decision to drop new ipcendi
ary bombs on Japan was made by I 
President Roosevelt but that the 
late President did not make the 
decision on use of the atomic 
bomb. 

An Associated Press story had 
quoted Dr. _Bush, the scientist 
who headed the war work of 
American scientific laboratories. 
as saying Mr. Roosevelt had made 
the decision to use both weapons. 
But Dr. Bush said later, in re
spom.e to a reporter's question, ! 
that he had referred only to the 

I 
new incendiary bombs. 

He told t)1e special Senate com
mittee on atomic energy that the 
decision to use the fearsome new 
incendiaries agairu;t Japan's cities 
in order to destroy her industry 
was made personally by the late 
President. Dr. Bush said later that 
the atomic bomb had not been 
tested prior to Mr. Roosevelt's ! 
death. 

There was some question 
whether to use the new incyendi- 1 
aries on Japanese cities becaus" 
they would kill so many civilians. 
Dr. Bush told the Senate com
mittee. 

"The decision to use them was 
made by President Roosevelt," he 
declared. "There was a serious 
problem in my mind and I was 
glad I did not have to make the 
decision." 

nr. Bush expressed the belief 
that "the atomic bomb means the 
end of world war." The scientist, 
who directed the development of 
this and other weapons as head of 
the National Defense Research 
Committee and the Office of Scien
tific Research and Development. 
predicted it would take a long 
time to set up atomic controls. 

But he told the special Senate 
committee on atomic energy that 
all the nations now want a long
peace and this period can be used 
to develop the control machinery. 
He added that two nations armed 
with atomic bombs would not 
consider going to war against each 
other because the consequences 
would be "too terrible." 

The scientist said the first task 
for the United States was to set 
up effective dome!>tlc controls as 
a pattern for possible world use 
of atomic energy. This would be 
a long and trying process, he 
added. requiring wisdom of the 
Congress and administrators 
placed in control under legisla
tion. 

Progress will be slow, he con
ceded, on the international side 
of control but he noted that the 
easiest way to solve any difficult 
problem was to "attack at the 
point easiest of solution." 

"There is no danger of war 
breaking out until we can work 
this out," he said. "We can't do 
It In a moment or by wlshfulj 
thinking." I 

"Suicide Squad" ·was Prepared 
CIDCAGO, Dec. 3 (JP).~A scien

tist disclosed today a "suicide 
squad" of Unh·ersity of Chicago 
scientists ::tooG by as the first 
atomic reaction was started here, 
ready to sacrifice their lives to save 
the city had an explosion threat
ened. They e~'l)ected to be killed 
in the proc~ss , he said. Dr. Walter 
H. Zinn, who erected the first 
atomic pile of blocks of pure urnai
um and graphite beneath the Uni
versity of Chicago's football grand
stand, described the precautions to 
a group of st:lte champions in the 
4-H Westinghouse Electric con
test attending the National 4-H 
Club Congress. 

Dr. Zinn ~aid there was a ''one 
in a million chance" of a threat
ened explosion, but that if that 
e.xtreme eventuality occurred there 
was a squad of men on hand ready 
to quench the atomic fire with a 
special liquid, which he declined 
to identify. 

U. S.-Russia dentists Exchange 
BOSTON, Dec. 3 (UPJ .-Imme

diate exchange of scientists and 
scientific Information between the 
United States and Russia was ad
vocated tonight by James B. 
Conant, president of HarYard Uni
versity as the first step toward 

I;Jrevention of an atomic arma
ment race. In an address prepared 
f ·r the Harvard Club of Bostcn, 

1 Conant said that such an inter-
change would be "the welcome 
signal of the opening of the road 
of mutual understanding." 

The Harvard president urged 
that as soon as an inspection sys
tem has been established, all na
tions should dismantle thPir 
bombs and store the essential ma
terial, thus elimin:lting the danger 
of a surprise attack. However, he 
said a distinction should be drawn 
between war and peace- time uses 
of atQmic power so that scientific 
progress would not be stymied. 

----·----

SCIENTIST DEMANDS 
BOMB STUDY HALT 

Dr. T. s. Hauschka Appeals to 
Oppenheimer to Refuse to 

Co on Pend ing Control 

f')YT i'/t' 
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 4---Dr. 

Theodore S. Hauschka, a biologist 
at the Institute for Cancer Re
search at Lankenau Hospital and 
associate director of the marine 
experimental station at the Insti
tute of :·orth Truro, Mass., today 
made public an appeal to Dr. J. 
Robert Oppenh·imer d his asso
ciates on the atomic bomb project 
to refuse further to develop nu
clear energy until international 
machinery for its control has been 
set up. 

Dr. Hauschka's proposal was 
part of a Jetter written to Dr. 
Oppenheimer apologizing for an 
accusation made in an earlier pub
lic letter of "continued brilliant 
cooperation wjth death." Since I 
t.lte charge was made, the new let
ter said, Dr. Hauschka found that 
he had done Dr. Oppenheimer and 
his associates an injustice. 

Not Intended as Accusation 
"My letter," Dr. Hauschka ex

plained in his second message, 
"was not intended as an accusa
tion but rather as an appeal to 
you to go one step further than 
you have already gone: The whole 
world knows that we have on hand 
not only the technological equip
ment for the production of more 
atomic bombs, but a sizable stock
pile of these weapons which is 
daily being increased. 

"It matters little whether or not 
these weapons exist in a state of 
complete assembly, as the chain of 
subminimal charges could probably 
be inserted into the special casings 
In short order. The point which 
does matter is that we cannot ex
pect to engender the profound 
world-w}de trust necessary as a · 
basis of effective international 
agreements on atomic energy as 
long as we continue to produce (or 
hold on to) stockpiles of history's 
most aggressive and inhuman tool 
months after it has served its orig
inal purpose of terminating a world 
war. 

"My appeal was in part moti
vated by fears that a world-wide 
atomic power race would result in 
the enslavement of all pure science 
by technology and nationalism. In 
my own field of biology, the 
isotopes which atomic physicists 
have given us are among the most 
promising modern tools, to say 
nothing of many other potential 
peacetime applications of atomic 
energy. 

Solution Suggested 
"However, the chances for fatal 

misuse of the powers released by 
your splendid research are such 
that your warnings against dan
ger and recommendations for con
trol should culminate in the only 
logical solution to this difficult 
question: 

"(1) Suggest to our Government 
and military haders that the proj
ects which you helped create but 
which are now out of your control 
be discontinued awaiting interna
tional regulation. 

"(2) Pledge publicly, as a group, 
that you will desist from carrying 
your experiments further, for war 
or peace, until in your honest opin
ion, safeguards against misuse 
have been devised. 

"(3) Call on the integrity of 
your fellow scientists abroad to do 
likewise for the sake of civiliza
tion and mankind as a whole. 

"In full appreciation of what 
you and other physicists have al
ready done to impress humanity 
with its predicament, and with 
apologies for overlooking the fact , 
that most of you are now no long
er engaged in military research, I 
appeal to you again to emphasize 
publicly the urgent need for imme
diate atomic disarmament on the 
part of the United States, Great 
Britain, Canada and the rest of the 
world. This move alone may clear 
the international atmosphere for 
honest, open cooperation with Rus
sia and other key powers." 

Topics of The Times 

Atom 
Facts 

Needed 

In a neighbor's column 
the plea has been sounded 
for fewer vast speculations 
about the atomic bomb, 
real though the horror is, 

and a few more specific facts about the 
bomb. What actually did happen at 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki? What is • 
the probable effectiveness of the bomb 
under various conditions? 

If the timeliness of such a modest 
request for information were not dem
onstrated long ago it would only be 
necessary to quote two brief news 
items in yesterday's paper, the same 
day ori which the plea for more infor
mation appeared. At a big public din
ner in town the preceding night Pro
fessor Harold Urey told his hearers 
that the future history of the world 
might not be very long if atomic en
ergy is misused. This is the familiar 
suggestion of mankind being wiped out 
by the atomic bomb, if not indeed the 
world iJ;self being reduced to a gas 
bubble by an atomic cham reaction 
which got out of hand. 

Scientists 
Differ 

Sharply 

Earlier by a few hours 
Dr. Vannevar Bush was 
testifying at the atomic 
hearings in Washington. 
Our reporte1 writes: 

"Senator Brien McMahon, committee 
chairman, asked the witness' opinion 
of the possibility raised by Maj. Gen. 
Leslie Groves, director of the atomic 
bomb project, at a previous hearing, 
that 40,000,000 Americans possibly 
could be wiped out in a future atomic 
war. Dr. Bush said he did not think 
that would ever occur, that the present 

, realities were serious enough w}thout 
Jules Verne and Buck Rogers compli
cations in the discussions." 



WT. II WT. vice-president of the United Auto- views on the best methods ot con- out our intt>rventlon. the civil war 
W a ace WantS I mobile Workers of America, who trolling atontic energy, felt that 1 in China would not be possible.'' [ 

read an address by R. J. Thomas, a public agency should control the I Declarmg that we must fight Fas-At U t •1• d U. A. W. president--agreed that allocation of all ftssio"lt.ble mater!- cist elements "wherever they seek 
OID 1 1 Z e nuclear energy must be placed al and know the purpose for which to sttfie democracy and impose re- I under international supervision . each gram is used. But while pro- action on the people," he pointed Constructive I v Many of these attributed growing duction, he believed, should be with concern to the "Fascist-

.; ct1sunity in the world to the fact under the strictest government minded, imperialist-minded groups 
· that the atom bomb "secret" has control, " the application of atomic in our nation" who have "em

T 11 G d R 11 It U e already been kept in this country energy should . ~e an . open field barked o.n the destruction ot the 
e ar en a Y . 1 too long. fo~ f.l'~e compet1t1ve busmess enter- very bas1s of ow· . economic free -
for Welfare ~f Pubhc j Dr. Huxley told the rally that pnse. . dom, the trade-umon movement." 
Will Help to Avt>rl War England has a greater stake in Dr. Urey seconded th1s proposal "The war- time unity in the 

___ __ I the bomb than the United States, In general, recommending "the United States which we built. un-
.. . since, in an atomic war, "Britain establishment of laws forbiddmg der Roosevelt's lead h' · d' ' 

Henry A. Wauace, Secletar~ of will be onP. of the most vulnerable the manufacture and stockpiling integrating under ~~~ 1~io~s 1~~ ~ 
CortJ?1erce, called on the Amencan of all nations." of weapons of any form, a police American reactionaries." 1-}e said. 1 

pub~1c last ~lght to become as ac- "The most important political force which would detect vlola-quamtet ~ Wtolth .the advan tagdes m- fact about the present situation is tions and bring offenders to justice Senator Charles W. Tobey, of New 'I 

heren . m a mJc eneJ:gy, use c~n- not that three nations alone and a system of courts which Hampshire. advocated an imme
su:uctJ.vely under natwnal .and m- possess atomic secrets," Dr. Hux- would try offenders and punish diate meeting among the three big 
tematwnal .controls, a.s Jt has WJth ley said. "but that one nation them.' powers. H' further stated that "if 
ltsAddedrstru?t Jve potentJals. ti t alone possesses atomic bombs- He particularly stressed the fact we persist in a policy of shadow-M d

. e~mJ a ~as; mee ng :ct you , the United States of America. that since science can "almost cer- boxing about the bomb, it is clear 
b \=~ dquar~ ~·~r.· sp?n~~r lAnd what is more, you are gol11g tainly" produce other equally de- to me thai. another armament race 

Y. - n epen en Jzen 5 m- . on all the time piling up more structive weapons, "the control of k on and a th.ird ~orld war is just 
nuttee of the Arts, Sciences and bombs, and that-you will , I hope, I the atomic bomb should extend to below the honzon. 
Profession~, Mr. Wal.~ace summe.d I permit a foreigner to say-is in the control of all weapons.'' The rally concluded as the audl-
up the ~ttJtude of vauous speakels lprlnciple a bad thing.' ' Mr Th c 1 1 c 1 1ence of 20 000 unanimously adopt-! 

by statmg· 
. omas ana o one ar -1 ' . 

' 'Atontic. energy constructively Dr. Huxley shared Mr. Wallace's son were both strongly critical o! J ed a sJ:larply- worded resolution 
applied to raising the standard of I belief in atomic energy's abili ty American policy in the Far East. demand~g the immediate re~all 
livin of all peoples will do in- to solve century-old world prob- Colonel Carlson, who has passed of Amencan troops from Chu~a 
ftni~Y more to eliminate war than !ems by raising living standards many years in China as a military jplus t~e end of all lend-lease a1d 
an t e of control over atomic m even remote areas. In fact , he observer, asserted: 1 to Chma and Indonesia .except 

Y. YP Th t t· f pointed out, "this source of atomic ! "The presence ot our armed that earmarked for rehabihtation 

ene1gy. . . . eexpec a 1ono uld b . t t . f . th . d r f Th' ol 

a new a e of abundance for all power wo e eas1es o use JUst orces m e areas they occupy m a.n re 1e purpose. JS res u-
will do r:ore to revent war than where it is most needed- in the I China today cannot but be re- twn, presented by Orson Welles, 
th f . f b . Pbl t b't: .. backward and undeveloped re- garded as Inimical to the interests condemned President Truman's 

e eal 0 eJn~ own ° . 1 s. gions, tJf the world-and its use of the Chinese people. If we with- administration, which. it said. 
~11 the speakers-:-~ncludmg !Jr. there would be a safeguard against draw these forces tomorrow, it will "has shown by a series of acts 

Juhan Huxley, Bntlsh biOlogist; a very real danger-the over-de- still require years to eradicate that it has departed from the 
Dr . . Harold S. Urey, of the Uni- velopment of the already developed from the minds of these people tested foreign policy of Franklin 
vers1ty of . Chicago; Dr. Harlow regions, leadmg to s•1ch an un- the fact that we once used our Delano Roosevelt." 
Shapley, director of Harvard Col- balanced world-system that the military force to aid in preventing Jo Davidson chairman of the 
lt>ge Observatory; Colonel Evans econotnic Tower of Babel would the expression of their will to lm- committee pre~ided at the meet
F . Carson, of ''Carlson's Raiders ·• crash in a super-depression." prove their welfare.'' ing, at which Helen Keller, Danny 
fame, and Richard Frankensteen, Mr. Wallace, in defining his I Mr. Tl:!omas agreed that "with- Kaye and Fredric March also spoke. 

WALLACE HOPEFUL 
ON ATOMIC ENERGY 

At Garden Rally He Calls for 
Its Use to Raise Standard 

of Living for All Peoples 

'use of atomic energy in war. Dr. ============================= Harold C. Urey of Celumbia Uni- which each gram is used, because mum for man's future safety is versity, Nobel Prize winner, said to permit unregulated private man- that no bombs should be in the pesthat the manufacture and stock ufactu:e. woul~ be equi.valent to session of separate nations as such. 
piling of atomic bombs and other authonzmg pnvate armies or ar- If bombs are made, they must be . . . . senals. But he declared that the UNO th u ·t d N 
equally destructive sc1entif1C weap- application of atomic energy b.Y and for . . - .. e m e a-ons should be forbidden, and that "should be an open field for free tlons Orgamzab

1
on. d th t . 1. f d •- h ld b . . b . t . " Dr. Urey dec are a sc1ence 

a po 1ce orce an oour .... s ou e competltJVe usmess en erpnse. ld al t t.ainly produce 
established t o detect and punish "We have been giv~, through 0~ mos ~r t uld be a 
violators. the fantastic discovery of atomic 0 er w.eapons a . wo : 

Other speakers were Jo David- energy, the unique opportunity to de~tru~tlve as atorruc bombs. H 
son, chairman of the Independent build one, single human commu- Said tnat any system of control 
Citizens Committee of the Arts nity, on the highest spiritual level, must therefore be extended to th~ and Science; Dr. Harlow Shapley, accompanied by unlimited material control of all weapons. He ex 
director of the Harvard University facilities" Secretary Wallace de- pressed hope that the control of 

1 Observatory; Senator Charles w. clared. ' wa~ could be reduced to the same GREAT OPPORTUNITY SEEN Tobey of New Hampshire; Fred- "Only the United Nations, led by ~as!~ as the c_ontrol of counterfeit-

Huxley Urges World Control 
of Utilization in War-Urey 
Would Ban Bomb-Making 

eric March, actor; Richard Frank- the United States, Great Britain mg m the Umted Stat~s. ensteen, vice president of the Unit- and the Soviet Union can establish Colonel Carlson Sald that the 
ed Automobile Workers; Helen the international control that will pre.sence of a~med forces of the 
Keller; Col. Evan Carlson of the make possible the great peacetime Umte~ St.at~s ~.the areas they coMarine Corps;. Justin Grey, war potentialities of atomic energy," he cup~ dm C~n~a. 0ff0~ b~t r r~-veteran and Danny Kaye actor added gar e as tmm1ca o e m eres s 

' ' • " · d of the Chinese people.'' He said 
Wallace P redicts Benefits Already the bomb has cause th t if h ld 'thdra suspicion and distrust among the a even we s ou W1 w I 

Secretary Wallace d.eclared that nations which fought so closely to- th.ese for~es tomorrow, it "':'ould 
too muc~ had been sa1d 9:bout the gether in the war against fascism. still req~re. ye~~s to eradicate 

. destructive power of atom1c energy Its destructive ower has extended from the1r mmds the fact that we 
Atomic energy constructively ap.d not enough about its advan- f H ' h' P . t th U it d once used our military force to aid 

li d t . . th t d t rom 1ros rma m o e n e . t · th . f 

app e o ra1smg e s an ard of a9,es. . " Nations Organization. The bomb m .pre~en 1~g e e~resston o .. 
living of all people• would do in- . Ho~~ IS stronger ~han fear, he which ended one war can raise the thetr Wlll to 1m prove the1r we~!are. 
finitely more to eliminate war than sa1d. The expectation of 11: new curtain on another. . Senator Tobey warned ~at noth· 
any type of control over atomic age of abundance for all Will do "The war we won was a people's mg could be more menacmg to the 
b b more to prevent war than the fear war · the peace we win must be a peace of the world than for us to 
om s, Henry A. Wallace, Secre- of being blown to bits. What a ' , ., attempt to hold the bomb over any 

tary of Commerce, said last night blessing it will be when the United people s peace. other nation as a sword of Dame-
at a mass meeting in Madison States, Britain and Russia are all Huxley th'ges Bomb Ban cles." He said that if we should 
Square Garden under the auspices working together as a unit ~o in- Mr. Huxley said that a distin- persist in a policy o~. "shadow-box
of the Independent Citizens Com- creas~ the peacetime applicat.JOn of guished English scientist had cal- mg about the bomb, that another 

. atom1c power to the productiOn of armament race would be on and 
, mitte~ of the Arts and . ScJenc.el. abundance for all nations.' ' culated that a sh.elter t o be. mod- the third World War would be just 
j Juhan HUXley, distingUished He said that the day after the erately sa!e agamst the b1ggest around the horizon. 

British biologist, who flew here for 1 second atomic bomb was dropped, atomic bombs being made today At the close of the meeting, Or-

' 

the meeting, told the capacity on. Nagasaki, ~axim Litvinoff would have to be 3,000 feet deep, son w .elles proposed a series of 
crowd of 19 000 at the rally that ' sa1d to an AmerJcan in Moscow: but that it would be better to go resolutions denouncing the Tru

- ' "Those are the first two and the down to 4,000 feet. man Administration for departing 
there must be world control of the last two atomic bombs that will "One basic aim must be to insure from the Roosevelt foreign policy, ever be dropped in war. The that atomic weapons are never used calling for withdrawal of American 

United States wants peace." again in an atomic war," Mr. Hux- troops from China, and deploring 
Mr. Wallace contended that a ley said. "The best thing would be the use of American lend-lease rna

public agency must control the if we could agree not to manu!ac- terial in Java and Indo-China. The 
allocation of all fissionable mate- ture any atomic bomb1. But if we re•olutions were adopted unani
rial and know the purpose for fail in this, the irreducible mini- moualy. 



War on Natiott 
Mal{ing Bomb 
Held Essential 

t..; r t;_Jfp 
Dr. Oppenheimer See' It as 

Only Alternative if Any 
World Pact Is Violated 

WASHINGTON, Dec. 5 (UP).

War must be declared at once on 
llllY nation which makes atomic 
bombs in violation of any world 
agreement banning them, Dr. J. R. 
Oppenheimer, who headed the 
laboratory where the first atomic 
bombs were made, said today. 

"If a. nation violates such an 
a.greement, we'd have no recourse 
but to declare an emergency
war," he told the Senate atomic 
energy committee. He added that 
there were not now "and there 
'\1\'ill be no specific counter-meas- Dr.]. 
ures to atomic weapons." --------------

He said a way must be found to 
have "honest world co-operation" 
on atomic warfare to maintain 
peace. A nation that makes atomic 
bombs "does so only to wage 
atomic warfare, and in atomic 
warfare the advantage of the initi
ative is so enormous that it out
weighs any world-wide ganging-

Groves Recalls 
194 2 Travail 
Of Atom Bomb 

up on the power that starts it," General Was Named to J ob 
he said. 

H9.ns A. Bethe, professor of 
theoretical physics at Cornrll Uni
\'ersity. called for international col-

on Assumption Scientific 
Work Had Been Finished 

BOMB VS. BIG SHIPS 
POSED TO SENATORS 

str4ction of the American stock-
1pile of atomic bombs, if necessary, 
to get world peace, and he often 

jinsisted that a solution by compact 
!could be reached. He said, how
ever, that in the event of a viola-
ltion thi.s country wo~d be justi-

• • • • 
1 fied to resort to all "military 

Dr. Oppenheimer Cttes AtomiC means." He also said peaceful na-

c l tions should intervene before a 
osts-Would Get World 'warlike nation, such as Hitler's 

Accord l.f Possl'ble ·,Germany, got well started with an 
:,all-out armament program. 

'fT I! , Dr. Oppenheimer also told Sena
tors Tydings an<! Byrd that an 

CHAIN BLAST IS EXPLAINED ' atomic- energy plant supplying 
heat to a city like Chicago could 

· 1 be converted to atomic-bomb man
' ufacture in two or three months· 

Dr Bethe Gives Some lessons! that 1•000 bombs could be made i~ 
• 1 

two years, though the nation 

in Astrophysics and Says H'e ,would "feel" it econ<?mi~any; that 
1 • _200 CQuld be made m httle more 

Doubts Earth Will Take Fire than a. year, and fifty in nine 
~onths. He also said, in urging 
mternational good- faith agree

By ANTHONY LEVIERO 
Special to Tm; NEW YORk TD<ES. 

WASHJiNGTON, Dec. 5- The 
cost of atomic bombs, compared 
with that of battleships, is so small 
that they raise a serious problem 
as to the value of capital ships, 
Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, former di
rector of the Los Alamos Labora
tory, which produced the atomic 
bomb, told the Special Senate Com
mittee on Atomic Energy. 

Dr. Oppenheimer . gave this 
answer a.fter declining to testify 
publicly on what specific effects an 
atomic bomb would have on a fleet 
at sea. Explaining that under a 
Presidential order he could give 

ments, that there were and there 
would be "no . specific co~er
meas\ll'es to atomic weapons." 

When the witness said that work 
on the atomic project should con
tinue while a political situation of 
conb:ol was sought, Senator Edwin 
C. Johnson remarked, as he had 
at previous hearings, that the sci
entists had got the world in a mess! 
and wet:e now asking the politi
cians to straighten it out. 

"It might be said we're passing 
the buck," replied Dr. Oppen
heimer. "I'm very much afraid the 
buck is passed. I believe it is a 
political program and is the tough
est ever handed to statesmen." 

Dr . Bethe Ia Be&ssuring 

laboration of scientists in the field MaJ·or General Leslie R. Groves,! 
of pure nuclear research. 

"Like any kind of pure re- chief of the atomic-bomb project, 

search." he said, "the re:;:earch in said last night at a dinner at the 
this field can only be done success- Biltmore for Dr Karl T Compton 

only a "quantitative answer," he 
added that the bomb would do 
great damage and that under the 

Remarking· that there had been 
~uch "loose talk" about destroy
mg the earth by setting the ocean 
and the atmosphere afire by the 

tully if it is free from restrictions · . . . · . ·. 
on subjects to be investigated and that hlgh milltaiy offic1als were 
on publication of results." laboring under the impression that 

General H. H. Arnold, Army Air all the scientific work had been 
Forces chief. writing in the "Army completed when they assigned him 
and Navy Journal," asserted the the job of producing the atomic 
atomic bomb had made the great bomb in 1942. 
air armadas of World W~r II "as Revealing some of the details' of 
outmoded as the Macedoman pha- the creation of the new weapon, 

laru(." General Groves said one of his 
Dr. Oppenheimer also told the first acts after taking charge of 

committee .that: . the project three years ago was to 
1. He did not belleve a major visit the tlu·ee campuses where the 

power :wo?ld have ·:a 50-50 chance" major scientific research on atom
of buildmg: atom10-bomb planr,g splitting was under way-Colum
secretly bec~~se the v~.st pr~~ara- bia University, Chicago University 
t10ns would show up. IndlVJdual and the University of California, 
bombs could not .be detected, but at Berkeley. 
plants and matenal stores could. At Columbia he found that the 
. 2. Inspections by an inte,~na- scientists had only one cubic centi

tlonal board would be useless Wl· meter of a material which was 
less it had freedom of travel" in needed by "the hundl'eds of acres" 

all lands. . . and, he said, "on this we were to 
3. A pla~t makmg ato~c-en- base the expenditure of hundreds 

er~y matenals for peaceful mdus- of millions of dollars" They al o 
tl'lal purposes could "start" mak- · . . s 
ing bombs in three months. It had a pump there, he sald, wh1ch 
would have solved between 60 and ha~ run two or three days, but 
90 per cent of atomic-bomb man- WhJc.h would have had to operat:e 
ufacturing problems. contmu?usly for perhaps a year ii 

4. Atomic explosive would be the PrOJeCt were to s~ccee~. 
"more effecti\·e" as a depth charge At Chicago University, hls Greek 
at sea than as an aerial bomb ruj:y, he nevertheless discovered an 
against warshios. error in the powers of ten in a 

5. The Umted states could blackboard covered by calculations 
make new atomic-bomb plants at written by scientists who hadn't 
"a fraction'' of the $2.000.000,000 Greek. And at California Uni
which the present ones cost. versity, scientists showed him the 

Meanwhile, a report by a com- cyclotron, admitted that It had to 
mittee of the National Institute run twenty-one days to achieve re
o! Municipal Law Officers said it sults, but said the best they had 
may be possi'3ble within ten years done so far was ten hours. 
to utili?.e atomic energy In plants The general said he returned to 
to provide power requirements for Washington and urged all-out 
cities. work on the project. although his 

The committee, headed by Cor- private guess was that \here was 
poration Counsel Andrew P. Ro- not more than a 60 per cent chance 
nan, of Buffalo, said that, in tho of .getting the atom bomb in this 
future. cities must be laid out w1th war, and not more than a 75 per 
An eye to industrial as well as cent chance of ever getting it. 
military implications or atomic 
energy. 

sea it was far more effective than 
overhead. 

In a prepared statement the wit
ness took the position that inter-
national control of the atomic atomic bomb's chain reaction, Dr. 
bomb must be based on the good Bethe said: 1 

faith of nations of good-will. He "It can be stated with complete 
steadfastly tried to adhere to this assurance that atomic bombs of 
thesis under persistent question- the present type or of any type 
· b s t Mill d E T din that is now in sight will not pro
mg Y ena or ar · Y gs duoe high enough temperatures to 
and Harry F. Byrd, who sought to 
show how difficult control would cause nuclear chain reactions in 
be, as Mr. Tydings put it, "in a either the atmosphere or in water. 

•t ht t Theoretical arguments which are 
world as it is, not as 1 oug 0 probably reliable would even indi-
be." He reluctantly conceded that 
there might again be a resort to cate that no temperature, however 
war-atomic war. high, would permit the 'ignition' 

Another witness today was Dr. of the atmosphere. 
H. A. Bethe, theoretical physicist "Only if one had an enormous 
of Cornell University and an asso- amount of water or air, about the 
ciate of Dr. Oppenheimer at Los size of the sun, and if one then 
Alamos. He projected the commit- raised this large amount all at the 
tee into the abstruse realm of same time to a temperature of 
astro-physics and the Senators many millions of degrees, could 

t there be a self-sustaining nuclear 
took ·advantage of his presence 0 reaction in these supstances. It, 
ask some academic questions. therefore, seems extremely unlike

Dr. Bethe, a native of Alsace- 1 th 
Lor.raine and a refugee from Hit- Y at there will be any possibility 
ler's Germany, made three signifi- of igniting the atmosphere or the 

sea by atomic bombs." 
cant statements. He dispelled 8 It was after Dr. Bethe had read 
publicized notion that the chain re- a paper on nuclear reactions in the 
action (atoms splitting each other 
serially) that produces the terrible SUfi. and stars, which involve light 
cumulative effect of the atomic nuclei rather than the heavy 
bomb might get out of hand, break nuclei used in the atomic bomb 
down the atomic structure of the that some Senators harked back 
earth and convert this planet into to the chemistry and physics of 
a flaming mass like the sun. He their school, days. They asked 
also saw no likelihood that the about the temperature at the 
atoms of elements more common center of the earth. Was the sun 
than uranium could be split for use gaseous? Could you bum the 
in atomic bombs. components of air by separating 

Finally, Dr. Bethe remarked that I them? Dr. Be the knew the an
since the world now knows that swers. 
the United States had successfully --
used three methods to produce the New Zealand to Set Up <Jurb 
atomic bomb, any nation With ade- By Wlretess to Tire r;rw YoRK Tmu. 

quate resources, such as Russia WELLINGTON New zealand 
and France, could produce the Th d ' ' 
atomic bomb at a cost of about urs ay, Dec. 6--The Government 
$500,000,000. moved TuesCiay night to control all 

The words by Dr. bppenhe!me ~eans of producing atomic energy pecting apparatus had been de

that touched off the discussion Q11 m New Zealand f:om the mi~ing of vised, the main feature of which 

the difficulties of achieving world necessary materrals to screntifi~ was an argon gas tube that re-
control were: processes and research. The plan acted to the presence of the metal. 

Solution by Compact AIJted Mr. Fraser was assailed by the No doubt within a year or two 

"Today all nations, all peoples, I opposition for the severity of the ·~New. Zealand will have sufficient 

, have an overriding community of penalty clauses in the new meas- uraruum for ~perat~ons and New 

· interest in the preVel}~ion of atomic ure. The Prime Minister, explain- ~ealand scientists will be harness

warfare. There would thus seem to ing the Government's sudden mg atomic energy, Mr. O'Brien 

be good reason for attempting to move, said this se erity was due said. 
establish in the international con-,to the fact that agents of unnamed I - --- j 
trol of atomic armament those pat- foreign Governments had been submitted to the House of Repre

terns of confidence, collaboration quietly operating here without no- sentatives provides for State con

and good faith which in a wider ap- tifying thia Government. Some of ltrol of uranium and thorium, which 
1 plication must form the basis of these agents had actually found have a.lr':ady been. isolated here, 

peace. There would seem to be uranium, Mr. Fraser said. He and proh1bits the rmportation of 

I some practical reason for under· added that they had been tracked these substances save with govern

taking such control, not only as a by officers of the Department of mental consent. 
necessary step, but as the decisive Scientific and Industrial Research A picture of New Zealand u a 

s.tep, on this road that we as a na- and were now being blocked. uranium-rich country with depoe-

bon have determined to follow. The penalties provided in the its far exceeding those previously 

There ~ay no~ b~ a comparable op- measure run up to $5,000 fine and suspect~d was given to the House 
portumty agam. three years in jail. last mght by Prime Minister 

Dr. Oppenheimer advocated de- Mr. O'Brien estimated that if Fraser and ~cting Mines Minister 
necessary, the country could pro- James J. 0 Brien.. . Their stories 

l
duce eight metric tons of uranium repre~ent the domm1on as one of 
yearly. He explained that pros- the rtchest sout;ces of uranium in 
_____________ _;the world. 



U. S. Research Found.ation Urged 
By Eaker as a Defense Measure 

General Tells Engineers 
Shoald Use Best Scientists 
in Basic Work to Keep Oar 
Armed Forces in the Lead 

American air superiority, 
achieved through a modern, au
tonomou• and thoroughly trained 
air force maintained in a !!tate of 
constant readiness, is a primary 
requisite of national survival, 
Lieut. Gen. Ira C. Eaker, deputy 
commander of the Army Air 
Forces, declared last night. 

Addressing the annual dinner of 
the American Society of Mechani
cal Engineers at the Hotel A!!ltor, 
General Eaker emphasized that air 
power provides "not only the best 
present means of striking an en
emy with atomic bombs but also 
offers the only available protec
tion against the misuse of atomic 
explosives." 

Pointing to "spectacular innova
tions in technological warfare 
which ap;peared with ever-increas- Dr. William F. Durand ing momentum in World War II 
and culminated with the atomic 
bomb," the general said it should presentation of honors and awards 
be clear to all that "scientific re- for distinguished work in engisearch to insure the maintenance neering, education, research or 
of our security is also vital." literature. Heading this year's 

"I believe it is in the national list and wilmer of the A. S. M. E. 
interest," he continued, "to estab- Medal, the society's highest honor, 
lish a national research founda- was Dr. William Frederick Du
tion composed of the most highly rand, professor emeritus of me
qualified scientists m the United chanica! engineering at Stanford 
States and charged with the re- University. The award was pre
sponsibility of furthering basic sented in recognition of his work 
research and development in all in forwarding the design and ap
fields of science and the scientific plication of principles of jet pro
training of adequate numbers of pulsion and for his effective lead
highly qualified men. Scientific ership of the division of engineer
planning must be years in ad- ing and industrial research of the 
vance of the actual research and National Research Council, of 
development work. The Air Force which he was former chairman. 
must be advised continuously on Others honored included Dr. 
the progress of scientific research Sanford Alexander Moss, General and development in view of the Electric Company engineer of \ 
new discoveries and improvements West Lynn, Mass., winner of the 
in aerial warfare." Holly Medal; Joseph M. Juran, 

General Eaker attributed Ger- chairman of the Department of 
many's failure to keep pace tech- Administrative Engineering, New 
nically during the war to reliance York University, the Worcester 
on "miracle men." This group, he Reed War"'er Medal, and William asserted, made quick decisions on Julian King of the fuels division, 
hig-hly complicated subjects such Battelle Memorial Institute, Co
as radar and jet aircraft, discard- lumbus, Ohio, the Melville Prize 
ing the ~arefully organized work Medal. 
of scientific men. Dr. Wong Wen-hao of Chung- l 

An example of this, the general king, ,China, was honored in ab
said, was the failure of the Mes- sentia for pre-eminence in the field 
serschmitt 262 as a jet fighter and of professional public servjce as ' 
its subsE;quent use as a bomber, vice president 0! the Executive 
for which service it lacked an ade- Yuan and head of the China Na
quate bombsight; the failure to Uonal Reconstruction Commission. 
create and produce an effective Also honored were Rear Admiral 
four-engine bomber, particularly Harold Gardiner Bowen, Naval Re
lteeded as an aid to the subma- search Laboratory, Anacostia Sta· 
rine campaign, and backwardness tion, Washington; Dugald Caleb 
in development of radar. Jackson, professor emeritus, Mas-

The anniversary dinner, which sachusetts Institute of Tech
was attended by 1,500 members of nology, and Andrey Abraham Pot
the national organization, was also ter, acting president and Dean of 
the occasion for the annual Engineering, Purdue University. 1 

('('N~x t War," ,_,., One of Bo1nbs? 
1.((-. I ~ They Can Only CrPate De!trts, Stuart Cloete Wntes 

To the New York Herald Tribne: for defense, and here for defense we 
It appears that we, the Anglo- have. a solution. There is no defense 

American allies, are continuing w but there is retaliation. So that it 
make atomic experiments and pre- seems probable that if we had, say, 
sumably bombs. At the same time, fifty separate tactical air bases each 
we are considering a British stand- completely equlpp~ with atomio 
ing army of a million men, conscrlp- bombs, and hidden underground in 
tion in the United States, and both the wildest parts of the country, we 
Britain and America are retaining should be able, whatever happened 
great naval and air forces-all so :1-s to our cities, to repay the damage in 
to be prepared for some eventualtty. kind, which would, unless all men 

What is this eventuality? Who Is are mad, act as enough of a deter
going to attack us? It seems unlikely rent. 
that there will be another war be- Such a plan, pending the forma
tween England and America, and so, tlon of the United Nations' Co=is
slnce there is no other country left sion or other international controls, 
which is a first-class power, other would not create suspicion, and the 
than Russia, it must be assumed armament race, which is about to 
that we are afraid of Russia. Russitt, begin, would be checked. The main 
however, should be much more difficulty being that our Western 
afraid of us, since we are continually civilization appears to be built upon 
saying that we shall have war wit,h a foundation of oil and steel, which 
the U. S. S. R. before long, and in- are both the cause and the means 
deed, according to "The New States- of war. 
man and Nation" Ceditorial Nov. • • • 
22) the struggle between American Perhaps we are really caught In 
imperialism (and British) and the cleft stick of our progress and 
Soviet Communism provides "the only able to go on by going back
greatest danger of renewed inter- ward, in which case the decline of 
national war." the West is inevitable and no great 

tragedy except to us as individuals. 
We all know that the next war F?r ~less atomic bomb.5 of such 

will be a war of atomic bombs, ca:- dimensiOns that they ?est:oy all life 
ried by planes or fired from rockets, are used, the East, With. 1ts plag~es 
and we have been told that there is a~d, Its fa~mes a~d Its teemmg 
no protection against such an attack. milliOns, Will remam, a~d brown 
The war could, we are told, be over men, too wise to fight, w~ll fill the 
in one day, if, for instance, Boston, death ~pace that we White Chris 
New York, Philadelphia, Washing- tians Will have created. 
ton, Chicago, Detroit, New Orleans, It would, however, sometimes seem 
San Francisco and Los Angeles that we would sooner be destroy.ed 
were bombed her~, and London, than cha.~ge; sooner have. scarcitY 
Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham and privl ege than plenty~ sooner 
and Glasgow bombed in the British make, as. Tacitus said, a Wilderness 
Isles. Therefore, we can assume that and ~all It peace, than a gard~n and 
the one who attacks 1\rst and with- call It Eden, for ~e:e, in thiS new 
out notice will be the victor and power, is the ?05Sibility of Eden, of 
gain the wilderness he has created, the near ·Utopia where machines ~e-

But air power or bomb projectile come t?e slaves of men and g1ve 
ower ca.n only destroy it cannot them fl eedom. ~onquer because that ~eans occu- Nothing is needed but thought, but, 

prtion, ~nd to occupy, a large army as Bertram Russell has said, "nme 
and navy are necessary factors. We men out of ten would sooner die 
have them and are therefore under than think:" which means that the 
some suspicion as possible aggres- one who thmks must die, because the 
sors. Let us now be bold and say nine who refuse prefer death to 
what every one whispers: War witlt thought .. 
Russia. First, why war with Rus- In wh1ch case-Ave Imperator, 
sia? On what ~rounds? Next, how? Morituri Te Salutant. 
Where are the marines to be landed? STUART CLOETB. 
What towns are to be erased? Do New York, Dec. 2, 1945. 
we know the seat of all Russian 
industry? The Russians know where 
Detroit Is, but do we know where 
their Detroits are? 

We are industrialized and helpless 
without the goods and services to 
which we have become accustomed. 

I 
The Russians, as every one knows, 
are Illiterate peasants, unused to 
anything but the hardest fare and 
able to exist under Arctic. condi
tions, all of which would tend to 
make war with Russia not only un
rl,'a-sonable, but absurd, because Rus
sia could not be permanently de
feated . It would, or course, also 
make us criminals under the new 
international laws, which are now 
being put into practice in Germa.ny, 

• 

I 
Which brings us back to the real 

danger of Russia. We are afraid of 
Russia, not because of Communism, 
which cannot endanger us as long 
as we have full employment, or be
cause Russia is said to be irreligious, 
but because of the atom. 

The atom bomb is something of 
a red herring drawn across the path 
of logical thought. The danger Is 
atomic power which a totalitarian 
state could use fully, and which we, 
who are capitalistic oil and steel 
and coal nations, could not, under 
our present system. So that while 
today the Russian peasant looks 
with awe and wonder at our Western 
gadgets, in a hundred y ars' time 
we American and English pea.~ants 
might look with wonder at a coun· 
try where goods and services had 
been ci('vcloped by free power to an 
extent which is at this time incon
ceivable. 

Which brings us back to the bomb 

ATOMIC BOMB FILMS 
LISTED BY 2 STUDIOS 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Hal 
Willis Productions yesterday an
nounced plans for the immediate 
production of separate feature
length motion pictures about the 
atomic bomb. Both companies 
have conferred with Government 
officials and have received ap
proval from Governmental sources 
for the respective pictures. 

The Metro film, which will be 
titled, "The Beginning Or the 
End," has been in preparation for 
three months, the last month spent 
in extensive researcn at the labora
tories and factory at Oak Ridge, 
Tenn. The script is being written 
by Bob Considine and the film, 
termed by a. ranl<ing compRny 
executive aR "our most important 
venture of 1916," will be produced 
by Sam Marx. Production is slated 
to start in a month. 

Mr. Wallis, who announced his 
project yesterday after returning
here from \Vashington, has en
gaged Jerome Beatty, author and 
former associate editor of Readers 
Digest, to write the screen play of 
tire picture, which is still tmtitled. 
The director and cast \lrill be 
chosen "within the next few days." 
Paramount, which will release the 
Wallis film, haR altered its produc
tion plans to fit the sch('dule of • 
the new film, and has made space 
and facilities of the Paramount 
Hollywood studio available for im
mediate shootmg. Location units 
now are at work preparing back
grounds for the story. 



IExperts on Atomic Energy 
1 

See It Competing With Coal
1 

Nine Tell NAM That Power Plants May Be 
Economically Practicable in 3 to 25 Years, 

but Bar Its Use in Cars, Planes 

N" By RUSSELL PORTER I :J ( 7 _j 
t Agreement on future utilization I William L-:- Laurence, science 

f atomic energy for peacetime use, reporter for THE NEW YORK 
and predictions that stationary TIMES, pointed out that the length 
atomic power plants, technically o.f time w_ould depend on what na· 
f a 'bl right now may be eco- bona! pohcy was a~opted by Con-
e s1 e • gress on atomic research. 

1 nomically practicable in competi- "The thing can be done in three 
• tion With $15 a ton coal anywhere to ten years," added Dr. J. A. 

from three to twenty-five years Wheeler, Professor of Nuclear 
hence, were voiced yesterday by ~hysics at Princeton University, 
nine scientific and industrial ex- if we have the set-up to go 

. ahead." 
· perts who played key roles m the Dr. Crawford H. Greenwalt of 

development of the a,t;omic bomb, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 
speaking at the Golden Anniver- Inc., agreed with the three-to-ten· 
sary Congress of American Indus- year es~imate .. Dr. George T. ~el· 
try held by the National Associa- beck, VICe pres1dent of the Car~1de 
. and Carbon Chemical Corporation, 

tion of Manufacturers at the Wal- estimated fifteen to twenty-five 
dorf-Astoria. years. 

Because of the need for heavy It was pointed out by Dr. Co-
metal shields to protect workers nant that if the price of coal was 
and the public from radio-active higher than $15 a ton in some lo· 
materials it was agreed that calities the time might be short· 

' ened. 
atomic energy could hardly be used 1 

for automobiles or airplanes, atf AJd to Human \Velfare Seen 
least in the foreseeable future. Several speakers predicted that 
There was a difference of opinion the by-products of atomic energy 
as to locomotives. Some thought · would be tremendous in terms of 
large oceangoing ships were the · human. we~are, thro~gh _the us.e 
smallest transportation units that o~ rad~o-act~ve mater1als m med1· 

. cme, mcludmg the treatment of 
could use atom1c power. cancer; biology, chemistry and 

• f physics. They may bring about 
Senat_or Robert A Taft of Ohio 1 revolutionary changes in chemical 

and Pnce Adm1mstrator Chester and allied industries, it was said. 
Bowles engaged in a heated d11- Dr. Wheeler pomted out that 
pute on price controls, Senator nuclear energy is already being 
Taft charging that they are bemg converted into ~eat at the Hanford 
h dl d t th d t · t f ulck plant in Washwgton State. The 

an e ~ e e rrmen ~ q next problem to make atomic pow-
reconversiOn to full peacetrme pro- er available for industrial use, he 
duction and employment and Mr ~ added, was to transfer that heat 
Bowles defending them as essential into electricity or other usable 
to prevent inflation and protect forms of power. 

"The real problem," he said, "is 
the public from exploitation. . to extend the kind of machinery, 

, Secretary of Agriculture Clinton the so-called pile we now have, so 
P . Anderson declared that Ameri- that we can take out the heat, 
can farmers want an expanding feed it through a turbine, and 
post-war economy and that if there (make power of it." . . . . 
. . . To protect people m the VlClruty 

liS any return to the phllosop~y of from atomic radiation, he went on, 
scarcity in this country it Will be lthe shields or iron or other metal 
led by industry or some other c have to be so heavy and thick that 

, group, not by agriculture. , e~en a power plant of only 100· 
H. E. Humphreys Jr. chairman . kilowatt capa~ity would have to 

' . 1weigh about fifty tons. 
of the NAM taxation comrruttee P. c. Keith, president of Hydro-~ 
and of the United States Rubber carbon Research, Inc., added th • 
Company finance committee, urged shielding does not seem to lend 
Congress to reform the tax Jaws, . itself to any easy solution, such 
cut Federal expenditures and bal- , as thin barriers of some new metal. 

' Dr. Conant brought out that this 
ance the Federal budget at $20,- 1 appeared to be one of the insoluble 
000,000,000 to stimulate invest-,~ problems. 

1 It was emphasized that the cost 
ment, production an~ employment. of building atomic power plants 

, Gen. Omar Bradley, Admin!&· might militate a.ga.inst them in 
jt_rator of Veterans' Affairs; Wil· localities where cheap power Ia 
. ham P. Witherow, president of the already available, but ahould be 
Blaw-Knox Company and chair· less of a deterrent in other aee· 
man of the _NAM Golden Anniver- t!ons. Dr. Thomaa suggested 
sary Comm1ttee, and many others atomic power would Be etonoml
spoke at. the mo.rnJng, afternoon cally practicable 1n special indus
and evenmg sess10ns. More than tries such as processing ores 1n 
5,000 mnaufacturers from all over isolated mining localities. It was 
the country have usembled for agreed that the first uses of 
the three-day meeting to celebrate 3.tomic power probably would 
the NAM's fiftieth year. The con- come under euch special condi· 
terence will end tonight. tions rather than as replacement 
Conant Moderator at Symposium 

The a.tomic energy discuasion 
took place at a sympoeium over 
which Dr. Jamea B. Conant, preal· 
dent of Harvard University, pre· 
sided u moderator. 

"How long," he asked hia col
league~~, "will It take to develop 
an atomic power plant of 100,000-
kilowatt capacity which could 
compete with coal aelling at $115 
a ton?" 

Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, di· 
rector of the bomb project, the 
first to answer, was the most pes
simistic. He thought it would be 
a matter of decades, rather than 
years, because of the difficult 
problems in engineering, construc
tion, physica and chemistry. 

Dr. Charles A. Thomas, vice 
president of the Monsanto Chern· 
!cal Company, dlaagreed. He said 
it should be possible within a 
decade If we got started working 
on it right away with lntenaive 
rPaearch and development. James 
C. While, president of the Tennes
set'l Eastman Corporation, agreed 
with the tPn-vear estimate. 

for prese~t electrical power plants. 
E~en If atomic en rgy cost/ 

nothmg and an atomic plant could 
compete in capital cost with a 
steam power plant, Mr. Keith 
pointed out, the householder could 
not expect more than an 8 to 10 
per cent reduction in his electric!' 
bill, and large commercial and In
dustrial users couta not expect 
more than a 25 to 30 per cent re
duction. 

GERMANS DECLARED TELLS OF ATOMIC BOMB 

FAR BEHIND ON BOMB I 

Dr. S. A. Goudsmit Says They 
Were Not Even in the Race, 

Lacking Vision of Allies 

NATIONS HELD IN DANGER 

Dr. P. Morrison Tells Senate 
Group of the Totality of the 

Destruction in Japan 

WASHINGTON, Dec. 6 (}P)-A 
leading Army investigator said to
day that German scientists de
spaired of developing the atomic 
bomb in a century and had shelved 
the idea of using it in the recent 
war. Yet the Nazis arrogantly as
sumed their nuclear research to be 
far ahead of the Allies, declared 
Dr. s. A. Goudsmit, head Of the Dr. S. A. Goudsmit 
military intelligence mission sent ~--====~Th=e~N~•w=Y~or~k~T~Im~u~·~l~945= 
to Germany to learn the enemy's ~-
work on atomic energy. . "I am not a medical"'iliUt, but 

The University of Michigan like all nuclear physicists I have 
Physics Professor also disclosed to studied this disease a little," Dr 
the Senate Atomic Committee that Morrison said. "It is a hazard ot 
we knew as little of Germany's our profession. With the atomic 
progress as they about ours until . bomb, it became epidemic. War 
It was definitely determined a year now can destroy not cities, but na· 
ago that the German atomic proj· tions." I 
ect had accomplished nothing. After describing the destruction 

"Despite preliminary press re· wrought to Hiroshima, Mr. Morri-
ports, we can say the Germa~s <\.ld son said it is probable that an 
not have anyhting at all, Dr. atomic-bombed American city 
Goudsmit told the committee. ••would be as badly damaged as a. 
"They had no pilot plant. It was . Japanese city, though it would 
all in the laboratory stage. look Jess wrecked from the air." 

"Their scientists simply lacked "In Japan the wreckage burned 
the vision of our scientists. They clean; in a Western city, the rub-
felt it would take from fifty to a ble would stand in piles in the t 
hundred years. And they aban· streets," he said. "But the city 
doned any idea of using the bomb would be just as ruined and the 
in the war." people of the city as dead." 

Not until news broke of the The United States is cutting \ 
American atomic bomb attacks on - production of atomic bomb rna-
Japan did Germany realize how far terials in at least one of the key 
ahead were their foes, said Dr. plants where the revolutionary 
Goudsmit. He added that Goeb· weapon was developed. This was I 
bels' secret-weapon shouting and . disclosed in s routine official re-
Hitler's threat of "bringing the port on job conditions made public 
whole world down \vith me" were today by the United States Em-
just talk. ployment Service. 

Chairman McMahon, Democrat, The report said : 
of Connecticut, suggested that Gen. ."Declining volume in the produc-
George C. Mar.shall, former Chief tion of atomic bomb materials at 
of Staff, had been wrong In speak· Oak Ridge, Tenn .. caused a drop in 
ing of a race between Germany employment [during November] _in 
and the Allies in developing the , the Knoxville area and reduced 1ts 
weapon. Dr. Goudsmit said appar· classific!l tion from one of stringent 
ently we knew as little about Ger· labor demand to one of balanced 
many's progres10 all they did about , supply." 

ou~~-0 if General Marshall talked No figures were given for either 
about a race it was the turtle and the plant or the area. 
the hare?" asked Senator Mc· 
Mahon. Doubts Early Peacetime Use 

The witness nodded. By Wireless to THZ Nzw YoaK T tMEs. 

Dr. Philip Morrison, who helped LONDON, Dec. 6--Sir John An-
assemble the atomic bombs that derson, chairman of the British 
fell on Hiroshima. and Nagasaki, Atomic Energy Committee, today 
described how rays emitted after adde!J, his voice to the opinions of 
the blasts strangely affected the many world scientists that atomic 

-blood and made the victims a prey energy could not be used for peace 
to fatal infection. needs in the foreseeable future. 

It is "certain," he told the Man· 
~lost Within ~file Died Quickly chester Research Council, that 
In a statement prepared for the nothing has been discovered to 

sp"!cfal Senate committee he told justify the expectation that energy 
of the gruesome findings of a party released by atomic explosion could 
that Inspected the devastated cities be used directly as a source of in-
after the Japanese surrendered. He dustrial power. 
said most persons within a mile of "It would be absurd to suppose," 
the bombs died quickly- either he added, however, "that the diffi-
from the great heat of the blast or cultics will not be overcome in 
injuries suffered in demolished time, and there is always the pas-
buildings. ·-sibility of some fundamental new 

Many who escaped death by discovery completely changing the 
blast or bum, Dr. Morrison said, character of the problem." 
"died from the effects of radium
like rays emitted in great numbet 
from the bomb at the instant of 
the explosion." 

"This radiation affects the blood· 
forming tissues In the bone mar
row, and the whole function of the 
blood is impaired," the former Uni-

• versity of Illinois physics instruc
tor related. "The blood docs ~ot 
~oagulate but oozes in many apots 
through the unbrol{en skin, and 
1nternally seeps into the cavities 
of the body. The white corpul!cles 
which fight infection disappear." 

Lack of these corpuscles permits 
Infection to "prosper," Dr. Morri
aon said, "and the patient dies, 
usually two or three weeks after 
the exposurf'." 

25 MORE SCIENTISTS 
HERE FROM GERMANY 
Twenty-five German 1cientists, 

the second group brought to this 
country by the Government In re
cent weeks, for spf'cial scientifi~ 
work here, arrived yesterday 
among 4,654 American soldiers on 1 

the transport Le J eune from Le 
Havre. 

The voyage of the scientists was 
a secret, and Army officers guard· 
ing the men as they disembarked 
at Pier 151, North River, kept thel 
party herded closely together. On 
orders from Washington they kept 
reporters and photographers away 
and declined to say where the 
&'I'OUp would go when they left thel 
pier. A similar group arrived on the 
transport Argentina on Nov. 16. 
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Germans Neverl Briton Doubts! 
Close to Secret Industrial Use' 
Of Atom Bomb jO£ Atom Soon 
Head of U.S. Army l\Iis:.iou Sir John Ander on ay 

Tells Senators Nazis' Aim Conversion Into Heat 
Was 'Uranium Machine' Ap1 at·s the Fir l Step ' - - - -

WASHINGTON, Dec. 6 <UP>.- By Richards Vidmer 
The Germans were not even in an 1 rrom t ile Hera!ct Tribune Bureau 
atomic bomb race with the United copyright. 19•5. New York Tribune Inc 
States and believed such fantastic LONDON, Dec. 6.-Nothing has 
weapons were "fifty to one hun- I been discovered to justify the ex
dred years away," S. A. Goudsmit, pectation that energy realized by 
head of an American intelligence atomic explosion can be used di
mission to Germany, reveal~d to- rectly as a source of industrial 
day. 

1 

power, Sir John Anderson, chair-
He astounded members of the man of Britain's Advisory Com

Senate atomic energy committee mittee on Atomic Energy, said 
by exploding the belief that Ger- today in an address at Manchester. 
many was on the threshold of He said it is not only his own 
producing atomic weapons when opinion but the opinion of those 
the war ended. This was one of on whose judgment he relies most 
the chief reasons for this country's confidently "that it will 'Je many, 
haste in developing the destructive many years before nuclear energy 
device. comes on the market, for any but 

"I speak with complete confi- the most limited and specialized 
dence that Germany had nothing,' pw·poses, in competition with 
Mr. Goudsmit declared. He added exisUng sources of power" such as 
that German scientists, instead of the explosion of gases in internal 
working toward a bomb, were try- .combustion engines. 
ing to build a "uranium machine"! Conversiou into heat of the en-
tor power purposes. ergy realized by a controlled 

Asked by Senator Edwin C. John- , process of n•1clear fission is the 
son, Democrat, of Colorado, if he only method which existing knowl
had seen what was in Russian· edge suggests as practical. he said, 
occupied Germany, he said that and the first problem that rises is 
this was "classified information to get the heat into a convertible 
(secret)." The theme was not de- form. This means a high temper
\'eloped further. ature and involves the necessity 

Phillip Morrison, a nuclear for efficient controls and for s~e
physicist who saw what att>mic clal measures to prevent corros10n 
bombs did to Hiroshima and Naga- of the metalllc components and 
saki, told the committee the bomb rapid disintegration of the whole 
''can now destroy not cities but system. . . . . 
na~!ons." The world, he said, faces These and . ot~er d1~1cult1es Will 
nightmarish destruction under be overcome 1n trme, Su· John pre
death-dealing rays unless it finds dieted, and he pointed o~t. that 
iir...nediate ways to control atomic there is always the poss1~1llty of 
energy. some fundamental new d1scov~ry, 

Descrlbmg his visit to Hiroshima completely changing the charac
and Nagasaki he told how human Iter of the. problem. He advocated 
beings died u;der lethal •·radium- that the nation t.urn all. the. re
l!ke rays." Only 5 or 10 per cent sou1ces 1t .c~' spa1e to furthei. re
of the people within 1.000 -~ards searches m _the field , especJa.lly 
of the explosion escaped death, al~ng the hnes of radw-actlve 

d ,1 ·awled away unin- fo1 ms. of co~on elements to be an ma~y v. 10 cr used m med1cme. 
jur~d .d1ed later from the deadly Sir John said, in the course of 
radiation . . . . his address, that Great Britain 

The radJatw~. he. said, ~!Iects led the world in the development 
the blood-formmg tissues. 111 the of television before the war and 
bone marrow; blood oozes m ma~y probably is still ahead in that 
spots through th~ .unbroken skm field. He pointed out also that 
and seeps into cavities of the body, between the two wars Great Brit
whlle the w.hite corpuscles which ain gained all the speed records 
fight in!ectwn disappea~·· Inf~c-~ on land, water and in the air, with 
tion prospers and the p'atlent dles, British pilots and British rna
usually two or three days after the chines made in British workshops. 
exposw·e. . . . J Great Britain now holds all these I 

Mr. Goudsm1t reJected the poss1- records again . 
bility that Hitler's boast that he • 
would "take the world down '' with 
him it he fell was based on ex-
pected possession of the atomic 
bomb. 

"It was pure bluff," he asserted. 
He blamed lack of co-ordination 

of Nazi scientific efforts for Ger
many's failure to find or look for 
the atomic bomb. 

"It wasn't until near the end of 
the war-particularly after the 
failure of the U-boat warfare
that the Nazis made any effort to 
co-ordinate their scientific work
and then it was too late " he said . 

He said that German scientists, 
while aiming at a uranium rna, 
chine to employ atomic P<ilWer, 
hadn't built one and ''didn't even 
have a pilot plant." 

Julian Hu..xley Pictures the More Spectacular· 
Po sibilities That Lie in Atomic Power 

t "I By WALDEMAR ~IPFFERT I I 

If international control of atomic 
energy is not established and war abol
ished, the physicists predict disaster. 
After the At·my tried to brush them 
aside when the hearings on the May
Johnson bill virtually closed, they pro
tested so effectively that they suc
ceeded in testifying. Not only this, 
but they formed a federation to drive 
home the meaning o! atomic energy to 
the public and took an active part in 
supporting the lndept.ndent Citizens 
Committee of the Arts, Sciences and 
Professions which last week held a 
stirring "crisic meeting" in Madison 
Square Garden, New York. Dr. Harlow 
Shapley of Harvard presided, and Sec- , 
retary of Commerce Henry A. Wallace, 
Dr. Harold C. Urey, Dr. Julian Huxley 
and others pictured what would happen 
if a race in atomic bomb production is 
not checlted now. Other meetings are 
to be held throughout the country. 

Much of the ground covered by the 
Madiaon Square meeting was familiar. 
The addresa that interested this de· 
partment especially was that of Dr. 
Julian Huxley, who flew here for the 
express purpose of delivering it. He 
revealed to his audience 01 20,000 what 
atomic energy could mean in regions 
which are still no better off than they 
were a century and more ago. 

"The most spectacular possibillties 
of the new power lie In Its use as what 
we may call atomic dynamite," said Dr. 
Huxley. So he was all for what an 
English physicist describes as "land
scaping the earth." Dams could be 
built in a ft•action of the time now re
quired because atomic explosions would 
do the work of cumbersome excavating 
machinery; a counterpart of the Pan
ama Canal could be dug in !ar less 
time than would have been necessary 
even a few years ago. 

Di solving the Polar Ca.p 
We thought Dr. Huxley saw too 

much in dissolving the Arctic pack of 
ice and snow. In the opinion of most 
geophysicists, a region that now covers 
millions of square miles would probably 
not be burieii again under snow and ice 
if it wet·e subjected to the intense 
heat of Huxley's "atomic .dynamite." 
The polar cap Is a relic of an ice age 
which is slowly drawing to a close. It 
reflects most of the sun's heat, and if it 
were vaporized the open sea would be 
able to absorb that heat. 

It happens that the consequences of 
ridding the North Pole of its crust of 
lee and snow were studied years ago. 
The complete melting of the Greenland 
and Antarctir ice caps would raise the 
level o! the sea from 100 to 160 feet. 
If only the Arctic cap were melted, 
New York City and other towns along 
the Atlantic seaboat·d would be com
pletely submerged. 

I 
There is no doubt, as Dr. Huxley 

said, that I! the polar caps were 
blasted and melted away the climate 
of the Northern and Southern Hemi· 
spheres would be changed. Dismal, 
foggy Oreal Britain would become all 
pleasant a country as Spain if it were 
not inundated. But would the Sahara 
stay where il Is or move even more 
closely to the Mediterranean? Dr. 
Huxley admitted that neither he nor 
the cllmatologJ.,t whom he quoted could 
answer. He would not blow the Arctic 
cap away all at once with bombs like 
those t11at virtually wiped out Hiro
shima and Nagasnltf. A beginning 
would be made wlt11 "only a little bit 
of lee, north of L brador, say." 

A Source of Power 
Mox·e impot'tant and more possible Is 

the bringing of power to regions that 
have no coal, oil or even waterfalls. In 
Pr. Huxley's opinion a pile of uranium 
~·about the size of a double bed might 
generate as much power as the Grand 
Coulee Dam for several centuries." 

If anything like this happens, there 
would be no need to transport coal or 
oil and tt·ansmit electric power hun
dreds of miles at high tension. "To 
mention only the Sahara," said Dr. 
Huxley, "atomic power could be used 
to distill seawater, leaving the salts 
behind as sources of magnesium and 
other valuable elements, and to pump 
fresh wate1· Into numerous depressions 
in its vast area until they again bloi!IIOm 
Into the fertility they had In the ice 
age." 

If atomic power were thus applied 
In opening regions which are now 
uninhabitable or economically unin-

teresting for lack of fuel and other 
resources, we would have a safeguard 
against the social danger of overde
veloping densely populated industrial 
regions, according to Huxley. 

Atomic power could make an old 
dream come true. Over and over aga.m. 
it has been asserted that if science 
and technology were rationally utilized, -
there would be a reasonable standard 
of life for every human being on earth.. 
Huxley admitted the difficulty of real• 
izing the economic millennium, but held 
that at least technical problems az:e 
now much easier to solve than ever
before. "The proviso is that we set 
about the job with the right aim in 
view and by the right methods." And 
what is the right aim and what are the 

I right methods? To Dr. Huxley both 
are wrapped up in international control 
of atomic energy and hence in social 
planning on a wol'ld-wide scale. 

1BRTISH GROUP BACKS 
ATOM BOMB ACCORD 

(' 1 
By Wlrel ... to Tlll! N•w YOlUC Tnor.IS. 

LONDON, Dec 8--A resolution 
approving the .statement issued by 
President Truman and the British 
and Canadian Prime Ministers on 
the control of the atomic energy 
wa~ adopted unanimouslY today 
by the Conference of S'cientific 
Research and Industrial Planning, 
organized by the British Associa
tion for Advancement of Science. 

The resolution, which was pro
posed by Sir Richard Gregory, the 
association's president, declared 
that the scientific world should 
give the statement Its full support 
because it indicated the true ap
proach to the problems of develop
mg the beneficial applications of 
atomic energy on the one hand and 
on the other of preventing their 
destructive use. 

Discussion of atomic energy 
came up at two other meetings 
during the day. Sir John Ander
son, chairman of Britain's atomic 
bomb committee, told students of 
Lewes country school that he did 
not believe they would ever see 
the atomic bomb used . 

"I take a hopeful view of the 
future of the world," he said. 

I 
Sir George Paget Thomson, an

other of Britain's atom experts,, 
addressing the Junior Institution 
of Engineers here predicted that 
the first peacetime use of atomic 
energy would probably be for a 
big power station or for the boilers 
of an ocean liner. 

"Gradually the new power will 
spread to other purposes," he con
tinued, "but the internal combus
tion engine will long remain the 
most suitable prime mover for 
small powers. Ultimately it might 
be possible to attempt more grand
iose schemes. Large-scale irriga
tion of deserts suggesb1 itself but 
these are matters of the distant 
future ." 
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Atom's Potentials 
I I DEBATING THE ATOMIC BOMB I 

In Washington last week a Special 
Senate Committee on Atomic Energy 
heard directly from men who knew 
more perhaps than any others In the 
world about the subject-some of the I 
sixty American scientists who helped 
produce the bomb. Dr. J. Robert Oppen- 1 
heimer, former director of the Los 

1 Alamos Laboratory, declared that there 
were not now "and there will be no 
specific counter-measures to atomic 
weapons." The bombs, he said, were 
more effective under sea than as aerial 
bombs ; new atomic-bomb plants could 
be built by the United States at "a 
fraction" of the original $2 billion cost ; 
the nations building such plants would 
have only a "50-50 chance" of keeping 

I "such vast preparations" secret. To 
keep world peace, Dr. Oppenheimer ad
vocated international control by na.

' tions of good-will ; if necessary;, in prder 

I to ge~ v.:orld pea~e, the destructi6n of 
AmerlCa s stockptle of atomic bombs. 

Closely similar views were expressed 
1 by Dr. H . A. Bethe, German refugee 

physicist of Cornell University, and Dr. 
Oppenheimer's assoc;ate a t Los Ala
mos. The world now knows. he said. 
that American scientists used three 
methods to develop the fot mula and 
any major nation could manufacture 
the bomb for $500,000,000. He di -
missed as "loose talk" public alarms 
about the atom's ability to turn the 
planet into a flaming mass like the 
sun. Dr. Vannevar Bush, director of the 
Office of Scientific Research and De
velopment, declared that atomic power 
should immediately be put to Industrial 
use, but recommended that as a first 
task, all the Big Powers be invited to 
form a preliminary agreement on con
tt-ol befot·e jm·isdiction passes to the 
UNO. "Maybe General Eisenhower was 
right, " he concluded, "when he said I 
[ U1e bomb] might blackmail the world 
into peace." 

Another phase of the <lebate- atomic 1 

energy's long-range effect on the world 
-came up in New York forums last 
week. The National Association of 
Manufacturers w.as told by a sympo
sium of nine scientific and Industrial 
experts who had key roles in the 
bomb's production that industrial use 
of atomic energy Is feasible, that 
atomic power plants may, in the future, 
compete favorably with $15-a -ton coal, 
that ocean liners are the smalles t 
transportation units which could be 
powered by the atom. Dr. J . A. 
Wheeler of Princeton said that "the 
thing can be done In three to ten years 
if we have the set-up to go ahead." 

Long-Range Effects 
Quite another view of atom energy's 

long-range effect- political and social 
- wa.s expressed before a meeting of 
statesmen, cientists and writers by 
Harold J . Laski, chairman of the Ex
ecutive Council of the British Labor 
Party, In New York for a three-day 
forum on atomic bomb policy. He de
clared that "there Is no nation-s tate 
fit to be trusted with the development 
of atomic energy." He charged Ameri
can and British "ves ted interests" with 
trying to keep the secret of the atomic 
formula from Ruesla. Future peace, he 
said, depends on getting rid of society 
"dominated by business men ; f ree 
enterprise and the market economy 
mean war." Mr. Laski had praise for 
Rusaia's concept of govern ment, but 
what the new world needs, he said, is 
"a new social philosophy." I 

Many meetings are being held in all 
parts of the country to discuss the 
atomic bomb and the best way to 
avert a war in which it would be used. 
In the history of science and technol
ogy there has been no such spectacle 
as this of organized public participa
tion in a discussion which ordinarily 
would be left largely to legislators. 
Few were concerned about the social \ 
effect of the steam engine, when James 
Wat t introduced his condenser, or of 
elect romagnetic induction, when Fara
day hinted at potentialities of which he 
was fully aware. The early nineteenth 
century was not greatly disturbed by 
the growth of slums in manufacturing 
centers, the labor troubles that might 
follow the introduction of steam-driven 
or electric machinery, or the part that 
mass production was bound to play in 
war. Scientists, engineers and econo
mists saw only railways, steamships, 
cheap goods, machinery started and 
stopped by pulling levers. Though the 
use of energy as we knew it is hardly 
comparable with what we may expect, 
now that the atom is under some con
trol, this indifference to the social ef
fect of science seems strange in these 
days. To be sure, the pronouncements 

· of Copernicus and Galileo shocked all 
Europe, and the reverberations that fol
lowed ~he publication of Darwin's 
"Origin of Species" have not yet com
pletely subsided. But ways of life were 
not changed by dethroning the earth 
as the center of the solar system or 
relating man to lower animals. 

The two bombs that virtually wiped 
out Hiroshima and Nagasaki awakened 
the scientists to a sense of social re
sponsibility which they had as good as 
repudiated. Theirs was an aristocratic 
attitude which expressed itself in com
plete indifference to the social fate of 
scientific discovery. Now we behold 
the recluses of the laboratory entering 
the field of international and domestic 
politics, appalled as they are by what 
may happen if there is a third war. It 
must be said that they have faced the 
issue raised by atomic energy more 
realistically than have many politician!!. 
Nationalism, international comity, the 
function of UNO acquire a new signifi
cance now that atomic energy is un
leashed at will. Probably this is but 
the beginning of a more active partici
pation of science in public affairs. 
Many of our social and economic prob
lems spring directly from the advance 
of science and teclmology. For this 
reason it is well that the scientists 
should have awakened to their obliga
tions as citizens. ~ '11 (' 

Research Body Urged 

Magnuson Bill Held to Lack 
An Important Detail ,. 

I 
The writer of the following letter f& 

a, member emeritu& of the Rockefeller 
lMtitute for MedicaZ Re&earch, 

To THE EDITOR 01!' THE NEW YORK TIMES: 

Recently a number of competent and 
responstble scientists attempted, in a 
letter, to prevail upon the President to 
support Senator Magnuson's bill, based 
on Dr. Vanneva r Bush's "report ." I 
write this letter because. on important 
points, a different view is possible and 
maybe desirable. 

Senator Magnuson's bill provides for 
initiative and supervision by a board 
appointed by the President. An execu
tive director is appointed by the board. 
This fonn of organization leaves out of 
account Important American experi
ence in which imtiative is In the hands 
of investigators themselves. 

The plan which I wish to propose 
begine, not at the top, but at the bot
tom, among the "scientific people." At 
the top, contact with these important 
unknown persons can cease to exist 
and would soon be lost. 

Ours, in science, has always been a 
system in which individual institutions, 
colleges, universities, research and in- 1 
dustrial institutes have been in active 
competition. They have always been 
on the lookout for able, inconspicuous 
men and women. They know how to 
test and how to select them, having 
known them through their developing 
years. They have known how to match 
men, older as well as young, with prob
lems. Finding men and recognizing 
problems is their tradttional work. 
Even this system may not be ideal, but 
it has worked. The hurried orgaruza
tion necessitated during the war was 
built on this existent system. Without 
it, the improvised plan may well have 
failed. The incentive to make the 
atomic bomb was brought to Washing
ton. It could not have originated there. 

The situation which legislation by the 
Congress is intended to correct is that 
the institutions need money and that 
the Government, in order to safeguard 
the interests of the nation, urgently 
needs to stimulate furt~er research, 
both fundamental and applied. 

Operating Body Suggested 

My suggestion is that the institutions 
select delegatee to a conference, or 
operating body, choeen democratically. 
The institutions would be those exist
Ing all over the country. The delegates 
would correspond to a committee of 
membere, like stockholders, of a. mem
bership corporation. Such organiza
tions provide for an executive and 
other necessary committees, officers 
and a manager, instructed by the exec
utive committee, and, in this case, a 
method for handling the moneys voted 
by Congress. 

The Importance of this body would 
make it desirable that an officer, pos
sibly the presidtng officer, be appointed 
by the President of the United States. 
This officer might b the manager, 
already referred to, of the organiza
tion, receiving h1s inetructlons from the 
executive committee. Hie important 
function might be the preparation of 
the budget and its defense, with the 
cooperation of the executive commit
tee, before appropriate committees of 
Congress. 

It is unnecessary to enter into details 
of this representative plan except to 
emphasize that the voting power would 
be in the hands of the working per
sonnel. Such plans are thoroughly 
familiar. The most intricate Industrial 
organizations are managed m this 
fashion. 

In order to carry on research, and 
this 18 especially important m the caee 
of fundamental reeearch, the plan hu 
the buic advantage that the committee 
of members would know what is going 
on at home, in the fteld , where the work 
Is being done, ill! re11ources and the 
many and great probleme on which ad
vance depends 

Coordination Provided For 

To the committee of membere, all 
qualified persons-drawn from Govern
ment services, whether specialists from 
the civil bureaus or the armed forces, 
industrial laboratories, academic insti
tutions-would be eligible. The com
position of the executive committee 
would reflect these vanous interests. 
Complete coordination between Govern
ment, industry and the colleges and 
universities would accordingly be pro
vided. 

Many persons deplore the situation 
which has brought about the need for 
support by the Federal Government. I 
am not in position to explore an al
ternative plan, where this function is 
delegated to the States. I regret, also, 
that no provision has been made so far 
for the sociJ!.l sciences, so clearly in 
very great need. 

For these several reaeons I hope that 
more thought still will be given to this 
serioue problem and that without delay. 

ALFRED E. COHN. 
New York, Dec. 6, 1945. 



H ere is 

one_ Einstein Theory 

you Can understand 

Read this- from what Dr. Einstein said 

to Raymond Swing, as told in No vem

ber Atlantic Monthly and December 

Reader's Digest: 

T
HE RELEASE of atomic energy has 

not created a new problem. It has 

merely made more urgent the 

necessity of solving an eldsting one . .. 

As long as there are sovereign nations 

possessing great power, war is inevi

table .• • What has been changed is the 

destructiveness of war. .. 

In a war fought with the atomic bomb, 

perhaps two thirds of the people of the 

earth might be killed . .. 

• 
I do not believe that the secret of the 

bomb should be given to the United 

Nations organization. 

I do not believe that it should be 

given to the Soviet Union. Either 

course would be like the action of a 

man with capital, who, wishing another 

man to work with him on some enter

prise, should start by giving his pros

pective partner half of his money. 

'The second man might choose to 
start a rival enterprise, when what was 

wanted was his cooperation. 

The ecret of the bomb should be 

committed to a World Government, 

and tbe United States should immedi

ately announce its readiness to give it 

to a World Government ••• 

Since the United States and Great 

DR. ALBERT EINsTEIN, whose E=mc2 formula was the 

basis for all atomic research, and whose suggestion to 

President Roosevelt tarted the atomic bomb project, 

has just made .a suggestion to all of us. 

Considering that without him, we and our sons might 

still be fighting the war ... that he is now an American 

citizen and one of us . . . and yet a European by birth 

who understands how other nations feel toward us . .• 

shouldn't we give a few minutes' thought and a serious, 

open mind to what he has to say? 

Britain have the secret of the atomic 

bomb and the Soviet Union does not, 

they should invite the Soviet Union to 

prepare and present the first draft of a 

Consti tution for the proposed World 

Government. That action should help 

to dispel the distrust which the Rus

sians a lready feel because the bomb is 

being kept a secret, chiefly to prevent 

their having it. 

Obviously the ·first drat't would not 

be the final one, but the Russians 

should be made to feel that the World 

Government would assure them their 

security .. . • 
After the three great powers have 

drafted a Constitution and adopted it, 

the smaller nations should be invited 

to join the World Government ..• 

Naturally they should be entitled to 

propose changes in the Constitution as 

drafted by the Big Three. 

But the Big Three should go ahead 

and organize the World Government 

whether the smaller nations join or not. 

The World Government would have 

power over all military matters and 
need have qnly one further power: 

the power to intervene in countries 

where a minority is oppressing a ma

jority and creating the kind of instabil

ity that leads to war .•• 

• 
The establishment of the World Gov-

ernment must not have to wait until 

the same conditions of freedom are to 

be found in all three of the great 
powers. 

While it is true that in the Soviet 

Union the minority rules, I do not 

consider that internal conditions theu 

are of themselves a threat to world 

peace .. . • 
Do I fear the tyranny of a World 

Government? 

Of course I do. But I fear still more 

the coming of another war or wars ••• 

If a World Government is not estab

lished by agreement, I believe It will 

come in another way and in a much 

more dangerous form ••• 

I appreciate that there are persons 

who favor a gradual approach to 

World Government ..• We have no 

time to spend in this way. If war is to 

be averted, it must be done quickly. 

We shall not have the secret very 

long ... • 
I myself do not have the gift of ex· 
planation by which to persuade larg. 

number of people of the urgencies of 

the problems the human race now faces. 

Hence l should like to commeM 

someone who has this gift of explana· 

tioo- Emery Re\es, whose book, Tile 

Anatomy of Peace, is intelligent, brief, 

clear, and if I may use tbe abi&Hd tena 

dynamic on tbe topic of war ancl tile 

need for World Government. 

Who will second Einstein's motion? 
Individual sponsors: 

WORLD FEDERALISTS 

U.S.A. Mortimer J . Ad ler 
Sholem A~ch 

Louis Finkelstein 
Irving Fisher 
Waldo Frank 
Varian Fry 

BishOJI G. Ashton Oldh1111 
Rabbi David de Sola Pool 

Frederick L. Scbumaa 

Lisa Sergio 

1 A consolidation of previously 

existing world federalist groups, 

including Federal World Gov

ernment, Inc., of New York. 

Open to membership of all per

sons and affiliation with all 

groups which favor federal 

world government. 

Margaret Culkin Banning 

Wllliam Rose Benet 

Mildred M. Riorden Blake 

George Biddle 
Charles Bolte 
Louis Bromfield 
Henry B. Cabot 

orman Corwin 
Louise T1ylor Davis 

Kate Crane Gartz 
Robert Lee Humber 
Frank Kingdon 
Albert D. Lasker 
Bishop . Harrington Littell 

Thomas Mann 
Cord Meyer, Jr. 
Vernon ash 
Elliott ugent 

Upton Sinclair 
Raymond Swina 
John R. Tunis 
Mark Van Doren 

idney Walton 
Walter W•ltii'K 
Robert J. Watt 
Robert Wheelwright 
F. R. von Wlndegev 

---···-·········· ~CUT HERE - MAIL TODAY! ................. 
(l.He sage Lo the late Depal'lmcnt) 

I second Dr. Einstein's motion for world govern

ment and urge our government to promote it, either 

0 by the method he suggests, or, 

0 by proposing drastic amendments to the United 

Nations Charter, or 

O bycallinganewworld constitutional convention. 
(If you have a prcfcronce- cbeclc) 

World Federalists, U.S.A. 

29 East 28th Street, New York 16, N.Y. 

0 Enclosed find check for $ ___ to help get 

action on world government in time to avert ~ 

atomic war. 

0 Send me more information about the pro&ram 

of World Federalists, U.S.A. 

NAN.DL-------------------------------
---------------------------xl••~ 

ADDRESS _____________________________________________________ __ 

Mail to World Federal.istJ, U.S.A., 29 East 28th Street, New York 16, New York, which 

will forward your seconding motion to tbe State Department with those of others. 
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DR. RAYMOND DE SAUSSURE 

MRS. MAURICE SCHWOB 

MISS DOROTHY SHURER 
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MR. AND MRS. SEWELL T . TYNG 

MRS. ULLMAN ULLMAN 

MRS. PAUL FELIX WARBURG 

DR. HERBERT WIGGE RS 

COMMANDER ]OHN SHAW YOUNG 



THE HUMAN FACTOR IN THE CONTROL OF ATOMIC POWER 

LYMAN BRYSON, LL.D., MODERATOR 
Director of Post War Studies, Columbia. Broadcasting System 

Professor of Education, Columbia. University 

PANEL 

MAJOR GENERAL G. BLOCK CHISHOLM 

Deputy Minister of Health for Canada. 
Formerly Director General of Medical Services, Royal Canadian Army 

in Word War II 

SAMUEL GRAFTON 

Political scientist, news columnist and radio commentator 

PROFESSOR I. RABI 

N.obel Prize Winner 
'The Pupin Laboratories, Columbia University 

PROFESSOR TALCOTT PARSONS 

Professor of Socia.logy, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 

DR. BERTRAM D. LEWIN 

President, American Psychoanalytic Association 
Formerly President, N.ew Yor~ Psychoanalytic Society and Institute. 

QUESTION-ANSWER PERIOD 

FLORENCE ELDRIDGE 
HELEN MENCKEN 

FREDERIC MARCH 
ILKA CHASE 
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Purpoje and Profjram 

o/ 

_Americanj United /or World OrtjanizalionJ !Jnc. 

A ME RICANS United for World Organization is the only national 
non-partisan group , d evoted to world cooperation for p ea ce, 

which is political in the sen e of slTiving to bring public opinion 
to b ear upon public representa tives . J ts record and program res t 
upon a lertness a nd a ction . With the a d vent of a tomic energy, il 
reHects widesp read conviction tha t political lead ership must catch 
up with sc;:ien ce if furthe r fri ghtful w a rfa re is to b e precluded . 

The major purpose of Americans United is to work 
through the United Nations Charter to develop a 
representative world government capable of controlling 
atomic energy and other weapons of war under an 
accepted code of law. This supports the premise of the 
President and many other leaders that the United 
Nations Organization is an important beginning. 

Ameri cans U nited holds tha t security and freedom are in
separable a spirations of all p eoples. Th erefore, it stands for action 
makin g good the specific pled ges of th e U nited Nations Cha rte r 
for diminishing intolera nce, repression , injustice a nd w a nt , so that 
world organiza tion will have the support and fa ith of p eoples 
everywhere without distinction as to race, sex , lan guage or re li gion. 

It oppose tho e elements, a lien or domes tic, which seek to 
implant fa scist, n a rrowly na tionalistic or imperia l; ti c doctrine. 

It opposes governmenta l secrecy. 

It proposes milita nt, non-pa rtisan a ction res pecting candida tes 
for public office in the light of these principles. 

Americans nited is ma d e up of earnes t, anxiou individua ls 
in 31 States, mostly volunteers, who feel th e urgency of the times. 
It is as strong a s their convictions a re strong. 



AMO G OUR GUE T OF HO R WE HAVE THE 
FOLLOWING IENTI T : 

DR. H. . BooRSE. A ssoc ia ll' Professo r of Phys ics. Columbia U nivers il v 
a nd Ba rn a rd Co llege . 

Dt~. H AtlRISON BRo w ' · C linlo n Labo ra lo ri es. Oak Ri dge. T e nn . 

Dn. EowARD CoNDON. Oireclo r. Burea u o f S la nd n rd s. \ Vas hin glon. D. C. 
DR. J o liN R . D NNI c. Phys ici t and Oireclor of \ Vor R esea rc h. 

Columbi a nive rs ily 

DR. ALBE RT ~ 1 TE l ' · Th e lns titul e for d va nced St ud y* 

DR. E ' RI CO FER~ II . nivers it y of C hicago 

Dt~ . J . B. Fts K. Phys ic is t. B e ll T e lep ho ne f_a horn to ri es 

PtwF . J. H. VON NEL'l'ti\NN. The ln ~ lilut c for A dva nced ' tudy 

Ot~ . J. RoBJ:. tn OrrEN HEi i' IF:R. Oirerlor Lo " 1\l a mos Labo ra tory 

Dn. f. f. R AB I. Professo r of Phys ics. Co lumbia ni versi ly 

J:> tWF. \Vt NFIELD \V. R1 EFLER, In s titut e for t\cl vnnrcd _- ludv. 
Prin ce ton. N. J. . 

OR. \ V tLLi i\l't HOC KL EY. Resea rch Ph ys ic is t. Be ll T e lephone Labo ra torit'~ 

On. H EN RY D. s~ I YTJ-f. uthor o f " tom ic Energy for .\lilita ry Purpo~c , .. 

z tLARD . Ph ys ic is t. 'ni,·e rs it y of C hicauo 

DR. H AROLD ' . REV. Ph ys ic is t and he mi l. w arded Iobe l Pri ze fo r 
H eavy H ydroge n. nive r_it y of C hicago 

Dn. J o 11 tK III UALD \\'11 EELER. ssoc ia te Professo r o f Ph ys ics . 
Pri nce lon n ive rs ily 

AND 

Ht Ex ELLE c v . On. \ VEt TAo, li NG. mba sador of Rep ubli c of China 

* Dr. !bert Ein tein ab ent hecau e of illness. 



Invocation 

THE RT. RE\ . G. SHTOt OLDH tvl 

R YMO TO WI TC 
T oastmasler 

Introduced by Mrs. J. Borden Harriman . cting Pres ident for 
meri ca n United lor \Vorld Organization. Inc 

DR. HE RY D . J'viYTH 
Author of " tomic Energy for lilitary Purposes·· 

E:\1 TOR BRIEN Mel' IAHON 
Chairman of th e Senate Select Committee on Atomic Energy 

\VJLUA I L. LA RE TCE 
cience Editor for th e lew York Times 

AM EL L. M. BARLO\V 
Commentator. Lecturer and Author 

GENERAL CARL A. SPAATZ 
U. . Army Air Forces 

COL. PA I. vV. TIBBETS. JR . 
. S. Army Air Forces. who dropped the bomb on Hiro hima 

During the evening the following (ea tures will be hown : 

"HOW TO BE EXTINCT" 
A dramati c prese ntation by the \7\lriters' Board starring 

Fredric March 

"WORLD CO JTROL OR TOMIC CHAOS" 
A Film showing the atom bomb a a destroyer 

Arranged by Spyros Skouras 

A Film 
"HYM OF THE lATJO S" 
Conducted by Arturo Toscanini 



HALIBUT FLAKES G BRIEL 
RUSSlAN DRESSING 

PETITE MARMlTE HE RY IV . 

HEARTS OF CELERY RIPE AND GREE J OUVES 

SALTED NUTS 

BREAST OF CH ICKEN ASTORIA 
\NITH TOMATOES AND jVfUSHROO,\lS 

SMALL ROASTED POTATOES 
SMOTHERED NE\N PE S 

:V1ANHATTA ROCHER 
BLUEBERRY SAUCE 

PETIT FOURS 

DEMITASSE 



In a le tter to a m ember of Americans United, 

Dr. Einstein wrote: 

" In reply lo your inquiry l can only repeal th e sta teme nt 

I have made a t va rious tim es that in my op inion the only 

way in which m ankind can save it se lf from destruction is I y 

the organization of a world government. The weapo ns of 

modern w a rfa re h ave developed to such a degree that it seems 
probable that in another world war the victor would suffer 

only le th a n th e vanquished .. s lon~ as there are sovere ign 

sta tes with th eir eparate armament . the preventi on of war 

is well nigh impossib le. It is my belief that most of th e 

people of mo l of the co untri es of the wor ld would prefer 

peace and security to the preservation of the unre tri lC'd 

n a tion al sove reign ity of th ei r respective coun tri es. The on ly 

way of rea lizin g th at wo rld -wide a p iration is by the crea ti on 

of a world government which would inaugurate a re ign of 

law a round the earth . 

Yours s ince rely, 

(signed) A. E INSTEIN .. 
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I Dr. Evatt, who spoke by radio 

L I • D } \from Los Angeles, asserted repeata s {.1 ec ares edly that the atom-bomb threat 
automatically demands from all 

F E t 
• nations the fullest possible coree n erprise ope~·ation toward building inter

natwnal good will, toward mak-

Is Road to WT.al~ iz:g the United Nations Organiza
ll' 4 bon a workable reality that will 

end war. 

Asserts Socialism Is Only 
Alternative to World's 
Ruin in the Atomic Age 

Professor Harold J. Laski, chalr
maa of the :British Labor party, 
asserted last night that free enter
prise economies must be scrapped 
because they lead to war, which, in 
the atomic age, would- destroy 
civilization. 

"There is no middle way," he 

Professor Laski, a former lec
turer at Harvard and Yale, mak
ing his first visit to the United 
States in six years, was emphatic 
in linking the atom bomb and fu
ture war problems to the project l 
of getting rid of society "domi
nated by business men." 

"It is clear to any honest ob
server," he said, "that a society 
dominated by business men could 
not be trusted to create the men
tal climate in which the develop
ment of atomic energy would be 
confined within the framework of 

contended. "Free enterprise and peace. They would not give the 
the market economy mean war; I common people the education be
socialism and planned economy cause they fear its outcome. 
mean peace. All attempts to find a ' "It is the business man who has 
compromise are a Satanic illusion. split our society into two-the po-· 
We must plan our cl:vilization or liti~al society and the economic 
I we must perish." soclety. They ha~e made the 

. . policeman the sanctwn of the first 

\

ing Franco Spain. In one of these \ 
in a ra_dioed speech to a Spanish 
Republican rally in Madison 
Square Garden, he called the 
~o~an Catholic Church in Spain 

a nch monopoly." 
Pro~essor Laski ackn3wl'edged 

the plckets' protest to the extent 
of prefacing his address with the 
remark that he had been attack
ing Franco Spain's use of the 
Cat~olic Church for anti-demo
cratic purposes, but that he had 
not been attacking the Church it
self. 

Declaring it had been reported 
that he ."assailed the Roman Cath
ollc religion all over the world " 
Mr. Laski said: "Nothing could be 
more fantastic or untrue. My life 
has been devoted to advocacy of 
tolerance wherever tolerance may 
be found." 

He referred to the Vatican as "a 
?tate widespread and powerful in 
mfiuence, though small in terri
tory." He insisted that he had the 
same right to criticize the Vatican I 
as he has to criticize Britain. 

Charging that the Vatican had 
"assisted in the massAcre of a 
great democracy," Mr. Laski said 
h_e distinguished "bet\'ieen the 
nght of men and women to hold a 
full faith in the religious beliefs 
they hold and the right of a pa
lltical state arising out of those 
be~iefs to turn to principles_ not 
bu1lt on a democratic foundation." 

Spea_kmg m t~e Astor ballroom and the threat of starvation th~ 
at a dinner closmg the three-day sanction of the second. 
atom-bomb forum held by The "There is only one country in 
Nation Associates, Professor Laski the world today where this dich
charged bluntly that even though otomy has been transcended. There 
atomic energy is no secret, Ameri- is only one country, also, where 
can and British "great vested in- science ar:d technology can be de
terests" are trying to keep the vel oped Wlthout, sacrificing the ed-

"secret" from Russia. ucation of man and fearing the 
British Labor Leader Talks Here as Pickets March 

"You know the result-a halt to break-down of social well-being, 
confidence and the rise of ugly or community consciousness. 
suspicions about the imminent I "It is significant that only 1.n 
chances of a third world war," he the new world of Russia has the 
said. business man ceased to count. It 

The fifty-two-year-old British is B;lso significant. that one of the 
Labor chairman, a prolific and maJor p~eoccupat~ons of the great 

· . . vested mterests 1s how to keep 
· left~h ~nter. and sp~aker, sum- the 'secret'-which is no secret
. manzed m thlS way hlS answer. to from the knowledge of Russia." 

the challenge of the atom bomb: Professor Laski sa'd th t " ·" 
"E i 1' t· f th' d' I a our very mp 1ca 10n o . rs rs- schools, colleges, universities, foun-

: covery means planned mterna- dations, churches and press are 
tionalism, economic, social, politi- instruments or branches of "big 

. cal. It is an international discov- business." He said that the re-
1 ery. The planning of its applica- quirement of today is a new 

1 
tion has been international. The "democratic culture in a free 
organization of its future use must country." 
be international also There is no "That prospect,". he w~nt on, 

• . "rouses fear and distrust m that 
nation-state fit to be trusted WI~l\ middle class whose triumph was 
the development of atom1c slowly achieved in the 300 years 
energy." after 1600. . . Their day is 

Another speaker advocating trulY over. Their thought is bank
international solution of the rupt, their ethical values are ob
atomic problem, so beset with solete, their dogmas an angry 

anachronism. A new social phi-
~ither great horror or great good, lasophy is necessary for ' a new 
was Dr. Leo Szilard, of the Uni- world. Let us admit that it can 
versity of Chicago a scientist who be born only of a new social 
I stands probably among the first order." 
half-dozen men responsible for the Mrs. Roosevelt, ' who talked 
atom bomb. briefly about the need for inter-1 

Asserting, in effect, that Amer- national co-operation, was intro
ican, British and canadian states- duced by Mr. Henderson as the 
men are not enough afraid of person whom he would like to see 

t 
· h appointed as American represen-

a ormc energy in t eir approach tative in the United Nations Or
to the problem of its control, Dr. ganization. 
Szilard said the reason was prob- Dr. Harold Urey, a leading atom 
ably that they do not un'derstand I 
or appreciate its revolutionary and bomb scientist, was un unsched-uled speaker. He drew uneasy 
non-earthly nature. laughter with the remark that the 

Dr. Szilard said that before Amer- future history of the world might 
ica hit Hiroshima with the first not be so long if atomic energy is 
atom bomb he and some sixty misused. And he said that he 
other atomic scientists felt that wished the statesmen busy on 
America should not set the prece- atomic control would use as much 
dent of using the bomb. After imagination in breaking with past 
Hiroshima, he said, the scientists formulae as did the scientists whO 
were asked by the government to I developed the atomic bomb. 
be extremely cautious in their pub- · Pickets Assail Laski 
lie utterances about atomic en- I ergy. About 2,000 persons attended the 

"Most of us," he said, "re- dinner meeting, and they regarded 
sponded to this request because Professor Leski's speech as the 
we took it to mean that HirostJima high point of the evening, ap
was being followed by discussions plauding him again and again. 
between the United States, Great Professor Laski's presence at 
Britain and Russia, as indeed it the hotel was protested before the 
should have been." meeting by about twenty pickets 

Instead, he went on, he and covering the Broadway, Forty-fifth 
many scientists were dismayed to and Forty-fourth Street entrances 
find that the next development was of the Astor. They said that they 
introduction of the May-Johnson represented various Roman Cath
blll in Congress, calling for strict- olic Holy Name Societies in New 
ly domestic control of atomic en- York. 
ergy. They carried signs with such 

. legends as: "Oust Laski, the 
Evatt Urges Co-opcrabon anti-Catholic hate-monger,'' and 

Other speakers listed for the "American condemn all hatreds 
dinner of The Nation Associates, even anti-Catholicism" and 
an or~ani~atlon f~rm~~ by the \"Franco saved Spain from the 
magazme The Nat10n, were Dr. Reds, Mr. Laski." 
Herbert V. Evatt, Australian For- Their reference was to recent 
eign Minister; Mrs. Franl:lin D. speeches of Professor Laski assail
Roosevelt; Freda Kirchwey, editor 
of "The Nation," and Leon Hen-
derson, who presided. I 
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Professor Haroltl J. Laski (left), chairmfl~ of the British Lobor ~arty;. Irs. Frmrklin ~- Roose~elt and 
Leon llnrdPrso~ atomrc-~nrb con/Pren~P at the Hotel Astor last nrglrt 
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On the 3rd day of March 1939 Dr. Walter Zinn and I performed a simple ex~~-; • . _ _.... -
ment on the seventh floor of the Pupin Building at Columbia. 

After two days of preparations, everything was ready and all wo had to 

do was to turn a switch, loan back and watch the scroon of a television tube. 

If flashes of light appeared on tho screen that would moan that neutrons 

woro emitted in tho fission process of uranium and this in turn would mean . 

that tho large scale liberation of atomic cnqrgy was just around tho corner. 

we turned the switch and ~0 sa~ tho flashes. 

We watched them for a little ryhilo and then ~e sryitchcd everything off 

and neat homo. 

Thnt night there uas very little doubt in my mind the world ryes headed 

for grief. 

This crucial phenomenon was independently discovered just . about tho s~mo .. 
timo by A nderson and Fenni, and by H~lbnn, Joliet ~nd Ko~arski. 

They used different methods but arrived at the same conclusions and ! 

have, therefore, good hopes that my o~n plea of not guilty ~~11 rocoivo merciful 

consideration in the heavenly court of justice. 

From March until October in 1939 ~ork in this field was carried on by a 

handful of men ~ho lncked many of tho things they noodod but most .of all lacked 

official recognition. 

From October 39 until thr end of 41 ~ still lackod many things 7hich ~ 

noodod but in addition to this ~ suffnrod from h~ving official rocogn~tion. 

I ~onder ~hothor the ronl story nf this prriod ~11 rver be told. 

It is n story of heartbreak and frustr~tion. 

During this period ':'O bocnmo more nnd more' concerned, as time ~cnt on, 

about ryhat the Germans might bo doing and this mado our slo~ spood all the more 

intolerable. 

As Dr. Uroy once sai~, it was liko a nightmnro , 

At tho end of 41 thoro r1as an important chnngo for tho better. 

• •• 
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This chango came in tho wake of n visit from oversea s by Or. Oliphant 

of Birmingham, EnglAnd. 

If Oongrosskncw tho true history of tho atomic energy project, I hnvo 

no doubt but that it rould cronto a special modal to be given to meddling 

foreigners for 1istinguishod services, and Or. Oliphant -:-1ould be tho first to 

rocoi vo one. 

During 43 and oarly in 44 ~o ~oro seriously ~orriod about the possibility 

that Garmany might spring a surprise on us. 

Today t/O knou that tho Gorman scientists rU1 not kno-:1 th'lt atomic bombs 

~tQC~ithin the realm of practical possibility ~n~ their ryork ryas not directed 

toword such n ~oal. 

In 45 ':70 bogan to '7orry about ho':'l '7!0 0ursolvos mir,ht ml'lko usc of our 

bombs. 

ln July rtb"- ut sixty of us at Ohica;::;o expressed tho vio':7 that Japan 

110.s essentially r1.ofcatod rtnc'l_ thnt it -:-nulrl be ':':TC\nr; t o 'lttMk her cities ':71th 

atomic m mbs as if such bombs ooro merely onothor milit'lry weapon. 

Many of us felt th'lt tho United States nuhht not to sot the precorlont 

of usin~ ntnmic energy fnr purposes of ~estru9ti0n. 

As you knn':7 theso vie11s rli~ n0t prevail. 

Aft er Hir~shli11n ~e "Jere roouestod tn exorcise tho utmost rliscrotion in 

our public oxprossi nns of opininn. 

Most of us rospnndod t n this reauost bocauso ryo took it to moan that 

Hiroshima ms being fnllo'"~od up by ~.iscussirms botrycon tho Uni tcrl Statoa, 

Gron.t Bri tnin [l_nr'l_ Russia as in -lo or:t 'JO think it should h'lVO boon. 

Naturally rye "'irl not ':711nt to make public statements at the risk of 

omb'1rr'lssing tho Prosi~.ont or tho Secretary of Stnto if they wore cngagorl in 

such rliscussinns. 

On tho 9th of Octnbor ho':7ovcr, it transpirorl that tho earlier request 

for exorcising rli scrotion arose fr0r.1 a. -l.osiro nf having tho May-J'nhnson Bill 

passed .. - I quote - n . .,i thnut unnecessary rliscussinns in Conr,ross." 

Thereupon tho Atomic Scientists nf Ohic'l. ~n issue~ n m'1ni fost o cnllin~ 

f or a~cqunto hearings in Onnr, ross '~n~ thus bogn.n the fi ~ht of tho scientists 

ar,'linst tho May-Johnsnn Bill. 

Turning our nt tention to the internation'll problem which is involved, we 

may take encourr:tgement from the f"lct that this hns so far not become a political 

problem. 

The essential difference which you may observe in ~shington is not 

!-lot•700:1 T)emocrats and Republic ':l.ns or between Pro gressives and O'onsorvativos 
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but rather between thoso who h~vo understood ~hat ntomic born~ mean and those 

Viho have not. 

It ~uld scorn therefore necessary somohow to givo everyone n conception 

of tho essentially non-torrestial nnturo of the atomic bomb. 

I usod to think that this could be achieved by explaining what atomio 

mombs are and just ~hat they ~11 moan in the futuro. 

It may not be possib~' however to got across this message to the 

majority of people within Congress or ~ithout. 

It may bo necessary to impress the senses as wall os to impress tho mind. 

To most men it mnkos all the difference in tho ~orld whether ··tnoy read 

about tho bombardt:lent of a city or r.rhethor they actually live through such a 

bombardment. 

And perhaps it is true of all of us that we uould have no conception of 

a thunderstorm if ~e road an accurate description of tho flash of light, 

representing tho lightninr,, '7hich is follo ... od, ~. ftcr a period of silence, by 

the noiso, roprcscntin~ tho thunder. 

It is probably true of all of us that ~c hnvc tn live thrnugh a thunder" 

enrm before ~ kno~ ~hat a thunderstorm is. 

Tho most important cnntribution to~rds putting nur fnrcign policy 0n 

a snund ~nsis might therefore cnnsist in a demnnstratinn nf atnmic bombs 

staged for Moobors of Cnn~ross, tho President, and such others ~s may benefit 

from it • 

Those of~ friends ~hn snu tho test in No~ Mexico toll me how shaken 

they jere by the phennmennn jhich they witnessed. 

Most nf them jOro at ton miles distance nr farther and the effect uould 

be oven grantor if tho demonstration wore watched from somewhat nearer. 

Let mo try then to roduco to a simple formula what I believe to bo tho 

difficulty that wo have to overcome. 

Politics has boon defined as tho art of tho possible. 

Science might bo defined as tho art of tho impossible. 

Tho crisis ~hich is upon us may not find its ultimate solution until 

tho statesmen catch up with tho scientists and politics, too, becomes the art 

of tho impossible. 

This, I believe, might be nchiovod uhOn statesmen '.7ill be more afraid 

of tho atomic bomb than they are afraid of using their imagination, because 

imagination is tho tool which has to be used if tho impossible is to be 

accomplished. 

It is no more difficult to make inventione in tho field of human relation-

-3~·. 
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ships than it is to make inventions involving neutrons and protons. 

It is quito true thnt you c~nnot chnngo human naturo but neither can 

y~u chango th0 n~tu~n of neutrons~ 

This is nn undoni~ble fact yet no physicist ~nuld keep rcmin~ing us of 

it just because ho personally foe1s unable to design machinery in 'ilhich 

ncutr~ns -:-.•nuld perfom :::ts wo wanted them tn perform. 

Thoro is n0thing ~rnng ryith human nnturo, but either tho statesmen 

display to~littlo imaginntinn ~r maybe tho scientis~display tno much nf it. 

It might be bettor for tho :orld if it ~ere tho "thor way around. 

N:::tturally, I am nnt really ~orriod abnut the future, cxcopt porhnps 

tho noxt fifteen years. 

If ~ manage to got through tho noxt fifteen years and bo still ~livo, 

we ~ill probnbly emerge immune to atomic bombs. 

Having thus completed my speech, I ought to sit dnwn now but I hesitate 

to do s~ withnut havinb at lcnst made nn attempt tnwnrds n positive contri• 

bution. 

It scorns to me thnt the gre.1.test dnngor ryhich faces us at present is 

tho p'"'ssibility of a ror ':7hich "T"uld qriso more 0r less .'l.utnmaticnlly out of 

nn nrms' race in ~hich tho U. S. and Russia built up stockpiles of atomic 

bl"lr.nbs. 

Is it pnsable to avert this d~ngort 

tat us as~me that tho 0. S. and Russia agreed to have no stockpiles 

of atomic bombs and to permit no mAnufn.cturo of "''tomic bombs on their territory. 

Lot us, moreover, .,ssumo for tho sake of argument that they both reserve 

tho ri ght to nbro~~to this .,rrnngomont .,t any time. 

Could Russia and the U. S., under prosont-dny conditions, make arrange

ments through which thoy could convince each other, as woll as other nations 

that secret violations of tho ngroemcnt ryould be detected and would become 

known to tho world? 

My anst'lor to this question is cmphaticnlly "Yes" 1 

Olonrly tho orrangoments ~ould hav0 to include tho ri~ht of inspection 

on tho p1.rt of some international agency ':7hich mir,ht be sot up under tho UNO. 

I do not propose however to discuss tonight this more or loss mechanical 

aspect 0f tho question, but rather emphasize another nspcct of it, 

If Russin nnd tho U. s. \lO.ntod to reassure each nthcr concerning Secret 

Violntinns they might go about it in tho f"lll")'i. ng r;ny: 

After the nr,roemont is ratified and bocnmc tho law of tho lnnd, tho 
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President of tho United States could call on all-American engineers and 

scientists and ask them to pledge themselves to report to an international 

agency all Violations committed on tho territory of tho United States. 

The Espionage Act crould have to be modified so that it should no longer 

cover information of a scientific or technical nature, ~hethcr or not it may 

relate to the national defense. 

All men classed ns scientists or on~inocrs ryould be invited to spend 

each year four ~cks' vacation, or six ~oks if you ~sh, abroad uith their 

families as huosts of tho United Nations Orgnnization. 

The Russian ~overnmcnt ~uld be expected to take similar action ~ith 

respect tn its o~n scientists and engineers. 

These vncations abroad ~uld give an opportunity to all those ryho ~sh 

to report secret vinlntinns to secure immunity by staying abroad rather than 

roturnin~ haec after having delivered their report. 

Clearly, the vast majority of American scientists and engineers would 

rospnnd tn such ~ request by tho President of tho United States, and 1nuld 

not hesitate tn report any illicit activity. 

My knowledge of the Russians is far less cnnplctc but oven if nnly 

a small po rccntn~c, say 10 per cent, of thorn responded, as tho Amcric~ns ~ould 

respond, they ~0ulr'l. represent a far more rclinblf"l snurco of informatinn than 

tho body of foreign inspectors ~hnsc activities they ~ould supplement. 

Secret viol~tinns nf th~ ~~rcoD~nt ~nuln in thf"lsn circumstances bn risky 

un~ortnkin~s inncod. 

If time porr:~i ttcd ':70 cnulr'I oxnnino t..., ~hat extent oo c0uln. r~movn any 

incentive ~hich Russin nr tho United States might havo townrns invoking their 

legal ri ght an~· abrogate such an ahrcomont aft~r it had b~on in operation for 

a number of y~nrs. 

Wb cannot go into those questions toni ~ht. 

An arrangement of this snrt can, of cours~ not rulo out tho possibility 
of war, anrl in case of war, sooner or later, 1:1tnmic b0mbs ooulr'l. ~rop from 

tho skies . 

Yet unnor such an arrangement ~r ~nul~ break out only if ono nf tho 
parties actually ~ocidod to start an arms' race ann risk a ~r. 

It rnul~ ~ive us n respite 7hich ~1~ be :orth~hile t..., hnvo provi~cd uo 

kno? ho•J to make use of it for builr1. in~ n. poroanont pence. 

I , 
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I. IS SECURITY POSSffiLE? 

Introductory N ote 
Tbe addre.ues in this supplement were delivered at 

the four regular seuions and the dinner which com
prised the three-day fomm on "The Challenge of the 
Atomic Bomb" cond11cted by the Nation Associates at 
the Hotel Astor in New York 011 December 1, 2, and 3. 
The editors have tried to give as complete a resume as 
possible of the material presented at the forum. Space 
limitations have, however, nece.uitated condmsatiotz 
and deletion which we regret. The diswssion f1"om the 
fioor could not be ,-eproduced even in pa,-t, altho11gh it 
was of high qt~ality and contributed greatly to the ilz
terest and value of the proceedings. We want to take 
this opportunity to thank all the participants, active and 
passive, for their help in making the fo1"um a success; 
and to inform our readers that mimeographed copies of 
the complete texts of addresses are available in limited 
numbers.-EDITORS THE NATION. 

The Pattern of Destruction 
BY HENRY DEWOLF SMYTH 
Chairman, Department of Physics, 

Princeton University 

A ONE who has been associated with the Manhattan 
Project for five years must believe that anything is pos
sible. I am not willing to say that there cannot be 

any military defense against the atomic bomb, but I do not 
at present see any likelihood of an adequ,lte military defense. 

Atomic weapons put a high premium on surprise attack. 
Defense against such an attack therefore becomes the prob
lem of maintaining in peace time for twenty-four hours of 
every day, year in and year out, a system of radar networks 
covering tlus entire country, together with constantly alert 
anti-aircraft and fighter-plane defense. The cost of such a 
system of defense both in terms of taxes and of implications 
for our attitude as a nation makes it an expensive program 
in every sense of the word. Even if it were attempted, I 
doubt that it could possibly be completely effective. It has 
been said recently that we could develop a system for explod
ing atomic bombs at a distance before they reach this country, 
even if they come as rockets or jet-propelled planes. To evalu-

ate sud1 a statement, it is necessary to consider what has 
already been published about the nature of the atomic bomb. 

The atomic bomb depends for its power on a neutron 
chain reaction in U-235 or in plutonium. The nature of this 
reaction is such that it cannot take place in less than a cer
tain amount of the material, known as the critical size. In 
other words, if we have less than the critical size of U-235 
or of plutonium, an atomic explosion cannot occur. If, on 
the other hand, we have more than the critical size, there 
will always be some neutrons present from cosmic rays and 
these neutrons will suffice to start a chain reaction. Thus, 
for less than the critical amounts of atomic explosive it is 
impossible to start an explosion; for more than the critical 
amounts it is impossible to prevent an explosion. No official 
statement has been made of what the critical amount of 
plutonium or U-235 is, but an early estimate has been pub
lished which indicates that for U-235 the critical amount 
is between 5 and 250 pounds. No official statements have 
been published as to just how the atomic bombs that we 
have used operate, but evidently they are detonated by the 
sudden bringing together of subcritical amounts of the explo
sive material. 

These facts have a bearing on the statement that atomic 
bombs could be exploded at a distance. Such an explosion is 
obviously impossible by any direct action on the explosive 
material in the bomb itself. To set off the explosion when 
desired, any action must be indirect and would have to be on 
fuses or other auxiliary equipment in the bomb. Thus, the 
problem becomes exactly similar to the problem of exploding 
any other kind of bomb at a distance. We are forced back, 
therefore, on the methods used for ordinary bombs or for 
the German V-1 or V·2 bombs. It was possible to destroy 
many V-1 bombs by firing at them shells aimed by radar con
trol and containing proximity fuses, because the V-1 bombs 
flew at low altitudes and at relatively low velocities. So far 
as I know, no defense was successful against V-2 bombs. 
The nature of the atomic bomb and the speed of its approach 
make it highly questionable that any anti-aircraft or other 
defense can be developed against it which will be one hun
dred per cent effective. Some atomic bombs would inevitably 
get through, and it would need only a few atomic bombs 
penetrating the defense to cause destruction. It is perhaps 
conceivable that we might develop some sort of counter
weapon against atomic bombs carried in V-2 projectiles. I 
confess that at present the problem of developing. c;ffectively 
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such counter-we pons seems to me imp s ibly difficult. 
There is an incidental point here which may be of interest, 

although it is not directly concerned with defen e. Since 
rocket bombs might be ent in a few moments from any pot 
on earth to any other spot, it could well prove impo sible, 
in the event of an attack by atomic bombs, to know from 
whi h country the attack had come. 

The atomic age ha made possible still another method of 
surprise attack. There i no scientific reason why atomic 
bombs cannot be shipped in trunks or boxes in peace time to 
key industrial and population centers, and detonated at the 
moment desired by remote control wireless or other means. 
Atomic bombs last for a long time after they are made, and 
can be stored or hidden wit.'l slight po sibility of detection. 
As we know from the facts about them which have already 
been published, they do not explode until properly detonated. 
Against uch secretly planted atomic bombs the only con
ceivable defense would be an elaborate peace-time system 
of coast and frontier guards, and continuou X-ray inspection 
of every item of freight or baggage coming into this coun
try. I do not believe such a permanent defense system could 
be maintained with anything near complete effectiveness. 
But even if it could be maintained, its implications would 
certainly make much more difficult our peace-time relations 

with other countries. 
There have been various methods suggested for defense 

against atomic bombs on the international level. These are 
chiefly police methods of inspection and control. It seems 
to me too early to pass judgment upon such methods, which 
have not yet been clearly outlined. I would only comment in 
passing that history has shown us that police methods, how
ever necessary, are never more than a partial and imperfect 
solution for social unrest. 

The atomic age is here. War in this age would almost 
surely mean surprise attack. Defense against such attack along 
the lines I have indicated might be possible with vast ex
penditure, great and sustained effort, and in the open atmos
phere of international suspicion. Such defense measures 
could never, in my opinion, be completely effective. Our 
best possibility for survival in an atomic war would be to 
have our industries and pepulation dispersed, many of our 
factories and bomb plants underground, and launching plat
forms for atomic rockets located throughout t~e country so 
that in the event of attack we would retaliate, even though 
our cities and industries were largely annihilated. 

There is still one other alternative for defense against the 
atomic bomb. It is to build with our fellow-nations a world 
in which there is no need to resort to war. 

On the question of the value of secrecy, I would like to 
point out only one or two aspects. 

The fundamental principles on which the atomic bomb is 
based were well known to scientists everywhere by 1939. 
There are at present two categories of secrecy about atomic 
energy maintained by this government. One category con
sists of technical tricks of manufacture and final assembly of 
the bomb itself. The second category consists of a mass of 
information, acquired in the last five years, about artificial 
radioactivity, the biological effects of radiation, and other 

scientific topics bearing only indirectly on the production of 
atomic bombi. I do not believe we should release at pres-
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ent the first category of secret information, that is, the tech
nical tricks of making the bomb. To be sure, any industrial 
nation can learn the e tricks for itself within a few years 
and probably improve on them. But I do not see why hur

riedly showing other nations how to make bombs is going 
to further world peace. I believe the information we now 
have on how to make atomic bomb hould be released only 
to an international agency able to maintain control of them. 
But I do believe we should release a great part of the second 

category of secret information, that is, the information on 
nuclear energy acquired in the last five years and not directly 
concerned with making at mic bombs. This information 
would be of the greatest value to such sciences as medicine 
and biology and to engineering and industry generally. It is 
absolutely essential for further developments in physics and 
chemistry. To keep this information secret any longer is to 
retard seriously our development in many fields. If we re
lease it nationally and internationally, we would evidence 
our intention to cooperate fully with our fellow nations and 

to return to that free interchange of ideas which is the tradi
tion and strength of science and of the whole field of 
thought. 

The most important technical resource of a nation is neither 
raw materials nor equipment, but educated men. Obviously 
we will need an increasing supply of such men in the post
war period. Under war-time policy the training of such men 
practically stopped. The policy of the Selective Service has 
made students in the sciences almost non-existent. The re
sumption of training must be encouraged in every possible 
way. The scientific men from the universities on the war-time 

projects should be returned as soon as possible to their nor
mal activities of teaching and research. The welfare and 
safety of this country can be assured only by leaving them 
free to pass on what they have learned to a new generation 
of educated and trained men. If we lock our scientists up in 
secret laboratories, neither they nor the country will develop. 
The free interchange of ideas, nationally and internationally, 
is the strength of science, as indeed it is of every other 
department of men's lives. 

Ideas are a common inheritance from thoughtful men in 
all countries and all civilizations. To speak of conti.nued 
secrecy in the field of thought and discovery is to deny our 
moral birthright and the very tradition which has brought 
us this far from savagery. Secrecy in any field in peace time 
is fatal to man's growth and to any hope for a world society. 
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December 2, 9 A. M. Presiding: ]. King Gordon 

IV. THE PROBLEM OF CONTROL 
December 2, 2 P. M. Presiding: Edgar A. Mowrer 

V. DINNER FORUM 
December 3, 6:30 P. M. Presiding: Leon Henderson 
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Facts About Defense 
BY IV AN A. GETTING 

Massachusetts butit11te of Technology; 
conmltant for lV ar Department 

M
Y ROLE in this war was in developing those parts 
of radar applications which had to do with anti· 
aircraft control, with the guidance of strategic and 

tactical bomber missions, with the use of radar in directing 
buzz-bombs and other types of guided missiles. I appeal 
to this experience in presenting my arguments because ob
viously I cannot go into all the technical details, all the figures 
and theories and scientific knowledge which are required to 
arrive at some of the statements I shall make. 

The problem of a defense against any weapon can be 
divided into two main parts. Let us consider explosives, 
regardless of whether they are atomic explosives or some
thing mild like the usual high explosive. The first part of 
the problem is to prevent the enemy from putting the ex
plosive where he wishes to put it. The other is what you do 
at the place where you expect the explosive to be put. 

In the first case, you do everything possible to keep the 
enemy from finding out where to put the explosive and 
from. arriving at the spot-you mislead him, jam his radar, 
ruin his communication, and so forth. In the second case, 
you try to protect yourself bodily from the explosive itself. 
This you do by scattering, going underground, building 
huge concrete structures, and by many olher methods. 

Considering this problem in terms of atomic explosives, 
we must ask, first: What is the probability that from a 
technical standpoint we can effectively prevent the enemy 
from getting the explosives to our front door? The use of 
the parcel-post or of trunks as conveyors of atomic ex
plosives is not a matter on which scientific opinion is of any 
particular value. Your opinion is as good as mine. But on 
the question of delivering explosives by means of long
range rockets, V-2's, rurplanes, guided ships, and such things, 
I believe I have something to contribute. 

We developed during the war several navigation sys
tems which depend on radio and radar. Some of these sys
tems will be adopted after the war for commercial use. The 
whole world will soon be covered by a radio network which 
will make it possible to navigate an airplane or navigate a 
ship from any point on the earth to any other point well 
within the accuracy of about one mile. This means that 
any potential enemy is provided with an automatic way of 
delivering atomic bombs by conventional aircraft using con
ventional auto-pilots with a conventional "Loran" receiver 
-that is the code name of this system. We need not wait • for those rockets which fly from one side of the earth to the 
other. Today, with existing equipment, existing bombs, ex
isting aircraft, existing navigational aids, we can already fly 
from any one part of the world to any other without a 
single human operator in the aircraft. 

You may say that when the war breaks out we can just 
turn off these "Loran" stations. You may, but the enemy 
may not. It is a simple thing for him to set up his own sys
tem, which he turns on after the first night, because on the 
first night he certainly can use our system, the international 
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"Loran" system. It is perfectly possible for the enemy to set 
up at remote places of the earth or in the middle of the 
ocean, by means of submarine or other types of ships, radio 
light-houses which will guide the normal aitcraft on its 
mission. I will admit, as an expert on anti-aircraft and on 
radar and on gunnery, that we could shoot these planes 
down. However, we must consider the frailty of human be
ings. In the defense of London against the buzz-bomb, the 
British Army deployed three hundred batteries of heavy 
anti-aircraft guns. These batteries were equipped with the 
most modern radar developed in the radiation laboratory, 
with computers developed by a well-known laboratory here 
in New York, and with American and British guns. It is 
true that after six weeks we were shooting down over 90 
per cent of the buzz-bombs. Only eight per day arrived in 
London. However, in the first few weeks over 40 per cent 
got through. It took constant drill, exercise, edecation, prac· 
tice with real live bait before the efficiency of the troops had 
risen to 90 per cent from the original 60 per cent. 

It was very lucky for us that the buzz-bomb was a well 
behaved airplane. It flew in straight lines, at a constant 
speed, and that is just what we like in anti-aircraft. If the 
Germans had had any 
sense they would have 
forced these missiles to 
fly in curved, jerky 
courses, and this could 
be done. They also 
would have added 
what we were adding 
at the radiation labora
tory, radar remote con
trol by which a man 
sitting back in Paris ~ 

could have guided 

these things by a little Ivan A. Getting 
joy-stick in front of 
automatic plotting equipment and brought the buz:z-bomb to 
the correct site on any type of course he desired. 

So it is true London was saved from TNT by modern 
anti-aircraft-but let us look at the obvious. If any of those 
eight buzz-bombs that arrived in London each day had had 
a ton load of the type of bomb we used in Hiroshima 
or Nagasaki, London would not have been saved. 

Now it was fortunate that we had three hundred bat
teries in England. It was fortunate that the buz.z..bomb was 
so close to the conventional aircraft. Suppose that the buzz. 
bomb had been a new device? How long would it have 
taken us to get ready for it? It takes from a year to five 
years to develop a military weapon; even after you know 
just how to go about it. It takes six months to a year to 
train troops and then another space of time to get the equip
ment into the field with spare-part depots in the right places. 

So, we must accept the fact that if the enemy develops a 
new way of bringing atomic bombs to our doorstep, and if 
it happens that no one was smart enough to have thought 
up, one to five years ahead of time, a defense weapon 
with which to stop that particular mlssile, then we can do 
nothing about it except take the punishment, if we can. 
Take as a small example the V-2 bomb. The same radar 
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that was used against the bUZ2-bomb ·as also u ed to track 
the V-2. It was my group at the laboratory which had de
veloped the SCR-584. T hey were my boys who in Belgium 
and England were putting this equipment to proper use. 
Now we could pick up the V-2's by radar. We could track 
them, provided we were located in a reasonable position. 
We could tell within two or three city blocks where the V-2's 
were going to land. We co11/d not stop them. The V-2 lent 
itself to almo·t no method of successful counter-defense. 
Any missile which is de igned for speeds above the velocity 
of sound is tapered with such a sharp nose that, hit head-on 
by radar, it is the best camouflage target you could design. 
The radar energy is scattered in all directions and none of 
it comes back to you. You cannot see the V-2 with radar 
except from the flank. It is true, of course, that enough 
radar stations placed up and down the coast could provide 
data as to where the V-2's were heading. And if these data 
were sufficiently accurate, it would be presumably possible 
to send your own missiles into the air and meet these V-2's; 
but here again there are many problems. 

A V-2 is a steel structure. It can be armored. It is moving 
very rapidly-six times as fast as sound-so that anything 
that strikes it will in truth be itself struck head-on at a glanc
ing angle; under these circumstances the effective strength of 
the steel will be much greater than that of any ordinary 
missile which can be sent against it. There is no way to stop 
V-2's except by disintegrating them or by actually colliding 
with them with a mass approximately their own size. In mak
ing a study of this problem for the United States Army, I 
could not find any hopeful way-nor could my colleagues 
find any way; nor could the British find any way--to stop 
them; and this is a matter of military record. 'J;:he V-2 is 
simply one device. Given a little time, I am sure every scien
tist and engineer in this country can dream up other methods 
of delivering atomic explosives. And while I believe that, if 
you gave me enough money and enough men, I might be able 
eventually to shoot down a V-2, I wiH never guarantee to 
shoot down any new thing that you may think up. Since 
the aggressor, in the next war, will have the advantage of 
surprise, I will still have to beg for from one to five years 
to develop a defense (assuming that I know how) against 
new ways of delivering atomic explosive. 

The atomic bomb has introduced one chief new element 
into the problem of defense, and that is its tremendous in
tensity. In the last war of the previous era-now just behind 
us-if we shot down from 5 to 10. per rent of the German 
planes, or if the Germans shot down from 5 to 10 per cent 
of our planes, the morale of the pilots cracked. It was possible 
then to say that anti-aircraft was a very important defensive 
weapon because it was able to destroy more than ~ to 10 per 
cent of the German planes that came over. But 5 to 10 per 
cent losses did not demoralize the buzz-bombs. Nor did 90 
per cent demoralize them; it just increased the cost to the 
Germans. Atomic explosives demand not 90 per cent, but 
100 per cent defense. This, we do not know how to achieve. 

The conclusion to which we are driven, as men experienced 
in designing equipment and seeing it put into the field, is 
that there is no adequate defense possible against atomic ex
plosives when the enemy has a free Choice of all the possible 
technical ways of delivering such explosives. 
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Cooperation is the Key 
BY VIO'OR WEISSKOPF 

University of Rochester; member of 
AssociaJion of Los Al.Jmos Scientists 

T HE problem of international control of the bomb 
is a political one, not a scientific one. The question 

. as to whe.ther control is tedmically feasible is mis-
leading. Of course if you have access to all production facili
ties you can find out where a bomb is made. If, however, a 
country is resolved to deceive the world, it will be able to 
do so. One can probably fabricate bombs underground and 
avoid any radio-activity to penetrate to the outside. It will 
be expensive, but it is a soluble problem. If a country is out 
to break the rules, no control system is sufficient. 

It should not follow from this tl1at goodwill among 
nations alone is sufficient. Control is necessary to establish 
confidence, especially if it makes a circumvention of the 
agreement difficult, and if special effort and elaborate deceit 
haYe to be used to break the agreement. 

There are a few points in the charJ.Cter of our problem 
that make a partial control more efficient than it seems at 
first glance. The personnel that has to he used for atomic 
bomb development is very specialized and limited in num
bers. The key nuclear scienti ts are weH known. The indus
trial methods are completely different from those in any 
other production, and are easily recognizable if no specially 
great effort is put into camouflage. 

It seems, therefore, that measures which may appear 
weak and iQsufficient have a chance to go further than one 
may think. For example, if the pre-war collaboration between 
scientists is reestablisheJ, and if scientists are encouraged 
by their own governments to exchange scientific views and 
results in frequent international meetings, then it would 
be hard to have the key nuclear physicists in one country 
work on atomic-bomb development without arousing the 
strong suspicion of their colleagues in other countries. The 
problems in modern physics are new and hard and they 
need concentrated effort. The atomic bomb will not be de
veloped successfully by scientists unknown to the rest of 
the world. 

A more radical step would be to have experienced scien
tists work as guests for long periods in foreign countries. 
It would be difficult for a country to use well-known men 
and equipment for illegal purposes without arousing the 
suspicions of visiting scientists, especially if the latter were in 
close touch with the educational institutions and laboratories. 

Finally, if the nations consent to have a commission visit 
any factory they please, extreme caution and expense would 
be necessary to hide production or development. 

One condition of successful international control is suc
cessful national control. It is obvious that national legisla
tion must be strong enough to insure that no nuclear re
search or technological development could be carried on in 
secrecy, unknown to the government. 

International control, however, can succeed only if it is 
introduced not in the spirit of mutual distrust but in the 
spirit of mutual reassurance within the frame of a basically 
well-defined policy. 
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II. THE SOVIET UNION AND THE BOMB 

The Weapons of Peace 
BY HELEN GAHAGAN DOUGLAS 

Member of Cor1gress from California 

W HAT is our real attitude toward the Soviet 
Union? I don't think we know. I don't think we 
have thought it out. 

I know what it appears to be to one of our fighting men 
still in the Pacific. I have a letter written by a 19-year-old 
Texas boy. He volunteered for enlistment in the navy 
before he was through high school--not because he had 
any illusions about the "glory" of war, but because he felt 
there was a job to be done. His letter was dated November 
11, 1945-Armistice Day. He wrote: 

They have just sent the mailman over to the FPO, which 
is a landing ship tank. I hope there are some letters and 
packages for me. It is getting hard to write, not knowing 
what is going on back there. I might as well tell you 
now there hasn't been any change out here. Everything 
is just as SNAFU as ever. In fact, it seems that, instead 
of getting faster with the discharging, they are getting 
slower. 

Well, Miss, I hope you are having a grand time and 
enjoying the peace. From what I hear over the radio, it isn't 
going to last much longer. I guess we will start a fight 
with Russia. From the things we say and write and preach 
about them, they should be ready to fight now. Every time 
I bear a news broadcast or read a newspaper, some loud
mouth is slamming Russia. 

Why in heU, don't we stop screaming about who owes 
who and try to help Russia? I have talked with men who 
were in Russia during the war. They say the Russians 
don't want to fight us; they don't want anything to do with 
us. All they want is to help their own people, build up 
their country, better themselves. If we had the sense of a 
jackass, we'd do the same. 

One thing I always had faith in was our Government. 
Even that is gone. 

The American people are a peace-loving people. Except 
for an hour of parade here and there, they don't like gold 
braid and martial music in their lives. Peace is our foreign 
policy. Peace is our most profound desire. But we cannot 
have peace by just wishing for it. 

There are weapons of peace just as there are weapons 
of war. The most powerful weapon for peace is friend
ship. Franklin Roosevelt understood this. That is why, when 
he first came to the office of President, he began to cement 
the bonds of friendship in this hemisphere. That is why 
he called for collective security in 1935. That is why, under 
his leadership, throughout the war, we continuously moved 
toward the building of world understanding and coopera
tion, because these are the very few foundations of peace. 
Even in the darkest days of war, when we were running 
the scientific race of all time, he sought to strengthen our 
bonds of friendship with Great Britain and Russia. 

Why? The reasons are clear enough: No single country 
can keep the peace alone. To maintain and build the peace, 
it is necessary to develop, maintain, and strengthen the 
solidarity of the United Nations Organization. There is no 
United Nations Organization unless the Big Five stay to
gether. The core of the Big Five is formed by the United 
States, Britain, and the Soviet Union. These are the three 
most powerful nations in the world-the only three nations 
which can in themselves win a war or win a peace. If any 
one of these three na-
tions falls out, there 
is no practical likeli
hood of the United 
Nations working. 

It is an agony to 
watch our fears sepa
rate us from our fu
ture, an agony to 
watch certain forces 
play upon those fears, 
to watch them label as 
"anti-American" those 
of us who merely face 
the facts and point out 
that, if there is to be 
peace, it must begin 
with the United States, 
Great Britain, and 
Russia. We are not 
pro-Russia or pro-Brit- M·'SfJ!MsftiM 
ain. We are pro-man. 
We are pro-life-not Helen Gahagan Douglas 
pro-death. For in the 
new world into which we have been blown by forces 
of the universe which we have let loose, there are no 
boundartes. There are really no differences in tongues. There 
are just people-black people, white people, yellow people, 
Russians, Americans, English, French, Chinese, Hungarians, 
Greeks, Germans, Slavs. And our future is indivisible. 

I don't believe we really hate Russia. I don't think we 
are driven on by a relentless passion to go to war with 
Russia. We got along all right with Russia before t11e war 
-and we got along with her during t11e war. We can liYe 
together again in peace. But there is a nameless fear we have 
never analyzed. Is Russia our natural enemy? Is it a bellig
erent nation, a nation bent upon domination of the earth 
by force of arms, as Germany was? Is this the root of our 
suspicion? I don't think so. An examination of the facts 
does not bear this out. Not when we remember that Russ ia 
stood for international disarmament, advocated this in the 
League of Nations, backed President Roosevelt's program 
of collective security, urged honest non-intervention in Spain, 
warned against the aggressiveness of Germany, and wanted 
to go to the aid of Czechoslovakia even though Russia was 
kept out of the Munich Conference. 
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Why should Ru si:t want to go to wu? It has all the 

land it needs-one-sixth of the globe. It is rich with people 

-rich with natur-;1! resources. What Russia needs is peace 

and the kind of security in the world that will enable it to 

put its re ources and energies into a peace-time progtam for 

its people. Moreover, Russia has paid a terrible price in this 

war. Ten million dead, millions more wounded, cities de

stroyed, factories demolished, fields and farms devastated. 

Do we fear Russia economically? No, we welcome the 

roukets she offers us. 
Then what is this feu? Is it a fear which grows out of 

the anxiety which was born of the Russian Revolution, 

an anxiety that our own economic free-enterprise system is 

somehow endangered? But if we take this fear out and 

examine it from all sides, we find that it dissolves, for there 

is no basis in fact for antagonism between ourselves and this 

great sister nation. Tho e who have this fear have them

selves little confidence in our economy and in our ability to 

realize goals of human happiness for our people. 

The idea of apprehension or anxiety or fear among the 

people of a nation as powerful as the United States is utterly 

preposterous. 
If we set for ourselves here at home, along with the goal 

of international peace, a goal of full employment and pros

perity and really fight to win these objectives, we shall at 

the same time be an example to the world which will win 

for us not only friendship and cooperation, but a belief in 

our way of doing things. We can win this kind of friendship 

only through example-never through force. 

The Heritage of All 
BY M. J. COLDWELL 

Member of the C.:nadian Parliament 

i\ a Canadian, I am deeply interested in the relation
ship between the United States and Russia, for Canada 

is the country which lies in between them. In the 

event of difficulty, Canada would be the cockpit of North 

America. Then, too, Canada is the source of the material 

that made possible the discovery and production of atomic 

energy. We have in our country El Dorado, the mine from 

which uranium is at the moment being produced. 

To me as a layman, the discovery of the secret of atomic 

energy seems comparable to man's discovery of the use of 

fire or the wheel long ages ago. This discovery means a 

revolution in man's way of life, so' fundamental that we can 

scarcely conceive it. There is no doubt that, with the infor

mation available to the leading sci.entists throughout the 

world, its utilization for human needs is in immediate pros

pect. Attempts to divide the nations into two groups

those in possession of the knowledge and those without it

are bound to fail. It is against the interests of human prog

ress and of universal peace to try to hide this knowledge. 

This afternoon we have heard proposals for the sharing 

of this knowledge with Russia, which would place it among 

four nations-three powerful and large nations and one 

smaller nation~my own country, which we sometimes speak 

of as a middle power. Speaking as a representative of a 

little power, or a smaU nation, I do not believe that the 
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sharing of this knowledge among a few nations is good 

enough. It must be the heritage of all nations, not a few, 

Therefore, obviously, at the moment the body to which 

the control should be given is the United Nations Organi

zation, which is about to be set up. Until government at the 

international level is evolved, only UNO can prevent the 

atomic bomb from remaining what in fact it has become dur

ing the past four months-a divisive influence among the 

nations of the world. 
A early as -August 18, 1945, when speaking in Toronto, 

I made a strong plea for placing this revolutionary discoYery 

under the As embly of the United Nations, not under the 

Security Council. I was speaking for one of the smaller 

nations. We do not like the veto power. This could be done 

without amending the charter by establishing under one of 

its principal organs-the Social and Economic Council-a 

new specialized agency consisting of the leading scientist 

of the world, who would be charged with the exchange of 

information, continued research, and such recommendations 

a may be ·necessary for the intelligent use of atomic power. 

Reporting as it does to the General Assembly, the Social 

and Econcmic Council could thus make available to all mem

bers of the United Nations the specialized opinions of the 
world's foremost scientists. 

By making the discovery available to all nations, great 

and small, Russia and France, Yugoslavia and other nations, 

the objection raised by the middle and small powers to the 

domination of the world by two or three large powers, 

would to some extent be removed and the danger of the 

continuance of power politics minimized. 
Canada assisted materiaLly in the discovery, and is the 

present source of uranium-the mineral which provided 

the basis for the splitting of the atom. But it is certain that, 

once split, atoms of various elements can also be split and 

uranium may not long remain the basic element required 

for atomic energy. This being so, it makes the considera

tion of the question of international and public control 

of atomic research a matter of primary importance. 

\Ve cannot allow this revolutionary discovery to be con

trolled by private industry. Its implications are too vast and 

too dangerous. We know from bitter experience that "big 

business"' in all our countries observes no national loyalties 

or human ethics where profits are concerned. We have seen 

how this desire for profits by giant monopolies and througl:t 

international cartels has caused secret agreements, jeopar

dizing the welfare and security of all the people throughout 

the world, written largely in your own Congrnsional Rec
ord, written in your own documents, tabled in our Parlia

ment, regarding the operations of monopolies and cartels 

before and during this war. Yet atomic research is largely 

in the hands of duPont in the United States, Imperial Chem

ical Industries in the United Kingdom, and their creature

Canadian Industries Limited in Canada. 

This is a highly improper and dangerous situation. The 

countries concerned should remove the members of the 

chemical cartel from the control of research and atomic 

energy and establish publicly owned organizations to carry 

on these important functions. 
It is essential that atomic research should be on an Inter

national level. Its results and benefits should be utilized only 
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for the good of mankind. Government ownership of facili· 
ties and control of research is necessary to prevent powerful 
and unscrupulous private interests from utilizing the prin· 
ciple of atomic energy for their own ends. 

Only in this way can we insure that the work will be 
directed to peaceful purposes and needs. The world cannot 
afford to allow secret experimentation which has for its 
purpose the development of increased atomic killing power. 
The small nations of the world must insist that this most 
dangerous armament race in history shall be prevented. 
.A thoroughly awakened and aroused labor movement could 
play a vital role in this regard. 

A consciousness of the implications of atomic energy 
would enable organized labor to demand that workers 
employed on the project should work only in properly gov· 
ernment-owned and internationally-inspected plants. To
gether with organized scientific workers labor could op
pose any attempts to carry on unauthorized and secret work 
in this connection. 

A fully aroused public opinion, demanding government 
control of the facilities and the international exchange of 
information, could make it possible to harness atomic energy 
for the good of the world. The danger of the present policy 
is that it may be used as political blackmail through the 
ever-present threats of war. 

Share and Share Alike 
BY WALTER MILLIS 

Editorial writer, New York Herald Tribune 

I 
THINK we should recognize from the outset that the 

political problem of the atomic bomb is the problem, for 
the present period at any rate, of our relations with the 

Soviet Union; and conversely, that the problem of our rela
tions with the Soviet Union has to an unhappy degree become 
the problem of the atomic bomb. 

It seems to me useless to discuss the one except in the 
direct, explicit context of the other. It seems to me perfectly 
idle (though no doubt diplomatically oecessary) for President 
Truman or Prime Minister Attlee to speak in a generalized 
way about publishing the technical secrets of the bomb when 
it is abundantly dear that the only nation at present in a posi
tion to make use of those secrets is the Soviet Union. That is 
what nine-tenths of the argument has been about, and I be
lieve the time has come to admit it frankly. 

That is why I am glad that the agroda of this conference 
starkly puts the question of whether the secrets of the bomb 
should be given to Russia. 

My own answer to the guestion is unhesitating. I think we 
should immediately offer full publication of our own tech
nical data in return for a reasonable reciprocity on Russia's 
part in the publication of its scientilic and technical mate
rial. That is the only proviso I would attach to the offer. In 
advancing it, however, I would point to the many obvious 
dangers latent in the unregulated development of atomic 
energy and would reguest Russia's assistance and counsel in 
devising an adequate structure of international control. 

It may be said that this is, in essence, what the Truman
Attlee communique proposes. I cannot agree. I don't think 
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that the Russians agree. The communiqu~ expressly reserves 
the vital technical data. To be sure, the United Nations 
Organizatioo is to be asked to set up a commission, charged 
with the formidable task of answering all the innumerable 
questions-political as well as technical and military
which Mr. Truman and Mr. Attlee and Mr. King left unan
swered in their somewhat hurried conference between air
planes. But while the commission pursues its labors, the 
United States will not only retain all the technical knowledge 
but will go right ahead manufacturing bombs, as it is con
tinuing to do. When, as, and if the commission has produced 
a solution satisfactory to ail-which, under the circumstances, 
means satisfactory to the United States-the data will be 
generally published. So far, Moscow has failed to greet this 
proposal with the enthusiastic acquiescence which was ap
parently anticipated. I, for one, am not surprised. 

I think Presidoo.t Truman made a tragic mistake wberr be 
failed to realize, from the very first moment, the crucial 
identity between the problems of atomic energy and the 
problem of Russia. The appalling military terrors implicit in 
the bomb absolutely demanded a firm settlement of political 
differenc€s between Russia and the West. It seems to me it 
might not have been wholly beyond the powers of statesman
ship to use the technical discovery for the constructive adjust· 
ment of the political issues. Let us glance back at what was 
actually done. 

At Potsdam Mr. Stalin was apparently given only a most 
guarded and grudging disclosure of the fact that a test bomb 
had been successfully fired in New Mexico. Whee the time 
came for the military use of the bomb, no Russian observers 
were, so far as I know, invited to be present in order that they 
could at least judge its potency for themselves. The d.ischarga 
of the bomb at Hiroshima was, however, immediately an
nounced to the world in a blaze of extravagant official 
publicity, all built around two ideas: that the United States 
had developed (with some little assistaoce from Britain, 
Canada, and a bunch of dreamy foreign scientists) an inven
tion absolutely decisive in war and revolutionary in peace; 
and that the magic "secret" of this staggering achievement 
was and would be guarded from everyooe under the most 
extreme restrictions of top-secret security. Perhaps this pub
licity was inevitable; for it was, after all, an extravagant 
moment in world history. I ask you only to consider the sort 
of impact it must have had upon our Russian allies, who 
were at that moment loyally preparing to fulfil to the letter 
their commitment to give Japan the cottp de grace. The fact 
is, at any rate, that from that momoot our relations with 
Soviet Russia have steadily deteriorated. 

After the official publicity there came the private outgivings, 
the statements of Congressmen, the savage May-Johnson bill. 
Through all this the idea rose ever more prominently, ex· 
pressed under increasingly transparent veil , that whatever 
we did we could not give "the secret" to the Russ1aos. We 
distrusted the purposes, aims, and colossal power of the Soviet 
Union too deeply. How much this did to inspire the Russians 
with trust in our own purposes may be guessed. Perhaps it 
may be seen more directly in the catastrophic breakdown of 
the Foreign Ministers' Conference. 

Finally, there was President Truman's disastrous statement 
that the technical secrets would be given to no one, and that 
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anyhow no other mtion in the world had the knowledge, re· 
ources, or skill to discover them for it elf over a period f 

many year . Even then, wh a the muddle was about a com
plete as it could be nude, it r quired Mr. Attlee's initiative 
to induce our government to do somethin about it. The 
result is the communique to which I have referred. 

I a k you to try for a moment to re\·er e this hi tory. Sup· 
posing that it had been the Rus ians, and not ourselves, who 
had e...xploded this thin at Hiroshima just as our naval and 
air forces believed thl.l: they thems Lves were knock.iog Japan 
cold. Supposing that ~fr. Stalin had announ<:ed that the 
secret of the staggering d 'scovery would be gi,·en to nobody, 
that anyway only a nation with Russia's vast re ources and 
totalitarian economic organization could produce a bomb, and 
that it would take many years for the backward and ch:wtic 
capitalist democracies to catch up, if ever. I think the reac
tion in this country would have been both violent and unfor
tunatl); uppose thl.l: Mr. Stalin, confronted with that reac· 
tion, had rather belatedly proposed that the UNO set up _ 
a commission on the matter, with a tentative promise that 
when the commission had worked out an international control 
system satisfactory to Soviet Russia, the secrets would be im
parted to it, but thl.l: meanwhile the Soviet Union would go 
right ahead manufacturing bombs for "test purposes." I think 
we would have regarded those " test" bombs with a fierce 
suspicion. I think we would have seen at once that the com
mission, in working out a regulatory system satisfactory to 
Russia, would all but inevttably find itself involved in most 
of the political issues that at present divide us. It wou!d have 
to decide them, too, in a manner satisfactory to Russia. I think 
we would have regarded the whole thing as a Communist 
trap. I think that wl!---'with our unbounded, war-bred con· 
fideace in the power of our technology, comparable to that 
which the Russians feel in theirs-would have decided that 
the easier course would be to get busy at once and develop 
our own atomic bombs. It might take us some years, but we 
would know that we could count on a decade or so of sub
stantial peace. We would calculate that when we had our 
bombs ready we could go back to the Russians on an equal 
footing and so get a genuinely agreed and rational solution 
of the control problem. 

That, I think, would have been our decision. And that, I 
think, is the Russian decision. I suspect that the one most 
significant thing that has been said about the atomic bomb 
since the initial announcement was the brief paragraph in Mr. 
Molotov's anniversary speech announcing simply that Russia 
"will have atomic energy, too." I think that Russia means to 
have it; that she em probably-as Dr. Urey pointed out the 
other day-develop the leads she has already obtained more 
quickly than we can in time of peace, and that she will have 
atomic energy in a military form within a few years. 

The resultant situation is well-calculated to breed distrust 
on both sides, to exacerbate aU political issues between the 
two countries, and to drive both Russian and American 
diplomacy to extremes. Anu by the time the Soviet Union has 
amassed its own stock of atomic bombs and is ready to come 
back and talk control on eqval terms, the whole problem may 
have got out of hand, and it may be too late for any solution. 
Meanwhile, the situation is also calculated to cripple the non
military devel<>pment <>f atomic energy and nuclear research 
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in general. In our p:tS ion for "security" we are threatening 
finally to disrupt that marvelous and creative "international 
of science" which is re ponsible for all our technical tri
unlphs. Our own nuclear research workers have ju t protested 
M"' rthur's destruction of the Japanese cyclotrons, compar· 
in the act to the Nazi book-burnings. There, I think, is a 
notion which hould give us pause. 

All tltis i the result of the policy of "keeping the secrets." 
It i late now to reverse the policy. It may take us a long time 
to undo the damage which ha already been done. But I 
believe the policy should be reversed. I don't believe we 
can afford to wait on the United Nations Organization. I 
think thi country should immediatelr take the initiative with 
a policy ba ed not on keeping the secret but on pooling the 
secrets-aU of them. This then would mean that the military 
and non-military secrets of Russian tecl1nology as well as 
those of our own would be in a common pool. 

For Rus ia has secrets too. It is no use blinking tl1e fact 
that the extreme secretivene s of the Soviet Union, in tech
nical, cultural, and political as well as military matters, is a 
ffilJOI factor in this whole business and one of the most Ull· 
fortunate elements in tl1e contemporary international world. 
By sitting now upon our own store of secrets concerning the 
overwhelmingly important development of nuclear energy, 
we are simply compounding and encouraging this Russian 
tendency. We are promoting a general drift backward into 
nationalistic compartmentation in almost the only great field 
in which a genuine and constructive internationalism has 
survived-that of technical advance and scientific inve ti
gation. 

It seems to me that our present possession of the so-called 
atomic secrets could be used now, not to promote this tend· 
ency but to arrest and reverse it. I think we can make a full 
and frank offer to pool with the world the great mass of 
knowledge and data we have accumulated, aod that with this 
offer in our hand we can then ask a similar frankness from 
the Soviet Union and all other great powers in the publication 
of both general technological aod specifically military de
velopment. If we meet with refusal, that will, of course, 
create a new situation. But we have not tried yet. If we try 
and succeed, I think we shall then have laid the first absolutely 
necessary foundation for a working international control of 
the atomic horror-which is frankness, confidence, and above 
all knowledge. 

What I propose seems to me the one constructive political 
use that can be made of our present possession of the bomb. 
I do not think that we can browbeat the Soviet Union into 
conforming with our wishes by using the bomb as a threat
especially when Moscow knows perfectly well that the people 
of the United States are not in fact going to launch an atomic 
war upon Russia in any proximate future. I do believe that we 
can use an offer of our present knowledge as proof of good
will and a means of securing Russia's powerful aid in dealing 
with what is in fact a problem of humanity. To take the 
attitude that we will do nothi.ng until the rest of the world 
has solved the problem for us means only that our stock of 
bombs and our knowledge of how to make them will be put 
to no use at all during the next few years when they might 
serve constructive ends, but saved up for a more remote 
period when their effects will simply be calamitous. 
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III. ATOMS AND INDUSTRY 

The New Energy 
BY STUART CHASE 
Economist and Author 

r:T us take a speculative look at some of the peace-time 
effects of splitting the atom. As we do so, we will not 
forget the warning of Dr. Harold C. Urey, who helped 

to split it: "The peace-time applications of atomic energy are 
of no importance whatever unless the danger of atomic bombs 
is banished from the earth." 

Thorstein Veblen in his grave must now be permitting 
himself a sardonic smile. His technicians and scientists have 
come roaring into their own as the acknowledged and undis
puted arbiters of huma,n destiny. He traced the treed in a 
series of books a generation ago, but few paid much atten
tion. The philosophers were off in other pastures. Now the 
trend has culminated in a self-generating flood of neutrons 
which can blow up the world. For the first time, scientists 
are developing a social conscience, and e\'en daring to dispute 
the generals and politicians. Veblen used to dream of a gov
erning council of technicians. If the politicians do not look 
alive, it might come to that. They look pretty dead in Con
gress now. 

Energy is a determiner of civilization. Low-energy cultures 
absorb most of their man-power in getting food. High-energy 
cultures such as the United States, or Western Europe, in 
recent years, can release more than half their man-power for 
the service trades, education, and the arts. The atom may 
release 90 per cent for higher things-if enough higher 
things can be found. Not 10 per cent will be needed for 
farming, mining, and manuJacturing. Even b~fore the war, 
learned committees were worrying about the problem of 
leisure. Presently they are going to have a superlative oppor
tunity to worry ! 

Dr. A. H. Compton sees the first use in large central power 
plants, and most scientists agree with him. A reasooably effi
cient plant, using superheated steam for driving a turbine, 
could. be put in operation within a year, he says. But costs at 
first would be high. The generating heat unit will be a pile 
weighing not less than 50 tons. This dissipates, for the pres
ent at least, those bright dreams of lump-<Jf-sugar prime 
movers, to drive a plane from Chicago to Shanghai. 

A pound of uranium now costs $3, about the same as a 
ton of coal. But it can deliver as much energy as 1,000 tons 
of coal under present firing methods. This is the comJortable 
margin atomic ooergy has to work on. Dr. Compton expects 
many big central plants within 10 years, especially in areas 
where power is now expensive. China and India come to 
mind as candidates for rapid industrialization. These plants 
will be easy to operate without smoke or fumes of any kind. 
Lethal rays must be carefully controlled, but safety methods 
have already been worked out at Oak Ridge and Hanford. 

Atomic energy can be used as a heat for making bricks, 
cement, ceramics, and glass. It can be used for smelting 

metals. Dr. Langer of the California Institute of Technology 
has suggested that iron might be smelted in the ore bed. 
Others have suggested that highways in certain .areas might 
be built and surfaced by fusing the ground to lava-as hap
pened under the bomb in New Mexico. 

The new energy can work wonders in providing both cheap 
heat and cheap power for the host of synthetics and plastics 
which are already revolutionizing industry. The virtue of a 
plastic from the manufacturing point of view is that it can 
be molded to unvarying 
form, and run through 
the assembly line with
out the grinding and 
chipping and shaping 
needed for natural 
products, like lumber, 
stone, and metal. Lavish 
production of plastics 
is bound to bring a 
vast increase in eco
nomic self-sufficiency. 
Synthetic rubber, nylon, 
and vinyl esters are 
just the beginning. 

Controlled neutrons 
have a great many med
ical applications, such 
as the irradiation of 
deep cancers, the trac
ing of physiological 
processes by tagged 
atoms. They can make 
the dream of the al
chemists-the transmu
tation of elements-a 
commonplace. We could 
perhaps change all our 
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lead to gold-if we were that foolish. Atomic energy can 
air-condition cities in the tropics, and warm up polar hous
ing for the comfort of man. By the electrifieation of soils 
and other innovations, it might change the whole crop 
pattern. 

This outline is ooly a bare summary of uses now being sug
gested, but it is enough to indicate a shattering impact on 
the structure of business-as-usual. The mining of coal will be 
hit hard, petroleum only less hard. John L. Lewis can be 
expected to issue a papal ban against nuclear physi€s any day 
now. The steel industry, and metals generally, may be turned 
upside down. Railroad and steamship lines ma}t lose up to 
40 per cent of their revenue freight. Technological unem
ployment could grow to catastrophic proportions, if every
thing is left to God and the National Associatioo of Mau
facturers, to use Alvin Johnson's phrase. , 

If we try to go on operating some such economic system 
as we had before 1930, it does not tak-e an especially discern-
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ing eye to see that omic energy will soon break i~ to pieces. 
We have here an economic born of great explostve pow r. 
No .nation, except the Ut1ited States, h:l.S any app:uent inten
tion of continuing its pre-w.u economic sy tem. o.ther. st:ues 
may be e.xpected to nationalize atomic power, eastng 1.t. mto 
the economic structure under carefully controlled condtttOns, 
with regard for both the human beings a.n.d the indust.ries 
made obsolete. It will be a large and compltcated operatton. 

Can the United States void a similar course? Professor 
Hayek's disciples will vigorously protest, but how c~ any 
community endure the million to one shock of thts new 
energy without planning for it? On the practical level, h~w 
could a wildly disorganized America hope to compete wtth 
other powers when they had organized the flow of neutrons? 

Before the war no industrial country devoted as much as 
1 per cent of its national income to scientific research.' Th~ 
ratio is now destined to leap upward. J. D . Bernal thinks tt 
may go as high as 20 per cent. Not only r~earch, but edUC'l· 
tion and training on all levels, on a scale hitherto undreamed 
of, are an absolute mu>t for survival in the atomic age. 

As the first itetn on the educational agenda, I respectfully 
suggest that another two billion dollars be ~oc~ted, this time 
to the social scienti! s. An equally urgent dtrectlve should go 
along with it. Per.haps after some time i.n the laboratory and 
plenty of courage and effort, they can ~ow us. ho;-r to live 
with the unbelievable power the pbystcal sctentists have 
loosed upon us. 

Power and Progress 
BY BORIS PREGEL 

President, Can:zdian Radium and Uranium 
Corporation,- expert on radioaclivity 

1\. 
SOON as the roaring of the atomic explosions over 
Japan began to resound in the press, in the statements, 
and in private conversations, I tried in vain to find 

some indication of interest in the peaceful application of 
atomic energy. With the exception of a few general remarks, 
the whole interest was concentrated on the bomb and the 
dangers of a varying nature attached to it. A few statesmen 
and scientists who ventured some remarks concerning the 
peace-time field were in a rather negative mood and predicted 
that we needed more than a generation-and some of them 
even spoke about a 50-year period-before we could see 
any possibilities for the peaceful applications of atomic 
power. 

But what a ch:1nge has occurred during the last few weeks! 
One may say that they have at last seen the light. Suddenly, 
from all sides, and sometimes even from the same people 
who were so pessimistically inclined only a month ago, we 
hear t,~at the applications of atomic energy to civilian life are 
possible, imminent, and even unavoidable. 

The aims of our forum are constructive. We believe the 
principal importance of atomic energy lies exclusively in its 
possibilities for peace-time development. We firmly believe 
that everything must and will be done to prevent the use of 
the atomic bomb in war. If this cannot be achieved, we should 
eliminate further discussion on the subject, because the atomic 
bomb with its terrific destruction will leave the remnants of 
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the surviving humanity in no condition to think of a.ny kind 
of cultur .. d or industrial developments. 

Ten days ago, Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, one of tho 
lel ing men of the atomic energy project, said in an inter· 
iew: 

The atomic bomb was not a step on the road to the pro
duction of controlled atomic energy. The bomb itself was 
the end result, the solution of a military problem that had 
been given to us. In coping with that problem we learned 
bow to create and control atomic energy a year and a half 
before Hiroshima. But we had to pass that point. We had 
to find ways to make that energy explode. The production 
of atomic energy was merely a step on the way to that goaL 

It is quite feasible that a city the size of Seattle should 
be completely heated from an atomic energy source in less 
than five years. 

We may accept this authoritative opinion, in view of the 
fact that the author has always been very cautious in his 
statements. What can we expect from the development of 
S('jence in nuclear phy9ics? What is in the immediate future? 
We think the first important application of atomic energy 
will be the production of cheap power by large plants, the 
locations of which are not dependent oo any natural resources 
of the country. This is a tremendous advantage, especially 
for desert regions-for backward world areas-and for the 
development of countries with limited natural resources. 

These powerful units will be able to distribute this cheap 
power to large areas. It is easy to understand what such a 
phenomenon will mean for these areas. Cheap power in 
unlimited quantity means abundance of cheap products, and 
the reduction of working hours. 

Science has made important progress in the last few years 
in the fields of electronics, electrometallurgy, medicine, 
biology, agriculture, and so on. In all these, the possibility of 
cheap energy would mean immediate application of a series 
of new inventions and improvements on a large scale, and 
an immediate rise in the standard of living of the population. 

The application of the cheap power, facilitating the crea
tion of new industries, may reduce the production of certain 
metals and fuels which are the backbone of our present 
economy. But they will be replaced by hew products, ration
ally manufactured under better conditions, and in the 
interest of the progress of the community. 

The production of energy by the big power plants will be 
accompanied by a quasi unlimited production of artificial 
radioactive materials. Artificial radioactive elements which 
emit electrons are already being used now for biological, 
medical, and agricultural experiments, as so-called tracer ele· 
meats. With the aid of such elements it is possible to investi
gate the metabolism of men and plants, to recognize and 
avoid diseases, and to improve the yield of plants. 

Artificial radioactive elements, such as emitters of electrons, 
possibly can replace our electric installations, because elec
trons are carriers of our electric stream. Collected on plates, 
they produce electric potentials from which the electricity 
can be conducted. The replacement of the heated wires in the 
electronic tubes by radioactive materials makes us independ· 
ent of heavy storage batteries, or batteries of great current 
capacity. We Jo not even need small batteries for collecting 
the charge of the emitted electrons, if we bend the electrons 
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with a. magnetic field to the place we want to charge. As 
it is possible today to make very strong magnets, we are inde~ 
pendent of any electrical installation. We also can produce 
heat in metallic plates and wires without any electrical instal
lation, directing the electrons to the parts we want to heat. 
The heat will be produced in the parts where the electrons 
are absorbed. Med1anical effects can be produced by ironiza
tion current, due to the heavy ironizating radiation. With 
photo-conductive materials strong relay effects can be obtained. 

New aspects are open for television: transmission stations 
without powerful central stations will be possible. 

Also, it i · not impossible that we will be able to imitate 
cosmic radiation, either with the energy of a uranium pile 
or with a special apparatus. In this case, we would deal with 
radiation of such an energy that evaporation of atomic ouclei 
will be possible. That means we could convert any kind of 
matter into energy, and we would not be limited to the use 
of rare and expensive materials, such as uranium. All kinds 
of matter existi.ng in the world could be used as a source of 
energy. 

But perhaps the most important thing that we will learn 
from all of these experiments is not only how to decompose 
matter but also how to construct it. And we will be able to 
produce artificially any kiad of material needed, because we 
will have at our disposal tremendous energies necessary for 
the artificial production . 

Science and philosophy of the pre-atomic era were based 
on the concept of matter. The new science and philosophy of 
the atomic era are based on the concept of energy. The possi
bility o't transforming matter into energy, and vice versa, 
changes completely our philosophical point of view with all 
the consequences, such as values of power and materials. 

Until our time there has been no d iscovery equal to that of 
atomic energy. The greatest discoveries up to aow advanced 
humanity a maximum of 50 years. The development of 
atomic energy moves humanity forward several centuries. It 
opens up the doors to the golden age without revolution or 
war, and even without very painful transitional periods. It 
brings equalization to peoples without large natural resources. 
It creates the pos ibility for peoples from the backward areas 
of the world to enter the family of advanced peoples on equal 
terms. In other words, the atomic-energy era means---equality, 
peace, and happiness. 

"I ~.m think of no single periodical in the 
United Stales whose continu11d existence ii of 
more imporlal/Ce to American democracy tban 
The Nation.-RAYMOND STf/ ING 
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JUST one month ago, a group of labor:_ leaders, memb~rs 
of the General Executive Board of the C. I. 0., met 1n 

Washington to discuss the question of atcmic energy. One 
may ask why ordinary labor leaders presume to discuss a. 
scientific phenomenon such as this. I believe it grows out, in 
part at least, of the change that has taken place in the labor 
movement in recent years. The C. I. 0. is not concerned 
solely with wages, hours, and working conditions. It consid~ 
ers every important economic, political, and social question, 
and attempts to formulate a program in the interests of all 
the people, believing that it can thus best serve the interests 
of its members. 

labor leaders ha\'e a right to speak out because their 
activity makes it necessary for them to know the possibilities 
and the dangers in the development of an atomic bomb. They 
are required to know something about industrial develop~ 
ments in all countries of the world, including their own. In 
other countries, they may have better access to the factcriei 
and to the people than do our diplomatic representatives. 
We cannot talk about a central pool of information regarding 
atomic energy, the de\·elopment of atomic bombs, and the use 
of atomic energy in good living as well as for destructive 
purposes unless the workers in the plants are conscious of 
their responsibilities to workers in other parts of the world. 

As we develop our international organization in the field 
of labor, I believe for the first time we will have an oppor
tunity to get the real facts regarding what is being produced 
in any given nation. In that way, perhaps, we will cut across 
these ultra-nationalistic attitudes and make a contribution to 
peace and security in the world. These workers know what 
they are producing. They have perhaps a better idea even 
th:tn those who in\'ented these mechanisms, of how they can 
be translated into positive and concrete methods either for 
good use or for destructive purposes. We believe more em· 
phasis must be given to the good that can come out of this 
important development in the field of science, but like 
every other step in progress, a great deal of harm can also be 
anticipated. 

We have had other cases of a similar nature; for instance, 
the development of aircraft was brought about in 1 rge part 
during the stress of war. Yet we had peace-time uses for 
this tremendous development. Tremendous technological 
gains have been brought about in this nation under the com
pulsion of war, the need for production. We have reason 
to fear that some of those great gains, made through the 
patriotic effort of the people of this nation, may operate 
against their interest, and that because of their efforts they 
may be confronted with the hazards of mass unemployment. 
We are not able to digest all of our advances, and we still 
find that many gains made in scientific fields are not trans
mitted to the people. Unless we pass on such gains for the 
people, it creates a danger to our society. Perhaps the atomic 
bomb can serve to awaken the people of the world to the 
need of moving at a greater pace in solving the simple little 
problem of living together in peace. 
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N. THE PROBLEM OF CONTROL 

Several spe ches aJ this session ha e 'bad to be 
omitt d, among them an excellent extemporaneous com
ment by Justice Jerome Frm1k, and r marks by Cord 
Ale)'er, Jr. and Kingman Breu·ster. 

Unite-or Else 
BY EDGAR AN EL MOWRER 

Columnist and foreign correspondent 

• E VER since World War I, it has been apparent that 
world government offers the only visible hope of 
saving mankind from ultimate destruction. faterial 

techniques have outstripped political institutions. World 
War II came---as Wilson h d predicted it would, and with 
consequences even worse than Wilson foresaw. 

Aviation alone threatened to terrorize mankind. By the 
end of 1943 Air Marshal William A. Bishop of Canada ut
tered a warning. In a little book thfl,t attracted far less at
tention than it should have, the greatest Allied ace of 
World War I pointed out the futility of nations quarreling 
over their seYeral economic systems if all these systems, re· 
gardless, were going to be blown to bits by an a iator "lay· 
ing" a few blockbusters. 

Shortly after this volume appeared, in 1944, V-I's began 
falling upon London. Allied airmen also discovered a way 
of shooting many of them down short of their mark. Then 
the V-2's began to fall. Against them no defense was ever 
found. London-heroic to the last-just "took" them. Mean
while normal, garden-variety aviation hammered Germany 
into surrender. When Germany collapsed our people found 
more than the launching platforms for V-2. They found the 
plans for V-10. This was a rocket-propelled bomb that 
would cross the Atlantic Ocean in the stratosphere. Against 
it, once more, no defense was known. 

Shortly after came Hiroshima and Nagasaki. All existing 
explosives became obsolete. Mankind entered the atomic 
age. And it threatens to be his last. 

Having spent many hours with the scientists who made 
the bomb and who certainly know the most about its poten
tialities, present and future, I am not impressed by laymen, 
generals, admirals, senators, bankers, and miscellaneous big· 
mouths who hastened to assure us that the discovery of the 
atomic bomb had really changed little or nothing. It is a 
question of definition. I follow the scientists. These men 
agree: 1) the atomic bomb cannot be kept secret; 2) fue 
atomic bomb will soon be built by all industrial nations; 3) 
the bombs that razed Hiroshima and Nagasaki are just a 
faint foretaste of the bigger and better atomic bombs to 
come; 4) against the atomic bomb there is no adequate de
fense-and will in all likelihood be none; 5) similar bombs 
will soon be made in relatively small buildings and ulti
mately perhaps by lunatics in the kitchen sink; 6) the effect 
of sudden atomic aggression on the victim country would 
be not only murderous but would probably so weaken the 

recemng country that its capacity for retaliation would be 
crippled; the only way to prevent mankind from atomizing 
itself is to make sure that atomic weapons will never be 
used; finally, the only way sure to do this is to make sure 
there will be no more war. 

For the last decades, it has been growing obvious that 
technological invention was rendering the system of sov
ereign states economically and politically obsolescent. Eco
nomically obsolescent because it no longer contributed to tfie 
material well-being of mankind. Its tariff walls, reguhtidns, 
red tape, my·country-right-or-wrong thinking, were a l:lin
drance to maximum human prosperity. Politically, obso· 
lescent because it had ceased to provtde even relative security 
for most of mankind. Before the discovery of the bomb, in 
planning a world organization, we accepted the fact that 
only three states-the United States, Britain, and the Soviet 
Union, could enjoy real security on their own. The other 
countries were asked to "tmst'' to the good will of these 
three---the word is that of Secretary of State Stettinius at San 
Francisco. As though great powers had ever given man
kind any reason to trust them! 

The atomic age put an end to the security of the three 
giants as well. 

If you accept the fact that mankind must banish war, then. 
inevitably-if you can think straight-you reach the con· 
dusion that mankind must achieve world government. Noth· 
ing less can do the trick. 

No Middle Ground 
BY THOMAS K. FINLETTER 

Lawyer and Author 

M y MODEST little subject, "Is World Government 
the Answer?" may be divided into two parts: ( 1) 
Can the United Nations Organization be preserved? 

and (2) Is world government possible in the immediate fu
ture?" Both of these questions come down to the same 
thing: that is, are we going to continue our present system 
of arm's length dealing between independent nation-states or 
are we going to set up a world state? 

We cannot discuss these questions intelligently, I think, 
unless we define for ourselves, much more clearly than we 
have, just what we mean by world government and what the 
consequences of our adopting it and of our not adopting it 
are. The discussion of these questions so far has been ex
tremely confused. Often those who deny the practiatbility of 
world government will propose steps which amount to exactly 
that. Often those who are convinced that nothing short of 
world government can stop atomic war shrink from the neces
sary implications of a super-sovereignty and make proposals 
which in fact merely perpetuate the concert system on which 
the League of Nations and the United Nations Organization 
are founded. They want world government in the abstract 
not in the particular. There is a need for a definition. 
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There are only two alternatives befOre us in this matter of 
the organization of peace. The fir t is a world government. 
The other is an agreement between nations ba ed on good 
will. TI1ere is nothing in between. There are variations in the 
two categories. But the inescapable fact is that either you 
have an enforceable world law or you haven' t. I empha
size this because there is at the moment an almost frantic 
search for a middle ground- something that will be more 
than the old system of ag reements between governments, 
but yet will avoid the violent upheaval in our political con
cepts and our national independence inherent in the setting 
up of a super-state. No such middle ground exists or can be 
created. 

Both alternati,·es-world government or agreements be
tween governments-carry with them certain very disagree
able consequences. We have not, I think, fully taken in what 
a world government would mean in terms of surrender of 
national power by the United States. On the other hand, I 
am sure that we have not yet realized how serious will be 
the mili tary regulation of our economy and our people
especially the urban populations-if we are to be compelled 
to live in a world of independent nation states armed with 
modern weapon of mass destruction . This is a choice between 
two pills both of which are hard to swallow. But I cannot 
believe that when we fully consider the alternatives we can 
reach any conclusion other than that world government is 
the only course which holds any prospect either for a decent 
way of life or for the avoidance of atomic war. 

First let us see what we mean by world government, not 
as a broad conceptual matter but in practical terms. The way 
to do this is, I think, to take one by one the steps necessary 
to set up an effective control of the modern weapons of mass 
destruction under a rule of law. 

The first proposition is that we cannot stop the use of these 
weapons except by preventing their manufacture. If they are 
allowed to come into existence they will be used. Therefore, 
we must start with a rule enacted by some international or
ganization prohibiting the manufacture of certain types of 
weapons. The United Nations Organization is a convenient 
medium for this purpose. Therefore, the UNO C'-larter 
should be amended so as to include, as one of its principles, 
the rule that certain specific weapons shall not be manu
factured. 

By itself, such a rule would be merely a statement of good 
intentions like the Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928 by which 65 
nations solemnly and forever renounced war. Therefore, 
UNO must be given the physical power to enforce this rule. 
How to give UNO this power is a technical military matter. 
The political principle is that the power shall be sufficient. 
If UNO does not have the physical power to see to it that 
its rules are obeyed, there will be no effective law. Whatever 
law may mean as a matter of philo ophy, for this purpose it 
means a rule which as a practical matter can and will be 
enforced. 

But even this is not enough. For once you start on this 
business of setting up an enforceable system of stopping 
the manufacture of certain weapons, certain consequences 
inevitably follow. There is a package of minimum require
ments. If any component part of that package is withdrawn 
the system ceases to be enforceable and becomes a mere 
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promise betv. een sovereign governments based on their good 
will and good faith. 

Thus, UNO would have to have the right to send its in
spectors into all parts of the world to know whether its rule 
was being violated. The refusal by a government to let the 
inspectors inspect would have to be illegal, bringing down 
wi h it all the sanctions necessary to compel the recalcitrant 
government to allow UNO's orders to be carried out. Also, 
there would have to be some way of supplementing the basic 
law against the manufacture of certain kinds of weapons-
to add new weapons to the proscribed list, to specify the 
methods of inspection, and generally to keep up with the 
enormous and changing complications inherent in any ef
fective system of control by law. In. other words, UNO would 
have to have a legislature with the power to make law within 
its con titutional powers. And such a .legislature could not 
operate by unanimous voting, but would have to act by a 
majority. And representation in such a legislature could not 
be on the undemocratic basis of one vote for each nation 
state. 

Another fundamental change would be necessary. The Se
curity Council could not function as it does now as a politi
cal body, with the power to act or not to act as its sovereign 
members choose. If the Security Council is to be the execu
tive of UNO it will have to act as any other executive. If 
there is a law, it must be enforced automatically. It must not 
require a new political decision each time a specific case comes 
before it that the law shall be enforced. Only the manner 
of enforcement must be open for discussion. This means that 
the steps to stop a violation of UNO's fundamental law can
not be taken by the present voting system of the Security 
CounciL A majority vote of the Council would be one way, 
or the setting up of a different kind of executive body of 
UNO. 

Moreover, UNO's law would have to operate directly on 
the individual citizen. If the UNO inspectors report that 
plant A in Country X is making atomic bombs, UNO m.1y 
first tell the government of X to stop the manufacture, but 
if government X fails to comply, UNO will hn·e to act 
directly against the offending plant. If UNO were to act only 
through tl1e government of X, the enforcement of the law 
would take the form in each instance of a negotiation be
tween UNO and the government of X, with all the delays 
and inaction such a negotiation would entail. No law can 
be enforced in tl1is way. 

Also, if this enormous power were granted to UNO some 
judicial body (pre urnably the Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice) would ha\'e to determine whether a violation 
of UNO' law had taken place. UNO could not subject an 
alleged offender (say a manufacturing plant in a great city) 
to the frightful penalty of being bombed, or even to any 
lesser penalty, without having it dearly and judically estab
lished that it had broken the law. 

To summarize: If you want to make a rule that certain 
weapons shall not be manufactured and to set up an effective 
system to enforce that rule, you unavoidably, as an absolute 
minimum, call for a world government which ( 1) works 
under a fixed rule of law, (2) has a legislature to modify 
that law within the limits of tl1e powers of that government's 
charter, (3) has an executive whose duty it is to apply the 
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law directly ag inst the offending individual , with no right 
to debate, a a political matter, whether it shall or hall not 

do so (4) has an information ystem which will keep the 
e."<ecutive informed of what is going on, (5) has a judiciary 
to determine whether a violation has taken place and (6) 
has overwhelming phy ical force to enable it to stop any 
violation of its fundamental law. 

There may be other conditions which would follow if an 
effective control of armaments is to be et up. I think there 
are. Thus it is not enough to make illegal the manufacturing 

of certain weapon if you are to have peace-which is, after 
all, what we re trying to get by all these mechanics. It will 
be necessary to make any form of war, civil or otherwise, 
illeg.a.l. But uch a law in turn would freeze the staJIIJ quo 
and would raise the question whether a peaceful change pro
vision would not be necessary-something like the enactment 
as law of the principle of self-determination. But I do not 
want to get into these further complexities at this point. I 
want only to make it dear that those who are suggesting 
an effective control of weapons of mas destruction, based 
on enforceable law, are in fact demanding world govern
ment with all its component parts. 

It is no wonder then that many people, even of those who 
can contemplate change without distaste, are appalled by the 
implications of an attempt to control the manufacture of 
these weapons. World government adds up to-world gov
ernment, the setting up of something more powerful than 
the Government of the United States. It is not surprising that 
there is this search for a middle ground-something in be
tween doing nothing and this crossing of the Rubicon into 
the land of the World State. 

[At ~his point Mr. Finletter dismssed at lengtb several 

'"middle ground proposals." ] 
The implications of world government are very serious. 

But what about the implications of not having world gov
ernment? Clearly, tremendously important questions of do
mestic policy depend on which of these two solutions is 
adopted. If we had a world state we could, and indeed prob
ably would, be required to disarm almost entirely our national 
forces. It would be against the law for us to have weapons 
of mass destruction and there would be no point in having 
substantial amounts of the others. We would have put all 
our armament eggs in one basket of world government. But 
if we decide to go the other course and to continue our ex
periments with the agreement or good faith method, prudence 
demands that we take on a defense program the like of 
which this country has not yet dreamed of. For the agree
ment method means-unless aU history is wrong-that war, 
some time or other, sooner or later, is inevitable; and we 
would have to be ready for it. 

What these preparations would have to be is a matter 
which only the military men and the scientists can talk about 
with authority. But the laymen have to consider these things 
and, as matters look at the moment, it seems we should 
think along the following lines: 

( 1 )' The important thing is defense against sudden at
tack. We will be on the receiving end at the beginning of 
the next war. The attack will probably be extremely violent 
and without warning. 

(2) We will have to make arrangements which will 
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protect our military installations, industrial centers and 
urban populations from being destroyed in such an attack, 
so that we will have something to retaliate with to protect 
ourselves against invasion and conquest. 

(3) Until such time as we learn that other nations have 
developed atomic and other weapons capable of such an 
attack-say three to five years or possibly a short time 

longer- we can, and 
probably will, disre
gard the danger. But 
once we are confronted 
with the possibility of 
such an attack, we 
will have to submit to 
drastic regulation of 
our industry and our 
urban poputations. 
The need for these 
defensive preparations 
will increase sharply 
as we withdraw our 
troops from Germany 
and Japan. 

( 4) What form our 
preparations for de
fense against atomic 
attack will take will 
depend on (a/ the 
recommendations of 
the military and the 
scientists in the light 

Thomas K. Finletter of the armament of 
other nations, and (b) 

the political feasibility of putting into effect what they rec
ommend-that is, the willingness of the American people 
to put up with drastic regulation of their industry and 
urban populations. A case may well arise where it will be 
politically impossible for any United States government to 
enact the kind of law which the experts will say is necessary 
for the national defense. The people may prefer having the 
country open to devastating attack rather than accept the 
drastic regulation of their lives which may be necessary 
in the light of the then existing weapons in the possession 
of other countries. This is another way of saying that 
de.~I~.ocracies will always be at a disadvantage. 

(5) But even so, if we keep our international organiza
tion on the basis of reliance on the good will of the other 
nations of the world, we will necessarily adopt a high 
degree of interference by the federal government with the 
liberty of the individual. If we were to have only a race in 
the preparation of atomic weapons for offense, this would 
not greatly increase the control of the government over 
the affairs of the individual. The difficulty comes from the 
necessity of preparing the country so that it can take an 
atomic attack and still be able to strike back. How much 
this will lead in tbe direction of total control by the gov
ernment over the location of industry, the right of individ
uals to live in crowded urban centers, complete military 
service and the totally militarized state may be left to the 
imagination. 

The people of this country thus have quite a decision to 
make-whether to try to achieve world government before 

the nations get involved in an armament race, or, on the other 
hand, to get busy about winning that race. 
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The decision will probably be made within the next few 
years, that is within the period of grace allowed to the United 
States, Canada and the United Kingdom by their exclusive 
ownership of atomic engineering know-how. If by that time 
some effective world law preventing the manufacture of these 
weapons is not set up, the armament race will begin of its 
own accord. Once started, it will be very much harder to 
stop it than before it began. It is one thing to get the nations 
to agree not to manufacture certain weapons; it is very m11ch 
another thing to get them to agree to give those weapons up. 

For this reason the UNO commission ca1led for by the 
Truman-Attlee Atomic Declaration is of the highest impor
tance. A reading of that Declaration shows that it can go 
either way. It opens up the road-indeed it fairly clearly 
envisages-world government. It calls for "effective enforce
~-ble safeguards against (the) use (of atomic energy) for 
destructive purposes ... ," the "control of atomic energy to 
the extent necessary to insure its use only for peaceful pur· 
poses, ... the elimination from national armaments of atomic 
weapons and all other major weapons adaptable to mass 
destruction, . . . effective safeguards by way of inspection and 
other means" and "the rule of law." Certainly the necessary 
implication of such measures is world government. 

On the other hand, the atomic declaration makes it clear 
that the work of the UNO Commission is to "proceed by 
separate stages, the successful completion of each one of 
which will develop the necessary confidence of the world be· 
fore the next stage is undertaken." There is thus no com
mitment of the British and American governments to work 
toward the immediate creation of a world state. The com
mitment is only to try to create the conditions of mutual 
confidence which will make the setting up of the "adequate 
safeguards" possible. 

Now what does this policy of gradual stages imply? It 
can mean one or two things. First, that the governments of 
the United States and Britain are not sure that their own 
peoples are ready for world government and that they must 
be led into it, if at all, by easy stages. Secondly, that no world 
government can be set up unless Russia agrees, and that the 
only way to get her to accept it is to take the matter up with 
her tactfully and gradually. 

I believe that the Atomic Declaration means both these 
things. The first lies within our own power to satisfy. If the 
American people will show what I believe to be the fact, that 
they are willing to accept the implications of membership in 
a world government if they believe that to be the only way 
of stopping war, then their government can act with vigor in 
putting this view up to the governments and peoples of the 
rest of the world. 

The other difficulty is beyond our immediate control. I 
have no idea whether the governments of Great Britain and 
Russia would agree to set up "enforceable safeguards" against 
war in the form of a world government. I am however rea
sonably certain of one thing, and that is that there is only 
one way in which we can find out, and that is to offer it to 
them. 

But, we will be told, all this is impossible; the people are 
not ready for such a drastic step. Perhaps thc.y are not. But 
we must, I think, be careful not to lay the blame for our 
failure to bring our antiquated international machinery up to 
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date on shoulders where it does not belong. Are we sure 
that this failure is not caused by an unjustified lack of faith 
in the political and moral maturity of the peoples of the 
world? Are we sure that the peoples would not willingly 
go along .with any sensible plan which would give them some 
hope of living decently and in peace? 

The Veteran's View 
BY CHARLES G. BOLTE 

Chairman, American Veterans' Committee 

O
URS is a most extraordinary world, a world in which 
technological developments have led us into such a 
literally revolutionary time, that we must also revolu

tionize our political thinking. 
Our situation is dangerous because the present organization 

of society vests control of extraordinarily destructive weapons 
in the hands of men who owe their allegiance to some power 
less inclusive than the sovereign power ·of all men. It is obvi
ous that we must change our political arrangements, and 
change them quickly. I agree entirely with what Beardsley 
Ruml said a few days ago: we need a triple-decker, three-way 
program. _We don't have to say we are in favor of one thing 
and drop everything else. We can work hard through existing 
diplomatic channels at the problem of how to get along with 
Russia and relieve the tensions developing between us. At the 
same time we can do everything possible to insure support of 
the United Nations Organization, get the necessary legislation 
through the Senate, and do what needs to be done to make 
the meeting in January a success-even work for strengthen
ing amendments to the Charter. Doing either or both of 
those things does not mean that we cannot at the same time 
work for world government, for a quick and radical trans
formation of the UNO into a real world government. 

The proposition that we can gradually achieve that tl1ird 
phase-world government-is a little like Norman Cousins' 
illustratioo of the man standing at the edge of a wide chasm 
·with a forest fire creeping up behind him, looking across and 
saying, -'"I can't make the whole jump at once; I guess I better 
take one step at a time." To improve relations with Russia 
and to improve the UNO, is not to make that gradual 
approach. Although you have to take the jump all at once, 
you need a running start. Trying to relieve the tensions, build 
up as mucl1 community of interest as possible, and strengthen 
the UNO, perhaps will be our running start for world 
governn1ent. 

There is not much time, but we can go much faster than 
we think. We shall have tremendous support from many of 
the men who fought the war. Sovereignty doesn't seem like 
much of a ·defense to a man who has been in a B-29 over 
Tokyo, with the flak rattling off the cabin walls, or to a 
man who has lived in six inches of water in a foxhole for 
two montJ.1s. That sovereignty, if it is sovereignty, is some
thing we value little. It is a sovereignty which will be no 
protection to us . It is a false sovereignty in that it ignores 
the true sovereignty, which is of us, al l the people here in 
this country, and in this world, who feel tlut we would like 
to go on ltving. There will be no veterans of the next war. 
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Science Must be Free 
BY LOUIS N. RIDENOUR 

Physics Department, University of Penmylvania,
Radiation Laboratory, M.l.T.,- nv ar 

Department consultant 

N
ATIONAL and international control of this terrible 
weapon that has been put into our hands is impor
tant and perhaps, within the immediate future, cru

cial. However, one aspect of this general question which is 
all too seldom discussed is who, if anyone, is to control the 
future progress of basic, fundamental science. In the very 
considerable discussion concerning ways and means of saving 
man from the armageddon which the invention of the atomic 
bomb has made relatively cheap and practicable, the question 
of world-wide scientific freedom versus restrictive national
istic control of science has scarcely been noticed. Many peo
ple, including several competent scientists, feel that it is idle 
to discu'Ss this question of scientific freedom while the much 
larger issues of the survival of mankind, or of civilization, 
cannot yet be dealt with adequately. 

I cannot agree with this position. It seems to me that when 
the view is widely held that it is actually possible for a nation 
to keep a secret composed of some fragments of knowl<:dge 
about the interaction of matter and of radiation, and when 
our army destroys the cyclotrons of Japan presumably on 
the assumption that these are weapons of war instead of in
struments of scientific investigation, and when our treatment 
of individual scientists in the conquered countries suggests 
that we are on the verge of regarding these men individually 
as war criminals, it is necessary to consider the scientist's 
view of science and the possibility of its control. 

Briefly put, the scientist believes that there is a fundamen
tal understandability about nature. He further believes that 
the virtue of scientific ideas in his .field lies in their agree
ment with experiment, so that ultimately there is no such 
thing as opinion in science. There is only relative truth, an 
idea which agrees with experiment, and relative falsity, an 
idea which does not agree with experiment. Just as ulti
mately there is no such thing as opinion in science, so 
ultimately there is no such things as concealment in science. 
Given then the unscientific belief in the fundamental under
standability and universal accessibility of nature, one comes 
naturally to the scientist's pre-war method of conducting his 
science: it is in every sense of the word international. 

German, French, and English were the universal languages 
which every advanced 'student had to learn to read, at least, 
and scientific papers were always published in one of these 
three languages. Students and staff members, research work
ers at all levels, were interchanged between countries. Every 
country engaged in research and in investigation to the ulti
mate limit of its desirability and, most important of all, there 
was immediate international publication of all scientific re
sults. Scientists recognized tha~ in a discipline whose aim was 
the elucidation of the universe, it was idle and wrong to 
regard the results of experimentation and of speculative 
thought as being Jess than the property of all men. 

For reasons of military secrecy, with which no one would 
take issue while our country was in peril, the pre-war free-
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dom of science was entirely lost during the war. Most basic 
scientific work was stopped, too, because scientists made 
themselves useful as engineers, applying what was already 
known to design, an outstanding example being the design 
of the atomic bomb. However, the war is over now and we 
have the very interesting present-day situation in which our 
political leaders and virtually everyone responsible is giving 
voice to the most pious remarks about the necessity "for 
political internationalism, eventual world government, and a 
planet-wide brotherhood of man, while at the same time 
there seems to be little attempt to restore the old internation
alism of science. Instead, people seem to assume that science 
will henceforth be conducted on a nationalistic basis. 

Criticism of the nationalization of science, based on ideal
ism, is remarkably easy to make, but it is not likely to move 
practical people in an age when the threat of an atomic war 
is as near and as frightening as it is today. What I should 
like to do is point out that one can make a strong indictment 
of the nationalization of science on a practical nationalistic 
basis. Even if we are America Firsters, even if we want our 
country to prosper in spite of the rest of the world or at its 
expense or to become strong enough to conquer the rest of 
the world, it would not be practical to attempt to nationalize 
science. Science is far less a body of information than it is 
a group of men who understand thi3 information, who have 
the knowledge and the ability to make use of it and expend 
it. The country whose scientists are members of a cult or a 
secret lodge, a country which restricts its scientific knowl
edge so that fact A can be taught in the colleges and fact B 
cannot, is well on the way to destroying its . scientific tradi
tions and dispersing its scientists. Even from the standpoint 
of pure nationalism, this is a bad idea. It is basic to any sort 
of secrecy that someone must decide who is to be let in on a 
particular secret. It is equally basic to scientific thought that 
no man is competent to judge what a person must be told in 
order that he may make a scientific discovery or an advance or 
construct a theory or do a meaningful experiment. 

It should also be observed that sucn nationalization of 
science creates quite natural suspicion of national motives. 
Since the supposed benefits of scientific nationalism in the 
minds of those who favot it are limited to its expected use
fulness in war, any attempt on our part to nationalize science 
will be regarded by other nations as part of our preparations 
for a war. Thus, an attempt to nationalize science can stand 
in the way of the trust and understanding between nations, 
which must precede any control of the atomic bomb. But this 
again is an idealistic argument and I must apologize for 
advancing it. 

let us say, instead, that any attempt of this sort will cause 
other countries to put an intense effort into attracting good 
men to scientific pursuits. It will cause them to finance 
scientific investigation and, if they are clever, to maintain 
the most rigid scientific freedom so that their scientists can 
work effectively. This may enable other countries to be better 
prepared scientifically for a war than we would like to see 
them. Our policy of scientific nationalization would have 
been responsible. 

Apart from the type of national control of science that I 
have so far considered-control of scientific publication and 
dissemination of scientific information-there is another sort 
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of control which has been suggested as wise or necessary. 
This is a kind of supervision which will prevent the scien
tist from harming the public at large by his practice in the 
dark arts. There seems to be a confusion in the minds of 
many people between scientists and scientific knowledge, on 
the one hand, and so-called scientific weapons of war, on the 
other. There seems to be a belief that there is something 
inherently bad about scientific knowledge that fits it uniquely 
to be turned over to the destruction of other men. Scientists, 
I am afraid, have done their part to heighten this impres· 
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sion by being proud of the war-time achievements in engi
neering weapons. It is difficult not to be proud of a good 
job. However, I think it is time we pointed out that a body 
of scientific knowledge and a group of capable scientists, as 
a natural resource, are quite comparable to a steel mill and 
the people necessary to run it. You can make either sewing 
machines and typewriters or machine-guns and cannon out 
of the steel that comes from the mill. We don't need to fear 
science and scientists in a world at peace; we need fear only 
those persons who would lead nations into war. 

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE FORUM 

AT THE close of the last session of the forum Freda Kirch
wey presented to the delegates the series of Proposi

tibns" which had provided the framework of the discussions. 
After some debate it was agreed unanimously that the Propo
sitions be accepted as expressing the sense of the forwn, and 
Miss Kirchwey was instructed to formulate resolutions based 
upon them. A proposal that a paragraph be_ inserted calling 
directly for the creation of a world government was rejected 
because lack of time made adequate discussion impossible. 
But it was dearly the feeling of the meeting that changes in 
the United Nations Organization, to increase its authority 
and convert it as rapidly as possible into a body whose de
cisions would have the force of law, should be vigorously 
pressed. 

The resolutions agreed upon by the forwn follow: 

SINCE the basic scientific information about nuclear 
fission is known everywhere and it is only a matter of 
time before the production of atomic bombs is possible 
in all industrially advanced countries; and since the 
development of aviation, particularly of rocket-propelled 
robot planes, will soon annihilate distance and minimize 
the human factor in attack, eliminating the possibility of 
effective, long-range defense against aggres"sion with atomic 
weapons; and 

SINCE we are therefore faced with the problem of find
ing political rather than mechanical methods of dealing 
with the overwhelming dangers. created by the discovery 
of atomic explosives and other new destructive devices; 
and 

SINCE effective political methods can only be devised 
if the nations succeed in minimizing such existing political 
factors as (a) long-continued differences of interest and 
policy between the Soviet Union and the Western powers 
and (b) the effect on other nations of America's mo
nopoly of the secret of atomic-bomb manufacture and of 
our continued production of these bombs-

THEREFORE, we are agreed : 

1. That the plan for international control through the 
United Nations Organization proposed by President Tru
man, Prime Minister Attlee, and Prime Minister King 
should be fortified by consultation with the Soviet Union 
so that assurance of full cooperation by the Soviet govern-

ment may be secured in advance of the UNO Assembly 
meeting in January; 

2. That the United States take the initiative in arranging 
further consultation concerning conflicts of interests in 
areas of tension such as the Balkans, Iran, the Near East. 
and the Far East in order to replace the present danger
ous tactics of provocation and· counter-provocation ·by con
ciliation or, if necessary,. honest collective bargainin_g; 

3. That, at the same time, plans for establishing atomic 
control through the UNO should be energetically pushed 
and the program outlined in the Truman-Attlee-King 
statement more sharply defined; 

4. That one of the first acts of a control commission set 
up under the UNO should be the outlawing of the manu
facture of atomic explosives and the destruction or con
version for industrial uses of those bombs already built 
by the United States; 

5. That since wars and the danger of atomic destruc
tion will be eliminated only when the superior authority of 
a world organization is accepted by all nations, an essential 
step in this direction is the abolition of the veto rule 
which today gives dictatorial power to a small group of 
great nations; 

6. That in order to avoid control by private monopolies, 
national or international, over the industrial exploitation 
of atomic energy-which control would hinder the devel
opment of a new era of economic security and abundance 
-the government must keep in its own hands the sources 
of fissionable material and nationalize the actual produc
tion of atomic energy; 

7. That Congress must devise control machinery which 
will insure the security of the country, prevent improper 
private exploitation of atomic developments, and at the 
same time encourage scientific experimentation by protect
ing freedom of research and a free exchange of scientiiic 
information; 

8. And, finally, that to accomplish these ends a federai 
control commission must be composed of representatives 
of the people as a whole, including scientists;•·labor, the 
professions, business and industry, the government, and 
the armed forces, such commission to remain, however, 
under full civilian control. 
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V. DINNER FORUM 

"We Turned the Switch" 
BY LEO SZILARD 

Atom-bomb scientist; Metallurgical 
Laboratot'y, Univenity of Chicago 

0 
N MARCH 3, 1939, Dr. Walet Zinn and I, working 
on the seventh floor of the Pupin Building at Colwn
bia University, completed a simple experiment to 

which we bad been looking forward rather eagerly. Every· 

thing was ready, and all we had to do was to lean back, turn 

a switch, and watch the screen of a television tube. If flashes 

of light appeared on the screen, it would mean that neutrons 

were emitted in the fission of uranium, and that in turn 

would mean that the liberation of atomic energy was possible 

in our lifetime. We turned the 

During 1943 and part of 1944 our greatest worry was the 

possibility that Germany would perfect an atomic bomb 

before the invasion of Europe. I myself was firmty convinced 

that the Germans were ahead of us in this work. Today I 

know that I was wrong and that when the war ended the 

Germans had not reached the point from which we started 

when our work began in earnest. 
In 1945, when we ceased worrying about what the Ger

mans might do to us, we began to worry abQut what the 

government of the United States might do to other coup· 

tries. Discussion of the subject started in Chicago in March 

of this year. There were those among us who thought that 

we should not set the precedent of using atomic euergy for 

the purposes of destruction. About sixty of us at Chicago 

took the view that Japan was essentially defeated and that 
it would be wrong to attack 

switch, we saw the flashes, we 
watched them for about ten 
minutes-and then we switched 
everything off and went home. 
That night I knew that the 
world was headed for sor-
row. 

From March, 1939 until Oc
tober of the same year work 

The Dinner on December 3, celebrating The NaJion's 
Eightieth Anniversary, concluded the forum. Leon Henderson, 
former head of the OPA, presided, and Mrs. Franklin D . 
Roosevelt made a brief extemporaneous speech. Another guest 
of honor, Dr. Urey, also spoke extemporaneously, and his re
marks as published here are consequently much abbreviated. 
Dr. Evatt spoke by radio telephone from Los Angeles. The 
main speech of the evening, by Harold Laski, chairman of the 
British Labor Party, was printed in full last week. 

its cities with atomic bombs as 
if atomic bombs were simply 
another military weapon. Many 
atomic scientists at Oak Ridge 
took a similar view. The use 
of atomic bombs ltgainst Hiro
shima and Nagasaki did not 
end but rather stimulated the 

in the field of atomic energy was carried on by a handful of 

men who lacked many of the things they needed and most 

of all official recognition. From October, 1939, to the end 

of 1941 we still lacked many things, but we suffered from 
too much official recognition. Our increasing anxiety about 

what the Germans might be doing made our slow speed all 
the more intolerable. 

At the end of 1941 there was an important change for the 

better. This change came in the wake of a visit which Dr. Oli

phant of Birmingham, England, paid to this country around 
the middle of the war. Dr. Oliphant attended one of the 

meetings of the Uranium Committee as a guest and was not 

very much impressed by the organization and official guid
ance of our work. Disregarding international etiquette, he 

told anyone who was willing to listen what he thought, of us. 
Considerations other than military secrecy prevent me from 

repeating the exact expressions he used. But he got results. 
After the reorganization of our work at the end of 1941 

we were ali happy for a while. Sometime during 1942 the 

army was brought into the picture, but the officers who were 
attached to us realized that they did not know what it was 

all about and did not make life difficult for us. Toward the 
end of 1942 and during the first half of 1943 all sorts of 

troubles developed, not all of them originating with the army. 
At that ti!D@ it became evident to most of us that unless our 

organization could be changed quickly, we would have no 

bombs ready b'y the spring of 1944, when we expected the 
invasion of Europe to begin. We saw no way of bringing 
about a change without a major row, and we could not take 

the risk of losing thereby more time than we might gain. 

discussion of this question. 
For some four to six weeks after Hiroshima atomic scien

tists expressed no opinion on the political implications of 

the bomb, having been requested by the War Department 

to exercise the greatest possible reserve. Our response to this 

request does not mean that we were intimidated l>y the War 
Department. We kept silent because we all believed that 

Hiroshima was immediately followed by discussions between 

the United States, Great Britain, and Russia, as indeed it 

should have been, and we did not want to embarrass the 
President or the Secretary of State. 

Then, early in October, in a visit to Washington, I hap

pened to pick up a copy of the May-Johnson bill and brought 
it back with me to Chicago. We were somewhat alarmed 

when we read in the papers that hearings were held for one 
day before the House Military Affairs Committee and then 

dosed down for good. Our alarm increased when on Octo

ber 9 we discovered that the War Department's early re

quests to, us to exercise discretion in our public utterances 
were not occasioned by any negotiations with other powers but 

by its desire to have the May-Johnson bill passed "without 

unnecessary discussions in Congress." 
This caused the Atomic Scientists of Chicago to issue a 

manifesto calling for adequate hearings in Congress on the 
general issue involved before any bill on the domestic con

trol of atomic energy should be passed. Our statement 

marked the beginning of the fight of the scientists against 
the May-Johnson bill, a fight which has so far not been lost. 

Feeling the need for a better understanding of what was 
happening in Washington, I went there and stayed six weeks. 

These are my conclusions; The most hopeful aspect of the 
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situation in Washington is the fact that the problem of con· 
trolling atomic energy has so far not become a political prob
lem, that is, the essential difference is not between Democrats 
and Republicans or between progressives and conservatives 
but rather between those who understand what atomic bombs 
may mean and those who do not understand it. The most 
important task would therefore seem to be somehow to im· 
part to everyone a realization of .the essentially non-terres· 
tial nature of the atomic bomb. 

I would like, therefore, to present tentatively the sugges
tion that the best way to put our foreign policy on a sound 
basis might consist in staging a demonstration of an atomic· 
bomb explosion for members of Congress, the President, and 
such other citizens as ought to witness it. Those of my friends 
who saw the tests in New Mexico on July 16 tell me how 
shaken they were by the experience. Most of them were ten 
miles or more away; if they had been nearer, the psycho· 
logical effect would no doubt have been even greater. The 
risk which the statesmen would run individually by watch
ing from a lesser distance appears to me small in compari
son to the risk which we shall all incur collectively if we 
do not succeed in bringing home to them the non-terrestial 
nature of the phenomenon. 

Naturally, I am not really worried about the future, ex· 
cept perhaps the next fifteen years. If we manage to get 
through the next fifteen years, alive, we shall probably 
emerge immune to atomic bombs. It seems to me that the 
greatest danger facing us at present is the possibility of a 
war which would arise more or less automatically out of 
an arms race in which the United States and Russia built 
up _stockpiles of atomic bombs. 

Is it possible to avert this danger? Let us assume that the 
United States and Russia agreed to have no stockpiles of 
atomic bombs and to permit no manufacture of atomic bombs 
on their territory. Let us, moreover, assume for the sake of 
argument that they both reserve the right to abrogate this 
arrangement at any time. Could Russia and the United States, 
under present-day conditions, make arrangements through 
which they could convince each other, as well as other 
nations, that secret violations of the agreement would be 
detected and would beco.me known to the world? My an· 
swer to this question is emphatically Yes. Clearly the ar
rangements would have to include the right of inspection on 
the part of some international agency. 

If Russia and the United States wanted to reassure each 
other concerning secret violations, they might go about 'it 
in the following way: After the agreement is ratified and 
becomes the law of the land, the President of the United 
States could call on all American engineers and scientists 
and ask them to pledge themselves to report to an interna
tional agency all violations committed on the territory of 
the United States. The Espionage Act would have to be 
modified so that it would no longer cover information of a 
scientific or technical nature, whether or not relating to na
tional defense. All men classed as scientists or engineers 
would be invited to spend each year four weeks' vacation or 
six weeks' if you wish, abroad with their families as guests 
of the United Nations Organization. The Russian govern
ment would be expected to take similar action with respect 
to its own scientists and engineers, 
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No arrangement of this sort, of course, could rule out the 
possibility of war, and in case of war, sooner or later, atomic 
bombs would drop from the skies. Yet under such an arrange
ment war would break out only if one of the parties actually 
decided to start an arms race and risk a war. It would give 
us a respite which would be worth having, provided we know 
how to make use of it for building a permanent peace. 

The Task Before Us 
BY HAROLD C. UREY 

Atom-bomb scientist,- winner of Nobel Prize 

T HE year 1945 will go down in history as one of the 
most crucial, the most epoch-making of many centuries 
of the past. One can never speak about the future. 

Future history, in fact, may not last very long. It depends 
upon what we do with the very important period immedi
ately before us. The point at which we have arrived in his· 
tory, which is highlighted by the atomic bomb, is this: We 
have made technological warfare so dreadful that we cannot 
survive if we practice it. We have that choice to make. Do 
we wish to have this civilization, which has been built so 
laboriously for thousands of years, terminated at this point, 
or do we wish to see it go on? Do we wish to see our own 
race, evolved through almost endless time-hundreds of 
millions of years-terminated? Do we wish to go on with 
this sort of playing with very great fires and have a devastated 
earth? 

These are things which I think can reasonably be expected 
to be ahead in the next decades if we wish to continue in 
this direction. 

Of course, the problem first of all is how can we impress 
people with the seriousness of the situation. We need, first 
of all, to be thoroughly frightened. Of course, fright that 
leads to hysteria doesn't do us much good, but if we can 
channel a real good fright into the direction of constructive 
effort, great benefit may come from it. 

As Dr. Szilard has said to you, we need to use equal imagi· 
nation, equal courage in bt:eaking with the past, in our expe· 
rience in human affairs, that we have used in developing the 
atomic bomb. I think that it is possible to arouse the people 
of th1s country to the seriousness of the situation and in· 
duce them to think differently about the changed situation. 
Any solution that the scientific fraternity has been able to 
think of, or any one else has been able to suggest that I 
know of, involves some legal means of preventing war. 

The essential problem of preventing war was considered 
by the founders of this country. Our own federal govern· 
ment was the result of these discussions. I should like to see 
the time come when the manufacture of atomic bombs and 
other weapons of war will be handled by a world organiza· 
tion such as counterfeiting is by our government. I believe 
this may happen sooner than we think. There should be 
laws against the manufacture of atomic and other weapons 
of war, and a police force to detect violations and arrest 
people (not states) who violate the law. There should be 
courts of justice to try those accused of violating the law. If 
guilty they should be imprisoned. I am convinced that onlf 
such a proceedure will prevent war. 
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This control of war can come about only when the people 
of this country and those of other countries are willing to 
serve as policemen, judges, and juries and give moral sanc
tion to the law. The ultt'mate source of law and its ultimate 
enforcement resides in the moral conscience of the citizens 
of a country and _the world. As sovereignty in this country 
resides in the people of this country, so sovereignty of a 
world government must also reside in the people. We have 
atomic bombs and other countries do not. We should lead 
and not ask others to do so. This is our responsibility and 
opportunity. 

A Stronger UNO 
BY HERBERT VERE EVATT 

Foreign MiTZister of Australia 

T HE advent of the atom bcmb has dramatically illus· 
trated but not essentially changed the problems of 
world security and world organization that were faced 

at San Francisco. At that great conference it was agreed by 
all that the human and physical devastation of war was so 
vast that it could be prevented only by a world organization 
armed with drastic powers to curb an aggressor. 

Although the atom bomb had not yet been used in the war, 
the delegates to San Francisco thought that another world 
war would bring an end to our civilization. The devastation 
wrought in Europe is sufficient evidence that the world -can
not endure another war even if the atom bomb is outlawed. 
However, the atom bomb has made more urgent the need for 
getting the new organization into working order. 

The recent Three Powers statement on atomic energy 
points to the establishment of an agency under the jurisdic
tion of the United Nations with power to inspect the plant and 
laboratories of any nation in order to discover if there has 
been any violation of the proposed ~n against atomic weap
ons. The setting up of a special ~tomic commission, the 
agreement to eliminate atomic weapons from national arma
ments, and the establishment of machinery for inspection will 
have to be fnlly discussed in the assembly of the United 
Nations Organization and in the legislature of the individual 
nation. But once international agreement is entered into and 
the new agency is established, obviously there can be no place 
for a veto power on the decision of the agency. 

Here I desire to state most emphatically that the atom 
bomb, like every armament both old and new, is dearly 
covered by the United Nations provision giving the Assembly 
a right to take the initiative with respect to international 
agreement for armament regulations. 

Above all, we must not lose sight of the fundamental prin
ciple that the objectives of the United Nations Organiza
tion are, first, to prevent wars; second, to suppress aggressors 
by force if necessary, and third, to remove the underlying 
causes of war-economic and otherwise. It would be a great 
setback to these objectives if the main forces of the United 
Nations Organization were thought to be the laying down of 
rules by which future wars should be conducted. 

Again the United Nations Charter places a positive obli
Atation on each member nation to place at the disposal of the 
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Security Council not only its armed forces but its warlike 
"facilities." In my opinion, no nation can carry out its duties 
to the organization unless it is prepared, subject of course to 
reasonable safeguards, to bring all its armaments and all its 
weapons within the general jurisdiction of the organization. 

For these reasons, it is entirely wrong to suppose that the 
destructive aspects of atomic energy can be regarded as out
side the purview of the United Nations Charter. On the con
trary, they can be and are included within its scope. There
fore, I do not agree that it is necessary for us to concentrate 
on world government, i. e., establishing new machinery for 

some form of federal 
government. What is 
necessary is to concen· 
trate on making the ex
isting United Nations 
Organization a success. 

All this shows how 
important it is to stress 
the positive factors of 
cooperation that must 
go into the setting up 
of a United Nations Or
ganization and the build
ing of a world commu
nity. Too many have 
overemphasized the fear 

Herbert Vere Evatl that has been almost uni-
versally engendered by 

the atom bomb and suggested that this fear may stampede us 
into a solid world organization. But in my opinion fear can 
never prevent this positive creative quality. Fear may drive us 
underground. Fear may force us to disperse our industries. 
Fear may induce a nation to strike a first and decisive blow. 
But fear will not make us feel more kindly toward our neigh
bors, and this feeling of kindness and comradeship is vitally 
necessary if we are to have any world organization that will 
survive. 

What is the task before us? What is needed is an aban
donment of mere power politics and the support of all forms 
of international participation designed to meet the desperate 
needs of the peoples of the world. let us not think that our 
present favored position and apparent economic security 
leave us immune from future economic disaster. 

The urgent necessity of the displaced and starving peo
ples of Europe and Asia must be met by increasing the re
sources of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation 
Administration. The Food and Agriculture Organization 
should be given a larger role to play. The Economic and Social 
Council of the United Nations Organization must be assigned 
special tasks in furthering the development of resources 
in the interests of the people themselves. The trusteeship 
clauses of the Charter must be given practical application. 
There must be an extension of international cultural and 
scientific exchanges. With th~ peaceful development of 
atomic energy, the old economic conflict, the struggle for 
Jiving room, the jealously guarded economic rights in power 
resources-all contributing to the likelihood of war--can be 
made things of the past. Mankind has the possibility of 
entering into a cultural heritage hitherto undreamed of. 



PROGRAM PROPOSED AND ADOPTED BY 

THE NATION ASSOCIATES 

At Its Forum, December 1 1 2, 3, 1945 

Hotel Astor, New York 

As a minimum program necessary to establishing effective international con

trol of atomic energy, the delegates to The Nation Associates Forum called for the 

• 
following: 

(1) Consultation with the Soviet Union, either in conference or through dip

lomatic processes, so that full cooperation by the Soviet Government may be se

cured in advance of the United Nations Assembly meeting in January. 

(2) Further consultation concerning conflicts of interest in areas of exist

ing tension such as the Balkans, Iran, the Near East and the Far East, in order to· 

replace the present dangerous tactics of provocation and counter-provocation by 

methods of conciliation or if necessary of honest collective unbargaining. 

(3) Sharper definition of the program outlined in the Truman-Attlee-King 

statement to insure that the UNO will be given actual power to control the mili

tary uses of atomic energy. 

(4) The setting up by the UNO, as one of its first acts, of a control commis

sion with authority to outlaw the manufacture of atomic explosives and to destroy 

or convert to industrial use the bombs already built by the United States. 

(5) Elimination of the veto rule in the Security Council which today gives 

dictatorial power to a small group of nations and thus prevents the establishment 

of a world authority accepted by all nations, large and small. 

(6) Action by the government in the domestic field to prevent the possibility 

of control by private monopolies over the industrial exploitation of atomic energy 

which would hinder the development of economic security and abundance; to this end 

the government should keep in its own hands the sources of fissionable material 
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and ~ationalize the production of atomic energy to prevent the new power from be

coming a source of profit for big business. 

(7) Legislative action by Congress to devise machinery which will insure the 

security of the country, prevent improper private exploitation of atomic develop

ment, and at ~he same time encourage scientific experimentation especially in the 

peaceful application of nuclear energy. 

(8) Establishment of a federal control commission to be composed of repre

sentatives of the people as a whole -- including scientific workers, labor, and 

the professions, as well as business and i~dustry; the government and the armed 

forces also to be represented, but the commission under no nircumstances dominat ed 

by the War Department. 
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The ·basic ·document for all 
discussion of atomic ·policy 

Enlarged edition, including statements by~ the British_ a cl. Canadian governments 

• 

~FOR MILITARY PURPOSE$ 

'THIS is the famous "Smyth Report", is
sued at the direction of Maj. Gen. Leslie 
R. Groves, in charge of the Atomic 
Bomb project-a general account of the 

development of atomic energy under the au
lsplces of the United States Government. 

The new edition-now avttilable at your book· 
store-includes a 40-page section giving the text 
of official statements on the British ' and Ca
nadian contributions to the research. 

"One of the most fascinating and ·almost 
·certainly one of the most important oooks pub
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